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_ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _

Contentions of the Attorney General for
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts (MAG)

MAG Contention No..1

State and local officials responsible for emergency
preparedness and response in Massachusetts have no intention
of implementing or following the SPMC in the event of a
radiological emergency at Seabrook. Based on its
determination that no adequate planning is possible at this
site, the Commonwealth will not participate in any tests,
drills, exercises, training or otherwise engage in any
planning for such an emergency. State and local officials
officials (sic) will respond to any Seabrook emergency on an
ad h2g basis in light of the resources, personnel and
expertise then available. In light of this considered
governmental position the SPMC is irrelevant to this
licensing proceeding.i No emergency plan exists that meets
the planning standards of 50.47(b) and further provides a
basis for the finding of "reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken." 10 CFR 50.47(a)
(emphasis supplied).

7 The Applicant has acknowledged that NHY ORO could not
implement the SPMC on its own.

Bases

A. For a period of years, the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts attempted to prepare an adequate emergency plan
for the Massachusetts portions of the Seabrook plume exposure
EPZ. Because of the particular features of the Seabrook
site, the Commonwealth came to recognize that no emergency
planning "in the opinion of the state, (could be) adequate to
protect the health and safety of its citizens living within
the emergency planning zones." 44 CFR 350.7(d). For an
entire portion of the spectrum of accidents which must be
considered in designing and implementing emergency plans, no
meaningful plan to insure the safety of significant numbers
of people could be formulated for the Seabrook site.8 As a;

result, in September 1986, the Commonwealth ceased its'

planning efforts. In light of this experience, the
.

Commonwealth does not regard the SPMC as anything more than a
' transparent effort by the Applicant to obfuscate the

fundamental issues involved in licensing a nuclear plant
1

| which has not been appropriately sited. The SPMC, as a plan,
contains no serious proposals to protect the particular'

i populations at risk. It contains no provisions for timely
evacuation of these populations, and no sheltering

| alternatives. In short, the SPMC is not a "plan" to protect

! _1

|

|
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_ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

these populations at all. As such, whatever the relevant
governments' view may be concerning the relative superiority
of a "planned response" to an emergency when compared with an
ad has response, the SPMC is not and is not considered to be
a bona fide emergency "plan" by these governments.

~

Significantly, this portion of the accident spectrum8
includes those fast-paced serious accidents which present the
most risk to the surrounding population. However, for a site
that could kg adeouatelv planned for, adequate emergency
planning can and does provide the possibility for significant
and meaningful dose reduction in the event of these
accidents.

B. The transfer of police power contemplated by the
SPMC is not lawful and, thus, the Commonwealth could not as a
matter of law implement or follow this plan. Moreover, the
purported utility "response organization" is an
unincorporated association formed and maintained by a
division of a bankrupt foreign corporation not licensed to do
business in the Commonwealth. Not only are the activities
contemplated by this "ORO" ultra vires, but as a bankrupt,
PSNH's activities in this regard require prior approval of
the bankruptcy court exercising jurisdiction over its estate.

C. The relevant agencies and officials of the
Commonwealth are unfamiliar with this plan and untrained and
unpracticed in its details. In light of the considered
judgment of the Commonwealth that no adequate planning for
this site is possible, this situation will not change.
Further, the Commonwealth views as suspect any emergency
"plan" which is devised by this Applicant and rests upon the
capabilities of New Hampshire Yankee and Public Service of
New Hampshire. The racord of these bankrupt organizations in
effectively managing their normal business activities

| provides little basis for a decision by the Commonwealth to
I delegate to them its police powers in an emergency.
| Moreover, there is no recognition by the management of PSNH

even of the need for emergency planning let alone the
commitment necessary to actually create, staff, train and
maintain an adequate emergency response organization. The
most recent indication of this established and longstanding
corporate policy is the public position taken by the
President and CEO of PSNH in December 1987. In response to
an inquiry concerning the need for emergency planning, Robert
J. Harrison stated:

I'd say it is marginal. The likelihood of any
catastrophic event is so low that they are not
needed. But the political requirements are such
that they are necessary . The fears are. . .

based more on emotion than they are on reason.

-2-
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Under no imaginable scenario would the Commonwealth implement
or follow an emergency plan devised and proffered by a
corporation with such disregard for the nature of the
collective social risk represented by nuclear power.

Acolicants' Position

The contention is, in effect, an argument that mere

statements and assertions by public officials that they will

not follow the utility sponsored plan is enough to overcome

the rebuttable presumption to the contrary. This is not the

law. Such evidence, if offered, would not rebut the

presumption. The regulation gives as an example of what will

rebut the presumption, the "timely proffer of an adequate andi

feasible state and/or local radiological emergency response

plan that would in fact be relied upon in a radiological

emergency." The Commission has made abundantly clear that

the mere declaration by state or local officials that they

will not follow the plan does not serve to rebut the

presumption. Lono Island Lichtina Cot (Shoreham Nuclear
Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-86-13, 24 NRC 22, 29 n.9, 31

(1986); Lona Island Lichtino Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power

Station, Unit 1), CLI-86-14, 24 NRC 36, 40 n.1 (1986);

Evaluation of the Adequacy of off-Site Emergency Planning

etc., Final Rule, 52 Fed. Reg. 42078, 42982 (Nov. 3, 1987).

The recent decision of the Licensing Board in the Shoreham

proceeding is on point, well reasoned and dispositive. Lona

Island Lichtina Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1),

i

! -3-
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. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

LBP-88-9, 27 NRC _ Docket No. 50-322-OL-3 (April 8, 1988),

Slip Op. at 21, 24. Therein Jt is stated:

The effect of the new rule then is to
'

place a responsibility on state and local
governments to produce, in good faith,
some adequate v'd feasible response plan
that they will rely on in the event of an
emergency or it will be assumed in the
circumstances of this case that the LILCO
plan will be utilized by the Intervenors
here. In that event , the LILCo plan
will be evaluated for adequacy alone.

***

Intervenors . . can no lonaer raise the.

soecter of lecal authority as a resconse
nor can simple orotestations that they
will not use LILCO's clan suffice. The
Intervenors are required to come forward
with positive statements of their plans
and must specify the resources that are
available for a projected response and
the time factors that are involved in any
emergency activities proposed. (emphasis
added).

The contention should be rejected.

MAG Contention No. 2

There exists at present no record support f68 the
application of 10 CFR 50.47 (c) (1) to the litigaf, .n of the
adequacy of the SPMC. As a consequence, because, as noted,
the SPMC will not be implemented or followed, there exists no
plan that meets the planning standards of 50.47(b) or
50.47(a).

Bases

The threshold requirements of 50.47 (c) (1) have not been
met in this case. Specifically:

A. There has been no determination or finding that the
Applicant has failed to meet the "applicable standards seti

; forth in paragraph (b)" of 50.47.
|
' B. The Applicant has not asserted that "its inability
| to demonstrate (such) compliance results wholly or. . .

| -4-
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--____

substantially from the decision of State and/or local
governments not to participate further in emergency
planning."

C. The Applicant has not demonstrated to the
Commission's satisfaction that "(i) The applicant's inability
to comply with the requirements of paragraph (b) of this
section is wholly or substantially the result of the non-
participation of State and/or local governments." Moreover,
the Applicant has not detailed specifically which of the (b)
standards it is unable to meet. In fact, the SPMC9 states at
Plan 2.0-1 that the "NHY Offsite Response Organization
("ORO"] is fully capable of implementing an adequate
emergency response in the absence of State and local
participation provided that governmental authorizations are
granted for actions which the NHY [ORO) lacks the legal
authority to perform." Thus, several planning standards
apparently can be met by the SPMC in the view of the
Applicant and no "due allowance" pursuant to $0.47 (c) (1) (iii)
would be appropriate.

9 The SPMC will be cited as Plan, Pro- (Procedures),
and App- (Appendix).

D. The Applicant has not demonstrated and cannat
demonstrate to the Commissior. that "(11) (it] has made a
sustained, good faith effort to secure and retain the
participation of the pertinent State and/or local
governmental authorities, including the furnishing of copies
of its emergency plan."~ First, the Applicant has engaged in
a course of conduct over a period of years designed to

j circumvent the need for Massachusetts officials to
participate in emergency planning at Seabrook. Specifically,i

beginning in 1985, the Applicant spent large sums of roney
'

attempting to have this Board reduce the plume exposure EPZ
so that Massachusetts would no longer be within any portion
of the required planning zone. These activities began prior

;

to the determination by the Governor that no adequate
planning for the Massachusetts portion of the EPZ was
feasible and during the same period that the Commonwealth was

,

attempting to preparc emergency plans. Second, over a period
of years, the Applicants' lead owner, PSNH, and its Seabrook
operating division, New Hampshire Yankee, have developed a
conscious corporate policy toward emergency planning that has

I denigrated its purpose and function. This corporate policy
! rests on a two-fold basis: 1) an unremitting arrogance
' regarding the capacity of plant design to eliminate

radiological risks to the public; and 2) the financial
imperative that prevents the acknowledgement that a site does
not become less inappropriate the more money is spent at it.i

{ Instead of a "sustained good faith effort to secure and
retain" State and local participation, the Applicant has

-5-
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attempted to minimize the serious inadequacies inherent in
planning for this site by: 1) understating the summer beach
population, 2) shifting the planning focus ento those
accidents for which timely response is not imperative in any
determination of adequacy; and 3) denying that there exists
any substantive standard of adequacy against which emergency
planning should be measured.

E. The Applicant has provided no detailed description
of existing planning deficiencies or which of the SPMC's
alleged "compensating actions" are designed to mitigate which
specific deficiencies. As a result, no determination is
possible concerning what planning standards are to be
evaluated pursuant to 50.47 (c) (1) .

Acolicants' Position

Insofar as this contention in concerned, we respectfully

suggest that resolution of the contention adversely to MAG

can be accomplished by use of official notice by the Board of

the stated position of The Commonwealth. Indoed, one need

look no further than the statement of basis for MAG
:

Contencion 1 where it is stated unequivocally that the

; officials of The Commonwealth will not participate in

planning. The Applicants respectfully suggest that the
>

Licensing Board should take official notice of the

! Commonwealth's stated position and reject this contention on

that basis, and then certify to the Appeal Board the issue of

whether such a procedure is acceptable under NRC procedures.
:

! MAG Contention No. 3

| Assuming arouendo that at some future time there is
record support for the application of 10 CFR 50.47(c) (1) to

| the litigation of the SPMC, the permissive presumption set
j forth at 50.47(c) (iii) should not be applied to the SPMC. As
j a result, although this Board might assume that State and
! local governments will exercise their best efforts to protect

{ the health and safety of the public at the time of the
emergency, no presumption should be entertained that those

; -6-

|

|
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_. . _ _ _ . .

officials "would generally follow the utility plan." In
reality, as noted in Contention 1, these officials would
respond to an emergency on an ad h22 basis. Such an
incomplete and uncertain state of emergency preparedness
cannot support a finding of adequacy under 10 CFR 50.47(a),
(b) , "(c) (1) .

Bases

There is no rational basis for entertaining this
presumption at this juncture in the proceeding:

A. The language of 10 CFR 50.47(c) (1) (iii) is
unambiguous: "it may be presumed that in the event of an
actual radiological emergency State and local officials would
generally follow the utility plan." (emphasis supplied).
That "may" is to be interpreted in accordance with its plain
meaning is supported by the following considerations:

1. In the very same emergency planning rule, the
presumption that attaches to a FEMA finding on questions of
adequacy is not a presumption that "may" be entertained by a
licensing board. Rather, a FEMA finding "will constitute a
rebuttable presumption" on questions of offsite planning. 10
CFR 50.47 (a) (2) . Thus, the Commission clearly intended the
presumption set forth in 50.47 (c) (1) (iii) to be at the
discretion of the licensing boards.

2. The context for this presumption also makes it clear
that it is discretionary, depending, for example, or. the
posture of the litigation at the point at which an applicant
would have a Board entertain it.

In addressing the circumstances where applicant's
! inability to comply with the requirements of

paragraph (b) of this sectirn is wholly or
substantially the result of non-participation of
State and/or local governments, it may be presumed
that in the event of an actual radiological

,

|
emergency State and local officials would generally

i follow tne utility plan. 10 CFR 50. 47 (c) (1) (iii) .

| As noted above, there has been no determination: a) that the
applicant is unable to comply with the planning standards;!

and b) that its failure to do so is wholly or substantially
the result of non-participation by the governments. In fact,
the Commonwealth believes that the SPMC's failure to meet the
planning standards is, in the first instance, a function of
the inherent inadequacy of any emergency planning for this
particular site which has large transient populations cl.ose
to the reactor without timely evacuation routes ava11able or
possible and without any adequate shelter. As noted, it was
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this considered judgment based on sustained, extended and
unauccessful efforts to produce adequate emergency plans that
led the Commonwealth to withdraw its emergency plans.10

10 The Commonwealth contends that its non-
participation in planning at this juncture establishes an
independent and sufficient basis for determining that the
NRC's planning standards are not met here. However,
participation of State and local governments in emergency
planning although necessary to any compliance with the
planning utandards, is not sufficient in this case in light
of the inherent impossibility of any adequate emergency
planning for this site. For this reason, there can be no
showing at this juncture that but for the governmental non-
participation, the Applicant would comply with the planning
standards.

In light of the fact that it is left to the discretion
of the ASLB to entertain the 50.47 (c) (iii) presumption and
that the triggering conditions under which that discretio:
should be exercised are not met, this Board should not
presume that the SPMC will be "generally followed" by the
relevant governments.

B. There is also no basis in fact or law for presuming
that the relevant governments will "generally follow" this
utility plan.

1. Unlike the situation at Shoreham where an NRC
determination has been made that the utility plan (but for
certain issues of law and fact structurally connected to
governmental non-participation) is in accordance with NRC
regulations, the utility plan at issue here is simply a mound
of paper not yet assessed, evalusted, litigated and defended.
Unless and until it is determined to be an adequate plan in
light of NRC and FEMA regulations, there is absolutely no
basis for a presumption that the non-participating
governments would implement it.11 In fact, as noted, because
the Commission has established as a triggering condition for
this presumption that a showing be made that the applicant's
inability to comply with the planning standards "is wholly or
substantially" the result of non-participation by the
relevant governments, the Commission has recognized that the
presumption may be entertained only after the utility plan as
a paper plan has been determined to be generally in
accordance with NRC regulations but for government non-
participation. Any other course would have this Board
presuming that the governments will "generally follow" t
utility plan that the governments do not celieve is adequate
and which this Board itself has not yet even determined is an
adequate paper plan. Moreover, because this Board is to make
"due allowance" in evaluating the SPMC for planning failures

-8-
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rooted in non-participation by gover.iment, it should be
determined whether the SPMC is an adequate paper plan prior
to any such modification of the evaluative standard. i

Otherwise, a utility plan that is independently inadequate as
a planning vehicle will be evaluated under a modified
standard and the plan's inherent indcpendent defects may be
illegitimately compensated for by misplaced "due allowances."

;

11 Following the lead of the ASLB at Shoreham, this
Board should consider evaluating the plan under two aspects:
1) as a planning vehicle, ignoring the legal and factual 1

issues involved in implementing it; and, if the SPMC is
determined as a paper plan to be in accordance with NRC
regulations, 2) as an actually implementable plan, shaped and
altered by the legal impediments and limitations to such
implementation by State and local officials under state law
and the factual issues raised concerning the considered
position of the governments not to implement the plan, their
lack of familiarity with the SPMC, and the actual course of
an emergency response by State and local officials who
"generally follow" a plan but who are untrained in its
details and unpracticed in its implementation. Until the
SPMC ic litigated in its first aspect, there is no rational
basis for presuming the governments will implement it and
thus no basis for pursuing the illusive issue of what the
actual response would be if the SPMC were "generally
follow [ed)" in the '7ntext of state law and the as-yet
undeveloped factu- 'ecord.

2. As set forth in more detail in Contention 6, which
is incorporated herein by reference, the SPMC contemplates an
unlawful delegation of the police powers by officials of the
Commonwealth to an unincorporated association or organization
("NHY ORO") itself formed and apparently maintained by a
division (New Hampshire Yankee) of a bankrupt foreign
corporation (Public Service Company of New Hampshire) which
itself is not authorized to do business in the Commonvealth.
Moreover, as a debtor-in-possession, PSNH and its bankrupt
division are not free to conduct activities beyond and
outside the ordinary course of their business without the
prior approval of the bankruptcy court having jurisdiction
over the debtor's estate. No such approval as yet has even
been sought, let alone obtained.12 Moreover, the activities
contemplated in the SPMC -- including the unlawful delegation
of the police powers to the NHY ORO -- are ultra vires under
the relevant states' laws.

Before resolution of the issues raised by these
threshold legal imped!ments to the implementation of the
SPMC, it would be totally without rational basis for this
Board, for purposes of litigating the SPMC's adequacy at this
juncture, to cresume the relevant governments would

_9
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"generally follow" the SPMC.13 If the SPMC is not legal, the
governments cannot and will not follow it. Consequently,
until the serious legal issues are resolved, no presumption
that has the governments "generally follow [ing]" a plan that
is of questionable legality and which the covernments view as
illeaal has a rational basis.

'2 Bankruptcy court approval for the activities
contemplated by the SPMC would no doubt have to await the
determination by the courts of the Commonwealth as to whether
the contemplated delegation of powers to the NHY ORO would be
unlawful under Massachusetts law.

13 If the aspects of the SPMC which give rise to these
legal issues are set aside -- delegation of police powers in
whole or in part for the purposes of assuming responsibility
in an emergency described as Mode 2 at Plan 3.1-2 -- the
utility plan at issue reduces to nothing but a source of

I additional resources available to the governments as they
engage in their ad hog response. It is unclear what a
presumption about following a utility plan that in this
"mode" is simply a source of resources adds to an ad hoc
response. In any event, such an illusive result would not
constitute adequate planning under 10 CFR 50.47(a), (b) or
(c).

3. The presumption should not be entertained not only
because the utility plan is not yet approved and is viewed as
illegal, but because the relevant governments and
governmental officials hereby represent that they will not
"generally follow" the SPMC. In light of these
uncontradicted representations, the Board has no basis on

i

which to entertain the presumption that the SPMC will be
generally follow [ed).

|

! Apolicants' Position

| Massachusetts has offered no plan of its own. This
|

being the case, the presumption is that Massachusetts will

follow SPMC; alleged illegality cannot overcome the

presumption either. The recent decision of the Licensing

Board in the Shoreham proceeding is on point, well reasoned

and dispositive. Lona Island Lichtina Co. (Shoreham Nuclear

| Power Station, Unit 1), LBP-88-9, 27 NRC Docket No. 50-
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322-OL-3 (April 8, 1988), Slip Op. at 21, 24. Therein it is

stated:

The effect of the new rule then is to
place a responsibility on state and local
governments to produce, in good faith,
some adequate and feasible response plan
that they will rely on in the event of an
emergency or it will be assumed in the
circumstances of this case that the LILCO
olan will be utilized by the Intervenors
here. In that event , the LILCO plan
will be evaluated for adequacy alone.

***

Intervenors can no loncer raise the. . .

specter of lecal authority as a response
nor can simple protestations that they
will not use LILCO's plan suffice. The
Intervenors are required to come forward
with positive statements of their plans
and must specify the resources that are
available for a projected response and
the time factors that are involved in any
emergency activities proposed. (emphasis
added).

The contention should be rejected.

MAG Contention No. 4

Assumina arauendo that at some future time there is
record support for the application of 10 CFR 50.47 (c) (1) to
the litigation of the SPMC, and this Board presumes that the
relevant governments will "generally follow" [ ] that (sic)
plan, that presumption will either be rebutted or its
evidentiary significance eliminated by the Commonwealth. As
a result, there would exist two evidentiary possibilities,
neither of which could provide a basis for the requisite
finding of "reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures CAD and will be taken":

1. Once the presumption is rebutted, the Board will
find that the relevant governments will not "generally
follow" the SPMC. As noted, in reality, the actual response
of these governments would be ad hoc.

2. Once the presumption is rebutted, the Board will be
unable to determine with an degree of certainty whether or

-11-
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not-the relevant governments will "generally follow" the
SPMC. (The. governments will establish in the record that
they.will respond to an emergency on an ad h2g basis but will
not "generally follow" the SPMC. Without benefit of the
presumption, the Applicant will no doubt aver that the
governments' response will result in the implementation of
the utility plan.) The uncertainty surrounding this
dispositive issue - whether the SPMC will~be implemented -
will-make it impossible to find reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures "will" be taken.

Bases

The presumption is not an irrebuttable one and the
Commonwealth will rebut it. In the alternative, under NRC
evidentiary law, the presumption would dissolve as a
presumption in the face of the admission of credible contrary
evidence.

A. For the specific reasons set forth as the basis for
Contention 3, which are incorporated herein by reference, the
Commonwealth will rebut the presumption: the utility plan

has not yet been determined to be an adequate plan,l4it
contemplates an illegal delegation of police powers to a
bankrupt entity acting ultra vires and without prior approval
of the relevant bankruptcy court, and the relevant
governments will represent and affirm in the record that they
will not implement the SPMC. The latter basis-for rebutting
the presumption is not foreclosed by the language of 10 CFR
50. 47 (c) (1) (iii) which specifically identifies the described
method of rebutting the presumption as an "example." As a
general matter, a presumption does not act as a bar to the
admission of otherwise admissible evidence. Thus, any
credible evidence that would contradict a presumption is
admissible absent some other defect. Presumptions are tools
for establishing the need for and the structure of evidence,
but are not themselves evidence. They are certainly not
conclusive evidence. Egg Fed. Rules Evid. 301. Further,
remarks made by the Chairman of the NRC at the time 10 CFR
501. 47 (c) (1) was adopted leave no doubt'that the credible
representations of relevant governments will rebut the
presumption. On October 29, 1987 (the date the vote on the
rule change was taken) NRC Chairman Zech stated that the new
rule "doesn't assume they'll follow the (utility) plan if
they say they don't, but we do assume that State and local
governments will do their best to protect their citizens."
Newsday, October 30, 1987, pages 3, 35.

14 It should be noted that although no Massachusetts
court has yet determined that the delegation of police powers
contemplated by tne SPMC is illegal, the relevant governments
and officials including the Attorney General of the

-12-
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Commonwealth, view key portions of the plan to be illegal.
Until the Massachusetts courts indicate otherwise, this
shared view of the relevant governments that it would be
illegal to follow the SPMC is weighty evidence contradicting
any presumption entertained at this juncture that those
governments will "generally follow" the SPMC. It should not
be presumed that governments will act in a way that they view
as illegal unless and until the Massachusetts courts have
sanctioned such a course of conduct.

B. Even if the presumption is not formally acknowledged
to be rebutted, as an evidentiary matter, the uncertainty
described above in Contention 4 point 2 will result from the

15 as to mattersadmission of credible contrary evidence
covered by the presumptiom (sic). Under NRC law, a
"presumption" provides no additional evidentiary support for
a proposition if contradictory evidence is admitted.
Metropolitan Edison Company (Three Mile Island Nuclear
Station, Unit No. 1), 14 MRC 1211, 1455 (1981). In such a
circumstance, judgment is rendered on the strength of the
evidence alone. (As noted, the record on this issue would
contain as evidence the representations by the governments
that they will respond in an ad hgc fashion and the arguments
(without benefit of any presumption) of the Applicant that
such a response would entail the implementation of the SPMC.)
Thus, even if not formally acknowledged to be rebutted, the
presumption will not have evidentiary impact sufficient to
resolve the uncertainty that must attach to the dispositive
issue of whether the SPMC will be implemented.16

' Evidence of what the relevant governments will do inlb

the event of an emergency must be admitted, inter alia,
because the SPMC itself posits two different modes of that
response.

16 Any other reading of 50.47 (c) (1) (iii) would
transform the rebuttable presumption into a conclusive
presumption. Nothing in the rule-making record supports the
notion that Dg evidence should be admitted that indicates
that the governments will ngt follow the SPMC. It is such
evidence, of course, that dissolves the presumption, but if
it is credible evidence, then that presumption should be
dissolved if any decision on this issue is to have record
support. Not to admit this evidence on this issue would
simply result in interpreting the presumption as conctusive.
Conclusive presumptions are generally avoided because they,
inter alia, affect fundamental due process rights to a
hearing. Moreover, the language of 50.47 (c) (1) (iii) is
obviously not that of a conclusive presumption - "may
presume" and "may be rebutted, ( ) Igr example" -- and the
rule-making record, which arguably does not even support a

,

permissive presumption certainly does not support al
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conclusive presumption. The Commission itself in its Brief
for Respondents filed with the First Circuit Court of Appeals
in defense of 10 CFR 50.47 (c) (1) on April 8, 1988 stated at
40:

Finally, and importantly, this entirely rational,
reasonable presumption is rebuttable on a case-by-
case basis. In fashioning this presumption the
Commission has merely drawn a logical inference and
asked the parties to speak up if the facts of a
particular caso suggest that the inference is
invalid as applied to that case. The use of a
rebuttable cresumotion in these circumstances
serves to encouraae those is isici control of the
evidence to come forward and present it. (emphasis
supplied).

Acolicants' Position

! As noted earlier, in the discussion of MAG Contention

No. 3, the law is that the presumption holds absent

Massachusetts coming forward with its own plan, and alleged

illegality will not defeat the presumption. Lona Island

| Lichtina Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), LBP-

i 88-9, 27 NRC Docket No. 50-322-OL-3 (April 8, 1988), Slip
|

| Op. at 21, 24. The contention should be rejected.

MAG Contention No. 5i

Assuming arquendo that at some future time there is
| record support for the application of 10 CFR 50.47 (c) (1) to

| the litigation of the SPMC and this Board presumes that the
| relevant governments will "generally follow" that plan, the
i legal impediments to the implementation of the SPMC, the

factual uncertainties surrounding such implementation and the
optional approach taken by the SPMC itself preclude a finding
that the state of emergency preparedness is sufficiently

| adequate to meet the standards of 10 CFR 50.47(a), (b) or
| (c) (1) .
1

Bases

A presumption that the relevant governments will
"generally follow" a utility plan does not overcome issues of
both fact and law that arise of necessity when the "adequacy

| -14-
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of that expected response" is adjudicated on a "case-by-case
basis." 10 CFR 50.47 (c) (1) .

A. As described in more detail in Contention 6, which
is incorporated herein by reference, the actual
implementation of the SPMC by the relevant governments would
be severely limited by the law of Massachusetts.

1. Because the SPMC was drafted apparently in light of
the March 1987 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking which proposed
to alter the NRC's emergency planning regulations so as to
make unnecessary any specific finding concerning what State
and local governments will do in an emergency, it was drafted
in the alternative permitting a range of ORO responses to
match a set of likely governmental responses to an
emergency.17 As a result, it is not clear at all how the
presumption that the relevant governments will "generally
follow" the utility plan is to be made operational in light
of the range of options left open to those governments in the
SPMC.

17 Unhappily for the Applicant, 10 CFR 50. 47 (c) (1) as<

promulgated reaffirms the need for a finding that "adequate
protective measures can and will be taken." If planning
standards cannot be met by the utility plan, then under
defined circumstances, it may be presumed that non-
participating governments will "generally follow" the utility
plan. However, the SPMC apparently was drafted on the
assumption that no specific determination of what the

| governmental response would be was any longer going to be
| required. The result is a utility plan with three modes

| leaving open the important question of which mode the

|
relevant governments are presumed to "generally fellow".

!

| 2. However, one mode of response by the NHY-ORO may be
I summarily disposed of: the Stand-By Mode (Plan 3.1-2) which

is not even a response mode. This Mode could not possibly
form the basis of an adequacy finding under 10 CFR 50.47(a),
(b) and (c) (1) because none of the necessary emergency

I functions would be performed in this mode. Thus, a
presumption that the relevant governments will "generally
follow" the Standby Mode of the SPMC is an oxymoron.

3. There remains Mode 1 and Mode 2 as the only
conceivable modes of response which the relevant governments
could be presumed to "generally follow." However, Mode 1
involves nothing more that (sic] a purported notification of
the relevant governmental officials by the NHY-ORO of an
emergency situation. In response, tne Commonwealth assumes
responsibility for the emergency. See Pro-2.14 at 5,
attachment 1 at 8 "Emergency Response Assessment." If the

-15-



Commonwealth requires additional resources, NHY-ORO in Mode 1
proffers them, but the Commonwealth directs the response.18

However, the SPMC does not detail what the
Commonwealth's response would actually be under Mode 1
conditions. The SPMC does state at Plan 1.4-1, -2:

Until State and local government emergency planning
for Seabrook Station was halted in 1986, there was
extensive participation in the planning process by
both Massachusetts State and local public safety
officials over a number of years. Thus, State and
local officials have some familiarity and
understanding of Seabrook Station emergency
response needs . The capabilities of the. . .

Commonwealth of Massachusetts are detailed in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Radiological
Emergency Response Plan (RERP) Appendix 3 to Hazard
Specific Supplement, No. 6. The plan describes
emergency response functions which the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts has proved capable of carrying out
for three operating nuclear power plants . . . .

The (SPMC] does not rely on previously-developed
State and local government resources but is
intended to be compatible with, and capable of
integrating State and local government responses
should the governments choose to implement these
resources in a real emergency.

It is apparent, then, that Mode 1 posits the governments
! assuming responsibility for the emergency and following their

own earlier plan.19
|

Thus, the presumption that the relevant governments will
"generally follow" the SPMC's Mode 1 actually tracks the

i governments' claim in Contention 1 that in the event of an
emergency, State and local officials will respond at the time
on an ad hoc basis in light of the resources, personnel and
expertise then available.20

16 That the only function of the NHY-ORO in Mode 1 is
i to proffer resources is clear from Attachment 1 to Pro-2.14.
l The SPMC clearly describes any additional activity by NHY-ORO
| as requiring "authorization" by the Commonwealth which

transforms a Mode 1 response into Mode 2. See also Pro-2.14,'

l Attachment 7 at 27 which describes the activities beyond
'

proffering resources which would require legal authorization
prior to implementation.

19 There is no State or local governmental plan for a
Seabrook emergency before this Board or in existence as a
plan in the Commonwealth. If it is presumed that it is an
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earlier withdrawn state plan that will be "generally
follow (ed)" then, at the very least, that plan (s) should be
filed by the Applicant and litigated instead of or in
addition to the SPMC.

20 If a presumption that the relevant governments
"generally follow" the SPMC - Mode 1 means something more or
other than this, the Applicant should so specify. If the
applicant intends that the governments would "generally
follow" the SPMC - Mode 1 by following the details of the
SPMC without any Mode 2 - type authorization or delegation of
authority to the ORO, then this should be stated. Egg infra,
this Contention, Basis B and C for the factual uncertainties
surrounding the presumption understood in this way.

4. Mode 2, then, is the only response mode to the SPMC
which the relevant governments could be presumed,
intelligibly, to "generally follow." But, as described in
more detail in Contention 6, which is incorporated herein by
reference, Mode 2 requires an unlawful delegation by State
and local officials of core police powers to an
unincorporated entity formed and maintained by the subsidiary
of a bankrupt foreign corporation not authorized to do
business in Massachusetts and proposing to engage in
activities that are ultra vires under the relevant states'
laws. Without such authorization or delegation in whole or
in part of the police powers to the NHY-ORO, there is little
meaning to the presumption that the relevant governments
would "generally follow" the SPMC - Mode 2.21

21 It goes without saying that, if the delegation or
authorization described in Mode 2 is unlawful under state
law, this Board may not presume that in "generally
follow (ing)" the SPMC - Mode 2, the relevant governments
nonetheless so delegate or authorize the NHY-ORO to act. If
it can not be done under law, then an attempt by the relevant
governments even under conditions of emergency to delegate
these powers would not legitimize the NHY-ORO actions. No
plan based on unlawful activities can be countenanced by the
NRC.

5. To the extent the presumption is interpreted to mean
that the relevant governments "generally follow" the SPMC
(either Mode 1 or Mode 2) not by following a state plan and
not by authorizing the NHY-ORO to act but by acting with
their own personnel in accordance with the SPMC, there are
two further difficulties - one of fact and one of law:

a. As a matter of fact, (see also infra this
Contention, Basis C) most of the SPMC gua plan describes what
the NHY-ORO's personnel will do, how they will do it and
where they will do it. Obviously, these internal aspects of
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the SPMC cannot be "generally follow (ed)" by the relevant
governments at the time of an emergency. Moreover, the
relevant governments will not be familiar with the SPMC and
will not have trained or exercised with it. It is unclear
how the relevant governments could "generally follow" the
SPMC in these circumstances.

b. The SPMC creates nine liaison positions staffed by
NHY-ORO personnel, one local EOC liaison for each
Massachusetts town and three state liaisons -- one for the
state EOC, one for the Area I EOC and one for the
Massachusetts Department of Public Health. As detailed in
Contention 6, which is incorporated herein by reference, if
these individuals are presumed at the time of an emergency to
communicate the details of the SPMC to the relevant
governmental officials, advise them as to necessary decisions
and actions in accord with the SPMC and otherwise actively
direct the State and local response, then in these
circumstances such involvement would constitute an unlawful
de facto delegation of the police powers prohibited by state
law.

As a result, it is not possible to interpret the
presumption that the relevant governments will "generally
fcllow" the SPMC without either assuming an unlawful de facto
authorization of police powers to NHY-ORO personnel similar
to the express unlawful delegation described in Mode 2 or
positing that government personnel will "generally follow" a
plan at the time of an emergency with whicn they have no
prior familiarity or experience (by training or through
exercises).

B. Factual uncertainties also surround any presumption
that the relevant governments will "generally follow" the
SPMC. Not only does the SPMC have a modal structure which
permits a range of governmental responses, but Mode 2 permits
authorization by the governments to the NHY-ORO to perform
all gr part of the emergency response. Plan 3.1-2. The
result is a complex matrix of possibilities, any one of which
would be in accordance with the presumption that the relevant
governments "generally follow" the utility plan. No one
response, however, would be any more or less likely (assuming

i its legality) to occur.22

The result of such a bad fit between a presumption that
the relevant governments will "generally follow" a utility
plan and a utility plan that posits a large number of
possible governmental responses is a high degree of
uncertainty about what form an emergency response would
actually take. In short, the presumption applied to the SPMC
does not begin to provide answers to the specific questions
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raised in a "case-by-case" adjudication of the "adequacy of
that expected response." 10 CFR 50. 47 (c) (1) .23

22 Some idea of the number of possible responses, each
in accordance with the.SPMC, can be gleaned by examining
Attachments 7 and 8 to Pro-2.14. Attachment 7 indicates that
the Governor could (or could not) authorize the NHY-ORO to
perform any combination of seven emergency functions.
Attachment 8 indicates that 10 emergency functions subdivided
into a total of 44 activities can each separately be
allocated to the NHY-ORO (or not) for 7 seoarate
jurisdictions (the state and the 6 towns). For example,
taking only 1 of these activities, notification of special
populations, if the relevant governments are presumed to
"generally follow" the SPMC, responsibility for this activity
might lie with the NHY-ORO for Amesbury, with the local
government in Merrimac, again with the NHY ORO for Newbury,
etc. The possible combinations for all emergency activities
is extremely high.

23 To avoid a contention even more prolix than this
one, the specific open questions involve who would actually
perform, take responsibility and control each of the 44
emergency activities set forth at Pro-2.14, Attachment 8,
pages 28-31. Who, when, how, and where are all open
questions in light of the SPMC's modal structure.

C. Even if some fix could be made on what each of the
governments will do in "generally follow (ing)" the SPMC, the
governmental response would remain an ad hoc response. If it
is assumed that the relevant governments do anything more
that initially authorize the NHY-ORO to respond as described
in Mode 2 (but which is unlawful) that additional
governmental response will be an ad hoc effort to follow a
utility plan with which State and local personnel are totally
unfamiliar and which they do not even possess. Any
familiarity that governmental personnel have with earlier
withdrawn state plans would not avail them at the time of an
emergency because the SPMC makes no specific reference to
such plans, State and local personnel are no longer familiar
with earlier plans, these personnel change over time and the
overall state wide radiological emergency response plan is a
plan of limited detail that is actually made operational by
specific local planning, none of which has taken place here.
Further, it is not even easy to imagine, let alone find, that
at the time of an emergency, nine State and local
governmental liaisons from NHY-ORO and their two superiors,

,

| the Assistant Offsite Response Director, Support Liaison and
! the local EOC Liaison Coordinator, who remain at the NHY-ORO

|
EOC, could communicate the essentials of the SPMC to the
necessary State and local officials. (The SPMC does not
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even, at least at present, describe such a function for these
positions. See Plan 2.1-4, -5, -20, -21, -22.)

Acolicants' Position

As noted earlier, in the discussion of MAG Contention

No. 3, the law is that the presumption holds absent

Massachusetts coming forward with its own plan, and alleged

illegality will not defeat the presumption. Lona Island

Lichtina Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), LBP-

88-9, 27 NRC Docket No. 50-322-OL-3 (April 8, 1988),,

Slip Op. at 21, 24. The contention should be rejected.

MAG Contention No. 6

The SPMC contemplates an unlawful delegation of the
police powers of the Commonwealth by State and/or local
officials to an unincorporated association or organization
itself formed and maintained by a division of a bankrupt
foreign corporation not licensed to do business in the
Commonwealth. Activities envisioned for this entity are
ultra vires under the relevant states' corporation laws. As
a debtor-in-possession, PSNH's activities outside the
ordinary course of business -- such as being the unlawful
delegatee of the police powers of a sovereign state --
require prior approval of the bankruptcy court having
jurisdiction over the debtor's estate. Without such approval

| these activities are not permitted under the Bankruptcy Code.
| As a corporation not licensed to do business in

Massachusetts, PSNH and its division NHY are not authorized'

to engage in the contemplated activities - i.e., act as the
delegatee of the police powers of Massachusetts. In sum, the

! SPMC can not be "generally follow [ed)" by the relevant

( governments because it contemplates an unlawful delegation of
power to an apparent entity behind which operates a|

| corporation not licensed to engage in the contemplated
activities in Massachusetts and not authorized to do so by

i

| the court which now supervises it. Further, the activities
| themselves are ultra vires under the laws of New Hampshire
| and Massachusetts.

Bases
|

| A.1. In a section of the Plan entitled "Authority", the

| Applicant provides a completely cursory and misleading
!

| -20-
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description of the legal basis on which the NHY-ORO is to be
authorized to perform identified emergency activities. Plan
1.2 -1 to -3. After describing certain sections of the Civil
Defense Act ("CDA"), Massachusetts Special Laws c. 31, the
Plan states:

The administrative authority of the Governor [under
the CDA] may be delegated to the MCDA/OEP
[ Massachusetts Civil Defense Agency / Office of
Emergency Preparedness) Director. The Director may
subdelegate such authority as orovided. Section 4
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Radiological
Emergency Response Plan [RERP), Appendix 3 to
Hazard Specific Supplement No. 6, specifies the
responsibilities delegated to the MCDA/OEP and
others. Plan 1.2-2 (emphasis added)

Neither the CDA nor the Massachusetts RERP provide any basis
whatsoever for a delegation of the police powers by the
Governor or his "designee" to a foreign private corporation.
See Plan 3.1-1.24

24 The SPMC claims at various points that the Governor,
his "designee", the Director MCDA/OEP, the Director's senior
duty officer, or the duty officer who happens to be at the
Framingham EOC at the time, all could authorize the NHY-ORO
to implement the SPMC. Sag Plan 3.1-1; Pro-2.14, at 5. No
support is offered for these claims.

2. The Applicant acknowledges throughout the SPMC that
the NHY-ORO can not legally implement the SPMC on its own.
For example, at Pro-2.14 Attachment 7 page 27, there is a
list of seven emergency response actions which the Applicant
acknowledges cannot be implemented without prior
authorization from the Governor:

1) Activating the Prompt Notification System and
broadcast of EBS messages;

2) Making recommendations for protective actions to
the public;

3) Making Ingestion Pathway Protective Action
I recommendations to the public;

4) Making recommendations for recovery and reentry to
the public;

|

5) Directing traffic and blocking roadways;

I 6) Performing access control; and
|

|
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7) Removing obstructions from roadways, including
towing private vehicles without owner permission.25
In addition, there are other police powers not
listed by the Applicant which the governments would
have to delegate unlawfully to NHY-ORO if the SPMC
were to be successfully implemented;

8) . Command and control over the emergency response;

9) Contemporaneous planning and response to
contingencies as they arise during an emergency;

10) Authority to direct and control state and local
personnel engaged in emergency response;

11) Authority to request federal assistance pursuant to
the FRERP;

12) Authority to communicate the views of the relevant
governments to the public and to third parties;

13) Control over all offsite field monitoring, sample
collection and accident assessment;

14) Power to make actual decisions that result in
protective action recommendations for the two
planning zones and for reentry and recovery;

15) Authority to identify areas of danger and determine
that they are areas from which the public should be
excluded;

16) Authority to secure and protect private property
during the period of an emergency;

17) Authority to coordinate and implement the
evacuation of all governmental buildings and
facilities;

18) Power to exercise control over individuals whose
- behavior during an emergency puts others at
i immediate risk of harm or impedes the

implementation of protective measures; and

19) Power to control and regulate the food, milk and
' water pathways within 36 hours of an emergency.

| To the extent that the Applicant denies that these powers
| need to be delegated to the NHY-ORO, the Commonwealth

contends that absent such powers the NHY-ORO could n21
successfully implement the SPMC and that no finding that
adequate protective measures will be taken can be made.

-22-
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Activities that are likely going to be required for
|successful implementation of the SPMC during an emergency --

such as controlling individual instances of deviant behavior
-- even if not detailed and set forth in the paper plan, must
be assumed to be within the power of the NHY-ORO or otherwise
in an actual emergency it will be unable to successfully
implement its plan.

All of these enumerated powers make clear that what is
contemplated, if the SPMC is to be successfully implemented,
is a fundamental transfer of the police power of
Massachusetts to the NHY-ORO. However, the constitutional,
statutory and case law of Massachusetts make clear that not
only may private parties not unilaterally exercise such
police powers, but these powers are exclusively reserved to
the state and its subdivisions and may not be delegated to
private parties. Ooinion of the Justices, 105 N.E.2d 565,
566 (1952) (citing the Massachusetts Constitution Declaration
of Rights, Art. 30, part 2, c. 1, sections 1, 4; Amends. 2,

70) ; Civil Defense Act, S 4, Special Laws c. 31 (legislature
has delegated police powers to Governor to prepare for and
respond to radiological emergency).

2D This list essentially tracks the 10 Legal
Contentions filed by Intervenors in the Shoreham proceeding
in 1983. The list also appears in NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp.
1 ("Supp. 1") at II. A.2.a. The SPMC does not state the
applicable Massachusetts law that reserved these functions to
State and local governments as required by Supp. 1. Id.

3. Without an express authorization of the police
powers, the NHY-ORO simply cannot implement the SPMC.
Further, if the relevant governments were assumed to
implement the SPMC, not by express delegation of authority,
but by following the directives of NHY-ORO personnel who
advised, directed and guided the emergency response, such
emergency response puppetry would constitute a da facto
delegation of authority to the NHY-ORO.

B. As a debtor-in-possession, PSNH's activities outside
the ordinary course of business require prior approval of the
Bankruptcy Court supervising the debtor's estate. 11 U.S.C.

5 363 (b) (1) . No such approval has as yet been obtained or
even sought by PSNH and/or NHY. Thus, the statement made at
Plan 3.1-1 that "[t]he NHY Offsite Response Director has been
authorized by the President of New Hampshire Yankee to commit
the resources of the Company (money, manpower, facilities,
and equipment) through the NHY [ORO), to respond in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts to protect the public . "

. .

begs the question. Such "use" of the property of the estate
| of the bankrupt can not be effectively authorized without

prior Bankruptcy Court approval. Ege also App. C, letter'
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from Edward A. Brown dated September 9, 1987. That such
activities would be outside the ordinary course if
established, inter alia, by the fact that PSNH and/or NHY
would require prior legal authorization to engage in them.

C. PSNH is a foreign corporation as defined at M.G.L.
c. 131, % 1 and the activities contemplated in the SPMC -
both at the planning phase and at the implementation phase -
constitute doing business in the Commonwealth under M.G.L. c.
181, 9 3.26 As such, PSNH is statutorily required to file a
certificate or report of condition with the Secretary of
State pursuant to M.G.L. c. 181, S4 identifying those
activities in which it is engaged in the Commonwealth. (It
should be noted that foreign corporations are prohibited from
all activities also prohibited to domestic corporations under
the laws of the Commonwealth. M.G.L. c. 181, S 2) PSNH has
not filed such a certificate. As a result of this failure
PSNH is subject to fine, is disabled from maintaining any
action in the courts of the Commonwealth and may be enjoined
and restrained from further activities in the Commonwealth.
In short, the present activities of PSNH with regard to
emergency planning are not presently authorized by law.

26 To the extent New Hampshire Yankee is functioning
only as a "managing agent" for the Seabrook owners then its
pledge of its own resources is suspect. Moreover, even as a
"managing agent" NHY is "doing business" under c. 181, S 3.
Finally, the Seabrook Owners individually are "doing
business" in the Commonwealth as a "principal" with a
managing agent. Yet, three of these owners are not
authorized to do business in the Commonwealth. Together
these three own 50% of Seabrook.

Aeolicants' Position

As noted earlier, in the discussion of MAG Contention

No. 3, the law is that the presumption holds absent

Massachusetts coming forward with its own plan, and alleged

illegality will not defeat the presumption. Lona Island
|

Lichtina Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), LBP-

88-9, 27 NRC Docket No. 50-322-OL-3 (April 8, 1988),,

Slip Op. at 21, 24. The contention should be rejected.

-24-
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MAG Contention No. 7

At this juncture, the Lead Owner Public Sorvice of New
Hampshire ("PSNH") is in bankruptcy as is its Seabrook
operating division New Hampshire Yankee (NHY). NHY is
ostensibly the immediate corporate form behind the
organization identified in the SPNC as the NHY-ORO. At Plan
3.1-1, the SPMC asserts that "[t]he NHY Offsite Response
Director has been authorized by the President of New
Hampshire Yankee to commit the resources of the Company
(money, manpower, facilities, and equipment) through the NHY
[ORO), to respond in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to
protect the public . Further, the letters of"

. . .

agreement contained in Appendix C indicate that the Joint
owners and the bankrupts will share the expenses of emergency
planning as they share other Seabrook expenses -- PSNH will
bear 35% of the cost and liability will be neither joint nor
joint or several as to the other presently solvent Joint
owners. In light of these facts, there is no assurance that
sufficient funds will be available to maintain an adequate
level of emergency preparedness. Therefore, the utility plan
is in violation of all of the planning standards set forth at
50.47(b) and no reasonable assurance finding pursuant to
50. 4 7 (a) (1) can be made.

Bases

A. As a debtor-in-possession PSNH is not permitted to
expend funds outside the ordinary course of its business
without prior Bankruptcy Court approval. 11 U.S.C. 5

363 (b) (1) . Therefore, 35% of the expenses presently incurred
in developing, staffing and training the ORO have an
uncertain source. Moreover, even if the activities of pre-
emergency planning are considered to be within the ordinary|

course, funds expended durina an actual emergency would most
certainly not be in the ordinary course.27 But these funds
must be found to be available to the Applicants prior to

i licensing, otherwise, there is a no "reasonable assurance"
l finding possible. Thus, in the absence of any representation

by the Joint Owners that the liability for all emergency,

| planning expenses is joint and several, reasonable assurance
| concerning available funds must wait upon a Bankruptcy Court
( determination.

| El No assumption should be made concerning a quick
resolution of the Chapter 11 proceeding as a result of plant
licensing.

,

| B. At present, there are contractors who have provided
services arising out of the utility's efforts to develop and
maintain an emergency response capability which have not been

| -25-
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paid, no doubt because of the lack of prior authorization by
the Bankruptcy Court to make such payments.

Acolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. The financial

qualifications of PSNH are not within the jurisdiction of
this Board in an operating license proceeding. 10 CFR SS

2.104 (c) (4 ) , 50.33(f), 50.57 (a) (4) .

MAG Contention No. 8

At an organizational level, the SPMC fails to adequately
establish and define the relationships between the ORO and
other organizations which are expected and relied upon to
perform emergency response activities. Further, the SPMC
does not adequately provide for effective coordination of
effort between or clearly delineate the primary
responsibilities of these other organizations and the ORO.
As cuch, the SPMC does not meet the planning standards set
forth at 50.47 (b) (1) , (2), (3), (5) and (6) ; 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix E, IV, A.6, 7, 8; and the planning guidance set
forth in NUREG 0654 II. A.1.b., c, 2.a., b, 3; B.6, 9; C.5

(Supp. 1) ; E.1; and F.1.

Bases

A. The SPMC creates nine liaison positions staffed by
ORO personnel, one local EOC liaison for each Massachusetts
town and three State liaisons, one for the State EOC, one for
the Area 1 EOC and one for the Massachusetts Department of
Public Health. The function and role of these liaison
personnel is left completely undefined, see Pro-1.8 and 1.11,
except that it is clear that at the time of an emergency
these individuals are to deliver copies of the SPMC to local
officials (including the Plan, Procedures and Appendices J
and M) if they are permitted to go to the local EOCs. There
is no procedure in the SPMC to insure that these liaison
personnel are themselves knowledgeable about the SPMC (other
than what it looks like) so that they could intelligibly
respond to inquiries concerning its structure and function,
or otherwise "advise and assist state and local officials in
implementing" portions of the SPHC. NUREG 0654, Supp 1,
II.C.5. Moreover, there is no portion of the SPMC which
would provide any indication to a local governmental official
of the actual role to be performed by specific local
organizations. In short, the liaisons fail to establish any
organizational or communicational link between the ORO and

-26-
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the local organization which are relied upon to perform
certain emergency activities. See Plan, Table 2.0-1.

B. The SPMC states that "law enforcement, fire and
rescue needs and snow removal agencies are expected to be
within local capabilities supported by mutual aid agreements
and it is assumed that in an emergency, these agencies [ sic)
will continue to carry out their normal emergency functions."
Plan 2.4-3, -4. The ORO will assist these "agencies" with
"appropriate emergency information and exposure control."
Plan 2.4-4.

1. There is no basis for the assumption in the SPMC
that local capabilities will be augmented or supported by
"mutual aid agreements." Obviously, other EPZ towns will not
be able to provide such assistance and no prior arrangements
or procedures are set forth in the SPMC to enable non-EPZ
towns to identify the need for resources or to penetrate the
EPZ access control to supply such resources. Thus, there is
only an assumed coordination of effort described by the SPMC.

2. What is needed during a radiological emergency is
something different from "normal emergency functions." The
particular problems of security, public health, timely
evacuation and emergency-specific rescue needs in addition to
the overall scope and extent of the emergency response make
the SPMC's reliance on business as usual totally inadequate.
Because the SPMC has not even adequately identified the
emergency responsibilities of police, fire and rescue
agencies during a radiological emergency, it certainly has
not assigned or estaolished them adequately. See 50.47
(b) (1) , Moreover, the SPMC would be of absolute'.y no
assistance to local emergency workers or officiat,s at the
time of an emergency if they desire to participate in an ad
hgg fashion.

C. The SPMC totally lacks local plans that are specific
to the six Massachusetts communities and totally ignores the
particular established routines existing in these communities
for response to emergencies. Thus, no effective ad hgg
relationship will develop between the ORO and the local
communities making effective emergency response on the basis
of the SPMC impossible.

D. There is no procedure for the notification of
supporting organizations concerning which mix of
authorization -- as to activity and jurisdiction -- is to be
implemented y the ORO. As a result, none of the supporting
organizations will be informed as to who has control and
command over any particular portion of the response. Further
there is no delineated relationship between ORO personnel and
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non-ORO employees of support organizations as to issues of
control and command, responsibility and liability.

E. The SPMC does not detail how a delegation of
authority during an emergency would actually take place. No
verification procedures are set forth that would insure that
the specific content of state authorization is understood and
verified. Further, no verification procedure exists as to
the identity of those giving and receiving such
authorization.

F. The SPMC does not detail what emergency response
activities can be implemented or what mitigating actions will
be taken for those activities for which no authorization is
forthcoming from the State. The SPMC does not indicate how
the ORO will modulate and specify its response to accord with
the specific authorization mix --as to activity and
jurisdiction-- that results at the time of an emergency. See
Pro-2.14, Attachments 7 and 8.

G. The SPMC fails to indicate that effective planning ,

has been done to coordinate the ORO and the SPMC with the
-state of New Hampshire's emergency response organizations.
In fact, the SPMC does not even indicate that necessary New
Hampshire personnel have read the SPMC or been trained with
it. Egg App C, pages C-la-ld.

Acolicants' Position

This in a generalized contention which is accompanied by

bases which particularize the concerns. The Applicants

believe that the contention as drafted abould be excluded,

but that each of the bases would be an admissible contention,
t
'

except Basis B. Basis B assumes that SPMC requires that

participation of local governmental personnel is necessary to

implement SPMC. It is not. SPMC 5 2.2.1. All that local
I

governmental personnel are required to do is perform those

functions that they would every day absent an emergency at

Seabrook.

1
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MAC Contention No. 9

The SPMC fails to provide necessary procedures to insure
that employees of NHY, PSNH and other utilities who staff the
ORO and who will exercise critical functions such as command
and control in the event of a radiological emergency at
Seabrook have the requisite independence and autonomy to
exercise their emergency responsibilities effectively.
Because the ORO staff individually and collectively is not
independent of the owners of Seabrook, it will not plan for,
order, manage, coordinate or control the emergency response
adequately. As a result the SPMC is not in compliance with
50. 4 7 (a) (1) ; 50. 4 7 (b) (1) , (3); Part 50 Appendix E, IV, and
NUREG 0654 II.A.

'
Bases

A. The ORO officials in command and control positions
are utility management employees whose life and livelihood
are intimately connected to the Seabrook Station and the
nuclear industry. These individuals will have a personal,
institutional and financial interest in minimizing the
public's perception of any potential or actual danger.
Moreover, these individuals, even acting in good faith in
making a decision about public notification and possible
protective response, may weigh in that decision the negative
future impact such a notification may have on future plan
operation. Such a lack of independence and autonomy of
judgment in those responsible for making public health and
safety decisions is not acceptable. Lono Island Lichtina
Company (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), 21 NRC 644,
682 (1985).

B. The individuals staffing the ORO are employees of
NHY, PSNH or other utility employees. As such, they are
directly under the managerial authority of their respective
employers even during such time as ORO would be mobilized.
In fact, the "ORO" itself is an unidentified association or
organization that apparently does not function as an
employer.28 As a result, those ORO personnel having critical
decision-making authority under the SPMC are in fact
responsible to undisclosed others whose interests may be
adversely affected by an emergency. Such an arrangement does
not insure adequate decision-making.

26 It is not at all clear from the Plan what "ORO" is.
It appears to be a d/b/a of NHY and/or PSNH although its
capacity to contract in its own name, for example, is not
certain. Egg App - C, at C-lb where NHY "represents" the NHY
ORO and contracts in or on its behalf. None of this
uncertainty, however, apparently will daunt the ORO Offsite
Response Director from requesting of the Governor of
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Massachusetts that he delegate core police powers of a ,

sovereign state to the "ORO." For complete confusion on this |
point, cf. NUREG 0654 Supp, 1 which at 3 "defines" an ORO as 1

a utility offsite emergency response organization "along with '

other participating voluntary and private organizations, and |

local state and Federal governments engaging in the
development of offsite emergency plans According to"

. . . .

this definition, the "NHY ORO" includes bus companies as well
as the state of New Hampshire.

C. "Persons holding important positions in a nuclear
utility's day-to-day organization will experience strong
forces urging them to interpret any ambiguous situation in
the company's favor." Lgna Island Lichtina Company (Shoreham
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), 21 NRC 644, 685 (1985).
Appropriate measures have not been proposed or identified in
the SPMC to resolve this basic inadequacy. The SPMC has not
even attempted to establish a separate management reporting
level similar to that required by NRC regulations concerning
quality assurance and safety. See 10 CFP. Part 50, Appendix
B, I.

Aeolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. The Commission in

approving the new emergency planning rule obviously

contemplated that utility personnel would be in command and

control of the utility plan. Moreover, the Licensing Board

decision relied upon by MAG in his statement of basis was

reversed upon the very points it is cited for. Lona Island

Lichtina Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, '~ nit 1) , ALAB-

847, 24 NRC 412 (1986).

MAG Contention No. 10

No provision is made in the SPMC for procedures to be
employed in the event of a strike or other form of job action
affecting the availability of the emergency personnel relied
on to adequately staff and maintain the NHY ORO. In the
absence of such procedures, this utility plan does not
provide reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken. Seg Lona Island Lichtina
Company (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), 21 NRC 644,

[ 888 (1985).
-30-
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Bases

None separately stated.

Acolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 11

The Applicants and their Lead Owner PSNH have a
developed, self-conscious and articulated position and policy
toward emergency planning for the 10-mile plume exposure EPZ,
including the portions of that EPZ that lie within
Massachusetts. In a word, that corporate policy considers
emergency planning for such an area unnecessary. Because of
this long-held public position, the utility in this case is
completely and totally unable to develop and maintain an
emergency response organization that would successfully
implement the SPMC. Thus, a utility plan in this case is
unable to meet any of the planning standards set forth in
50.47(b) and no finding that "reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be taken" is
possible pursuant to 50.47(a) (1) .

Bases

A. The management of NHic and PSNH does not consider
emergency planning for the 10-mile plume exposure EPZ to the
necessary or even rational in light of the design basis of
the Seabrook Station. The most recent manifestation of this
corporate position appeared in December 1987 when the
President and CEO of PSNH in reJponse to an inquiry
concerning the need for emergency planning and emergency
plans stated:

I'd say it is marginal. The likelihood
of any catastrophic event is so low that
they are not needed. But the political
requirements are such that they are
necessary . The fears are based. . .

more on emotion than they are on reason.

That these corporate sentiments are not peculiar to the
person is clear from the repeated efforts made by the
Applicants to have the 10-mile plume exposure EPZ reduced to
a 2- or event a 1-mile EPZ. This corporate attitude,
expressed publicly by top management at s time when a utility
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"plan" had already been submitted for consideration, is
pervasive and of long-standing. As such, the "corporate
culture" of NHY and PSNH is no doubt permeated by this view
of the irrationality of emergency planning. Yet, it is from
among those who have achieved higher management positions in
this very corporation, that the critical positions of the
NHY-ORO are to be filled. The extent and scope of this
corporate anti-planning attib.ude disqualifies any manager of
that corporation from a position of responsibility for
creating, staffing, training or maintaining an adequate
emergency response orgcnization.

B. Emergency preparedness must be maintained throughout
the operatir.g life of a reactor. In light of the corporate
attitude and policy toward the need for such planning and the
considered disregard of the "lessons learned" from TMI, the
utility in this case simply cannot be trusted to adequately
staff, maintain and fund an adequate level of emergency
prepareaness. These is neither financial incentive nor
corporate commitment nor public obligation that would
motivate the utility in this case to maintain an adequate
level of emergency preparedness. Only the blunt pressure of
regulation would be exerted on the side of public health and
safety. However, the scope and extent of emergency planning
detail involving as it does hundreds of matters not within
the normal purview of the NRC in addition to a limited
regulatory review process, make it unlikely that over time,
and adequate level of emergency preparedness could be
assured.

Anflicants' Position

There is absolutely no regulatory basis for a contention
'

of this neture. There is no basis for examining the

psychology of a license holder as to its attitude as to the

need for any particular regulation.

MAG Contention No. 12

Communication systems relied on for the mobilization of
|

ORO personnel and the activation of the EOC are not adequate
because no back-up personnel will be contacted by these
systems and critical positions are filled with only onej

| designated person per shift.

|

|
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Eases

All Stage 1 personnel, including the Offsite Response
Director, his three Assistants and the Radiological Health
Advisor, are contacted by the ORO pager system. HowcVer, the
personnel not scheduled to be on shift will not have their
pagers on. As a result, no plan exists for contacting these
personnel. See Plan 3.2-4, Pro-2.1, and Appendix G. All
State 2 personnel are to be contacted by the Melita Emergency
Telenotification System ("METS"). Plan 3.2-4 and Plan 4.4-1.
However, this system is programmed to call only those
personnel identified as available per shift. As a result,
because there are also no back-up personnel at critical
positions of the ORO for Stage 2, there is no assurance that
the ORO will be mobilized. See Appendix H, pages H-26
through H-55.

Acolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 13

The SPMC fails to meet the standards set forth in 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix E, IV.E.9 and 50.47 (b) (6) and (8) because
there is no indication that the off-site ccmmunication
systems relied upon for emergency communications with
emergency response personnel have a back-up power source.

RAILe.R

None separately stated.

Acolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 14

The SPMC relies too heavily on commercial telephone
links for critical and essential emergency communications.
Because commercial telephone lines will be and should be
assumed to be overloaded shortly after the onset of an
accident at Seabrook, no essential emergency communications
should be based in the first instance on commercial telephone
communications. All of the liaison activities, all of the
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communications between contracted-for service providers and
their personnel, most of the ORO to government communications
and even elements of the notification of the public rely on
the availability of commercial telephone lines. As such the
SPMC fails to meet the planning standards set forth at 50.47
(b) (6) and planning guidance of NUREG 0654 II F.

Bases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 15
,

The SPMC fails to meet the standards of 50.47 (b) (6)
because there is no provision for an effective horizontal or
lateral network of communications directly linking emergency
field personnel with each other. As a result, all
communications must be first vertically transmitted,
processed and recommunicated leading to delay,
miscommunication and gaps in the communications network. The
failure to provide a lateral communications system is a
defect in the SPMC which will affect traffic management and
evacuation, security, timely response to emergencies-within-
the emergency and otherwise result in a wooden and'

ineffective emergency response. Ege, Lona Island Lichtina
Comoany (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), LBP-88-2 at
50 et sea. (February 1, 1988).

Bases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position j

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 16

The SPMC fails to meet the planning standards set forth
at 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, IV, E. c., 50.47 (b) (6) and
UUREG 0654, II.F.1 (Supp.1), because there is no provision
for adequate communications with State and local response
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organizations or EOCs, or with other private response
organizations.

Bases4

A. The ORO has attempted but failed to obtain FCC
approval for its use of emergency radio frequencies also used
by State and local government agencies. In the absence of
such approval and access to these frequencies, no adequate
communications with State and local response organizations
exists.

Acolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 17

The SPMC states that ORO "can direct activation" of the
EBS but that authorization to broadcast an EBS message must
be given by the Governor of Massachusetts. Plan 5 3.7. The
SPMC, therefore, proposes that ORO will advise the public
through the EBS system upon authorization of the
Massachusetts Gover.1or. Pro-2.13. This arrangement is alien
to the purposes and design of the EBS.

The EBS exists to provide government officials with
direct access to broadcasting capabilities in times of
crisis. Because the public needs and expects official
guidance in emergency situations, it is extremely unlikely
that the Massachusetts Governor would abdicate his duty to
notify the public in the event of a radiological emergency.
Emergency notification responsibilities, as exercised through
the EBS, are at the heart of the state's police power and are
therefore inappropriate for delegation to a private third
party.

Further, Federal EBS re .Aations and the Massachusetts
EBS Operational Plan ("Operational Plan"), which governs
operation of the EBS in Massachusetts, makes no provision for
third party activation as envisioned by the drafters of the

,

SPMC. Rather, such provisions were designed to provide
solely for government activation. Absent amendment of the
Operational Plan to expressly provide for authorization of
ORO, activation by parties other than the government
officials expressly named in the Massachusetts Operational
Plan is therefrre inconsistent with both Federal and State
EBS design. The plan, therefore, inadequately provides for
notification through the EBS system and does not meet the
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planning standards set forth at 50.47 (b) (5) and (7) and the
planning guidance of NUREG 0654, II.E.5.

Eases

A. The Operational Plan provides that the EBS may be
activated at the request of authorized government officials,
Eig., the Governor, the Director of the Massachusetts Civil
Defense Agency, the Massachusetts State Police and the
National Weather Service. Operational Plan at V.B.2. and
"Definitions". Further, the Operational Plan provides that
requests for activation by government officials "shall be
made directly" to the appropriate station. Id. E2 orovision
exists for the delegation of such a athority to private
parties. Thus, since activation must be accomplished through
direct contact by government officials, ORO lacks legal
authority to activate the EBS system. ORO may obtain the
legal authority to activate only through an amendment to the
Operational Plan expressly providing for such an arrangement.

,

B. The expectation that the Governor of Massachusetts.

would authorize ORO, a private third party, to activate the
EBS is extremely unrealistic. Central to the State's police
power is its ability to protect public health in crisis
situations. Delegation of this inherent government function
would border on an abdication of governmental responsibility.
The likelihcod of the Massachusetts Governor delegating this
authority to ORO, a private, non-resident third party, is,
therefore, highly improbable.

C. Assuming, arcuendo, that ORO possessed authority to
activate the EBS system, insufficient provisions exist for
verification of the Massachusetts Governor's authorization of
ORO to activate the EBS. For example, no procedure provides
that a government official will contact the EBS station to
verify authorization. Instead, the EBS station must rely
entirely on the word of the ORO staff or person purporting to
be ORO staff. Thus, activation by only authorized
individuals is not assured.

D. Notification by NHY weald diminish the effectiveness
of public notification. The likelihood of effective and
orderly response is enhanced by the public's knowledge that
notification flows directly from an official source embodying
authority and expertise. Notification by NHY, already the
subject of widespread distrust in the surrounding
communities, would not carry the same degree of authority.
Moreover, NHY has no legal jurisdiction over private
individuals whereas the government can communicate over the
EBS that certain response actions are required.
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E. In notifying the public of an emergency, NHY would
have to choose the level of urgency appropriate for public
notification in light of the circumstances. NHY has a vested
interest in promoting public perception that the plant is
safe. Consequently, in the event of a radiological incident,
NHY has an interest in minimizing the public perception that
the plant is a source of danger. NHY will thus be faced with
the conflicting interests of minimizing the public perception
of danger and notifying the public in suitably urgent terms.
The Governor of Massachusetts, whose primary interest is
public protection, will not be faced with such competing
considerations and is therefore the appropriate source of
public notification.

F. The plan states that, while the ORO has the ability
to activate the EBS, it does not have the authority to
broadcast. plan SS 3.2.5, 3.7.3. The plan, thus, treats
activation and authorization as two separate capabilities.
The plan fails, however, to clearly define the difference
between activation and authority to broadcast. The plan
fails, therefore, to clearly delineate the respective
responsibilities of the Governor of Massachusetts and ORO
regarding the EBS.

Acolicants' Position

This is a contention to the effect that it cannot be

presumed that the Commonwealth will follow the utility plan

in the event of an actual emergency coupled with e.n assertion

that for the ORO to broadcast would be illegal. This

contention should be excluded as a matter of law in light of

the decision cited in connection with the discussion of MAG

Contention No. 3 and elswhere in Lona Island Lichtino Co.

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), LBP-88-9, 27 NRC

Docket No. 50-322-OL-3 (April 8, 1938), Slip Op. at 21,

24.

MAG Contention No. 18

The SPMC fails to meet the planning standards set forth
at 50.47 (b)(5) and the guidance provided in NUREG 0654, II.
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E. 1. and 2. because the notification and mobilization of
response organizations and personnel is not adequate.

Bases

A. Appendix G describes the procedures to be followed
by the NHY Offsite Response EOC Contact Point in the event of
an accident. ERA also Plan 3.2-1 - 3.2-6. These procedures
are far too complicated and time-consuming to be performed
effectively by one individual. Yet, notification and
mobilization of the ORO as well as the activation of the
public notification system for Massachusetts is totally
dependent upon this one individual's actions. There is no
indication provided in the SPMC how long it will take before
the EOC Contact is relieved of his duties. The only
prerequisite for this position is experience as a security
guard which is totally inappropriate for this highly
stressful, complicated and pivotal position.

B. Key ORO personnel apparently have no car phones or-
other means of communication during their mobilization
period. In light of the distance traveled to get to the EOC
by these personnel and the absence of trained and experienced
24-hour staff, this delay means that the ORO may not be
functioning during the critical periods of an emergency. No
communication links exist at all to the relevant governments
or the emergency response personnel except from the EOC.

C. The SPMC provides no adequate means of alerting,
notifying and mobilizing key emergency personnel such as bus
drivers, ambulance drivers and others. The SPMC simply
leaves this function to the contracting employers, but
provides no detail on who, how and when such notification
will take place. This fails to meet the standard set forth
at NUREG 0654, II.E.2.

D. Many of the private organizations and contractors
expected to play emergency roles under the SPMC are not
themselves notified unless and until those ORO personnel
responsible for such notification are first alerted and
mobilized and arrive at the EOC. No procedures exist for
back-up assignments in the event ORO personnel with
notification responsibilities is delayed or does not arrive.

E. The SPMC fails to provide any procedure or system to
ensure that ORO and contract emergency workers receive
adequate and timely information about their families.
Because no emergency worker tracking system or information
center for families of emergency workers is provided, the
nobilization times for these individuals will be
significantly greater while they cneck on the safety of their

i
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families. Egg Lona Island Lichtina Comoany, (Shoreham
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), 21 NRC 649, 678-679 (1985).

F. The SPMC makes no provision at all in its
notification and mobilization scheme for the communication to
the ORO and the contract emergency workers of what Mode of
the SPMC is actually being implemented. As a consequence,
amergency workers will not know as they mobilize whether ORO
or the State and/or the local governments is directing the
response and what, if any, preexisting plan is to be
implemented.

G. The SPMC provides no assurance that State and local
government employees and those providing contract services to
the State and local governments (such as snow removal
companies, private ambulances, and the like) will be
adequately notified of an accident at Seabrook. The SPMC at
Plan 3.2-11 simply asserts that the Massachusetts State
Police "undertakes notification of the State Emergency
Response Organization and local dispatchers. The local
dispatchers notify the local emergency response
organizations. The NHY Offsite Response EOC Contact will
provide a back-up notification to local dispatchers for an
alert or higher emergency classification level."

1. The SPMC references the Massachusetts Radiological
Emergency Response Plan in support of a certain state
notification sequence. No such State plan exists for the
Seabrook EPZ and, therefore, no notification procedure
reaching the local areas exists.

2. No functioning continuously staffed local emergency
response organizations exist in the Massachusetts towns nor
are "local dispatchers" even identified for the benefit of
the EOC Contact who is supposed to contact them. Egf App. G
at G-18; App. H, H-83 11 122 If he does contact someone, he
is to request on behalf of ORO that the towns "respond. to
this situation." Such a Zen-like communication harnly
qualifies as "notification" of an emergency response
organization that f.he SPMC assumes will play a role in the
emergency response. Egg also 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,
IV.D.

colicants' Positiono

The general contention should be excluded. The

individual statements of bases except E could be admitted as

contentions in the proceeding. Basis E seeks to relitigate a
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generic question'of human behavior already litigated in the

NHRERP phase of the hearings.

MAG Contention No. 19

There is no adequate alerting system for the public in
existence or proposed which meets the regulatory requirements
set forth at 50.47 (b) (5) ; NUREG 0654 II. E.6 and Appendix 3
and FEMA-REP-10. For this reason, there is no reasonable
assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be
taken. 50.47 (a) (1) .

Bases

A. No adequate procedures exist to ensure that an
activation of the sirens in Massachusetts and New Hampshire
is coordinated. The Agreement between New Hampshire and NHY
ORO states simply that these parties agree to coordinate
without providing any detail on how that will be effected.
See App-C at C-lb. The SPMC at Pro-2.13 at 7 and 8
reiterates that coordination with Massachusetts and New
Hampshire state officials is desired, but does not describe
what this entails. This difficulty is particularly acute
because the Public Notification Coordinator is also
instructed to complete notification within 15 minutes of
authorization from the Governor. No provision or procedure
exists, however, to insure that the time in which
notification must issue in Massachusetts and New Hampshire is
synchronized.

B. No decision criteria exist for ORO personnel to
activate and use the mobile sirens in the voice mode.
Moreover, the length of the proposed messages and the slow
speed at which the mobile vans can actually be used in this
mode make such use impossible in a timely manner.

C. No agreement is set forth in the SPMC between the
NHY ORO and the Department of Interior ("DOI") providing that
the DOI will notify the public in the Parker River National'

Wildlife Refuge on Plum Island. BMX get Plan 3.2-14.
Moreover, the transient population in the summer on this nine
mile stretch of beach is large and geographically dispersed.
No procedures exist (or could exist) for a timely
notification of this population without sirens.

|
|

,

|
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Aeolicants' Position

This contention is not within the jurisdiction of this

Board; jurisdiction, if it lies anywhere, lies with the

Onsite Board.

MAG Contention No. 20

The emergency messages to be utilized by the ORO in the
event of an emergency at Seabrook are inadequate and will not
be effective in communicating necessary information to the
public. As a result, the SPMC does not meet the planning
standards set forth at 50.47 (b) (1), (5) and (6) and the
guidance provided by NUREG 0654 at II E.3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8,
and F.1.

Bases

A. The messages prepared by the ORO are overly long,
misleading, confusing, self-contradictory, impossible to
either broadcast or receive in the time available and ignore
important characteristics of the recipient public in
Massachusetts and its response to a radiological emergency at
Seabrook. Moreover, the message set forth as Attachment 2,
Pro-2.13 is totally useless and would only disorient and
fragment the public response.

B. The SPMC makes no provision and provides no
procedure for coordinating emergency messages with
participating and non-participating State and local
governments as required by NUREG 0654, II.E.7.d. and Supp. 1,

II.E.8.

C. Because of the utility's complete lack of any
credibility among the recipient public, nessages broadcast by
the ORO will not be believed or credited, the public's
emergency response will not be primarily shaped by this
information, and the ability of the NHY to effectively
implement the SPMC will be greatly reduced.

D. Under several SPMC modal scenarios, public messages
and information will be broadcast by the State and/or local
governments in addition to public broadcast by the ORO. As a
result, possibly conflicting information will be communicated
to the public. At the very least, the information stemming
from ORO will have none of the indicia necessary for it to
structure and shape the public's emergency response.
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E. The messages do not adequately address the issue of l

their source and do not explain who and what is controlling
and directing the emergency response. There is no discussion 4

in the messages of the emergency relationship between ORO and '

the state and/or local governments. Sag NUREG 0654, Supp. 1,
II E.7.

F. The SPMC provides no adequate procedures for
insuring that the emergency messages broadcast to the public
correlate with the messages and information provided to the
media by the NY [ sic] ORO and other officials.

-

G. The SPMC does not provide any assurance that the
messages and communications provided to the public during an
emergency will be consistent and coherent. As FEMA stated in
April, 1987 in a letter to the NRC from Dave McLoughlin, then
Deputy Associate Director of State and Local Programs and
Support:

To the extent that utility company
officials step into the roles of
government officials, such as by
recommending specific protective actions,
there is a high probability that the
public and emergency responders will
receive conflicting instructions.

The SPMC does not adequately address this problem.

H. The pre-established messages set forth in the SPMC
at Pro-2,13, Attachments 2-24, may be altered or modified by
the Public Notification Coordinator. Pro-2.13 at 8. No
guidance or training is provided this individual on the
essential components of an effective emergency message. As a
result, the messages (s) actually broadcast may be less
effective than those set forth in the SPMC.

I. The messages set forth in the SPMC do not indicate
what "shelter" means, do not provide recommendations
concerning ad hoc respiratory protection, do not adequately
indicate how to maximize the benefits of sheltering space and
provide only brief and unclear hints of the evacuation routes
the public should follow. No prerecorded message at all is
addressed to the beach populations.

Apolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation. However, any order admitting the

contention should make clear that evidence relevant to
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Basis C will not be received. The rule obviously

contemplates utility command and control of a utility plan.
~

Lona Island Lichtina Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,

Unit 1), ALAB-847, 24 NRC 412 (1986).

MAG Contention No. 21

The SPMC fails to provide adequate procedures for the
coordinated dissemination of information to the public and
fails to sufficiently plan for the role of the news media
and, therefore, does not meet the planning standards as set
forth at 50.47 (b) (8) and NUREG 0654, II G.3.b.4.

Bases

A. No provision has been made in the SPMC for the news
media at the Emergency Operations Facility ("EOF"). The
Media Center is located in the Town Hall, Newington, New
Hampshire (Plan 3.7-6) which is three to four miles from the
EOF and the EOC (Plan 5.1-2). However, the Public
Information Advisor who is responsible for issuing news
releases and directing public information activities is
located at the EOC and not the Media Center. No adequate
procedures for coordinating the activities of the public
information staff at the EOC and the personnel at the Media
Center are provided. Adequate procedures also do not exist
for the coordination of the activities of Media relations
representations (sic) who will be communicating directly with
the press by telephone.

B. The SPMC has no procedure for dealing with the
likely arrival of several hundred members of the news media

| in the event of an emergency. No procedures are described
for access control, communications support, or other back-up
facilities in the likely event of a large media response.

ADolicants' Position

The generalized contention should not be admitted. The

Applicants have no objection to the admission of the

following specific contention which is supported by the

statement of basis:

SPMC does not have adequate procedures for coordination
with the media.
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MAG Contention No. 22

.The SPMC fails to provide adequate information and
access to information at the time of an emergency to those
State and local governments which are not participating in
emergency planning. While New Hampshire response officials
will have access to the Emergency Operations Facility ("EOF")
and the Emergency Operations Center ("EOC"), officials from
the Commonwealth will not be permitted at these locations
(assuming they could be reached in a timely fashion.) As a
result, no coordination of response, including coordination
of public notification and communication will occur and the
planning standards set forth at 50.47 (b) (1) , (2), (3), (5),
(6), (7) and (8) and the corresponding criteria set forth in
NUREG-0654 have not been met.

Eases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 23

The SPMC provides inadequate procedures for rumor
control during an emergency and fails to meet the standards
set forth in 50.47(b) (7) and NUREG 0654 II G.4.

Bases

A. In the event of an emergency at Seabrook, there may
exist several official sources of information, including the
State and/or local governments. No provision is made for the
coordination of rumor control efforts by these sources.

'Without a centralized source of information, no rumor control
will be effective.

B. The ORO itself will be unable to provide coordinated
rumor control. The SPMC provides that the Public Information
Advisor shall designate at the time of an emergency a rumor
control staff, and appoint a lead to assign responsibilities,
including briefing the staff on the Rumor Control Policy
Guide. Pro-2.12 at 5.1.4. The Public Information Advisor is
to develop a strategy for responding to incorrect media
broadcasts and persistent public inquiries. Pro-2.12 at
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5.1.10. The midst of an emergency is not the time to set up
the rumor control structure or to develop strategies for
response to rumors.

C. The Rumor Control Policy Guide (Pro-2.12, Attachment
1) mandates that only the Public Information Coordinator or
individuals he designates are to discuss the emergency with
the media at news briefings. The instructions to the Public
Instruction Coordinator (Pro-2.12 at 5.3.10) direct that
person only to "participate" in news briefings. Media
briefings are one of the key tools to be used in keeping the
public informed and thereby controlling rumors. These
briefings should involve full use of experts and visual and
graphic aids to convey technical information in an
understandable manner. The SPMC does not provide for such an
approach.

,

D. The SPMC assigns public information personnel
responsibilities without any guidance as to the manner in
which those responsibilities are to be carried out.
Information can not (sic) be effectively communicated to the
public unless public information staff are fully informed of
developments and have access to technical experts capable of
addressing 4reas of uncertainty. Any plan which does not
recognize 'ne public's extraordinary appetite for s

information, and does not specifically assign a role in
information preparation and dissemination to technicians and
experts in inadequate.

ADolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 24

The information to be made available to the public
pursuant to the SPMC prior to an emergency does not meet the
regulatory standards as set forth at 50.47 (b) (7) , NUREG 0654
II. G. and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, IV. D.2.

Bases

A. Plans and procedures for disseminating pre-emergency
information is inadequate. There is no assurance that the
many thousands of transients who frequent the Massachusetts
portions of the Seabrook EPZ will have available to them
either prior to or at the time of an emergency any
information concerning the methods and times required for
notification, the protective actions planned, the nature and
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effects of radiation or a list of sources of additional
information.

B. Dissemination of information to farmers outside the
10-mile plume exposure EPZ but within the 50-mile ingestion
pathway EPZ is deferred until the time of an emergency and no
procedure is established for how such information would be
distributed at such time. Plan 3.7-3, -4.

C. Inadequate provisions have been made to insure that
the special needs population receive necessary pre-emergency
information.

D. The content of the pre-emergency information made
available to the public is not adequate and does not meet the
regulatory requirements.

|
1. The information is not adequately presented to the

reader as important emeroency information that should be
retained.

2. The discussion of the health risks of radiation is
inadequate and will confuse the reader as to the need for and
proper circumstances of emergency response. The information
fails to state or indicate that radiation can be harmful and
life-threatening and that a release of radiation would be and
should be considered an emergency.

3. The discussion of the risks of an emergency at
Seabrook Station is purposefully misleading and will confuse
the reader as to the need for and proper circumstances of
emergency response.

4. The information to be provided to the public
contains factually inaccurate material, misleading
information, and informational puffery more appropriate to
advertising copy.

5. The information contains confusing and contradictory
statements concerning protective measures that might be
recommended.

6. The public is not informed about the lack of
participation in emergency planning by the State and local
governments and the basis for that non-participation. No
adequate discussion is presented concerning the ORO and the
nature of the SPMC as a utility plan, and the relationship (s)
during an emergency between the ORO and State and local
governments.

-46-
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7. Inadequate information is provided to parents
regarding procedures to be employed in the event of an
evacuation of school children.

8. Inadequate information is provided with respect to
"How To Take Shelter." The information fails to instruct
people to seek shelter in basements or the lowest level
possible, and in rooms with the fewest number of doors and
windows. Inadequate and inappropriate information is
provided with respect to respiratory protection.

9. Inappropriate information is provided with respect
to pets. Most pet owners would be unwilling to leave their
pets at home in the event of a radiological emergency and
therefore might be discouraged from reporting to reception
centers if accompanied by a pet, even when they are
instructed to do so for monitoring and decontamination. The
information also fails to inform pet owners that they could
be gone from their homes for at least several days or weeks,
or even indefinitely.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation. However, any order admitting the

contention should make clear that no evidence may be offered

under Bases D.3-5, which are totally lacking in specificity.

MAG Contention No, 2.5
_

In light of the absence of State and local participation
in emergency planning for the Seabrook station, the plume
exposure EPZ defined by the SPMC to include only the 6
Massachusetts towns of Salisbury, Newbury, West Newbury,
Newburyport, Amasbury and Merrimac is not large enough to
provide reasonable assurance as required by 50.47(a) (1) .

Bases

A. Portions of the towns of Haverhill and Rowley lie
within the 10-mile radius of Seabrook station but are not
considered by the SPMC.

B. 10 CFR 50.47 (c) (2) requires that the "exact size and
configuration of the EPZs surrounding a particular nuclear
power reactor shall be determined in relation to local

Iemergency response needs and capabilities In light"
. . . .

of the non-participation of the Commonwealth in emergency
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planning for the Seabrook station, the planning efforts of
the utility should be extended into the contiguous areas to
insure that effective emergency response would be possible
there. The utility's planning effort does not provide a
reasonable basis for assuming that emergency response efforts
can or will be extended into those areas in the event it is
necessary to do so under emergency conditions. No actual
prior planning exists between the ORO and the local
governments or agencies either within or outside the SPMC's
EPZ.

Acolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. The only reason

given for the inclusion of Haverhill and Rowley in the EPZ is

the fact that a portion of each of these municipalities is

within the ten-mile radius surrounding Seabrook Station. We

are unadvised how "such conditions as demography, topography,

land characteristics, access routes, and jurisdictional

boundaries," 10 CFR 5 50.47 (c) (2) , dictate an enlargement of

the Seabrook EPZ at this late date. It is settled that

contentions seeking adjustment of an EPZ "about 10 miles in

radius" constitute impermissible challenges to the

Commission's regulations. Lona Island Lichtina Co. (Shoreham

Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-87-12, 26 NRC 383, 395

(1987).

MAG Contention No. 26

The SPMC fails to provide a range of protective actions
for the public within the Seabrook plume exposure EPZ. No
choice of protective actions is set forth in the SPMC for
large numbers of people. Thus, the SPMC does not meet the
standards set forth at 50.47 (b) (10) and NUREG 0654 II.J.9,
10.m. and does not provide reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken. 50.47 (a) (1) .
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Bases

A. The SPMC does not provide an alternative to
evacuation for the beach areas in the Massachusetts portions
of the EPZ. Evacuation alone does not constitute a range of
protective measures. Secondary mitigating measures,
including decontamination, are not protective "measures" or
"actions" under 50. 47 (b) (10) . In fact, the Commission itself
has identified "appropriate protective measures" as
evacuation or sheltering . 10 C.F.R. 5 100.3(b).

B. In the absence of sheltering for the transient beach
populations, the SPMC does not provide adequate protective
measures under 50.47(a) (1) because for all fast-paced serious
accidents that produce offsite consequences in less time than
the transient beach populations can effect an evacuation,
those populations have no adequate protection from severe
radiological doses. Substantial portions of the beach
population are entrapped by the traffic congestion generated
by an order to evacuate and cannot remove themselves from
areas close-in to the plant for many hours.

ADolicants' Position

There is no requirement in the regulations or applicable

law that sheltering be available as an option to evacuation

for all persons in a nuclear power plant EPZ. ASLB

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Rulina on Contentions and Establishina

Date and Location for a Hearina) (Acril 29, 1986) at 43 - 45.

The contention should be rejected.

MAG Contention No. 27

The SPMC's decision-making criteria for selecting a
sheltering as opposed to an evacuation PAR is inadequate and
inaccurate, and, therefore, fails to meet the planning
standards set forth at 50.47 (b) (10) and NUREG 0654 II.J.10.m.
and Appendix E, IV, A.4. As a result, the SPMC fails to
provide reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological
emergency. 50. 47 (a) (1) .

Bases

A. There is no study presented in the SPMC setting
forth the time required for effecting a sheltering PAR for
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various sectors of the plume exposure EPZ and for various
populations in the EPZ as required by 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix E, Part IV. The effectiveness of sheltering as a
dose reduction strategy is significantly influenced by the
time required to implement a sheltering response. (Egg D.
Aldrich, D. Ericoso, and J. Johnson, Public Protection
Stratecies for Potential Nuclear Reactor Accidents:
Shelterina Concepts with Existina Public and Private
Structures, SAND 77-1725, Feb. 1978, at 13). Therefore,
decision criteria must include the time required for the
various segments of the population to implement a sheltering
PAR.

B. The SPMC's decision-making criteria calculates a
wholebody shelter dose based on a shelter protection factor
of .9. According to the 1970 U.S. Housing Census,
approximately 93% of the year-round housing units in
Massachusetts have basements (SAND 77-1725, App. C, Table
C1), which would afford shielding factors of .6 for
cloudshine and .05 for groundshine. Therefore, the SPMC's
decision criteria are inaccurate and could result in
decisions to evacuate the population when a sheltering PAR
would afford greater reduction.

C. The SPMC's decision criteria do not adequately
consider dose from groundshine in determining whether to
evacuate or shelter the population. The decision criteria do
not adequately consider the shielding factor for groundshine
afforded by shelters in the Massachusetts EPZ, and do not
adequately consider the skin and car deposition doses that
persons sitting in cars while waiting to evacuate could
receive if, due to traffic congestion, they are unable to
evacuate the area prior to plume arrival.

. D. The formula used in the SPMC's decision criteria for
| calculating thyroid shelter assumes an air exchange rate that
'

is too high for the predominantly winterized structures that
would serve as shelters in the Massachusetts EPZ, and,
therefore, inaccurately calculates projected thyroid dose.

E. The decision criteria fail to account for exposures
from inhalation other than thyroid exposure.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation. However, any order admitting the

contention should make clear that there is no requirement for

a study as to the time that sheltering would take. While 10
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CFR 50, App. E SIV. arguably can be read as so requiring, the

definitive planning document, NUREG-0654, contains no such

requirement.

MAG Contention No. 28

The SPMC fails to meet the planning standard set forth
at 50.47 (b) (10) and NUREG 0654 II.J.10.m. because the
decision criteria for PARS ignore a significant special
population. The SPMC fails to take into account the
significant number of persons who reside in trailers located
throughout the Massachusetts plume exposure EPZ. These
trailers would provide only minimal shielding from radiation
(significantly less shielding than would be provided by the
typical house in the Massachusetts EPZ), and therefore
special consideration must be given to residents of these
trailers in PAR decision-making, such as ordering them to
evacuate or to seek shelter elsewhere when other persons in
their municipality are ordered to shelter.

Bases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected for lack of any

regulatory basis. Certainly neither of the cited provisions

requires special arrangements to be made for populations

distinguished by the type of residence in which they dwell.

MAG Contention No. 29

Because the residents of the six Massachusetts EPZ
communities have so little confidence in and so much
hostility toward the owners of Seabrook Station and the NRC,
any and all efforts by the ORO during an emergency to provide
the public with information, to direct traffic, or to provide
transportation will generate a confused, disorderly, and
uncontrolled public response. Thus, the SPMC cannot meet the
requirements of 10 CFR 5 50.47 (a) (1) , 5 50. 47 (b) (10) , and
NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, Section II.J.
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Bases

A. The great majority of the population in the six
communities within the Massachusetts portion of the EPZ have
a deep, profound and hostile distrust, developed over a long
period of time, for the owners and operators of Seabrook
Station and for the NRC. As a result, the public simply will
not believe any informaticn provided to it during an actual
emergency if it perceives that the source of that information
is the NRC, the owners of Seabrook Station or anyone
affiliated with the NRC or the owners. The SPMC contains a
variety of prerecorded emergency and public advisory messages
which appear to originate from New Hampshire Yankee, an
organization the public knows to be affiliated with the
owners of Seabrook Station. Egg Pro-2.13, Attachments 18-21,
pp. 48-51. If these messages, or any like them, are
broadcast during an emergency, the public will engage in a
confused, disorderly, uncontrolled and ad h22 response.

B. Because of the public hostility and distrust
described above, motorists will disregard all efforts by the
ORO's traffic guides to direct an orderly evacuation. Even
if those guides were somehow lawfully authorized to direct
traffic, the public would either not be aware of this fact or
disbelieve it. An uncontrolled, ad has vehicular evacuation
will likely result.

C. Because of the public hostility and distrust
described above, those in charge of schools, day care
centers, nursing homes and other special facilities, and the
special needs/ transit-dependent population who reside in
their own homes, will not trust or rely upon an ORO worker
who calls offering to provide transportation assistance.
Schools and day care centers will have parents pick up
children if the normal transportation provider cannot respond
rather than rely on ORO's assurances that ORO buses will come
and do so in a timely fashion. Nursing homes, rather than
preparing residents to be evacuated by ORO transport
vehicles, will likely seek to shelter their patients or take
other ad hqq actions. Those who are at home and need
transport assistance will not trust ORO representations
concerning bus routes or availability and will seek other
help.

D. During an emergency the press, in response to public
demand for information from credible sources unaffiliated
with the plant owners or the NRC, will seek out and report a
myriad of ad h2g comments, analyses, and suggestions from the
scientific community and State and local officials. These
reports will overwhelm all efforts by the owners and the NRC
to control the flow of public information and will generate
an ad h2g, uncontrolled public response.
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Acolicants' Position

This contention raises a generic human behavior issue

which has been thoroughly litigated in the NHRERP phase of

the hearings. There is no reason to reopen that issue to

litigation in this proceeding. There is no basis for saying

that the folks in the Massachusetts portion of the EPZ are

any different than those in the New Hampshire portion.

MAG Contention No. 30

There is no assurarce that snow removal will occur
promptly enough or be sufficiently effective to enable an
evacuation to be feasible in adverse winter weather.
Therefore, the SPMC fails to meet the requirements of 10
C.F.R. 50.47(a), 50. 47 (b) (10) , and NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp.
1, Section II.J.10.

Bases

The one snow removal company listed as available in the
Emergency Resource Manual, App-M, has indicated that it has
committed itself only to remove snow at the Staging Area.
There is no provision in the SPMC regarding who is to remove
snow from the local streets, state highways, and interstate
highways in the six Massachusetts communities. In the
absence of State or local community response plans for an
emergency at Seabrook Station, there is no reasonable
assurance that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts or local
communities can or will clear the roads of snow. These
communities generally rely on private contractors for snow
removal, but there is no assurance that private snow removal
companies will continue to provide services for roads and
highways in the EPZ during a radiological emergency. Thus,
given the heavy snowfalls that this area experiences with
some regularity during the winter, there is no reasonable
assurance that an evacuation of the six Massachusetts EPZ
communities (and those significant portions of the NH EPZ
population that evacuate using highways or interstates in
Massachusetts for at least some part of their trip out of the
EPZ) is feasible in adverse winter weather.

|
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Acolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. It raises no

litigable issue. If a municipality is truly in the position

that it could not remove snow in a nonradiological emergency,

that is its choice and a utility has no obligation to provide

such resources in a radiological emergency.

MAG Contention No. 31

The SPMC, in conjunction with the NHRERP, allows and
encourages decision-makers to call for an evacuation of EPZ
by sectors (S, SW, NE, SE, N), even within 5 miles, depending
on which way the wind is blowing. This is a deficiency in
violation of 10 C.F.R. 50. 47 (a) (1) , 50. 4 7 (b) (10) , and NUREG
0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, Section II.J.

Bases

Because wind-shifts in the area of the plant are so
frequent, and because the phenomena of seabreezes at this
site makes actual direction of plume travel difficult to
predict, if an evacuation is required for any segment, there
should always be a 360' evacuation out to the distance
necessary. The sudden 180' wind shift during the course of a
serious hazardous materials fire at Seabrook, New Hampshire
in March 1988 demonstrates the folly of evacuating by sectors
rather than by 360' increments. Instead, the SPMC's
procedures direct decision-makers first to determine the wind
direction and, if conditions warrant an evacuation, to
evacuate (beyond two miles) only the downwind sectors. See
IP 2.5, Attachments 1, 2, 3 and 6. For this plant site, the
normal potential results of high and low wind speeds as shown
on Attachment 6 to IP 2.5 simply are not reliable.

Aeolicants' Position

There is no regulatory basis for this contention either

in the provisions of the regulations and guidance cited or in

any other regulation of guidance. Indeed, to adopt the

course outlined in the basis, of always requiring full circle
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evacuation would fly in the face of the guidance. The

contention should be rejected.

MAG Contention No. 32

There is no evacuation time estimate study which has
been done to assess what the realistic evacuation times would
be in the Massachusetts portion of the EPZ in light of the
special difficulties, circumstances, and delays in conducting
an evacuation in Massachusetts under the SPMC. The Final
Report of the KLD Evacuation Time Estimate Study and Traffic
Management Plan Update, completed in August 1986, did not
take into account these special circumstances, difficulties,
and delays. A new evacuation time estimate study needs to be
conducted before the SPMC can meet the requirements of 10
C.F.R. 50. 47 (a) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (10) , NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp.
1, Section II.J.10.e, and Appendix 4 of NUREG 0654, Rev. 1.

Bases

While reference is made at various points in the SPMC to
the KLD Evacuation Time Study of August 12, 1986, there is no
specific averment that the evacuation times listed in the
SPMC came from the report. Egg Pro-2.5, Attachment 4. In
fact, the actual ETEs listed in Pro-2.5, Attachment 4, are
not listed in the KLD study. It may be that further ETE
analyses were done. If co, this additicnal work and the
assumptions and methods of calculation used have not been
described. Such work needs to be disclosed and assessed to
determine whether it qualifies as an ETE study for the SPMC
and adequately takes into account all the relevant conditions
affecting ETEs in the context of the SPMC and the expected
response of State and local officials when an evacuation is

,

| selected as a protective action for some or all of the six
(6) Massachusetts communities.i

In the alternative, it may be that no further analysis
was done after the publication of the KLD ETE study in August
1986. Instead, ETEs for the SPMC may have simply been
extrapolated (without any further analysis) from old KLD
computcr runs done prior to August 1986. Such ETEs, however,
could not have taken into account the existence of the
utility plan, the lack of fixed sirens in Massachusetts, and
the uncertain response by State and local officials.
Extrapolating ETEs from old 1986 KLD computer runs which were
not based on assumptions about the likely conditions
obtaining in Massachusetts does not constitute a good faith
attempt to conduct an ETE study for the Massachusetts EPZ
communities. As the Appeal Board in Zimmer noted, time

,

estimates are "to be determined on a case-by-case basis upon
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consideration of all relevant conditions prevailing in the
specific locality." Cincinatti fsici Gas & Electric Company

(Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 1), ALAB-727,
17 NRC 760, 770 (1983) (emphasis supplied).

The old KLD ETE study simply did not take into account
the many effects that result from an evacuation conducted
under the SPMC. For example, the KLD study utilized a
"planning basis" which assumed that as a precautionary action
the public would be notified by loud speakers to clear the
beaches at the Alert Level and that an order to evacuate
would be transmitted to the public 25 minutes later. NHRERP,
Vol. 6, 4-1. Given that the SPMC does not utilize early
beach closing, that there are no longer any pole-mounted
loud-speakers or sirens in the six Massachusetts communities,
and that communication delays will inevitably result as ORO
communicates a PAR to Massachusetts officials and waits for
the response, this "planning basis" is inappropriate for
generating realistic ETEs for Massachusetts. The KLD study
also assumed use of a specific traffic management plan, but
Massachusetts officials have rejected the use of that plan.
In Amendment 3, almost all the TCP and ACP diagrams have been
withdrawn from the SPMC. Cf. Amendment 2, App. J With
Amend. 3, App. J. Any changes in the configuration of these
posts will result in different ETEs. The KLD study also
assumed that all traffic control posts would be immediately
staffed at the time of an evacuation. This assumption is not
realistic for a fast-breaking accident under the SPMC. The
SPMC fails to meet the requirement that an evacuation time
study be done on a case-by-case basis and that the study
consider all relevant conditions. Piggybacking on the old
KLD study is not sufficient to meet that requirement in light
of the changed circumstances. A new study needs to be
conducted.

Aeolicants' Position

The efficacy of the Seabrook ETE was fully litigated in

the NHRERP phase of the hearings. The contention should be

rejected.

MAG Contention No. 33

Even if there were an appropriate ETE study accompanying
the SPMC, the SPMC's procedures do not instruct ORO workers
to refer to it at all, let alone describe how to use it to
adjust an ETE contained in the table in Attachment 4 of IP
2.5. Absent such procedures, the SPMC fails to assure that
the ETEs used by protective action decision-makers can or
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will be adequately adjusted to account for road conditions,
transient population fluctuations, road impediments, either,
delays in staffing traffic control or access control points,,

or other special evacuation problems that vary from the
conditions assumed when the ETEs in the SPMC were calculated.
The SPMC therefore fails to comply with 10 C.F.R.
50. 4 7 (a) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (10) , and NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1,

Section II.J.10.

Bases-

The ETEs to be referenced in the SPMC are those found in
Pro-2.5, Attachment 4. There is no indication on Attachment
4 where the times presented came from, who calculated them,
how they were calculated, or what their sensitivities are.,

Pro-2.5 and Attachment 4 are to be used by the Accident
Assessment Coordinator in completing the Protective Action
Recommendation Worksheet (Attachment 3). Pro. 2.5, 5 5.3.1.B -

instructs him to "(s) elect the appropriate estimated
evacuation time from Attachment 4 for Item 8 (worksheet). If
unsure of which scenario to select, consult with Radiological
Health Advisor." When one reviews the Implementing
Procedures for the Radiological Health Advisor at Pro-2.5, 59
5.2.3 and 5.2.4, however, one finds no reference to providing
this function. Instead, he is instructed to "(rjeview the
completed (sic) Attachment 4 Estimated Evacuation Times for
the Massachusetts Communities." i 5.2.3. He is also
instructed to "[c)onfer with the Assistant Offsite Response
Director, Response Implementation." In Attachment 1 of Pro-

j 1.3 we find that it is the Assistant Offsite Response
Director for Response Implementation who is to "evaluate
constraints to the Evacuation Time Estimate (ETE) (e.g., road

'

conditions, current weather conditions and special evacuation
problems) . " However, the Implementing Procedures for this
position in Pro-2.5 do not specify how and to what extent
evacuation constraints should affect ETEs. Thus, nowhere in
the SPMC is there a procedure which specifically directs
anyone in the ORO to refer to any ETE study to assess the

'

accuracy of an ETE in Attachment 4 of IP 2.5 in light of such
variables as road conditions, weather, delays in implementing
traffic control or access control, or road blockages. Ip 2.5
does contain a section (6.0) labeled "References." The last
item listed in this section is the "Seabrook Station

i Evacuation Time Study, August 12, 1986, KLD Associates, Inc."
Simply listing this ETE study as a reference, however,
provides no reasonable assurance that it will be located when
needed, that it will be referred to at all when needed, or

j that if it is referred to it will be used correctly.
i

,
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Acolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 34

There is no reasonable assurance that there are
sufficient resources available to provide gasoline to
hundreds of vehicles which are likely to run out of gas
during an evacuation from the EPZ. Absent these resources,
the SPMC does not meet the standards set forth at
50. 4 7 (b) (10) and NUREG 0634, Supp. 1, II.J.9 and 10.g.

Bases

During a summertime evacuation from the beach areas when
the beaches are crowded, the traffic queues will be so long
and slow moving that many vehicles will run out of fuel
before exiting the EPZ. Fuel use could be substantial for
vehicles using air conditioning units. other vehicles could
easily expend gallons of fuel while idling or creeping along
in congested flow traffic for the extended periods that it
will take to exit the EPZ. There is no reasonable assurance
that any gas stations at all will be open during an
evacuation. Yet the SPMC provides no workable mechanism to
provide fuel to the hundreds or perhaps even thousands of
vehicles that could run out of fuel during an emergency.
There is no reasonable assurance that ride-sharing will be
available for use by those stranded without fuel. Because
the SPMC is not capable of maintaining two-way flow on the
beach area roads, buses traveling the bus routes will not be
able to get into the beach areas to pick up those who are
stranded.

ADolicants' Position

There is no requirement in either the regulations or the

guidance that there be arrangements made to provide fuel to

evacuating vehicles. To the extent this is an attempt to

raise the issue of stranded cars blocking the evacuation

routes or the issue of people disobeying the two way travel

designation, these are both issues which were fully litigated

in the NHRERP phase of the hearings.
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MAG Contention No. 35

If an evacuation is required on hot summer days when the
beaches are crowded, the SPHC provides no contingencies for
those thousands of beach area evacuees whose vehicles can
reasonably be anticipated to overheat and stall as they
proceed along the congested beach roads at the rate of about
one car length per minute in weather that may well exceed
90'. The plans do not provide sufficient tow vehicles to
adequately respond to this problem. It is unrealistic and
imprudent to rely on ride-sharing to resolve a problem of
this magnitude. For those whose vehicles will stall, there
is no reasonable assurance that they will have a means of
evacuation. Therefore, the SPMC does not meet the
requirements of 10 CFR S 50.47 (a) (1) , 5 50.47 (b) (10) , or
NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.J.

Bases

Reasonable estimates of the number of vehicles which may
overheat and stall under the conditions that may well exist
during a summertime evacuation run into the hundreds. These
vehicles could contain up to a few thousand individuals.
Because none of the towing companies listed in the SPMC can
be relied upon during an emergency, tow trucks do not provide
an answer to this problem. Even if they were available, two-
way flow will not be maintained on the beach evacuation
roads. As a result, tow trucks will not be able to reach
most of these vehicles, nor will buses. Ride sharing will
not be a wide-spread phenomenon in the beach areas during an
evacuation, as people in cars will be moving more slowly than
people walking.

Acolicants' Position

| This is a generic issue which was fully litigated in the
1

NHRERP phase of the hearings. The contention should be

! rejected.

MAG Contention No. 36
i

| There is no reasonable assurance that a vehicular
! evacuation, the only protective action utilized by the SPMC

to protect those in the Massachusetts beach areas, will be
feasible on summer de.ys when the beaches are crowded. Thei

J SPMC therefore does not meet the requirements of 10 CFR 5
I 50. 47 (a) (1) , 5 50. 47 (b) (10) , NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp.1.

| Section II.J. and NUREG 0654, Appendix 4.
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Bases

A. The traffic congestion that will result from an
attempted evacuation will be so massive that gridlock will
likely eccur, preventing a vehicular evacuation for a
majority of the beach area population.

B. Occupants of thousands of cars will grow so
frustrated with the extent and duration of the traffic jams,
and so anxious about their safety, that they will likely
abandon their cars and seek to walk or run as fast as they
can, which will be faster than cars on the roads will be
moving.

C. Evacuation delays will be so extended that many
members of the public waiting to evacuate and unable to do so
will become contaminated. The resulting radiation sickness
among evacuees will itself cause serious further delays and
driver difficulties and will make vehicular evacuation
impossible.

D. So many vehicles will overheat or run out of gas
that thousands of those in the beach areas will not be able
to complete a vehicular evacuation. The SPMC does not
provide sufficient resources to provide gasoline and other
road services for these vehicles.

E. Driver disorderliness will be so great that many
disabling accidents will likely occur which create road
blockages. Because of the inadequate system of surveillance
for road blockages contained in the SPMC, most of these
blockages will not be noticed by those dispatching tow
trucks. Because of the traffic congestion and the inability
to maintain two-way flow on Rts, lA and Rt. 286, many tow
trucks which are dispatched will not be able to get into the
beach area to remove them.

F. At a critical point during the height of the
evacuation effort, enough cars will litter the roads, and
enough people will abandon their vehicles and walk out faster
than those in vehicles are moving, that a spontaneous "crowd
reaction" phenomenon will occur: in which, in a very short
period of time, all or almost all of those remaining in their
vehicles will abandon their cars and proceed on foot. Of
course, there will be a number of passengers who, due to
physical handicap, age, or other physical infirmity, will be
unable to proceed on foot and will therefore become entrapped
in the EPZ by the numbers of abandoned vehicles.

G. The SPMC does not account for or make any provision
for the population evacuating by foot, and there is no
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V

'
- ,

h:
i

reasonable assurance that an evacuation by foot would result
iin any or. adequate protection from radiation exponure. ;

Aeolicants' Position
-

4

The contention should be rejected. To begin with the

rather colorful statement of bases is really nothing more

than a listing of assertions made and litigated involving

human behavior during the NHRERP phase of the case. There is

no basis for saying that persons located in the Massachusetts

portion of the EPZ will act differently than those in the New

Hampshire portion. Thus all of the theories expressed were

oc could have been litigated in the NHRERP phase of the

proceeding.

: In addition, the bases stated, even if true, do not

support a contention that evacuation is not feasible. Rather
'

they simply constitute a list of things each and all of which

operate to make the evacuation slower than would otherwise be
i

the case. Thus the contention in reality is simply another

version of the many times rejected theory that there is some
3

minimum dose savings requirement that must be met. There is

no requirement that the Applicant demonstrate that any preset

'

minimum dose savings can and will be achieved in all

circumstances. Lona Island Lichtina Co. (Shoreham Nuclear

Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-86-13, 24 NRC 22, 30 (1986);

Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclear Generating

Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI-83-10, 17 NRC 528, 513 (1983);

Notice of Rulemakina, Licensing of Nuclear Power Pla: ?.s Where

State and/or Local Governments Decline to Cooperate in
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Offsite Emergency Planning, 52 Fed. Reg. 6980, 6982 (March 6,

1987); Notice of Promulaation of Rule Evaluation of the i

Adoquacy of Off-Site Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power *

Plants at the Operating License Stage Where State and/or

Local Governments Decline To Perticipate in Off-Site

Emergency Planning, 52 Fed. Reg. 42078, 42084 - 85; Ruling

Precluding Admission of Sholly et al. Testimony, II. 5594 -

5609.

MAG Contention No. 37

The evacuation plan contained in the SPMC is so poorly :

designed and so inadequately staffed that, even if State and
local officials are assumed to make a best efforts response,
there is no reasonable assurance that either the permanent
residents or the beach area transients can or will be
ovacuated significantly faster than can be achieved by an
uncontrolled evacuation. Thus, the SPMC Will not achieve any
reasonable or feasible dose reduction through evacuation.
With additional manpower and intelligent plan revisions some
feasible dose reduction could be achieved. But even then the
SPMC could not obtain either reasonable dose reductions or .

reductions which are generally comparable to what might be
accomplished with full Massachusetts governmental
cooperation. Thus, the SPMC does not provide reasonable
assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be
taken, and it fails to comply with 10 CFR 50.47(a) (1),
50. 4 7 (b) (10) , 50. 47 (c) (1) , and NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1,

Section II.J.

Buses
(

A. The number of traffic control personnel relied upon
by the SPMC to facilitate traffic flow is inadequate to
achieve a traffic flow rate that is significantly faster then
can be achieved by an uncontrolled evacuation.
Massachusetts, if participating in the planning process, i

would endeavor to utilize more than double the number of i

traffic guides provided in the EPMC to facilitate traffic
flow.

B. Insufficient capacity-enhancing measures and other
poorly conceived traffic control strategies are utilized by
the SPMC's traffic management plan. Egg Appendix J. As a j

|
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result, the SPMC cannot achieve an evacuation of the
Massachusetts EPZ areas significantly faster than can be
achieved by an uncontrolled evacuation. Massachusetts, if it
were participating in the planning process, would utilize
more than twice as many traffic control posts to enhance
roadway capacity, would seek to utilize both lanes of Rt. lA
for evacuating vehicles heading west out of Salisbury Beach,
and would make a variety of road and sign improvements to
facilitate traffic flow away from the beaches.

C. The traffic control diagrams contained in the plans
are the key to ensuring that traffic control personnel,
whoever they are, will implement the SPMC's evacuation plan
strategies correctly. The SPMC's diagrams, however, are
poorly conceived, ambiguous, often error-filled, and there is
no reasonable assurance that in attempting to implement the
plan the traffic control personnel (whether they are ORO
workers, State and local traffic control professionals acting
alone, or State / local traffic controllers accompanied by
utility company employees) will not actually impede ticcfic
flow rather that (sic) enhance it. The likely result of the
use of these diagrams is that an SPMC evacuation will take
longer than an uncontrolled evacuation wculd take. Thus, it
is likely that this traffic management plan will increase
dose consequences, not reduce them.

Applicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. The Commission has

specifically rejected the concept that a utility plan's dose

savings must be shown to be comparable to that which would be

accomplished by a State plan. Evaluation of the Adequacy of

Off-Site Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants at the

Operating License Stage Where State and/or Local Governments

Decline to Participate in Off-Site Emergency Planning Final

Rule, 52 Fed. Reg. 42078, 42084 - 85 (Nov. 3, 1987).
|

MAG Contention No. 38

There are inadequate traffic control personnel assigned<

| along heavily ' ravelled evacuation routes, especially Rt. lA
| and Rt. 286 in Salisbury and the Plum Island Turnpike in
| Newbury and Newburyport, to ensure that two-way traffic flow

| can be maintained on these roads during an evacuation of the

1
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Massachusetts beach areas when the beaches are crowded, at
required by the SPMC. Thus, there is no assurance that the ;

SPMC's evacuation plan can or will be implemented to permit )

inbound returning commuters, emergency vehicles, tow trucks,
or buses to use these roads.

. Bases

During the evacuation process, when traffic congestion
in the beach areas forces traffic to back up in long, very
slow moving traffic queues, many evacuating drivers will be
too impatient to stay in line in the right hand lane and will
cross over into the opposite lane in order to drive more
rapidly. The SPMC does not have enough traffic control
personnel assigned along the heavily used evacuation roads to
maintain two-way flow. The personnel are too far apart and
too few in number. This will prevent returning commuters,
emergency vehicles, tow trucks and huses from traveling
inbound on these roads.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of so much

of this contention as relates to Plum Island Turnpike into

litigation. The balance has been fully litigated in the

NHRERP phase of the hearings.

MAG Contention No. 39

The evacuation time estimates contained in the SPMC,
Pro-2.5 at Attachment 4, are too unrealistic to form the
basis of adequate protective action decision-making Realistic
ETEs would be much longer. The SPMC, therefore, does not
meet the requirements of 10 CFR S 50.47 (a) (1) , 5
50. 47 (b) (10) , NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.J.10.1, and
NUREG C654, Appendix 4.

Eases

A. The ETEs in the SPMC are based on an estimata of
the maximum size of the Massachusetts beach area vehicle
population which is significantly too low.

B. The ETEs sre based on the calculations of a
computer model which fails to recognize the full extent of
time delays which will be caused by the additional traffic
congestion generated by the thousands of vehicle trips being

|
'
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taken by returning commuters and parents picking up school
children. These trips are not modeled at all, nor are their
effects properly accounted for in any other way.

C. The ETEs are based on the implicit assumption that
the number of traffic control personnel provided by the plans
will be adequate to ensure an orderly evacuation. This
assumption is simply not true. Many additional traffic
control personnel are needed both at locations targeted in
the plans and at other locations to ensure the orderly and
efficient traffic flow in which the computer model's ETE
calculations were based.

D. The ETEs are based on the unrealistic assumption
that the traffic control personnel will be able to staff
their posts in a timely manner and will be at their posts
upon the initiation of an Order to Evacuate.

| E. The ETEs are based on the unsupported assumption

i that traffic and access control personnel will in fact show
up. In fact, many ORO personnel, most of whom are private
utility company employees, will not show up at all to stand,
if necessary, in a radioactive plume and/or on ground which
is contaminated with radioactivity in order to assist with an
evacuation from the six Massachusetts communities.

,

F. The ETEs fail entirely to take into account the
delays that must be expected to result from drivers and their
passengers becoming ill from the radiation to which they can
reasonably be expected to be exposed for a wide range of

! accident sequences.

G. The ETEs are based on an unrealistically low
estimate of the number of vehicles which the permanent
residents will use to evacuate because: 1) the population of
the six Massachusetts communities is larger than was assumed;
and 2) the average number of people per evacuating car will
in fact be lower than was assumed.

H. The ETEs are based on unrealistic assumptions about
| the "signal timings" that will be achieved during an

evacuation at intersections which experience competingi

traffic flow demands.

| I. The ETEs are based on the unrealistic assumption
I that evacuation times will not be delayed at all by traffic
'

accidents or disabled vehicles. Thic assumption is
unrealistic because:

1. Many more accidents and disabled vehicles will
occur than assumed.

|
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2. The accidents which do occur will be more
severe than assumed, because relatively high speeds can and
will be achieved in Level of Service E and F traffic
conditions that will be prevalent. Also, many head-on
conflicts will likely result through the implementation of
the traffic control diagrams as drawn. These conflicts will
lead to serious accidents. Another problem likely to lead to
serious accidents is that the "taper" shown on the traffic
and access control diagrams for traffic cone and barricade
placement does not meet MUTCD standards.

3. The SPMC reliance on other evacuees to remove
many road blockages is imprudent, especially for those
blockages which have resulted from accidents which injure
people or which have rendered vehicles inoperable.

4. The plans for surveillance to spot accidents
,

and road blockages are inadequate, and many road-blocking!
I accidents will not be recognized for significant periods if

( at all.

5. The plans for tow trucks to respond to remove
road-blockages are inadequate because the plans rely on an
insufficient number of trucks; all four (4) of those tow
companies relied upon by the SPMC have indicated that they
either will not respond or that they cannot be relied upon to
respond; many drivers relied upon will not show up,
especially in areas contaminated with or at risk of receiving
radiation; the trucks are to be based at inappropriace
locations; many lack the communication radios necessary to
respond efficiently; and in certain locations the traffic
congestion will eliminate two-way road flow, so tow trucks
will not always be able to travel to the blockages.

L

. J. The SPMC's ETEs are based on assumptions about
I road, intersection, and ramp capacities in Massachusetts
| which are higher than can be expected, even for good weather
! conditions.

K. The ETEs are based on overly optimistic assumptions
about the discharge headways that can be achieved at specific
critical intersections in the Massachusetts EPZ towns.

'

l

| L. For the adverse weather scenarios, the ETEs are
, based on overly optimistic assumptions of the effects of

| rain, snow, and ice on driver behavior, driving speed,
| accident rates, disabled vehicles, and capacitiec of roads,

| intersections, and ramps. To some extent, these overly
| optimistic assumptions result from the fact that those
| calculating the SPMC's ETEs did not consider adverse weather
| which was "severe enough to define the sensitivity of the
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analysis to the selected events," as is required by NUREG
0654, Rev. 1, App. 4, 5 IV A.

M. The ETEs are based on inaccurate assumptions about
(1) the extent of the Massachusetts population which will
spontaneously evacuate prior to an order to evacuate and (2)
the delaying effects such spontaneous evacuation will have,
both within and outside the EPZ, on evacuation times.

N. The ETEs fail entirely to take into account the
delays in ETEs that will result from the "rolling" late
staffing that will occur at the traffic and access control
posts. Traffic and access control guides will show up, not
all at once, but intermittently in groups of twos, threes,
and fours over a long period of time, and will be assigned
haphazardly, first, to priority 1 traffic posts, which have
not themselves been ranked sequentially in order of staffing
priority, and then to priority 2 and 3 traffic posts, again
without regard to staffing priorities within each of these
groupings.

O. The ETEs are based on the unrealistic assumption
that the ORO traffic guides, who are not professional traffic
handlers, will be able to move the traffic in Massachusetts
just as fast as Stato/ local professionals would

P. The ETEs are based on the erroneous assumption that
the traffic and access control diagrams can be understood and
will be implemented correctly by cne traffic control
personnel. In fact, the diagrams are ambiguous, confusing,
do not indicate which position at a given intersection should
be staffed first, do not sufficiently inform traffic guides
what the term "discourage" really means, and contain no clear
instructions on how to place cones and barriers. These

| problems with the diagrams cannot remedied by training.
;

I Q. The ETEs fail to account properly for the thousands
! of "through" vehicles that could be in the Massachusetts

portion of the EPZ on Interstates 495 and 95 and on many
other major roads as well.

R. The ETEs fail to account for the delays that willj

| occur in alerting the entire population after a decision to
| evacuate is made, especially those delays resulting from the

lack of a fixed siren system.

|

| S. The ETEs fail to account for the delays that will
! result from the confusion among the public caused by hearing
| different emergency messages from different sources. The

| messages that could be heard include, but are not limited to:

1. The state of New Hampshire EBS messages;
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2. The ORO informational messages;

3. The messages and EBS broadcasts from
Massachusetts state officials;

4. The messages from Massachusetts local
officials; and

5. Media broadcasts and news reports of all
sorts.

T. The ETEs fail to account for the large number of
evacuees who will engage in aberrant driver behavior in order
to bypass the extremely long and very slow moving traffic
queues.

U. The ETEs are based on a traffic management plan
which continues (astoundingly) to rely upon the use of an
exit ramp at Rt. 110 and I-95 southbound. This path leads
over a curbed, grassy median that cannot be traversed in
adverse weather. In good weather its use would substantially
delay evacuating vehicles and lengthen ETEs.

V. The ETEs for the SPMC were calculated relying on
outdated estimates of the number of campground spaces and
hotel, motel, and guest house rooms in the Massachusetts
portion of the EPZ.

W. The SPMC's ETEs do not account for the large number
of evacuating vehicles which will travel south on Rt. 1A from
Seabrook, NH, cross the state line, and seek to evacuate
through Salisbury, Massachusetts, on Rt. lA.

! X. The SPMC's ETEs fail to account for the large
' number of transients who regularly visit portions of the
| Massachusetts EPZ which are not in the beach areas, e.g.,
! Newburyport's downtown and historic areas.

Y. The ETEs fail to account for huge crowds which
gather for special event days in the Massachusetts portion of

,

| the EPZ.
|

| Z. The ETEs fail to account for the large number of

| vehicles which will run out of gas or overheat and stall as

| they travel at very low speeds, and frequently stop, and idle
| in the long traffic queues exiting the beach areas on hot

| days.

AA. The ETEs are based on the implicit assumption that
in implementing the traffic management plan the placement of

j cones and barricades will not actually block vehicles with
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legitimate reasons to travel against or across the fles of
evacuation traffic. In fact, if the traffic management plan
is implemented according to the diagrams in Appe.ndix J and
cones and barricados are placed as shown, these vehicles will
be blocked at many intersections. The delays that will
result to these counter / cross-flowing vehicles, and to the
evacuating vehicles when ad hoc steps are taken to allow the
counter / cross-flow traffic to proceed, have not been taken
into consideration; if they had been, the ETEs would be
significantly longer.

BB. The ETEs were calculated using an irrelevant
"planning basis" which assumed that the public is notified to
clear the beaches at the Alert level, that a General
Emergency occurs 15 minutes later, and that the order to
evacuate is transmitted to the public 10 minutes after the
General Emergency is declared. See Seabrook Station
Evacuation Time Estimates and Traffic Management Plan Update,
p. 4-1. This "planning basis" has no relationship to SPMC,
however, because in Amendment 3 to the SPMC NHY has
eliminated the early beach closing option. "Notifications to
individuals at state parks and outdoor areas other than
Parker River National Wildlife Refuge will be conducted in
the same fashion as for the general public. Individuals in
thess areas will be asked to leave the Plume Exposure EPZ."
Plan, a 3.6.1.E. Thus, unlike the situation assumed by KLD
in conducting its ETE analyses, the beach population will not
get a 2S minute headstart before the issuance of the order to
evacuate. This will affect the ETEs significantly.

CC. The ETEs are based on the unrealistic assumption
that evacuating drivers will take the routes out of the EPZ
which are recommended by the plans. In fact, a significant
portion of the drivers will seek other routes in an attempt
to bypass long traffic queues, or to access I-95 or I-495 at
points not contemplated by the plans, or simply to head in
directions which take them where they want to go. The 15%
reduction factor utilized in the IDYNEV model does not
account for the full effect of drivers taking different
routes.

DD. The ETEs are based on the unrealistic assumption
that the implementation of access control will not
significantly delay or impede returning commuters as they
travel back into the EPZ to residences in one of the sjx
Massachusetts communities. In fact, the implementation of
access control, especially on northbound I-95 and I-495 will
cause massive congestion, confusion, and delays to returning
commuters.

EE. Because there are no special population evacuation
times in the SPMC, the ETEs in the SPMC appear to be based on
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the unrealistic assumption that the evacuation of the ,

transport dependent population and those in special l

facilities will take no longer than the evacuation (sic) |
times calculated for evacuees using private vehicles. !,

FF. The ETEs are based on certain erroneous
assumptions, built into the IDYNEV model, about the service
volume (Vp) of Massachusetts highway sections under congested
conditions. The reduction factor (R=0.85) utilized appears
to have been derived from data collected on freeways.
Instead, a site-specific reduction factor could easily have
been derived from data collected on the major evacuation
roads in the Massachusetts portion of the EPZ under congested
conditions. If this had been done, the realistic value for
Vp for the roads in Massachusetts would have been found to be
in the range of 0.75 of VE-

Acolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. The statement of

bases makes clear that what MAG desires is to relitigate each

and every generic theory that was put forth in the NHRERP

phase of the hearings.

MAG Contention No. 40

In making the choice of protective actions during an
emergency, it is extremely important for the decision-makers
to have ready access to maps which accurately show the
population distribution around the nuclear facility. The
SPMC fails to include such maps. NUREG 0654, Rev. 1,

supp. 1, Section II.J.10 states: "The off site response
organization's plans to implement protective measures for the
plume exposure pathway shall include: (5) Maps showing. . .

population distribution around the nuclear facility. This
shall be by evacuation areas (licensees shall also present
the information in a sector format) ." Absent such maps, the
SPMC fails to comply with 10 C.F.R. 50. 47 (a) (1) ,
50. 47 (b) (10) , and NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, Section
II.J.10.b.

|

Bases

The SPMC's map section is Appendix A. It contains no

|
population distribution maps. Table 3.6-1 found at the end

) of a subsection labeled "Evacuation Process" in Section 3 of
I the SPMC, lists what is described as the "maximum evacuating

population" by town for both the "permanent residents" and
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the "peak population." The figures listed for the permanent
residents are incorrect for the current time period. The
"peak" population totals for both "summer midweek" and
"summer weekend" are significantly too low. Regardless of
the accuracy of these figures, however, this format -- a
table -- does not provide population distribution information
to decision-makers in the more accurate and useful fashion
that a population distribution map does. It is, therefore,
not an effective substitute for the NUREG 0654 criteria.
This criteria also cannot be met by reference to KLD's ETE
study of August 12, 19C5, as the Applicants themselves have
acknowledged throughout their testimony in the NHRERP
hearings that the peak population figures contained therein
are not accurate for 1988. Moreover, that study uses "roses"
or "pie" graphs to present population data in a sector
format; it does not include "maps" showing population
distribution "by evacuation areas," as required by Section
II.J.10.b. Prudent protective-action decision-makers for
Massachusetts would find the outdated, inaccurate KLD "pie"
sector graphs to be of no value.

ADolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 41

There is no reasonable assurance that the SPMC is
adequate to protect the health and safety of the public
because for the transients in the beach areas for whom no
sheltering or other protective action option is provided, the
ETEs on crowded beach days are simply too long. While there
is no NRC limit on evacuation times for populations for which
the other protective action option of sheltering is
available, where no sheltering option is provided, ETEs must
have limits to ensure adequate protection. Those limits are
exceeded here because the beach populations are entrapped .nd
unable to timely evacuate. Therefore, the SPMC does not n.eet

|

! the requirements of 10 CFR 50.47 (a) (1) , 50. 4 7 (b) (10) , and
|

NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.J.

Bases

The underlying legal rationale for the initial NRC
decisions which found that there are no maximum limits on

| ETEs was that ETEs are simply a tool to be used by protective
action decision-makers to aid them in their decisions whether
to shelter or evacuate a given segment of the population.

| See, e.g., Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. (Wm.H. Zimmer
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Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 1), 17 NRC 760, *70-771,

(1993). The longer the ETEs, the more attractive sheltering
generally becomes as an alternative cotective action.
Subsequent NRC decisions have often repeated the proposition
that there are no maximum limits on ETEs, but none has sought
to reformulate the underlying rationale. Here, however, that
rationale does not apply: there is no sheltering option for
the beach population, nor are radioprotective drugs (e.g.,
KI) to be issued to them. On days when the beaches are
crowded, the realistic ETEs for the Salisbury Beach area
exceed 11 hours whatever the limit on ETEs should be for
those for whom no other protective action is provided, 11
hours substantially exceeds it. Thousands of transients in
the Salisbury Beach area are entrapped by traffic congestion
within 2-5 miles of the Seabrook Station for many hours.
During the entire period of their entrapment, these thousands
of transients will be exposed to radiation without any
available protective measures.

Acolicants' Position

This contention should be rejected. It is an assertion

that the ETE for all sites must be under a certain maximum

figure. This is simply another version of the argument that

there are minimum dose savings that must be accomplished.

There is no requirement that the Applicant demonstrate that

any preset minimum dose savings can and will be achieved in

all circumstances. Lona Island Lichtina Co. (Shoreham

| Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-86-13, 24 NRC 22, 30

(1986); Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclear

Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI-83-10, 17 NRC 528,

533 (1983); Notice of Rulemakina, Licensing of Nuclear Power

Plants Where State and/or Local Governments Decline to

Cooperate in Offsite Emergency Planning, 52 Fed. Reg. 6980,

I 6982 (March 6, 1987); Notice of Promulaation of Rule

Evaluation of the Adequacy of Off-Site Emergency Planning for

Nuclear Power Plants at the Operating License Stage Where
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State and/or Local Governments Decline To Participate in Off-

Site Emergency Planning, 52 Fed. Reg. 42078, 42084 - 85;

Ruling Precluding Admission of Sholly et al. Testimony, Ir.

5594 - 5609.

MAG Contention No. 42

The SPMC does not provide protective action decision-
makers with sufficiently realistic ETEs for the Massachusetts
EPZ population for a wide range of times and conditions in
the summer months. Only one pre-determined ETE is provided
for a summer weekend with good weather, despite the fact that
ETEs for such occasions vary dramatically as the size of the
beach population (a factor to which the ETEs are highly
sensitive) rises and falls. These beach population changes
are substantial and occur from hour to hour, day to day, and
week to week. Absent a real-time, computer-based system to
monitor the size of the beach population and compute real-
time ETEs, the SPMC is deficient, because there is no
reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can
and will be taken as required by 10 CFR 5 50.47 (a) (1) .

Bases

A "real-time" computer-based data collection /ETE
| calculation system should be installed by linking a series of

| roadway traffic counters that form a cordon around the
Massachusetts beach areas with a small computer programmed toi

compute ETEs instantaneously. This system would enable PAR
decision-makers to have realistic ETEs at the moment a
decision must be made without having to make wildly uncertain
extrapolations, as the SPMC now requires, from a single pre-
determined ETE in a table which assumes a given fixed
population at mid-day. The SPMC contains no guidance

|

whatsoever on how these extrapolations are to be made, and
even if there were such guidance, there is no real-time data
collection system to enable that extrapolation to be made in

j a manner that produces evacuation time estimates of
' reasonable accuracy for the conditions at hand. Thus, for
.

example, using the SPhC a decision-maker can only guess what
! the realistic ETE is for 4:00 p.m. on a Saturday in mid-

August when many of the beach-goers who were there at 1: 00

| p.m. have lef t and the beaches at mid-day were somewhat
i crowded but not at capacity. Similarly, a decision-maker
l cannot know, with any reasonable assurance, what the

realistic ETE is at 2:00 a.m. on a Thursday in late July,
when relatively few day-trippers are present but an unknown
number of seasonal, weekly, and overnight visitors are
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staying in rental units, beach cottages, motels, and
campgrounds in the area. The population in the beach area
fluctuates so dramatically (by tens of thousands of people)
over the course of only a few hours that having a single ETE,
as the SPMC does, for a summer weekend (good weather) leaves
protective action decision-makers ill-equipped to make the
calculations needed for protective action decisions.

Acolicants' Position

This contention should be rejected for two reasons.

First, there is no regulatory requirement for a "real time"

computer-based data collection /ETE calculation system.

Second, if this be considered a matter that has a sufficient

regulatory basis to be admitted into litigation, the issue,

which is generic, has been fully litigated in the NHRERP

phase of the hearings.

MAG Contention No. 43

Because the SPMC's evacuation time estimates have been
rejected by State and local officials as totally unrealistic
and unreliable, in the event of an emergency at Seabrook
Station, Massachusetts State and local decision-makers will
always reject any immediate implementation of ORO's
protective action recommendations based on those ETEs. As a
result, and because those decision makers have no alternative
set of ETEs available to them, State and local decision-
makers will make an ad hoc judgment regarding what protective
actions are likely to maximize dose reductions. However,
there is no reasonable assurance t"at adequate protective
measures can or will be taken thro,gh such an ad hoc
decision-making process. Thereforc, the SPMC does not meet
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.47 (aj (1) , (b) (10) , (c) (10) , and
NUREG 0654, Supp. 1, Sections II.J 10.1 and 10.m.

Bases

While State and local Massachusetts officials have not
read or reviewed the SPMC, they have been informed by
consultants retained by the Attorney General that the ETEs
contained in the SPMC are not reliable and that realistic
evacuation times are likely to be much longer. They also
understand that the ETEs in the SPMC were calculated using
incorrect assumptions about notification times, beach
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population, times to staff traffic posts, an "early beach
closing," and traffic orderliness. If NHY's ORO ever were to
forward a recommendation for a protective action to State er
local decision-makers, and that recommendation was based on
the SPMC's ETEs, there is no question that these officials
would always reject any immediate implementation of that PAR.
Having no set of pre-calculated, realistic ETEs of their own,
these decision-makers would necessarily have to make their
own PAR judgment on an ad hoc basis.

Applicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. This amounts to a

rejection of the rebuttable presumption that the plan will be

followed by state officials in a real emergency. The State

may not raise such a contention in the absence of having

offered a plan of its own. Lona Island Lichtina Co.

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), LBP-88-9, 27 NRC

Docket No. 50-322-OL-3 (April 8, 1988), Slip Op. at 21,,

24.

MAG Contention No. 44

The SPMC is deficient because it utilizes a set of
evacuation time estimates which have been rejected by
Massachusetts State and local officials as totally
unrealistic and unreliable. In the event of an emergency at
Seabrook Station Massachusetts officials will always reject
any immediate implementation of ORO's protective action
recommendations based on those ETEs until they have had a
chance to assess the situation independently. Because
Massachusetts decision-makers have no reliable evacuation

, time estimates of their own, this independent assessment can
( and will require an uncertain amount of time. Thus, the SPMC

|
fails to provide reasonable assurance that in the event of an
emergency Massachusetts officials will make protective action,

decisions oromotly enough to permit the effectuation of
protective measures which are "adequate" or which achieve
dose savings that are generally comparable to what would

| reasonably be accomplished ware State and local officials
fully cooperating in the planning process and were in

| possession of a set of ETEs in which they had confidence. At
i best, because of this SPMC deficiency, there is simply too

much uncertainty with respect to hov promptly Massachusetts
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officials can and will make protective action decisions. At
worst, this deficiency guarantees that such decisions cannot
and will not be made promptly. The SPMC therefore violates
10 CFR S 50. 47 (a) (1) , 50. 4 7 (b) (10) , NUREG 0654, Rev. 1 Supp.
1, Sections II.J 9, J.10.1, and J.10.m.

pases

None separately stated.

ADolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. This amounts to a

rejection of the rebuttable presumption that the plan will be

followed by state officials in a real emergency. The State
t

I may not raise such a contention in the absence of having
|

offered a plan of its own. Lona Island Lichtina Co.

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), LBP-88-9, 27 NRC

Docket No. 50-322-OL-3 (April 8, 1988), Slip Op. at 21,

24.

MAG Contention No. 45

| The SPMC fails to meet the planning standards set forth
at 50. 47 (b) (10) and NUREG 0654 II. J. because no adequate'

provisions for security in evacuated areas have been made.
The SPMC contains no discussion of security in eracuated

| areas. Table 2.0-1, the "Key Position Response Function
| Matrix," provides that primary responsibility for law
| enforcement lies with the State Police and local police

authorities. No procedures are set forth for coordinating'

! these agencies' activities and providing for security in
| evacuated areas. Moreover, the Local EOC Liaison Coordinator

has secondary responsibility for law enforcement but neither
PRO-1.8 nor any other portion of the SPMC indicates what
ORO's capabilities in this regard actually are.

Bases

None separately stated.
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Acolicants' Position

There is no regulatory basis for requiring planning for

"security in evacuated areas" and, therefore, this contention

should be rejected.

MAG Contention No. 46

The SPMC fails to meet the planning standards set forth
at 50.47 (b) (10) and the guidance of NUREG 0654 II. J. 10.a
because the bus routes as delineated in the SPMC are totally
unrealistic and cannot form the basis for adequate planning.

Bases

The proposed bus routes for the 6 Massachusetts
communities reflect the SPMC's drafters complete absence of
familiarity with the local conditions. Bus routes include
paper roads that do not exist and dirt roads virtually
impassable to buses. Further, routes often exacerbate local
evacuation traffic problems and propose travel against
counter flow traffic that will be impossible. The routes
also often involve the transport of populations back toward
the reactor to designated transfer points. Use of these
proposed transfer points is often prohibited by local zoning
laws.

Acolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. The basis lacks

sufficient specificity to put the Applicants on notice as to

what is to be litigated. This basis should be compared with

I the specific bases set forth for similar contentions by some

of the intervening towns.

MAG Contention No. 47

The SPMC fails to offer reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be taken in a
timely fashion for school children. Thus, it fails to comply

|
with 10 CFR 50.47 (a) (1) , 50.47(b)(10), 5 0. 4 7 (b) (14 ) ,

| 50. 47 (b) (15) , 50.47 (c) (1) ; NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.J,
; II.N and II.0; and NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Appenfix 4.
|

|
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Bases

A. The SPMC does not contain separate emergency
response plans for the staff and students at each of the
schools, including day care centers and nursery schools, in
the six Massachusetts EPZ communities, and those outside the
EPZ which receive students from inside the EPZ. Nor does the
SPMC provide any reasonable assurance that each of these
schools has an adequate school-specific plan for responding
appropriately or in a coordinated or integrated manner with
the SPMC in the event of a radiological emergency at Seabrook
Station. Without adequate school-specific plans for each
school, there is no reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken for school
children. Most schools have no such plans. Existing
emergency plans, while adequate for responding to fires and
snow storms, are wholly inadequate for responding to a
radiological emergency, especially one which is serious and
fast-developing. While reference is made in Appendix F of
the SPMC to a "Generic Massachusetts Public School Plan," the
schools have no knowledge of such plans and would not keep or
use them if offered by NHY. Nor could any "generic" plan
ever be adequate for the wide range of different types of
schools, which have vastly different student populations,
student age groupings, student / teacher ratios, class sizes,
layo'Its and construction (for sheltering), organizational
capabilities, compositions of special needs children,
different methods of notifying parents, etc. Absent the
existence of institution-specific radiological emergency
response plans to address the different preparedness needs of
each school, there is no reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be provided to school
children.

B. The implementing procedures for the School
Coordinator and School Liaisons are poorly drafted, vague,
and confusing. For example, Pro-1.9 5 5.2.1 instructs the|

School Population Liaisons upon arrival at the Staging Area
to "proceed to your location as shown in Attachment 3, Layout
of Staging Area, of Implementing Procedure 3.2." The
Attachment referred to is the NHY ORO Message Form, not the
staging area layout, which is Attachment 5 of Pro. 3.2.
Moreover, the procedures for the Coordinator and School
Liaisons are set forth in two separate Implementing
Procedures (1.9 and 2.7) which are neither identical nor
sufficiently integrated with each other to ensure that
confusion and mistakes will not occur.

C. In the event that a School Liaison must perform her
functions from the Staging Area, rather than at a local EOC,
she must perform almost all her tasks using a commercial
telephone which is shared with either a Special Population
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Liaison or a Local EOC Liaison. See Pro-3.2, Attachment 5.
In either case, there is no reasonable assurance that the
School Liaison can and will be able to perform her functions
in a timely manner given (1) the likelihood that all
commercial telephone lines will be overloaded with phone
calls during an emergency and (2) the fact that the phone
itself will likely have to be shared with another individual
whose functions are of vital importance, are performed almost
solely on the telephone, and require almost constant
telephone use during the same critical periods of the
emergency when the School Liaison will need a phone to
perform her tasks.

D. If the School Liaison calls a local EOC and learns
that she will be admitted, she goes there. Pro. 1.9 5 5.2.4;

Pro-2.7 5 5.3.2. There is no assurance, however, that upon
her admittance to a local EOC she will have timely access to
a telephone to perform any of her functions or that, even if
a phone is available to her in a timely fashion, the phone
lines will not be overloaded and unavailable.

E. The Implementing Procedures do not make it clear
what the School Coordinator will tell the Liaisons to do when
the coordinator is informed that NHY's ORO has "recommended"
a PAR to State or local officials but is awaiting a response.
The procedures for Special Population Coordinators and
Special Population Liaisons do not differentiate clearly
between a PAR which has been recommended by NHY's ORO but is
not yet authorized (or rejected) and a PAR being recommended
after having been authorized by State / local officials. If
the SPMC contemplates sending buses to schools upon ORO's
mere recommendation of an evacuation PAR to State / local
officials, this would create a host of problems, especially
if the State / local officials were to decide sometime later
when the buses were loading to direct the population to
shelter. If the SPMC does not contemplate that
buses / ambulances would be sent upon the issuance by ORO of a
mere PAR recommendation to State / local officials, it should
clearly state this in the Implementing Procedures and
eliminate this confusion.

F. The SPMC's reliance on the 16 bus companies listed
in Appendix M, pp. M-4, 5, to provide the drivers, vans and
buses listed is unfounded. At least eight of the 16
companies have either confirmed that they will not
participate or that they will offer only the buses, vans and
drivers that might be svailable, if any, at the time of an
emergency. Thus, there is no reasonable assurance that a
single bus, van or driver will be available from at least
eight of the 16 companies relied upon. The remaining
companies do nou have sufficient drivers and buses to

!
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transport all school children out of the EPZ in a timely
fashion.

G. The SPMC underestimates the number of school buses
that will be needed. There are more students than have been
estimated, especially in day care and nurseriec, but also in
the schools. In addition, during an emergency additional
adult supervision will be needed on each bus, and the average
capacity of the buses has been overestimated.

H. The SPMC procedures for notification to the school
(sic) Coordinator and the confusing implementing procedures
for the School coordinator [ sic) in both Pro. 1.9 and 2.7,
prohibit a timely offer of information and transport
resources to a School Superintendents (sic) for all public
schools, especially in fast breaking accidents at Seabrook
Station. The School Coordinator has to be briefed himself,
and then must then call each Superintendent one by one. See
Pro-l.9, 5 5.1 and Attachment 2. Some of the school

i Superintendent phone numbers are not even listed in Appendix
l M. Clearly the phone conversations with each Superintendent

could be quite lengthy, especially since they will have had
no prior emergency response training and will not know a
great deal. The last Superintendent may not be notified for
a number of hours after an Alert is declared. Where school
officials have not already heard EBS messages, such time-
consuming procedures may prevent school officials from
considering early dismissal or other early protective
actions. Those school officials who may have already "heard"
of a problem at Seabrook Station may already have begun ad
hgc protective action which are inconsistent with the SPMC,
e.g., instructing parents to pick up children or busing
students to some location other than a reception center or a
host school facility.

I. The SPMC's procedures for providing information and
j

| offering transport resources to private schools, day care and
nurseries is even more time-consuming than that for notifying
School Superintendents. Such notification is done by School
Liaisons after they have reported to the Staging Area, been
briefed by the School Coordinator and, if permitted access,
driven to a local EOC, where a telephone may not be available
immediately. See Pro. 1.9, 5 5.2 and Attachment 4; Pro. 2.7,

5 5.3. Then calls must be made, one by one, again with
lengthy conversations likely occurring for each call. The
last school will not be notified for many hours after an
Alert has been declared. As a result, these school officials
may be prevented from considering early dismissal or other
protective actions. Those private school officials who may
have already "heard" of a problem at Seabrook Station may
already have begun ad h22 protective actions which are
inconsistent with the SPMC, e.g., instructing parents to pick
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up children for busing students to places other than
reception centers or the host school facility.

J. The SPMC proposed to include school information in
the EBS messages if the schools request that this be done.
If most of the schools respond to this offer, the EBS
messager will become extremely long and drawn out.

K. The SPMC's provisions offer no reasonable assurance
that sheltering can or will be implemented appropriately or
in a timely fashion in the schools. The SPMC contains
procedures for having the School Liaisons call the special
facilities and read a prescripted School Protective Action
Message." (sic] Pro-2.7, Attachment 1. If sheltering is
recommended, however, the Liaison provides no information
whatsoever of how this is to be done. Cf. Pro-2.7,
Attachment 3. It assumes without any basis for doing so that
the school has its own sheltering procedures. For those
facilities which have no sheltering plan, the message simply
affords inadequate guidance on how to implement a timely,
safe and effective sheltering response. There are no
instructions, for example, as to where in the school shelter
should be sought (i.e., in basements or interior rooms), no
instructions regarding the closing of windows and doors, and
no instructions regarding what actions should be taken for
respiratory protection (such as placing several layers of
toilet paper over the mouth and nose). No specific TV or
radio stations are mentioned for receiving EBS information
about sheltering instructions. There is, therefore, no
reasonable assurance that adequate sheltering will be
provided.

L. There are a significant number of schools throughout
the Massachusetts EPZ that would be totally inappropriate for
sheltering school children -- the population most sensitive
to radiation exposure -- because the schools have no
basements or interior rooms, and have exterior walls which
are almost entirely, or substantially, comprised of glass.
In addition, there are a number of newer schools with climate
control systems that are totally reliant on outside air,

i M. The SPMC does purport to offer schools

( transportation assistance in the event that an evacuation is
I recommended but it makes this offer in less than a timely

fashion (as noted above) and when the offer is made it does
so in a way which does not give schools the option of
choosing to use their own staff and equipment to effect
evacuation. The School Protective Action Message read by the
School Liaison first has the Liaison "verify your
transportation requirements in the event of an evacuation."
Pro. 2.7, Attachment 3. The Liaison then reads this
sentence: "We will have the vehicles you identify dispatched
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to your school [ ] to support your immediate evacuation."
This is inconsistent with the Liaison's "conditional response
activities" in Pro. 1.9, Attachnent 3, p. 4, which suggests
that the Liaison at least "inquire" whether the school's
regular contracted bus company is assisting with
transportation and, if so, whether they know the route to the
appropriate reception center.

N. For schools which consider using their own
transportation resources, unless the buses are there at the
time, there is no reasonable assurance that the drivers will
respond to the schools during a radiological emergency at
Seabrook Station. For some schools, many of the drivers have
families of their own and live in the area, and they cannot
be relied upon.

O. When schools are asked to verify their
transportation needs, most schools will not be able to
respond with any reasonable degree of certainty if they try
to guess how many of their regular contracted buses will show
up.

P. The School Liaisons will not be able to state how
quickly the SPMC/ORO buses will arrive at given schools. As
a result, prudent school officials will not wait for ORO's
buses but will seek to implement an ad hgg transportation
scheme or will ask parents to pick up children.

Q. There is no reasonable assurance that, in the
absence of school-specific radiological response plans,
sufficient school staff will stay at schools with children
waiting for an unknown period or time for NHY ORO buses.
School teachers will not be willing to trust NHY ORO's
assurances that the buses will arrive in a timely fashion.
They will also be concerned about the well-being of their own
families. Therefore, teachers and staff will not stay with
students for more than a very short period of time waiting
for ORO's buses. Since for many schools, the buses cannot
arrive for hours, many teachers and staff were likely to
press school officials to pursue other ad hoc strategies, and
most will seek to leave by other means.

l
i R. There is no reasonable assurance that sufficient
'

teachers, or other school staff, will volunteer on an ad hoc
basis to accompany and supervise the students on the
evacuation buses, at the Reception Center, and at the Host
Special Facility. ORO Bus Drivers, Route Guides, and other
ORO staffers are inadequate substitutes. Many of the
students themselves simply will not get on a strange bus
driven by a stranger unless a familiar and trusted person
rides along with them.
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S. The SPMC's plans for school children are unworkable
because many parents will not allow their children to be lef t
behind waiting for ORO buses that the parents have no
confidence will ever arrive. Despite the EBS messages which,
as provided in Pro. 2.13, instruct parents not to drive to
school to meet their children "since schools are now being
evacuated," most parents will call the schools, learn that no
ORO buses have yet arrived and that no precise time of
arrival is available, and will go to the schools to pick up
their children. School phone lines will be jammed, and the
School Liaisons will be unable to contact many schools. Many
parents who call in will receive repeated busy signals, and
they too will travel to the schools. Absent pre-planning by
the schools which gives parents full assurance that their
children will be safely evacuated, and a coordinated campaign
by school officials to educate parents on the proper parental
response to a radiological emergency, there is inadequate
planning for school children.

S. (sic] The SPMC fails to ensure that school students
who walk or drive themselves to school will take appropriate
action during an evacuation when they leave the schools on
foot or in their own vehicles. There is no assurance that
they will go to Reception Centers or the Host School
Facility. There is also no assurance that they will go home
and meet up with their families.

T. (sic) There are no institution-by-institution
evacuation time estimates for the schools, as required by
NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, App. 4, p. 4-3.

Acolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admissicn of this

contention into litigation. Any order admitting the

contention should, however, preclude the offer of any

evidence relevant to Bases N, Q, R and the first "S." All of

these are generic matters of human behavior which have been!

i

fully litigated in the NHRERP phase of the hearings.

MAG Contention No. 48

The SPMC fails to provide reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be implemented for
all those persons who are patients in the two hospitals
within the Massachusetts EPZ and for those %do become injured
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during the emergency, either from natural causes such as
automobile accidents or from radiation
contamination / exposure. The SPMC therefore fails to comply
with 10 CFR 50.47 (a) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (10) , 50. 47 (b) (12) and NUREG
0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.J.10.d, 10.e, 10.g; and II.L.

Bases

A. In the event of an evacuation, the two hospitals
located within the EPZ have more patients than can be
accommodated by the hospitals with which NHY has reached
agreements. The Amesbury Hospital currently has
approximately 44 beds in use. They are at full capacity at
this time and will be expanding to 58 beds in August, 1988.
The Anna Jaques Hospital in Newburyport has approximately 156
beds and is presently operating at 58% capacity (or
approximately 90 patients). Thus, in the event of an
evacuation, accommodations would be required for
approximately 148 patients.

The hospitals with which NHY purports to have agreements
would not be able to provide the required beds for these
patients. A summary of the services offered by the hospitals
designated in the SPMC are as follows:

Hospital A has eleven physicians to handle simple
contamination cases. However, in regard to the relocation of
patients from hospitals within the EPZ, or accommodating
radiologically injured persons, the hospital would be able to
provide only five beds at best.

Hospital B has signed a letter of agreement to care
for patients located at the Anna Jaques Hospital in the event i

of a radiological emergency. However, Hospital B has no {
intention of treating radiologically contaminated
individuals.

Hospital C has contracted with NHY officials to
provide emergency disaster services. They would be able to
activate these services within a twenty-four hour period.
Hospital C would only be able to accommodate approximately
ten very severely injured patients. The hospital has a
capacity of 730 beds of which 85-90% are usually occupied.

Hospital D has no agreements with NHY to care for
relocated patients or to provide decontamination facilities.

Hospital E has agreed with NHY officials to accept
transferred patients from other hospitals. Its capacity is
300 beds, of which 20 are usually available. It does not
have the facilities to handle radiologically contaminated
individuals.
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Hospital F has agreed to provide only acute care
services to nursing home patients. They have declined to
offer decontamination facilities after being approached by
NHY. The [ sic) have a capacity of 108 beds of which 90 are
usually filled.

Hospital G has agreed to assist in the relocation
of patients from Anna Jacques Hospital. They have not agreed
to provide treatment for radiologically contaminated
individuals. Hospital G could accommodate approximately forty
patients in the event of an emergency.

Hospital H has not made any agreements with NHY
regarding the relocation of patients within the EPZ, or for
treatment of radiologically contaminated individuals, in the
event of an emergency. The hospital is equipped to treat up
to three "chemically affected" patients. The hospital is
licensed to accommodate 365 patients and might have
approximately ten beds available in the event of an
emergency.

Hospital I has reached no definite agreement with
NHY. It was the understanding of the Chief Operating
Officer, from discussions with NHY conducted over one year
ago, that Hospital I would act as a "back-up" to Anna Jaques
Hospital. Hospital I can accommodate 311 patients and
operates at about 64% of capacity. They do not have any
decontamination facilities. In the event of an emergency, it
could provide approximately thirty beds.

In summary, the hospitals identified in the SPMC would
be able to accommodate, at best, approximately 133 patients.
This total includes beds to be provided by Hospitals D and I
which have not entered into any agreements with NHY. Even
assuming that these hospitals would provide accommodations in
the event of an emergency, the total number of beds provided

I would fall short of the approximate 148 beds required just to
relocate Amesbury Hospital and Anna Jaques Hospital.

The SPMC also fails to ensure that adequate

!
accommodations will be available for the radiologically

| injured in the event of an emergency. It fails to take into
consideration that during a radiological emergency it is
highly likely that hospitalization will be required for
people suffering non-radiological injuries sustained during
an evacuation (as a result of auto accidents, heart attacks,,

i etc.) Reasonable estimates of the number of persons who may
need to be hospitalized as a result of radiation from a
serious radiological accident at Seabrook Station greatly
exceed the beds available. These estimates are based on the
size of the beach population on busy summer days, the lack of
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sheltering available to them, and the fact that severe
traffic congestion will entrap thousands of persons in the
beach areas and prevent their evacuation for many hours. The
arrangements in the SPMC for their care are grossly
inadequate. Reasonable estimates of the number of people who
may sustain non-radiological injuries during an evacuation
also greatly exceed the beds available.

Furthermore, decontamination facilities are inadequate
at the hospitals identified in the NHY plan. Only Hospital A
and Hospital C have stated they have the ability to treat
radiologically contaminated persons. Hospital C would only
be able to treat ten cases, at most, of radiological
contamination. Hospital H is equipped to treat up to three
"chemically affected" patients. It is reasonably estimated
that a number of persons who will need hospital
decontamination services will greatly exceed the capacity of
these hospitals to provide this service.

B. The SPMC makes inadequate preparations for the
safe, efficient evacuation of patients located within the EPZ
at Amesbury Hospital and Anna Jaques Hospital, Newburyport.
Amesbury Hospital has been contacted by NHY officials but the
role and/or responsibilities of the hospital were unclear to
hospital administrators. It does not have any agreements
with any other hospitals at this time regarding the
relocation of patients during a radiological emergency. In
the event that an evacuation was ordered, it would have to be
accomplished in an ad hgc fashion by the town ambulance
service, private ambulance service, or by patient's families.
These sources of transportation would be unreliable.

,

! However, assuming that transportation were available, an
evacuation of the hospital would take many hours. No
institution-specific evacuation time estimate has been

: prepared. At Anna Jaques Hospital, no evacuation plan has
| been developed to provide for the evacuation and relocation
! of patients in the event of a radiological emergency. Any
I evacuation which would occur would be ad hnc, accomplished

through private ambulance services with which the hospital
has "working relationships" but no written agreements. These
sources would be unreliable, however, in the event of a
radiological emergency. Assuming that adequate
transportation were available, an ad hog evacuation of the
hospital would take many hours. No institution-specific

!
evacuation time estimate has been prepared.

l
C. Absent pre-emergency planning, including the

| development of site-specific hospital radiological emergency
response plans which the staff believes to be adequate, and
including adequate training of staff for a proper emergency
response, there is no reasonable assurance that sufficient
hospital staff will stay at the Amesbury and Anna Jaques
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Hospitals, or will report to duty, to perform emergency
response functions in a radiological emergency. Many staff
members will experience severe role conflict and will leave
the hospital.

D. The SPMC has arrangements for an inadequate
number of ambulances to evacuate all those who may reasonably
need such transportation so there is no reascnable assurance
that NHY ORO can implement a timely evacuation of the two
hospitals in the Massachusetts EPZ.

E. The SPMC provides no reasonable assurance that
the Amesbury and Ann Jaques hospitals are suitable as shelter
in a radiological emergency.

F. The sheltering instructions provided to
hospitals by ORO are wholly inadequate to provide reasonable
assurance that adequate sheltering measures can and will be
taken by hospitals.

G. The Generic EPZ Hospital Plan mentioned in
Appendix G is too vague to be of any real benefit to the
hospitals. Amesbury Hospital received such a plan but has
not kept it. There is no indication that Anna Jaques would
keep it or find it of any benefit either. Only site-specific
EPZ hospital plans can provide reasonable assurance of
adequate preparedness, and then only when backed up with a
staff trained in appropriate emergency response actions.

H. The SPMC provisions are inadequate with respect
( to the provision of KI to persons in hospitals whose

immediate evacuation may be infeasible or very difficult, in
violation of NUREG 06S4, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.J.10.e.

Applicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation. Any order admitting the

contention, however, should limit the issue of treatment of

the contaminated injured to whether or not the hospitals

capable of accomplishing such tasks have been listed,

MAG Contention No. 49
i

There in no reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a
radiological emergency at Seabrook Station for
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institutionalized persons (e.g., patients in medical
facilities) who cannot be evacuated. The SPMC therefore
fails to comply with 10 CFR 50.47(a)(1), 50. 47 (b) (10) and
NUREG 0654, Supp. 1, II.J.9, II.J.10.d, and II.J.10.e.

Bases

A. Although the SPMC at Plan 3.6-6 acknowledges that
there may be some institutionalized persons who cannot be
evacuated, there in no reasonable assurance in the event of
an emergency in whcih (sic) the general population is advised
to evacuate that there will be sufficient medical and other
support staff available to care for the patients who are
unable to evacuate. The SMPC makes no provision for staffing
hospitals under these circumstances. Especially in view of
the fact that the SPMC makes no provision for informing or
instructing hospital staff prior to an emergency of their
expected emergency roles, there can be no reasonable
assurance that sufficient hospital staff will be willing to
remain behind in an emergency to care for patients, rather
than seeing to the safety of their own families who may be
evacuating.

B. The SPMC makes no provision for stockpiling KI
in hospital facilities, but instead provides that the NHY ORO
will distribute KI to the hospitals at the time of an
emergency. In fact the Implementing Procedures at Pro. 2.7,
p.9, provide that KI will be delivered to hospitals only when
and if requested. This procedures does not provide
reasonable assurance that KI can and will be distributed and
administered to patients prior to plume arrival, especially
in the event of a fast-developing accident. Therefore, since
the effectiveness of KI depends upon its being administered
prior to, or at least at the very moment of, plume arrival,
there is no reasonable assurance that administration of KI as
provided by the SPMC will be an adequate protective measure
for these persons.

C. Although the SPMC at Plan 3.6-6, acknowledges
that some institutionalized persons cannot be evacuated,
there are no special decision-making criteria for the
institutionalized population that take into account the
special factors associated with sheltering or evacuating that
population such as the greater risk to that special
population from evacuation and the relatively better
shielding protection that would be afforded by sheltering in
a large building such as a hospital. Moreover, the message
to be given to hospitals in the event of an emergency where
the general population is instructed to evacuate, provides no
instructions at all with respect to sheltering, and in fact,
only speaks of the hospital's evacuation needs (sea Pro-2.7
at 15) thus implying that all hospital patients will be
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evacuated regardless of the situation. Thus, the SPMC fails
to provide reasonable assurance that adequate measures will
be taken for institutionalized persons who cannot evacuate.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation. However, any order admitting the

contention should make clear that no evidence will be

received in support of the last sentence of Basis A inasmuch

as this raises a generic question of human behavior already

fully litigated in the NHRERP phase of the hearings.

MAG Contention No. 50

The SPMC is deficient because it has not identified all
or even most of the special needs resident population, has
not sufficiently assured the security of acquired information
about special needs individuals, has not adequately
determined all the facters [ sic) needed by individuals
identified to cope with a radiological emergency, has not
identified other individuals and organizations capable of
assisting and the type of assistance required, and has no
adequate procedures for assuring that this data is
periodically validated. Thus, the SPMC does not comply with
10 CFR S0.47 (a) (1) , 50.47(b)(7), 5 0. 4 7 (b) (10) , 50. 47 (c) (1) ,
and NUREG--0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, Sections II.G and II.J.

Bases

A. The plan proposes to conduct periodic special needs
surveys by mail. Plan 3.7. This method is unreliable for a
number of reasons. All homebound persons in need of special
assistance will therefore not be known to NHY and thus cannot
be assisted in sheltering themselves or evacuation in the

j event of an emergency. The identification proposal is
; inadequate in the following respects:
,

1. The survey already conducted to identify
persons with special needs produced unreliable results
because of the wide-spread opposition to Seabrook. Future
surveys will likely product similarly unreliable results.

a) Some persons refused to complete forms in
protest;
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b) Some persons reported that members of
their families had special needs when, in
fact, they did not;

c) Fo"us were collecte.d by opposition groups
and not sent in.

2. The-deeply-felt and widespread opposition
to of [ sic) does not engender confidence on the part of
special needs persons that the information they might submit
will be kept confidential, thereby discouraging submission of
such data.

B. It appears that each special needs resident
will be listed by name in Appendix M. This listing will also
show each person's address, phone number, and an
identification of those who are hearing-impaired, sight
impaired, or mobility-impaired (in need of an ambulance,
wheelchair van or curbside pickup). Section 7.2.3 of the
SPMC states that because of the confidential nature of the
contents, Appendix M will have "limited distribution." It
will also be "maintained at [all) emergency response
facilities and provided to Federal Regulatory agencies."
Conceivably, there could be dozens of copies of Appendix M
which contain this private information. The SPMC provides no
procedures for assuring the effective security of this
information. Any ad h22 procedures that may be devised by
NHY do not provide reasonable assurance of adequate security.

C. Individualized determinations of functional
characteristics of special needs persons necessary to cope
with a radiological emergency are not sufficiently specific.
Appendix M utilizes a "Needs Code" with only 5 general
categories. Much information on functional characteristics
and needs could and should be obtained to enable appropriate

i and timely assistance to be provided.

D. With the exception of transporters during
evacuation, individuals and organizations capable of
assisting handicapped persons on an individual basis have not
been identified. The plan also fails to identify people
resources within the handicapped community who may be
utilized in the development, review and exercise of plans for
the homebound and other special needs residents.

E. The proposal provides no reasonable assurance
that the information collected will be validated, updated, or
maintained, but merely asserts that periodic surveys will be
mailed which, for the reasons stated above, is an unreliable
method.

|
|
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Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 51

The SPMC's provisions for assisting the special needs
resident population in taking protective actions are grossly
deficient and provide no reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken by this population.
The SPMC therefore fails to comply with 10 CFR 50.47 (a) (1) ,
5 0. 4 7 (b) (10) , 50. 47 (c) (1) or NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1,
Section J, and FEMA Guidance Memorandum 24 (Radiological
Emergency Preparedness for Handicapped Persons.)

Bases

The SPMC's protective action plan is a generic one for
all those in the resident population who have handicaps,
once contacted, by phone oy (if hearing-impaired) by Route
Guide, the individual is asked to verify his or her
transportation requirements in the event that an evacuation
is racommended. If a PAR to shelter is in effect at the
time contact is m.de, the individual is given some brief,
pre-written sheltering instructions. If a PAR to evacuate is
in effect at that time, the person is offered transportation
assistance, either by waiting outside along pre-designated
pick-up routes or by dispatching a wheelchair van or
ambulance to the person'r home. Following transportation to
a recoption center, tae persen is registered and offered
temporary shelter in a congregate care facility. This
generic olan is inadequata to meet the different needs of

.

different categories of handicapped individuals for cach step|
in the process needed to engage in adequate sheltering or
evacuation. Therefore, separate protective action plans need
to be developed for each of the main categories of
handicapped individuals present in the EPZ in order to
provide reasonable assurance that adequate protective

, measures can and will be taktn. Egg Memorandum 24
' (Radiological Emergency Preparedness for Handicapped

Persons), which by its terms "supplements and expands upon
the e:isting guidance" in NUREG 0654, which states as a
f orme ?. 'quideline" that "[p]rotective plans have been
devt a;. .s for all ca*.ecories of handicapped individuals

*at it 7 the EPZ and integrated into the general
- : *:(al emergency plan." Id. D.5 (emphasis supplied).

B. There is one generic element, however, which
ad to be included in each of the protective action.>+.
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plans for individuals with different categories of handicaps:
for each handicapped individual who needs assistance with
preparing to shelter, sheltering, evacuation preparation,
travel processing through a recoption center, living in a
relocation (congregate care) facility, or reco'rer/re-entry,
there needs to be a responsible and knowledgeable contact
person to provide communication and physical assistance.
Such contact people need to be identified in advance for each
individual each activity which requires assistance. The SPMC
fails to provide reasonable assistance that such contact
people are available for each assistant-requiring activity.
Se6 G.M. 24, pp. 5-6.

C.

1. Evacuation. Once they are notified by
phone to evacuate, some of those persons who are blind will
need assistance with packing necessities, packing provisions
for their guide dog, with egress from buildings, and with
entering unfamiliar vehicles, reception centers, and
congregate care centers. Deaf persons will need someone to
communicate with them by writing and/or by signing through
the evacuation process. The pre-written generic message
these individuals receive does not offer this assistance.
Pro. 2.7, p. 15, Attachment 3.

2. If sheltering is ordered, some individuals
who are blind will need a responsible contact to make sure
windows and ventilators are closed and a wet cloth is being
used for respiratory protection. Deaf persons will need a
contact person to keep them informed of EBS messages. Egg
G.M. 24 at 7. There is no assurance that Route Guides will
be available to perform this function.

; D.

1. Evacuation. The evacuation needs of the
home-bound mobility-impaired population has not been
adequately provided for in the SPMC because there are an
inadequate number of ambulances and wheelchair vans to
transport them in a timely fashion. At the reception centers

'

and the host special facility there appear to be
,

accessibility problems, based on examination of the floor
plans provided. Bathroom facilities are seriously deficient
at the Reception Centers because there are not enough toilet
stalls and they are not wide stalls. Necessary ramps appear
te be lacking. The Decontamination Trailers are not
accessible to the mobility-impaired.

2. Shelter. The SPMC does not appear to give
mobility-impaired persons a choice if they prefer to be
sheltered in their own homes or at work rather than undergo
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the strain of evacuation. See G.M. 24 at 7. Whenever they
shelter, those with mobility impairments need a responsible
contact to check on closure of windows and ventilators and on
respiratory protection. The SPMC does not ensure that such a
person will be available. Inadequate provision is made to
have KI available for those whose immediate evacuation may be
infeasible or very difficult. Egg NUREG 06545, Rev. 1 Supp.
1, II.J.10.o.

E. Mentally and Emotionally Impaired Homebound
Persons.

1. Evacuation. The non-functional and
emotionally disturbed will need the assistance of trained
staff on a one-to-ono or other appropriate ratio. At the
Monitoring / Reception Center, a Special area should be set
aside for registering, monitoring, and decontamination of the

| mentally and emotionally disturbed and for their maintenance,
where staff can exercise appropriate supervision and control,
and can administer medication. G.M. 24 at 8. The SPMC has
not made such arrangements. Agreements to receive a specific
number of individuals should be made with mental facilities
outside the EPZ, to accommodate non-functional severe cases.
G.M. 24 at 8. This has not been done. Responsible staff
should remain with each mentally or emotionally impaired
homebound person throughout the reception and recovery /re-
entry phases. G.M. 24 at 8. This, too, has not been
provided.

2. Shelter. A responsible contact is needed
to perform or supervise the required protecti"e actions, and
adequate plans for offering for KI need to be made. G.M. 24
at 8. The SPMC is deficient in both these respects.

Applicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 52

The SPMC does not contain an appropriate or timely alert
and notification system for residents who have special
notification needs. The SPMC therefore fails to comply with
10 CFR 50. 4 7 (a) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (5) , 50. 47 (b) (7 ) , 5 0. 4 7 (b) (10) ,
and NUREG 0654, Rev., 1, Supp. 1, II.E, II.G, and II.J.

A. The SPMC contains procedures for dispatching a
Route Guide to notify the hearing-impaired who could not be
reached by telephone. This notification system is deficient,
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first, because the list of hearing-impaired individuals in
Appendix M does not contain the names of many hearing-
impaired residents. Second, the procedures themselves cannot
result in a timely dispatch of the Route Guides. Third, the
Route Guides will not be able to get to the homes of the
hearing-impaired in a timely fashion, given their
unfamiliarity with the area and the difficulties posed by
access control, barriers and cones at traffic control posts
which impede incoming drivers, and traffic congestion.
Fourth, even if the Route Guides were to arrive in a timely
fashion, many hearing-impaired individuals will simply not
hear their banging or shouts at the door, or an apartment
"buzzer," especially if they are asleep. Next, even if some
hearing-impaired individuals do sense that a person is at
their door, when they look and see that this person is a
stranger many hearing-impaired individuals will not let the
Route Guide in, especially at night. If the Route Guide does
run this gauntlet of obstacles and gets face-to-face with the
hearing-impaired person, he hands the person one of three
pre-scripted written messages, none of which are adequate for
the situation.

B. The Route Guide's procedures, Pro. 2.11, are
inadequate, ambiguous, and confusing. For example, no
instruction is provided regarding how to catch the attention
of hearing-impaired persons upon arrival at their homes.
Also, while the prescripted message asks the hearing-impaired
individual to "identify any special assistance we may
provide," the Route Guide 19 not instructed whether or not he
should actually provide that assistance.

C. Special equipment should be provided to each
household in the Massachusetts EPZ with a deaf or nearly deaf
member. This equipment (a form of teletype) is not expensive
and would insure notification to the hearing-impaired.

Bases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention.

MAG Contention No. 53

The SPMC does not provide for edequate pre-emergency
public information to establish the preparedness needed to
adequately meet the special needs of persons with handicaps
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during a radiological emergency. The SPMC therefore fails to
comply with 10 C.F.R. 50. 4 7 (a) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (7) , 50. 47 (b) (10) ,
50. 47 (c) (1) , and NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, Sections II.G
and II.J.

Bases

A. With respect to public education materials, the
types of materials to be utilized will not be effective in
reaching many special needs persons.

B. Because of widespread opposition to Seabrook,
any calendars, posters, fliers, or adhesive labels which
appear, as the draft materials do, to come from NHY will be
discarded by a large percentage of the persons with handicaps
in the six Massachusetts EPZ communities.

C. The public information materials which have
been provided contain too little and inadequate information
to establish adequate preparedness for those who have
disabilities.

D. The materials have not been designed using
channels or methodologies which are appropriate to specific
handicap-types. The information is all in the form of
printed words.

E. To adequately prepare for addressing the needs
of those who have special needs during an emergency, specific
information about the needs of those individuals must be
targeted to the general public and emergency workers. The
SPMC does not do this.

Applicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 54

The SPMC plans to minimize initial radiation exposure
i for those in special facilities through the implementation of
' a PAR to shelter or evacuate. Egg Plan 5 3.5.3; Pro-2.7,

Attachment 3. Other than hospitals, these special facilities
include nursing homes, homes for the mentally retarded,
elderly housing projects, and the like. The SPMC specifies
that Special Population Liaisons from NHY's ORO will
telephone each special facility listed in Appendix M to relay
the recommendations to shelter or evacuate. Egg aenerally
Pro-l.10; pro-2.7; Appendix M. Sholtering is to be

i
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implemented by the special facility staff without ORO
support. Evacuation is to be assisted by the ORO to the
extent that special facilities need transportation
assistance. The plan, however, fails to identify all of the
special facilities which exist in the EPZ. Even for those
facilities which have been identified, there is not
reasonable assurance that either sheltering or evacuation can
and will be implemented in a timely manner or in a manner
that allows all those in special facilities with handicaps,
especially those whose movement is impaired, to take
advantage of these protective responses. Thus, the people in
special facilities will not be adeqlately protected in the
event of an emergency, and the SPMC, therefore, fails to
comply with 10 CFR S 50.47 (a) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (3) , 50. 47 (b) (8) ,
50. 47 (b) (10) and NUREG 0654, Supp. 1, II.A.3, II.C.4,
II.J.10.d, II.J.10.e and II.J.10.g.

Da_ses

A. Not all the special facilities have been
identified or listed in the SPMC. Specifically, not all the
nursing homes have been listed. In addition, in the EPZ
towns there are other unidentified special facilities in
other categories besidas nursing homes, homes for the
montally retarded, and elderly housing projects. These
categories include community residences for the mentally ill,

,

transition homes for battered women, and local lock-ups.

B. The SPMC neither contains separate emergency
response plans for the staff and residents at each of the
special facilities nor provides any reasonable assurance that
each of these facilities has an adequate facility-specific
plan for responding appropriately or in a coordinated or
integrated manner with the SPMC in the event of a
radiological emergency at Seabrook Station. Without adequate
facility-specific plans for each special facility, there is
no reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can
and will be taken for those in special facilities. While
Appendix F refers to a "Generic Massachusetts Special
Facilities Plan," no generic plan for all special facilities,
given their diverse populations, can provide the guidance
necessary for each facility to respond appropriauely.
Moreover, the special facilities have not seen such a plan,
and many will not keep it or rely on it even if NHY sends it
to them.

C. The only "support and assistance" (gee NUREG
0654, Supp. 1, II, J.10.d) provided by NHY's ORO to special ,

facilities when an evacuation has been ordered is
transportation assistance in the form of buses, vans and
ambulances. For many persons in special facilities this
transportation is not sufficient nor usable without further
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pre-boarding support and assistence from "helpers" in
preparing the patients / residents to leave; gathering their
clothing, necessary belongings, patient records, and
medications; allaying their fears, anxieties and
bewilderment; treating those who suffer shock and "transfer
trauma"; and simply helping individuals with movement
impairments onto the buses, vans, and ambulances. Without
adequate emergency response plans for each special facility,
there is no assurance that special facility staff can and
will perform all these support and assistance functions. The
implementing procedures for the drivers does not mention
or'fering this assistance, ner is there any assurance that the
drivers have the prior experience or training which would
enable them to respond appropriately to a wide range of needs
and difficulties which the residents will have in preparing
to board and boarding the transport vehicles.

D. The implementing procedures for the special
population liaisons are poorly drafted, vague, and confusing.
For example, Pro-1.10 5 5.2.1 instructs the Special
Population Liaisons upon arrival at the Staging Area to
"proceed to your location as shown in Attachment 3, Layout of
Staging area, of Implementing Procedure 3.2." The Attachment
referred to is the NHY ORO Message Form, not the staging area
layout, which is Attachment 5 of Pro-3.2. Moreover, the
procedures for the Special Population Liaisons are set forth
in two separate Implementing Procedures (1.10 and 2.7) which
are neither identical nor sufficiently integrated with each
other to ensure that confusion and mistakes will not occur.

E. In the event that a Spe;ial Population Liaison
must perform her functions from the staging area, rather
than at a local EOC, she must perform almost all her tasks
using a commercial telephor.e which is shared with either a
school liaison or a local EOC liaison. Egg Pro-3.2,
Attachment 5. In either case, there is no reasonable
assurance that the Special Population Liaison can and will be
able to perform her functions in a timely manner given (1)
the likelihood that all commercial telephone lines will be
overloaded with phone calls during an emergency and (2) the
fact that the phone itself will likely have to be shared with
another individual whose functions are of vital importance,
are performed almost solely on the telephone, and require
almost constant telephone use during the same critical
periods of the emergency when the Special Population Liaison
will need a phone to perform her tasks.

F. If the Special Population Liaison calls a local
EOC and laarns that she will be admitted, she goes there.
Pro-1.10 5 5.2.4; Pro-2.7, 5 5.5.2. There is no assurance,
however, that upon her admittance to a local EOC she will
have timely access to a telephone to perform any of her
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functions or that, even if a phone is available to her in a
timely fashion, the phone lines will not be overloaded and
unavailable.

G. The Implementing Procedures do not make it
clear what the Special Population Coordinator will tell the
Liaisons to do when the coordinator is informed that NHY's
ORO has "recommended" a PAR to State or local officials but
is awaiting a response. The procedures for Special
Population Coordinators and Special Population Liaisons do
not differentiate clearly between a PAR which has be6n
recommended by NHY's ORO but is not yet authorized (or
rejected) and a PAR being recommended after having been
authorized by State / local officials. If the SPMC
contemplates sending buses to special facilities upon ORO's
mere recommendation of an evacuation PAR to State / local
officials, this would create a host of problems, especially
if the State / local officials were to decide sometime later
when the buses were loading to direct the population to
shelter. If the SPMC does not contemplate that
bases / ambulances would be sent upon the issuance by ORO of a
mere PAR recommendation to State / local officials, it should
clearly state this in the Implementing Procedures and
eliminate this confusion.

H. The SPMC's reliance on the sixteen bus
companies listed in Appendix M, pp. M-4, 5, co provide the
drivers, vans and buses listed is unfounded. At least eight
of the sixteen companies have either confirmed that they will
not participate or that they will offer only the buses, vans
and drivers that might be available, if any, at the time of
an emergency. Thus, there is no reasonable assurance that a
single bus, van or driver will be available from at least
eight of the sixteen companies relied upon. The remaining
companies do not have sufficient drivers and buses to
transport all those persons in special facilities out of the
EPZ in a timely fashion.

I. The SPMC significantly underestimates the
number of ambulances and wheelchair vans needed. This stems,
in pLrt, from a failure to correctly identify the number of
those needing more specialized transportation than regular
buses can provide. Appendix M, p. M-16, indicates that the
SPMC will be relying on 48 buses, 21 ambulances (or 6
evacuation bed buses) and 36 wheelchair vans to transport
those in the special facilities identified. To meet the
needs of this special population, a much higher percentage of
ambulances and wheelchair vans is needed. Buses, especially
school buses but coaches as well, ate unsuitable modes of
transportation for large numbers of those who are elderly or
mentally retarded.
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J. The SPMC states that evacuation bed buses "may
be substituted for ambulances when patient care levels
permit." Appendix M, p. M-16. There are no standards or
procedures provided anywhere in the SPMC for having an ORO
staffer make this judgment, nor are the Special Population
Coordinators and Liaisons qualified to make it. If this
judgment is left to the administrator of the special facility
by the SPMC, most administrators of nursing homes will not
permit the frail elderly or others who may be bedridden to be
transported in bed buses, viewing it as too crude a method to
ensure the patient's health and well-being. Instead,
administrators will insist on evacuating these individuals in
ambulances. As a result, the evacuation of special
facilities will not be completed in a timely fashion.

K. The plans call for an insufficient number of
ambulances to relocate all those in special facilities (non-
hospitals) who need to be transported by ambulance in the
event of an evacuation. In Appendix M, p. M-16, the SPMC
calls for 21 ambulances to meet this need. Significantly
more ambulances will be needed for this population.

L. The SPMC's reliance for a prompt response on
the nine (9) ambulance companies listed in Appendix M, pp. M-
138, 139, is unfounded. Six (6) of the companies cannot be-

relied upon at the time of an emergency to provide all or
some of the ambulances indicated. In many instances this
stems from an intent by company owners to honor existing
prior commitments first before responding to a Seabrook
evacuation. For some companies, no drivers have agreed to
participate. One company hac dropped out altogether, and
another is out-of-business. Also, when it was enlisting the
companies' participation, NHY appears to have: (1) stressed
that it was extremely unlikely that the company would ever be
called on to perform, and (2) glossed over the potential
hazards the job entails, failing in some cases even to inform

i the owner that ambulances might be traveling into areas which '

were in or had been in the path of a radiation plume. There
is no reasonable assurance that, in the event of an
emergency, the ORO will be able to produce sufficient
responding ambulances to evacuate those in special facilities
in a timely fashion.

M. The SPMC's provisions offer no reasonable
assurance that sheltering can or will be implemented
appropriately or in a timely fashion in the special

,

facilities. The SPMC contains procedures for having the

( Special Population Liaisons call the special facilities and
| read a prescripted "Special Population Protective Action

Message." Pro-2.7, p. 14, Attachmert 3. If sheltering is
recommended the Liaison is to call and say: "Sheltering is

j the recommended action for your area at this time. Please
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implement your facility's sheltering procedures. Please take
the following actions:

1. Close all doors, windows, and vents.
2. Turn off all fans, heating, and air-

conditioning which use air drawn from
outside.

3. Extinguish unnecessary combustion.
4. Use telephones for emergencies only.
5. Remain indoors until advised otherwise.

Move to the basement or the room with
fewest windows.

6. Keep radio or TV on for Emergency
Broadcast System information.

Numerous problems exist with such a message. It assumes
without any basis for doing so that the facility has its own
sheltering procedures. For those facilities lucky enough to
have such procedures, the message is contradictory and
confusing: the facility is to implement its own procedures
and "take the following actions." Some of these actions
("Move to the basement or the room with the fewest windows")
may well be inconsistent with the facility's own plans. The
message is also too rigid to encourage facility staff to use
the appropriate judgment necessary about such critical
matters as turning off all fans, heating, and air
conditioning in light of the needs of the frail elderly and
handicapped population to be protected. For those facilities
which have no sheltering plans, the message simply affords
inadequate guidance on how to implement a timely, safe, and
effective sheltering response. No specific TV or radio
stations are mentioned for receiving EBS information.

N. The SPMC contains inadequate provisions for the
distribution of docimetry and KI to those in r.pecial
facilities whose immediate evacuation may be infeasible or
very difficult. Egg Plan, p. 3.6-6. This policy does not
meet the standards of NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, Section
J.10.e, because the provisions regarding quantities, storage,
and means of distribution of KI are vague and confusing.
Special population liaisons are to provide "information"
about dosimetry and KI, Pro-2.7, 5 5.5.4, but there is no
assurance as to what this information will be or that the
liaisons are knowledgeable enough to present the information
adequately. There is also no assurance that enough KI will
be available for all those in special facilitios "whose
immediate evacuation may be infcasible or very difficult."

| NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.J.10e. Nor is there
! reasonable assurance that there will be enough Route Guidos

to deliver the KI requested.
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Acolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 55

The SPMC proposes that individuals who have been
-evacuated from special facilities will be relocated to a
single "host special facility" (the name of which is known to
the Attorney General but cannot be made public pursuant to

(which indicates one such facility).1[pendix M,
the Board's protective order) . Egg Ap at M-148

sic) This special host
facility contains a large auditorium, an arena, and
miscellaneous space on two floors. The SPMC's plans for use
of this facility do not provide reasonable assurance that
this facility will be ready and available in a timely fashion
in the event of an emergency or that, even if ready and
available, it will be adequate or even lawful for use as a
congregate care center for the number and kind of special
needs individuals to be sent there. The SPMC therefore fails
to comply with 10 CFR 50.47 (a) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (3) , 50. 47 (b) (8) ,
50. 47 (b) (10) , and NUREG 0654, Supp. 1, II A.3, II C.4, II
J.10.d., and II J.10.g.

1(sic) on p. M-151, the number of host special
facilities is listed as "2", but the accompanying text
("Source / Basis") refers in the singular to "the special needs
congregate care center." A single host special facility is
identified in the Appendix M package of "proprietary
information" received under the protective order. Thus, we
presume that the reference to "2" on p. M-151 is either an
error or an indication that NHY ORO is looking for, but has
yet to find, another facility.

Bases

A. This facility is frequently used for a variety
of special events including a circus, a rodeo, and a wide,

i variety of "shows". There is no reasonable assurance that
during such an event the facility can be converted in a;

| timely fashion into a facility capable of meeting the
| relocation needs of nursing home residents, the mentally
| retarded, those in other special facilities, and the

transport dependent population.
|
l B. In Appendix M, p. M-18, the facility is noted

as showing a capacity to handle 2,000 special facility and
| mobility impaired iridividuals. Given that the second floor

of the facility is not serviced by an elevator, that much of'
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the first floor will be serving simultaneously as the sole
host school facility for over 9,000 school aged children,
that parts of the first floor would be unsuitable as
relocation space for those who are less than completely
ambulatory, and that a large number of staff must also be
present to assist and care for these special needs
individuals, the maximum feasible number of special facility
and mobility-impaired individuals who can be adequately cared
for overnight in this facility is significantly less than
2,000. At the same time, the total number of special
facility and mobility-impaired individuals who reasonably may
need a place of relocation significantly exceeds 2,000, there
are a number of special facilities in the EPZ which have not
been identified in the SPMC, and the size of the mobility-
impaired population has also been significantly
underestimated. Furthermore, the plan assumes that only 80%
of those individuals who are in special facilities or who are
mobility-impaired will require overnight shelter. Appendix
M, p. M-16. No basis is presented to support this
assumption, and it is imprudent. In the event of an
evacuation from the six Massachusetts communities, when all
the nursing homes, elderly housing projects, group homes for
the mentally retarced, etc. are evacuated and transported to
this host special facility, there are no public
announcoments, as there are for schools, instructing family
members to pick up the residents of these special facilities
at the host facility. The SPMC therefore ought to provide
the means to shelter, feed, and appropriately care for all
these individuals, not 80% of them. This number alone, when
:lll special facilities are counted, exceeds 2,000
individuals. To this number should be added the mobility-
impaired individuals who have been either bused out of the
EPZ or who have engaged in ride-sharing to evacuate but have
no place to stay. A prudent estimate would be that at least
2,500 special needs individuals would need care at this
special host facility. Add to this the space needed to
accommodate adequate staff and care-providers for this
population and there is a need to accommodate at least 2,750
persons on a 24-hour basis at the host special facility, far
more than the "capacity" of the space available.

C. There is no reasonable assurance that there
will be sufficient, or indeed any, beds, blankets, food, or
basic care available at the host special facility. The SPMC
relies on the American Red Cross to establish and operate all
congregate care centers, see Plan, C 2.4.2A. While the SPMC
contains a mechanism to request a Red Cross response, Pro-
1.6. there is no reasonable assurance that if contacted the

( Red Cross can respond in time with sufficient staff and
I resources to turn thic facility, possibly than housing a
l circus, rodeo, or other "show", into a special needs
j congregate care facility by the time evacuees arrive.
! -102-
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Because it is the policy of the American Red Cross to engage
in planning for nuclear power plant disasters only in concert
with governmental planning efforts, the American Red Cross
has undertaken no planning for its responce in Massachusetts
to a disaster at Seabrook Station. Thus, in the event of an
emergency, the Red Cross can only respond on an ad hpg basis
to provide emergency relief services in Massachusetts. In a
recent letter to NHY, a senior official of the American Red
Cross commented on the lack of State and local participation
in the planning process in Massachusetts by stating:

There should be no doubt that without
close coordination of Red Cross and
government activities within the
framework of tested disaster response
plan, Red Cross relief efforts will be
negatively affected.

The plan identifies 27 other congregate care centers for
those without special needs, see Appendix M, pp. M-9 through
M-12. Given responsibility for all these congregate care
centers at once, there is no reasonable assurance that the
Red Cross can and will respond in a timely manner, or at all,
to provide the beds, blankets, food, or any other assistance
needed at this special host facility.

D. There is no reasonable assurance that the
thousands of special needs individuals who will end up at the
host special facility will be provided vith the minimal level
of medical care, special diets, and special personal
attention (bathing, dressing, etc.) that they need to ensure
their health and well being. There is no provision in the
SPMC regarding who is to provide this special care. There is
no assurance that nursing home owners will send sufficient
staff to the host special facility to provide the special
care needed by the infirm and frail elderly or those on
special diets or medications, nor is there any provision
which assures that the mentally retarded will be safely and
appropriately cared for. The American Red Cross does not
provide "special" care of this kind even when they are
participating in planning for nuclear power plant disasters.
Thus, there can be no presumption that they will do so on an
ad h2s basis here. The SPMC is inferior to other plans which
provide that those in nursing homes and other special
facilities are relocated to other nursing homes and special
facilities of the same kind where staff are trained and
equipped to provide the kind of special care these evacuees
would need.

E. Owners, operators, administrators, and staff of
the special facilities have no assurance that the residents
of their facilities can and will be adequately cared for at
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the special host facility upon relocation. They have not
even been told the name of the special host facility to which
their residents would be transported. If, at the time of an
emergency, they are told that their residents are to be
transported to this site, nost responsible owners, operators,
administrators, and staff will resist, viewing the facility
itself to be patently inadequate. For those who inquire what
the plans are for caring for their residents at the facility
upon relocation, those plans, if described accurately, will
be viewed to be patently inadequate. Thus, regardless of the
participation of State and local officials, most of thoce who
operate and staff the special facilities will not permit
those in their care to be relocated to this host facility.
Instead, operators and staff will respond in an ad h2G
fashion.

F. Because the SPMC provides no reasonable
accommodation for the special relocation needs of those in
special facilities who are qualified handicapped individuals,
and thus defeats or substantially impairs the accomplishment
of the relocation of these individuals, the plan as drafted
cannot be implemented without violating a host of State and
federal constitutional provisions, statutes, and regulations
designated to protect individuals with handicaps, including
Massachusetts Constitution amend., art. 114; and M.G.L. c.

12, 55 11H and llI. The Massachusetts Attorney General would
likely seek to enjoin implementation of this aspect of the
plan, regardless of the participation of other State and
local officials.

G. Legal restrictions imposed by the locality in
which this host special facility is situated provent use of
the facility in the manner called for in the SPMC. Acong
these restrictions is one regarding the maximum number of
persons permitted inside. At the height of the evacuation,
when the facility is also serving ac the host school
facility, this legal limit would be exceeded.

H. The American Red Cross has not certified that
thic facility meets the criteria established by the ARC for
mass care shelters to be used for evacuees from a nuclear
power plant disaster. Absent certification by the American

'

Red Cross, there is no reasonable assurance that the ARC will
in i'ct establish this shelter during an emergency.

I. The facility does not meet the American Red
Cross criteria for shelters for nuclear power plant
disasters.

J. Regardless whether the facility meets the ARC
generic shelter standards, the facility itsc1f is not
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suitable for use as a host special facility for the
population intended.

K. Use of this facility as a shelter for the
elderly in nursing homes and elderly housing projects will be
hazardous to the health and well-being of these individuals
because it will substantially exacerbate the effects of the
"transfer trauma" they will already be experiencing from the
evacuation experience itself.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation. Any order admitting the

contention, however, should make clear that evidence relevant

to Bases F and G will not be admitted. There is no

regulatory requirement for the type of consideration set

forth in Basis F; and Basis G presupposes the issuance of

cease and desist orders at the height of an evacuation which

is wholly inconsistent with the presumption that state and

local governments will act to protect their citizens.

MAG Contention No. 56

The LPMC does not establish or describe coherent
decision criteria to be used by emergency decision-makers in
formulating an appropriate protective action recommendation
("PAR") and otherwise fails to provide guidelines for the
choice of protective actions consistent with federal policy.
Thus, the SPMC does not meet the planning standards set forth
at 50.47 (b) (10) and NUREG 0654 II.J.10.m. and Appendix E, IV,
A.4 and does not provide reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken. 50. 47 (a) (1) .

Bases

A. The SPMC adopts for consideration at the General
Emergency level certain predetermined PARS (sic) which are
totally inappropriate for the Seabrook site. Egg Pro-2.5,
Attachments 1 and 2. The predetermined PARS are based solely
on the monitored radiation levels within the containment
during a General Emeegency. If the "Post LOCA Monitor" is
less than 5000 R/hr. then no predetermined PAR is used. If
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it is more than 5000 R/hr. but less than 10,000 R/hr. then a
combined evacuation and sheltering order is given. If it is
more than 10,000 R/hr. then evacuation only is recommended
(assuming plume travel toward Massachusetts).

1. Predetermined PARS should not be based
exclusively on containment monitors and readings. The EAL
for General Emergency has many initiating conditions, several;

of which might indicate the need for a rapid PAR. There is
no basis for using multiple indicators to declare a General

'

Emergency but only one indicator as a basis for predetermined
PARS.

2. Decision-makers should not wait until
containment radiation reaches the prescribed levels before
ordering PARS. There is no reason to do so and the margin of
safety is only reduced as a consequence.

3. These predetermined PARS (sic) assume that
sheltering (for non-beach areas) could never be superior to
evacuation for areas within 5 miles. There is nothing in the
SPMC to indicate that this is correct. In fact, the
shielding factor assumed in the SPMC for shelters in
Massachusetts is incorrect and is not reflective of the
actual shielding that would be provided by most shelters in
Massachusetts.

+

4. These predetermined PARS assume that
radiation will be present in the containment before a PAR 7

would be necessary. This is false. The need for immediate,

PARS could result from a containment bypass event.

5. These predetermined PARS (sic] are
generally not adjusted to reflect the specific conditions of
the site, including identification of areas where shelter is
and is not available and where it is available, how adequate
it may be.

6. If predetermined PARS (sic) are to be
,

used, as NUREG 1210 indicates they should be for imminent or'

actual core damage accidents, then an adequate map must be
prepared reflecting where shelters exist and in what'

quantities. Moreover, alternative predetermined PARS (sic)
must be generated to reflect the great disparity in
populations between seasons.

7. The predetermined PARS do not account for
i the likely wind-shifts that can be anticipated at this site.

~7

1

i 9. The predetermined PARS fail to identify ,

! special condit_sns, i.e., entrapment, for which sheltering
i would be recommended.
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1: . The SPMC ignores the entrapment phenomenon
described by NUREG 1210, V.4 at 19-20, which will occur at
the Seabrook site during times of high beach population and
also fails to adequately consider and plan for the
possibility of entrapment due to bad weather, such as *

blizzards or flooding conditions.

C. The SPMC does not project doses correctly
because it under-estimates doses from iodine and other ground
deposited material, including failing to recogniz'e in its
dose calculations the increased risk from ground deposition

'

as individuals await evacuation and the possibility of
further increased dose from skin deposition and deposition on
automobiles.

D. The SPMC totally ignores the protective action
that combines sheltering with rapid identification after
plume passage of "hot spots" and relocation although this
strategy is recommended by NUREG 1210 as appropriate for

,

certain situations.4

E. The SPMC does not consider non-radiological
risks of evacuation in response to less severe accidents as
compared to other protective measures which might be
considered.

F. There is insufficient and untimely
incorporation of meteorological data into PAR decision- ,

making. Further, meteorological assumptions made are not
appropriate for the Seabrook site and will result in,

inaccurate dose projections because they do not adequately
'

reflect or account for features of shoreline meteorology,
including the trequent change of wind direction and the
phenomena associated with sea breezes along the coastline.

,

Acolicants' Position,

1

Applicants object to the admission of this contention

into litigation on the ground that onsite issues are not

within the jurisdiction of this Board.

MAG Contention No. 57
i-

i

PAR decision-making is over reliant on computer-i

I generated dose assessment and the SPMC does not provide for a

| shift to, or demonstrate a capability to rapidly incorporate,
i real-time dose monitoring information as soon as possible
| after a release as recent federal guidance recommends. In
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addition, the default values used to assess doses (aga Pro-
2.2, at 36) underestimate the potential ratio of iodine to
noble gases. In severe accident releases the values could be
much greater and the default values would, therefore, result
in . incorrect dose projections. Thus, the SPMC does not meet
the planning standard set forth at 50.47 (b) (10) .

Bases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants object to the admission of this contention

into litigation on the ground that onsite issues are not

within the jurisdiction of this Board.

MAG ContLntion No. 58

Under some circumstances the Seabrook Station Short-Term
Emergency Director is responsible for initial decision-
making and contacting the Governor of Massachusetts. Pro-
2.14 at 3. However, his position and job description were
created before the SPMC was formulated and the SPMC does not
indicate whether this responsibility and the requisite
knowledge and training have been incorporated into the
Seabrook Station Radiological Plan. For this reason, the
SPMC fails to meet the planning standards set forth at
50. 47 (b) (1) , (2), (3) and (10) and the guidance of NUREG 0654
IIA., B., B. (sic), C. and J.

Bases

Nono separately stated.

boolicants' Position
Applicants object to the admission of this contention

into litigation on the ground that onsite issues are not

within the jurisdiction of this Board.

MAG Contention No. 59

The decision criteria described in the SPMC are not
coordinated with those set forth in the NHRERP. Thus, the+

possibility exists for conflicting PARS being formulated,
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,

transmitted and recommended to the relevant State
governments. The SPMC has no adequate procedures to prevent
this and therefore does not meet the planning standards set
forth at 50.47 (b) (1) and (10) and the guidance of NUREG 0654
II.A. and J.

Bases

None separately stated.

ADolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 60

The EALs described by the SPMC have not been discussed
with or agreed upon by relevant State and local governmental
authorities as required by 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, IV.B.

t

Bases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

This contention should be rejected. In connection with

the very first contention raised herein, MAG made it

perfectly clear that Massachusetts would not discuss or plan

for Seabrook at all. Therefore this contention is not

| iltigable herein.

MAG Contention No. 61

Only a small handful of ORO personnel appear to be1

traitied and qualified to make protective action
recomrendations, Pro-2.5 at 3, and only one individual is
designated as having the responsibility to "formulate" these
PARS - the Radiological Health Advisor ("RHA"). The RHA will

| not assume his responsibilities until arrival at the EOC and
| that arrival will be delayed because the RHAs live and work

too far from EOC and will have to transit the EPZ to reach;
'

it. Pro-l.2 at 4, Appendix H at A.4. As a result, the SPMC

| does not meet the standards set forth at 50.47 (b) (1), (2),

|
. -109-
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(3) and (10) ; Appendix E, IV.A.4 and the guidance set forth
in NUREG 0654 II.A.2; B; C and J.

Hali.t.li

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 62

There is a lack of coordination between the EOF, the
Seabrook Station Response Manager and those at the EOC who
are responsible for formulating PARS. Pro-2.5. As a result,
inconsistent PARS may be formulated and the SPMC does not
meet planning standards 50.47 (b) (1) , (2), (3) and (10) and
the guidance set forth in NUREG 0654 II.A.2; B; C and J.

Bases

None separately stated.

Acolicants' Position

There is insufficient basis stated for this contention.

"Lack of coordination" is simply too vague to give fair

notice of what is to be litigated.

MAG Contention No. 63

The SPMC t' ails to meet the planning standards set forth
at 50.47 (b) (1) , (3), (9) and (10) and the planning guidance
of NUREG 0654 II. A., C., I. and J.11; FEMA Guidance
Memorandum IN-1 and FEMA REP-2, REP-12 and WINCO-1012 because
the provisions, procedures and planning for the 50-mile
ingestion pathway emergency planning zone are not adequate.

HARea

A. The SPMC makes no provision whatever for the prompt

| notification of the appropriate officials and agencies at
,

both the State and local levels concerning the need for
protective measures for the ingestion pathway EPZ. The SPMC'

does not identify the appropriate officials by title and
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agency and has failed to meet the requirements set forth in
10 CPR Part 50, Appendix E, IV, D. 1.

B. Adequate public information for the ingestion
pathway EPZ has not been prepared or distributed nor have
arrangements for its distribution been made. The prescripted
messages set forth at Pro-2.13, Attachments 23 and 24 are
misleading as to ascribed source and are otherwise not
adequate.

C, The SPMC provides inadequate information as to the
identity and location of food and milk producers and
processors. Appendix L -- the Ingestion Pathway Data Base --
is not useful for this purpose.

D. Sampling procedures in the SPMC are inadequate and
field samples will not be adequately gathered, recorded or
tested thereby making timely and effective ingestion pathway
PARS impossible. Pro-emergency planning for large scale
sampling activities and the requisite data generation,
collection and interpretation that results has not been done.

E. The SPMC ignores the family farm as a producer (and
consumer) of milk. The number and location of such farms in
the 50-mile zone are not identified. The SPMC does not
establish prior to an emergency how and when food produced in
the 50-mile zone is transported for processing and/or
marketing.

F. The Sample Collection Teams are not adequately
trained and the SPMC states that no experience is required
for these positions. Plan 2.1-8. In fact, persons should be
sought who reside within 20 miles of the plant, are familiar
with the local areas and are already experienced in sampling
procedures.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

j contention into litigation.
1

MAG Contention No. 64

The SPMC fails to meet the planning standards set forth
at 50.47 (b) (1) , (8) and (9) and the guidance of NUREG 0654

i

i II.A.3. because there is no assurance that resources relied
on in the SPMC will be adequate at the time of an emergency.

|

|
-111-
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I

Bases

A. All letters of agreement and contracts entered into
before January 28, 1988, the date on which PSNH filed for
bankruptcy, are prima facie unreliable.

1. These contracts are executory under 11 U.S.C. 5

365(a) and the debtor-in-possession, with Court approval, may
assume or reject them. Either these contracts run between
private suppliers and NHY -- a division of the bankrupt -- or
the Seabrook owners (with NHY functioning as "managing
agent"). In the latter case, the 35% Lead Owner is a debtor-
in-possession and its obligations under these agreements is
individual up to its proportionate ownership share. To date,
the Bankruptcy Court has not granted the bankrupt the
necessary approval.

2. Similarly, funds to meet the obligations
arising under these agreement (sic) may not be available. As
a consequence, there should be a presumption that the private
commercial suppliers may not be willing to continue these
arrangements.

B. To the extent that the SPMC identifies and relies
upon resources purportedly available to the State and local
governments there can be no assumption that these resources
arc or will be adequate.

Aeolicants' rosition

The contention should be rejected. To the extent it is

based upon the fact that PSNH is a bankrupt, there is no

issue to litigate unless and until the Bankruptcy Court
,

orders disavowal of any contracts here involved. To the

'

extent the basis is a concern over the financial ability of

PSNH to perform, the Commission's Regulations do not permit

|
inquiry into an applicant's financial qualifications at the

operating license stage. 10 CFR 5 5 2.104 (c) (4 ) , 50. 3 3 ( f) ,

So.57 (a) (4) . Finally, as stated numerous times with respect

to the contentions filed herein by various parties, the SPMC
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'

does not depend upon any governmental resources for

implementation. SPMC 5 2.2.1.

MAG Contention No. 65

The SPMC fails to meet the planning standards set forth
at 50.47 (b) (1) , (8), (9), (12) and (13) and the corresponding
guidance of NUREG 0554 because adequate resources including
personnel, facilities and equipment have not been secured to
adequately respond to a radiological emergency at Seabrook
Station. As a result, there is no reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be taken.
50.47 (a) (1) .

Bases

The Applicant has acknowledged that because of the
peculiarities of the Seabrook site, emergency protective
measures contemplated by the SPMC may not actually protect
the relevant populations from significant radiological harm
and injury. (As noted supra, the Applicant draws no
inference of planning inadequacy from these facts.) However,
planning for decontamination and monitoring facilities,
transportation of the contaminated injured, medical support
and care and the entire range of basic services required to
treat and deal with the potentially large number of injured
ignores the fact that the SPMC is not, in the first instance,
going to enable all or substantially all of the beach
population to avoid doses causing severe health effects.
Further, the initial protective measures will also not
substantially reduce life-threatening doses for many
individuals. Having failed to prevent these health effects
with an effective range of protective measures, the Applicant;

must adequately plan to handle the human health consequences.

ADolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. MAG gives no basis

for his ipse dixit that there will be a lot of people

contaminated. At the most rural site in the world one can
,

conjure up an accident that will contaminate a lot of people.

However, there is no regulatory requirement that there be a

demonstration of an ability to treat a large number of

I radiologically injured.
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MAG Contention No. 66

The facilities identified in the SPMC as the Emergency
Operations Facility ("EOF") and the Emergency Operations
Center ("EOC") are inadequate for the purposes required. As
a result, the SPMC fails to meet the planning standards set
forth at 50.47(b)(8); NUREG 0654 II.H.2. and 3 and Appendix
E, IV, E, 8.

Bases

A. Both facilities should not be housed in the same
building. No provision is set forth in the SPMC for back-up
power in the event of the loss of power to these facilities.
Such loss of power would effect (sic) both facilities
simultaneously.

B. The Emergency Offsite Center is not accessible to
Massachusetts State or local government officials during an
emergency at Seabrook. The EOC is located at Newington, New
Hampshire, approximately 15 miles north of Seabrook Station
on the New Hampshire-Maine border. Interstate 95 passes
within two miles of the station and the other two north-south
secondary roads fall within the EPZ 10-mile arc. Personnel
from Massachusetts would be placed at maximum risk while
trying to transit the EPZ to reach the EOC. Additionally,
New Hampshire authorities may be in the process of evacuation
and enforce access control which would prevent Massachusetts
local authority representatives from transiting the EPZ to
reach the EOC.

Acolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 67
,

The facility identified as a staging area located in
Haverhill at 145-185 Water Street is not now available to the
ORO for this purpose and no other facility has been
identified. The City of Haverhill on February 26, 1988
issued a Cease and Desist Order as to all uses of the
premises as a Staging Area based on viole.tions of the City of
Haverhill Zoning Code, 9 255.13. In April, 1988, the
Superior Court of the Commonwealth entered a temporary
restraining order prohibiting any further use of these
premises for the purpose. In light of the function and role
of the Staging Area in the SPMC, the absence of any
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ider.tified lawful location for such a facility makes the
effective implementation of the SPMC impossible and the SPMC
fails to meet the standards set forth at 50.47 (b) (8) and
NUREG 0654 II H.4.

Bases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

Since the events described in the statement of basis,

the Superior Court has refused a preliminary injunction; the

TRO dissolved by its own terms; and the suit has been

withdrawn. There are further proceedings bending in the

Haverhill Zoning Board of Appeal which could lead to further

efforts to restrain the use of the facility but as of now

there exists no basis for the contention and it should be

rejected.

MAG Contention No. 68

The Media Center located at the Town Hall, Newington,
New Hampshire is improperly sited and timely access by
Massachusetts Sts.te and local public information personnel
would be impossiole because to reach that location in a
timely fashion the entire Seabrook 10-mile plume exposure EPZ
would have to be crossed. Thus, the standards set forth in
50. 4 7 (b) (7) and (8) and NUREG 0654 II. G. and H.4 have not
been met.

Bases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants object to the admission of this contention

into litigation. The siting of the media center (done in
.

1985) is an onsite issue not within the purview of this Board
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?

and should have been raised long ago. No attempt is made to

satisfy this late-filed criteria by MAG.

'
MAG Contention No. 69

The SPMC relies upon the American Red Cross to establish
and operate all 27 congregate care centers and the host
special facility, yet it does not contain any kind of written
agreement with the American Red Cross which identifies the
emergency measures to be provided in Massachusetts and the
mutually acceptable criteria for their implementation. The
SPMC therefore fails to comply with 10 CFR 50.47(a) (1),
50. 47 (b) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (3) , 50. 4 7 (b) (8) , 50. 47 (c) (1) and NUREG
0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.A.3, II.C.5, and II.H.4.

Bases

Because it is the polic/ of the American Red Cross to
engage in planning for nuclear power plant disasters only in
concert with governmental planning efforts, the American Red
Cross has undertaken no planning for its response in
Massachusetts to a disaster at Seabrook Station. It has
therefore not entered into any agreement of any kind with NHY
or the Joint Owners to provide any services. In the event of
an emergency at Seabrook Station, the American Red Cross
response would be at best ad hqs. Such a response does not
provide reasonable assurance that any of the congregate care
centers or the host special facility will be operated by the
American Red Cross or that, if the Red Cross does act to
establish mass care centers in Massachusetts, it can be done
in a timely fashion.

Acolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 70

The SPMC fails to provide adequate arrangements for

f requesting and effectively using assistance and resources
that are purportedly available to the State and local
governments. Plan 5.3-1.+0

The SPMC claims that State and local emergency
facilities are described for informational purposes only and
that implementation of the utility plan does not rely on

|
these facilities. Plan 5.3-1. This is doubly incorrect.

|
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First, only if the SPMC were to be implemented in Mode 2 with
ORO authorized to perform the entire response would these
Stato and local facilities not be relied upon expressly for
plan implementation. Second, even in that Mode, tho
existence of adequately staffed and mobilized local EOCs is
assumed. Plan 2.1-21, -22.

Adequate emergency facilities and equipment are not
provided and maintained by State and local governments for an
emergency at Seabrook. Thus the SPMC has not met 50.47(b) (3)
and (8) and a reasonable assurance finding under 50.47(a)
cannot be made.

Bases

A. The SPMC identifies the Massachusetts State EOC at
Framingham and claims that it "could be used to provide
support in the event of an emergency at Seabrook Station,
just as it might be used for response provided to an accident
at any other nuclear generating station affecting the state."
Plan 5.3-1. This statement is false. No current planning
exists that would coordinate the state EOC and the response
of the local communities to a Seabrook emergency. The State
Area I EOC in Tewsbury [ sic) is also inadequately staffed for
a radiological emergency at Seabrook. There are inadequate

'
maps, communications lines and other materials and
information at the Area I EOC to provide a response to a
radiological emergency at Seabrook.

B. The local EOCs in the 6 Massachusetts
communities are not adequate to handle a radiological
emergency at Seabrook. These EOCs are inadeguately staffed
for such a contingency and do not have the communicationa
links necessary, either between themselves or with the ORO
EOC to provide any emergency support for such an accident.

C. No other planning has been done to coordinate
other resources available to the state, such as laboratory
facilities, and make these resources available in a timely
and effective manner in the event of an emergency at
Seabrook.

D. The SPMC asserts that the Massachusetts State
Police will notify appropriate State and local emergency
personnel upon notification from the ORO and/or Snabrook
Station concerning a radiological emergency. However, no
prior coordination or planning to deal with a Seabrook
emergency has been done with the State Police. Moreover, the
SPMC assumes the State Police will follow an emergency plan
not even before the Board. No liaison for the State Police
is provided by the SPMC although the State Police is
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considered by the SPMC to be an emergency response
organization.

Aeolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. SPMC does not

require the resources of the state and the municipalities for

implementation. SPMC S 2.2.1.

MAG Contention No. 71

The SPMC fails to provide reasonable assurance that an
adequate number of buses, vans and drivers can and will
respond in a timely fashion to evacuate hospitals, special
facilities, schools, day care / nurseries and the remaining
transit-dependent or mobility-impaired population.
Therefore, the SPMC violates 10 CFR 50.47 (a) (1) , 50. 4 7 (b) (1) ,
50. 47 (b) (3) , 50. 47 (b) (10) , 50. 4 7 (c) (1) and NUREG 0654, Rev.
1, Supp. 1, II.A.3., II.C.4., II.C.5. and II.J.10.

Bases

A. The SPMC's reliance on the 16 bus companies listed
in Appendix M, pp. 4, 5, to provide the drivers and buses
listed is unfounded. At least eight of the 16 companies have
either confirmed that they will not participate or that they
will offer only the buses, vans and drivers that might be
available, if eny, at the time of the emergency. Thus, there
is no reasonable assurance that a single bus, va.n, or driver
will be available from at least eight of the 16 companies
relied upon. The remaining companies do not have sufficient
drivers, buses and vans to evacuate the transport-
dependent / mobility-impaired population and all those in
hospitals, special facilities, and schools, and
daycare/ nurseries who need bus / van transportation. This
number is larger than the SPMC estimates.

B. The SPMC provides no reasonable assurances that
the buses and drivers which will be participating can be

( mobilized quickly enough to ensure a timely response. First,
many of the companies are located at substantial distances
from the EPZ. Second, the SPMC's procedures in Pro. 2.10 for
notifying bus companies, determining the availability of
buses and drivers, assigning particulac buses to particular
bus needs, assigning Bus Dispatchers, Route Guides, and

; Dosimetry Recordkeepers, and sending these ORO staffers off
to the assigned bus yards is designed for a slow-breaking
radiological emergency. These procedures are too cumbersome
and time-consuming to ensure a timely response in a fast-
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breaking accident. Third, by dispatching Bus dispatchers,,

Dosimetry Recordkeepers, and Route Guides to bus yards to
assemble and brief the drivers, to distribute dosimetry and
Bus Driver Packets, and to lead back in convoy-style the
company's full contingent of responding buses, see Plan, 5
3. 6.1(B) , the SPMC ensures that each company can respond only
as fast as either its last responding bus driver or the ORO
bus yard team, whomever arrives at the bus yard last. This
is an extremely inefficient, "weak-link" system. Moreover,
convoys of buses always travel more slowly than individual
buses do, and convoys will have a much more difficult time
traveling into the EPZ against evacuating traffic than single
buses would.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.
I

MAG Contention No. 72

The SPMC fails to provide reasonable assurance that an
adequate number of ambulances, wheelchair vans, and drivers
can and will respond in a timely fashion to evacuate all;

those who reasonably may need transport by ambulance or
wheelchair van during a radiological emergency. Therefore,
the SPMC violates 10 CFR 50.47 (a) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (1) ,
50. 4 7 (b) (3) , 50. 4 7 (b) (10) , 50. 4 7 (b) (12 ) , and NUREG 0654, Rev.
1, Supp. 1, II.A.3, II.C.4, II.J.10(d), II.J.10(g), and
II.L.4.

'

Bases

A. The SPMC relies on nine (9) private ambulance
companies to provide all the ambulances and wheelchair vans
needed to evacuate all those who reasonably may need to be;

|
transported by such vehicles during a radiological emergency.

' This includes all persons in the two EPZ hospitals, the

j special facilities, and the mobility-impaired transport
,

dependent population who need such vehicles in order to
evacuate and relocate. Also needing ambulances will be those'

who are injured during the energency, either by natural
events, auto accidents, and the like or by radiation. Of
these nine companies, indicates that one is out of business
and a second has dropped out after finding that its drivers
would not agree to participate. One company which had agreed
in a letter of agreement to provide four ambulances can
provide reasonable assurance of providing only two in an

.
emergency. Another which had a letter of agreement to

' provide three ambulances entered into a contract to provide
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|
only two. One company actually believes it could provide 22
ambulances and 12 wheelchair vans, but these vehicles are

i
based all over the state and the company has received no i

assurances yet from its drivers; so there is no reasonable
assurance that it can and will provide any vehicles / drivers
in an emergency in a timely fashion. Another company with a
letter of agreemer.t to provide ten ambulances, five
wheelchair vans, and two critical care units claims to have
only 9 vehicles, not 17, and has agreed to make these
available only on an "as available" basis if its drivers will
participate, which it thinks is unlikely. The remaining
three companies have agreed to provide a total of six
ambulances / driver teams and three ambulettes/ driver teams,
but the ambulettes are not licensed in Massachusetts and
cannot be used there.

B. In seeking to enlist the participation of these
ambulance companies and their drivers, NHY led at least some
of the companies and drivers to believe that they would not
be driving into areas close to Seabrook Station which were
radiologically contaminated. This was done through a
combination of active misrepresentation and critical omission
of facts regarding what kinds of individuals might need
ambulance services and where they would be located. Thus,
there is no reasonable assurance that even those
ambulances / driver teams that do respond during an emergency
will drive into radiologically contaminated areas or handle
radiologically contaminated individuals. To the extent that
contracts can be construed to require such services, these
contracts were obtained using unfair or deceptive trade
practices in violation of P.G.L. c. 93A, 52, and are
unenforceable.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 73

The SPMC fails to provide reasonable assurance that an
adequate number of tow trucks and drivers can and will
respond in a timely and adequate fashion on a 24-hour basis
to clear disabled vehicles from evacuation routes. The SPMC
therefore fails to comply with 10 CFR 50.47 (a) (1) ,
50. 47 (b) (1) , 50. 4 7 (b) (3) , 50. 4 7 (b) (10) and NUREG 0654, Rev.
1, Supp. 1, II.A.3, II.C.4, II.C.5, and II.J.10.K.
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Bases

A. Tne NHY ORO does not rely on an adequate number of
i

tow trucks to enable all potential road obstructions to be
! removed in a timely fashion. In Appendix M, p. M-3, there

are only four road crew (tow) companies listed. For these
companies, Appendix M lists a total inventory of 31 tow i

vehicles. Even if all these vehicles could respond, there ;

would not be sufficient tow vehicles to remove all the road 1

impediments in a timely fashion that can reasonably be :

expected during an evacuation of the entire EPZ in "

Massachusetts. These impediments will occur because of the
many automobile accidents, vehicles overheating and stalling,

,

vehicles running out of gas, and vehicles abandoned during an '

evacuation. Many more tow trucks are needed.

B. The SPMC's reliance on the four road crew
companies listed in Appendix M is unfounded. Two of the
companies have dropped out of ORO altogether and will not
respond in an emergency. A third company will not renew its
agreement to participate after the first year, and even now
cannot provide reasonable assurance that its drivers will
show up in the event of a radiological emergency. The final
company (two tow trucks) can give no reasonable assurance

.
that it would respond and feels that it is under no

i contractual obligation to do so.

C. Even assuming that tow trucks are available to
respond, the SPMC deploys only two tow trucks per town,
assigning them both to the "transfer point."{ Pro. 2.10, 5
5.4.7(B). Thus, at most, a total of only 12 tow vehicles,

'

will be deployed throughcut the six Massachusetts
communities. This is far short of the number needed to clear
the evacuation routes of all reasonably anticipated blockages

q in a timely fashion.

D. The method utilized by the SPMC for
surveillance for road blockages is not adequate to ensure
that road blockages will be identified promptly enough to
dispatch tow trucks to remove them in a timely fashion.
Route Guides assigned to buses are to "report any obstacles,
stalled cars or other impediments by radio." Pro. 2.10,

j Attachment 3. Route Guides for the hearing impaired are to
report "obstacles, stalled cars or other impediments to
traffic flow." Pro. 2.11, Attachments 3. Also, Traffic
Guides are to report "if traffic is blocked or if there is no
evacuating traffic." App. J, p. J-3. Route Guides in buses,
however, will not arrive for many hours into an evacuation,
and when they do arrive their routes do not take them along
all the key evacuation links. Indeed, bus routes seek to
avoid the most heavily traveled evacuation routes. So Route
Guides in buses will not provide an effective means of
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rurveillance for road blockages. Route Guides for the
hearing impaired, similarly, will likely avoid travel along
major evacuation links, and they are not out in sufficient
numbers nor throughout the full duration of an emergency.
Stationary Traffic Guides are even less effective. Most of
the many miles of key evacuation roads will not be visible to
them, especially at night.

E. The communications procedures for dispatching
tow vehicles from the "transfer points" onco road blockages
have been spotted by Route Guides or Traffic Guides is too
cumbersome to provide reasonable assurance of a timely
response. Route Guides for the hearing impaired report
blockages to the Evacuation Support Dispatcher. Pro. 2.11,
Attachment 3. Route Guides in buses going to schools and
special facilities report blockages to the Staging Area
Leader, but Route Guides in buses assigned to "transfer
points" report blockages to the Transfer Point Dispatcher.
Pro. 2.10, Attachment 3. Traffic Guides report blockages to
the Evacuation Support Dispatcher. App. J, p. J-3. Thus,
three separate ORO personnel receive reports of road
blockages. Only the Transfer Point Dispatcher, however, is
authorized to dispatch tow trucks to an impediment. Pro.
2.10, Attachment 8. Thus, unnecessary communication is
generated which impairs an efficient dispatch of tow trucks.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 74

The SPMC contains no provision for snow removal on the
evacuation routes. Therefore, the SPMC violates 10 CPR
50. 47 (a) (1) , 50. 4 7 (b) (1) , 50.47(b)(3), 50.47(b)(10), and
NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp, 1, II.A. II.C.4, II.C.5, and
II.J.10.k.

Bases

There is no provision in the SPMC for snow removal on
the evacuation routes. One private snow removal company has
been listed as an emergency resource in Appendix M, p. M-8,
but this company has contracted only to remove snow from the
Staging Area and will not plow inside the EPZ in an
emergency. It may not even plow the Staging Area unless it
is paid the money it is owed from plowing last winter for
PSNH/NHY. There is no reasonable assurance that snow removal
can or will be provided by the local communities in their
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normal fashion during an emergency or that if it can be
provided the roads will be plowed in a timely manner at
regular intervals. Absent adequate provisions for snow
removal, an evacuation during snow storms cannot be
reasonably assured. Thus, there is no "range of protective
actions" for EPZ residents, workers, and visitors during snow
storms.,

ADolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. SPMC assumes that

governmental entities will perform those functions that they

normally perform absent an emergency. Snow plowing is one of

those functions. If it be a fact that the local communities

are unable to clear their roads even in a nonradiological

emergency, then that is their election and there is no

obligation on the utility to plow the roads. Planning can

simply take that into account by ordering some other

protective action like sholtering.

MAG Contention No. 75

The SPMC fails to provide adequate arrangements for
requesting and effectively using Federal assistance resources
and does not comply with 50.47(b)(3) and NUREG 0654, II. C.

! 1.a, b. and c.

Bases

A. The SPMC simply asserts that the Federal government
will respond to an emergency when a "regulated entity such as
Seabrook Station, requests Federal support, or when Federal
agencies must respond to meet their statutory
responsibilities." Plan 2.3-1. However, the SPMC points to
no legal authority to support these claims.

,

1. The Federal Radiological Emergency
Response Plan ("FRERP") is designated to provide federal
assistance to State and local governments. 50 Fed. Reg. 46542
(November 8, 1985). The FRERP recognizes that "State and

,
'

local governments have primary responsibility for determining
and implementing any measures to protect life, property and
the environment in any areas not within the boundaries of a
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i fixed nuclear facility or otherwise not within the control of
a Federal agency." Id. 46544. It is t.nclear whether,
absent a request from the relevant State or local government,
the FRERP can be activated or that the participating federal
agencies would provide assistance. The SPMC makes no
provision for obtaining _ authority from the Commonwealth to

,

make such a request. Egg Plan 2.3-2.

2. There is no indication in the SPMC whether
any of the 12 Federal agencies participating in the FRERP
"must respond to meet their statutory responsibilities."

B. The SPMC also asserts that federal agencies
will respond directly "in accordance with established plans
and procedures or preexisting relationships." Plan 2.3-1.
The SPMC then makes reference to three Federal agencies, the
U.S. Coast Guard, the Federal Aviation Administration and the
Department of the Interior ("DOI"). The SPMC, however, fails
to reference either established plans on procedures or any
preexisting relationships pursuant to which these agencies
would respond to a Seabrook emergency in the manner relied<

upon in the SPMC. Moreover, the FRERP indicates that DOI is
to coordinate its emergency response with State and local'

governments. 50 Fed. Reg. 46562.

C. Lessons learned from exercises of the FRERP
conducted at the Zion nuclear facility in June, 1987,
indicate that responsible emergency organizations (there the
State and local governments) should meet and plan adequate
interfaces with the NRC to insure effective use of FRERP
Federal assistance. No such provisions for meetings between
the NRC and the ORO are contemplated by the SPMC.

D. The Lessons learned from the exercise of the
FRERP' conducted at the Zion facility in June 1987 indicate
that the estimate of 3 to 8 hours for a federal response at

,

Plan 2.3-2 is totally unrealistic and that 24 to 48 hours
would be more reasonable.

E. Some of the responsibilities attributed to
federal agencies at Plan i 2.3.3 exceeded both the FRERP and

3

the policy of these individual agencies. Some of the federal
support options identified would be available only in light
of a Presidential Disaster Declaration which FEMA has

; resisted in the past for radiological emergencies.

F. The ORO is totally unprepared to effectively
1 interface with these Federal agencies in the event of an

actual emergency. Monitoring and dose assessment information
provided to the NRC by the Department of Energy during the

,

; Zion exorcise of the FRERP in June 1987 overwhelmed the
capacities of the NRC. The SPMC has no procedures fori
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effectively integrating this Federal resource into the ORO's
response. The SPMC does not provide the practical
information needed to assess whether communication links and
other forms of interface between ORO and the Federal agencies
will even be possible during an emergency. Egg NUREG 0654
II.C.1.c.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation. Any order admitting the

contention should make clear that evidence will not be

admitted relevant to Basis A. This statement of basis

transgresses the presumption that the state will act to

protect its citizens and generally follow the Plan.

MAG Ccntention No. 76

The SPMC fails to meet the planning standard set forth
at 50. 47 (b) (12) and the guidance of NUREG 0654 II.L. because
it fails to provide adequate arrangements for medical
services for the contaminated injured individuals. In light
of the candid acknowledgement by the Applicant that emergency
planning at Seabrook does not provide any particular level of
protection to the summer beach populations in the event of a
serious fast-paced accident, the SPMC should provide
sufficient medical services to treat and care for those who

i were neither able to shelter or evacuate and as a result
suffer contamination injury. As the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Appeal Board has stated: "Thus, for a serious
nuclear accident to result in the hospitalization of large
numbers of people, not only must an already unlikely accident
be serious (sic), but also the emergency response to protect
the public must be ineffectual." Southern California Edison
Company (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and
3), 16 NRC 127, 138 (1982).

Bases

A. The SPMC asserts at Plan 3.8-2 that "medical
emergencies" that arise in the course of an emergency
response will be handled by Emergency Medical Services
("EMS") "established in local communities." These EMS are

,

|
not otherwise identified and no agreement between the ORO and

I these organizations exist.
;
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1. Local communities in the Massachusetts
plume exposure EPZ have extremely limited emergency services.
Many of the communities contract out for these services with
companies that serve other non-EPZ tovns. As such, these EMS
are not available to the towns during a Seabrook emergency.

2. Many of the EMS personnel are voluntary
and auxiliary (sic) and would not be available during a
radiological emergency in the absence of any agreement
because of prior commitments.

3. EMS persornel are not trained to respond
to or deal with radiological emergencies.

Aeolicants' Pos 111.'LD

The contention should be rejected; the only requirement

is for the emergency plan to list the hospitals in the area

capable of dealing with the contaminated and injured. NUREG-

0654 II.L.3.

MAG Contention No. 77

The SPMC fails to provide for the adequate or continuous
staffing of ORO personnel to maintain or sustain an emergency
response. For these reasons, the SPMC fails to meet the
standards set forth at 50.47 (b) (1) , (2), and (5), and the
regulatory guidance established by NUREG 0654 II. A.1.o.4.,
B, and E.2.

Bases

A. The SPMC doeu not provide for the capability of
continuous operations for a protracted period of time.
Personnel are required to report to staging areas at a Sito
Area Emergency; however, the SPMC fails to specify the number
of personnel in each response category who are required to
report on first shift, fails to identify adequate mechanisms
for providing second shifts and backup personnel, fails to
identify mechanisms for instructing contract personnel as to
which shift they should report for, and fails to provide
assurance of continuity of personnel from the contracted
companies.

B. The NHY Offsite Emergency Response organization
fails to provide adequate staffing for evacuation specific
positions. The SPMC states "evacuation specific positions
will have one compliment only with additional personnel (at
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least 20%) available as backup as noted on Figure 2.1-1." |

Plan 2.2.1. Plan 2.1.1. The justification for only !
providing a single shift for those positions is stated as "If'

an evacuation is required, the functions will be performed I
over a relatively short period of time as opposed to the !
entire emergency situation which may last for a protracted
period." The justification is flawed in that implementing

,

procedures require these positions to be staffed at the Alert3

and Site Area Emergency declarations. The time between call
out of personnel and deployment to execute evacuation support I

!duties may be many hours or even days. Since these positions
must be available to execute protective actions at any time I

from declaration of an Alert to termination of the emergency
situation, alternate shifts must be available to provide
evacuation support capability during an "emergency situation
which may last for a protracted period."

C. The SPMC proposes to fill the senior management
positions of the ORO with experienced management personnel
from the utility's staff. Assuming that the utility has been
prudent in its day-to-day non-emergency staffing, the
assignments provided for in Section 2.1.1 represent
additional staff requirements. Failure to indicate, at least
by position, title and organization, the source for the
staffing of these positions leaves serious doubt that such
staffing will be accomplished without detriment to normal
onsite emergency operations. Further, the availability and
capability of such personnel is unclear. Delays can be
expected in their response to requests for assistance. The
SPMC fails to provide assurance that the staffing of offsite
positions will not be accomplished at the detriment of onsite
emergency operations. It further fails to provide sufficient
detail to provide reasonable assurance of responsive 24-hour
operating capability, as required in NUREG 0645, Supp. 1,
Section II.A.1.e and II.F.1.a.

D. The ORO staffing lists in Appendix H indicate
that there are fewer staff available for some positions than,

will be reasonably necessary on a 24-hour basis during
protracted emergency, especially for such positions as Route
Guides, Traffic Guides, Dosimetry Record Keeping, Reception
Center Staff and Ruception Center Monitoring / Decontamination.,

! E. Because of fear of radiation and its health
consequences, many utility company employees who have '

'volunteered to be on an ORO staffing list will not show up or
I will show up in less than a timely fashion in the event of a

serious radiological emergency at Seabrook Station. Because.

of the corporate culture in the utility industry, these!

utility company employees believe either that there will,

j never be a serious radiological emergency at Seabrook Station
or that such an event is extremely unlikely. Thus, they view

i
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I

their commitment to ORO as a paper commitment designed to
assist Seabrook Station in obtaining an operating license.
Were a serious radiological emergency to occur, however, the
belief system of these workers would be shattered along with
this commitment. There is no reasonable assurance that these

.
non-professional emergency workers will show up to fulfill
their ORO responsibilities in a serious radiological
emergency. Moreover, of those workers who do show up, many
will do so late. They understand that there is a
disadvantage in showing up quickly in that the first
responders will be assigned to priority tasks which,
generally, are those performed at locations in or close to
the areas of greatest radiological risk. Thus, for example,
the first responding traffic guides will more likely be sent

j
to an intersection close to Seabrook Station or in an area in
the path of a radiological plume than to an intersection onA

the periphery of the EPZ or in a safe upwind ' cation. The
SPMC thus contains a dangerous disincentive for certain
categories of ORO workers to show up sooner rather than
later. This is a disincentive which would not exist for
local emergency workers were they to respond. A Salisbury
police officer, for example would know that he will be
directing traffic in Salisbury rather than on the EPZ
periphery, regardless of when he shows up.

F. Many of the ORO staffers listed in Appendix H
;

cannot be reached at the business numbers listed, and it '

appears that many have changed jobs and left positions at New
Hampshire Yankee and Public Service company of New Hampshire. i

This is not surprising, given the precarious financial !

condition of the company. Many ORO workers are actively
seeking other employment and will leave as soon as they can.
Given the high rate of turnover at NHY/PSNH, there is no
reasonable assurance that ORO can and will be able to staff
its ranks fully during a radiological emergency. In
addition, because it is the most competent and qualified
workers who tend to find jobs elsewhere, over time NHY/PSNH
worker competence and qualifications will decline.

Apolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation. However, any order admitting the

contention should make clear that no evidence relevant to

Bases F and G will be received inasmuch as these two bases

raise issues of generic human behavior already litgated in

the NHRERP phase on matters pertaining to financial
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qualifications which are not litigable under the Commission's

regulations.

MAG Cqntention No. 78

There is no reasonable assurance that there will be
adequate second shift manpower capability for certain
evacuation-specific positions. Therefore, the SPMC fails to
comply with 10 CFR 50.47(a), 50. 4 7 (b) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (15) and
NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.A.4. and II.O.

Bases

A. Given the length of time that it could reasonably
take to evacuate the general population, special facilities,
hospitals, schools, day care / nurseries, and the transit-
depend / mobility-impaired population, there is no reasonable
assurance that an evacuation can be completed within one
shift. The SPMC, App. H provides the names of no second
shift personnel for the NHY ORO for the evacuation-specific
positions of Traffic Guides, Monitoring / Decontamination
Personnel and Reception Center Staff. Instead the plans
asserts that NHY ORO will request second-shift manpower
asnistance from Yankee Atomic Electric Company pursuant to a
mutual assistance plan. Plan, 5 3.2.2, p. 3.2-9. There is
no reasonable assurance, however, that durina a radiological
emergency at Seabrook Station which is serious enough to
warrant a second shift for these evacuation-specific
positions, enough volunteers can be recruited by Yankee
Atomic to fill all such positions. This is not to be
confused with role abandonment, because these workers did not
previously have assigned emergency roles to fulfill. They
simply will not volunteer in sufficient numbers or in a
timely fashion during a radiological emergency.

B. There is no assurance that the Yankee Atomic
volunteers who do show up for second-shift duty will have
received adequate training. There is no ir.dication in the
SPMC that these workers will have received job-specific pre-
emergency training. The SPMC merely instructs the first-i

shift evacuation-specific workers to give the second-shift
volunteers a "thorough briefing" upon their arrival. See,
e.g., App. J, p. J-3 (Traffic Guide Procedures). Such on-
the-job training during an emergency, offered by first-shift
workers who want to minimize dose consequences by getting out
of the EPZ as quickly as possible, is very likely to be
inadequate. Thus, there is no reasonable assurance that
these second-shift workers will have thn capability of
performing their assigned tasks in the proper manner.
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Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 79

The prerequisite experience required for qualification
to hold numerous critical ORO positions, and the training
provided by the SPMC for these positions, is inadequate to
provide reasonable assurance that ORO can and will implement
cdequate protective measures in the event of a radiological
emergency at Seabrook Station. Therefore the SPMC fails to
comply with 10 CFR 50.47 (a) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (14 ) ,
50. 47 (b) (15) , NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.A, II.N, II.O.1
and II.O.4.

Bases

A. The SPMC fails to provide adequately qualified
personnel to manage the NHY emergency response organization.,

Section 2.1.1 states:
'

Prerequisite experience as a Vice-President or
Director is required for training and
qualification as a NHY offsite Response
Director.

As the director of a civil emergency response organization,
the Offsite Response Director is required to make decisions
concerning the lives and health of the general public; he is
required to make decisions which place at risk the lives of
institutionalized persons or mobility impaired persons; he is
required to make decisions on crowd control, panic control or i

riot control. The position of senior manager of a business
office does not provide the training skills or experience
required to make prudent emergency management decisions. The
training provided by the SPMC (agg Plan, Table 6.3-1) is not
adequate to compensate for this deficiency.

; B. The SPMC, Section 2.1.1, p. 2.1-11 (Amend. 3)
'

states:

Prerequisite experience is not required for
training and qualification as Reception Center
Monitoring / Decontamination Personnel.

The responsibill".ies of this position are to monitor and
decontaminate .acuees and vehicles that arrive at the
Reception Centers. Since the Monitoring / Decontamination
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Personnel are dealing directly with the public, it is
imperative that they have past experience and training in
Health Physics and methods used for the monitoring of and the
removal of contamination from personnel and vehicles. The
training provided by the SPMC (agg Plan, Tabl^ewS.3-1) is
inadequate to compensate for this deficiency.

C. The SPMC identifies the experience required for
two (2) Assistant Offsite Response Directors (one for
Response Implementation and one for Support Liaison).
Prerequisite experience as a director or manager is required
to fill these positions. Plan, 2.1.1, p. 2.1-5 (Amend. 3).
The position of senior manager of a business office does not,

provide the training skills or experience required to direct
the mobilization of emergency offsite personnel and the
logistics therewith (i.e., bus coordination, traffic control,
traffic guides, access control, etc.). The training provided
by the SPMC (sna Plan, Table 6.3-1) is inadequate to
compensate for this deficiency.

D. The SPMC identifies the qualification
requirements for the Technical Advisor as "knowledge of the
plant operations and systems." Plan, 2.1.1, p. 2.1-5 (Amend.
3). The plan fails to address such qualifications as a
professional degree, STA qualifications, number of years of
nuclear plant experience and number of years experience at
the Seabrook facility. In addition, there is no indication
that training in communication skills is required nor is

,

there any requirements for training in the presentation of
,

technical material to non-technical personnel. The training
i provided by the SPMC (agg Plan, Table 6.3-1) is inadequate to

compensate for this deficiency.

E. The SPMC identifies the qualification
requirements for the Radiological Health Advisor as "a
radiological Department Manager." Plan, 2.1.1, p. 2.1-6

(Amend. 3). The Plan fails to address such qualifications as ;

a professional degree, certification as a Health Physicist,
and quantitative experience to enable decision-making where
the health and safety of the general public is concerned.i

Such experience should include the demonstrated ability to
| deal with Protective Action Guidelines and Recommendations,

Contamination Control, Dose Assessment, etc. The training
provided by the SPMC (sgg Plan, Table 6.3-1) is not adequate
to compensate for this deficiency.

i F. The SPMC identifies the qualification
requirements for the Accident Assessment Coordinator as a
"Supervisor or worker in Radiation Protection." A Health
Physics background by itself is insufficient qualification
for this position. The Accident Assessment Coordinator needs
to have quantitative experience in formulating actions to be
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taken in the event of an evacuation of the EPZ, must
understand Protective Action Guidelines and Recommendations,
must possess a professional degree, and must possess
certification as a Health Physicist. The training provided
by the SPMC (113 Plan, Table 6.3-1) is not adequate to
compensate for this deficiency.

G. The SPMC identifies the qualification
requirements of Field Monitoring Teams as "experience as a
radiological worker." Plan, 2.1.1, p. 2.1-8 (Amend. 3). The
Plan fails to quantify the experience and training needed to
perform the tasks involved in field monitoring. Emergency
Field Monitoring Teams need knowledge in health physics
monitoring techniques, local geography and topography, and
communications as a minimum. Using a two-way radio to report
readings back to Seabrook Station offsite Monitoring
Coordinator is a critical part of the field monitoring teams
(sic) function; however, training in such communication
skills is not addressed in the Plan. The training provided
by the SPMC (ggg Plan, Table 6.3-1) is not adequate to
compensate for this deficiency.

H. The SPMC identifies the qualification
requirement for the Reception Center Coordinator as
"experience as a Supervisor." Plan, 2.1.1, p. 2.1-11 (Amend.
3). The Plan fails to quantify the experience and training
needed to perform the tasks involved with this position. The
Reception Center Coordinator is responsible for overseeing
the operation of both of the reception centers, which
involves the complex logistics of receiving potentially tens
of thousands of traumatized evacuees, tending to their
immediate needs, registering them, coordinating a Message
Center, and coordinating referrals to congregate care
conters. The training provided by the SPMC (ggg Plan, Table'

6.3-1), is not adequate to compensate for this deficiency.
J

I. The SPMC identifies the qualification
requirement of the Reception Center Leader as "experience as
a Supervisor. " Plan, 2.1.1, p. 2.1-12 (Amend. 3). Although
this position gets direction from the Reception Center
Coordinator, the Reception Center Leader must still activate
and operate a Reception Center and perform many functions
independent of the Coordinator. The Plan fails to quantify
the experience and training needed to perform functions that,

are essentially similar to those of an American Red Cross
Crisis Manager. The Leader is responsible for organizing,
activating and operating the Reception Center for potentially
tens of thousands of traumatized evacuees. The training
provided by the SPMC (ggg Plan, Table 6.3-1), is not adequate

,

to compensate for this deficiency.'
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J. The SPMC states that "(p)rerequisite experience
in public information is required for training and
qualification as a Public Notification Coordinator." Plan,
2.1.1, p. 2.1-13 (Amend. 3). The Public Notification
Coordinator is responsible for a timely and coordinated
activation of the Public Alert and Notification System,
development of appropriate EBS messages, and coordination of
EBS messages with New Hampshire and Massachusetts. The Plan
fails to address such qualifications as a professional
degree, knowledge of the research record regarding the
characteristics of good and poor emergency information, prior
experience in drafting emergency warnings, knowledge of human
behavior in emergencies, etc. The training provided by the
SPMC (agg Plan, Table 6. 3-1) is not adequate to compensate
for this deficiency.

K. The SPMC states that "(p]rerequisite experience
as a Security Force member is required for training and
qualification as a NHY Offsite Response EOC Contact." Plan,
2.1.1, p. 2.1-20. This position, however, involves a great
deal more than security at the NHY Offsite Response EOC prior
to an emergency. This person will receive initial
notification of the declaration of an emergency from Seabrook
Station and has a very complex procedure to perform in
conducting the initial notification of the NHY ORO. See
Appendix G. In addition, he is responsible for activation of
the Public Alert and Notification System until relieved by
the Communication Coordinator. This is a very critical
position in the event of a rapidly escalating emergency. The
prerequisite for this position must include a high level of
education, substantial communications and emergency
management experience, and a knowledge of dose consequences
and plant technical information. See, e.g., Attachment 2 to
Appendix G, which the Offsite Response EOC Contact must
complete. The training provided by the SPMC (Egg Plan, Table
6.3-1) is inadequate to compensate for this deficiency.

L. The SPMC identifies the qualification
requirements of the Communication Coordinator as "experience
in management and communications." Plan, 2.1.1, p. 2.1-17.
The plan fails to quantify the experience and training needed
to perform the functions of this critical position. The
Communications Coordinator is responsible for all
communication functions of the SPMC regarding interface with
the Massachusetts communities, providing direction and
control to the NHY Offsite Response Organization
Communications Staff, and for ensuring that all
communications positions are staffed on a continuous basis.
In addition, the Coordinator is responsible for trouble
shooting and correcting communication problems. The training
provided by the SPMC (see Plan, Table 6.3-1) is not adequate
to compensate for this deficiency.
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M. The SPMC states that no previous qualifications
are required for the position of telephone operator. Plari,
2.1.1, p. 2.1-19. The Plan fails to quantify the experience
and training needed to perform the functions of this
position. Telephone Operators are responsible for processing
incoming calls, directing incoming calls to the proper place,
and maintaining a log of all incoming calls. Past experience
as a telephone operator is required to adequately handle the
anticipated influx of calls during an emergency condition, as
well as the complicated communication switchbeard and system.
The training provided by the SPMC (Eng Plan, Table 6.3-1) is
not adequate to compensate for this deficiency.

N. The SPMC states that no previous qualifications
are required for the position of Administrative Staff. Plan,
2.1.1, p. 2.1-23. The Plan fails to quantify the experience
and training needed to perform the functions of this
position. Administrative Support Staff are responsible for
recordkee ping, typing, filing, and answering the phones.
These fur.ctions are in direct support of personnel assigned
to the NHY Offsite Response Emergency Operations Center.
The training provided by the SPMC (Eng Plan, Table 6.3-1) is
not adequate to compensate for this deficiency.

O. The SPMC states that "(p]rerequisite experience
as a Supervisor" is the qualification requirement of the
Special Population Coordinator. Plan, 2.1.1, p. 2.1-25. The
Plan fails to quantify the experience and training needed to
perform the functions of this position. The Special
Population Coordinator le responsible for notification,
assistance, and coordination of protective action
recommendations for health care related special facilities
and special population groups. As a minimum this person,
along with Special Population Liaisons, need to have
emergency management training, care of special population
training, and emergency medical training. The training
provided by the SPMC (Eag Plan, Table 6.3-1) is not adequate
to compensate for this deficiency.

P. The NHY Plan identifies the qualifications for
Bus Drivers as "prerequisite experience as a Bus Driver and a
requisite license." Plan, 2.1.1, p. 2.1-30. The Plan fails
to quantify the experience and training needed for these
contract positions. Bus drivers are responsible for
providing evacuation services to the general public and
special populations by driving pre-designated routes and
reporting to special facilities / reception centers. At a
minimum these personnel need training in the transport of
special populations, training in designated routes, and
training in the rules and regulations of the state and towns
they will be servicing. The training provided by the SPMC
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%

(ESA Plan, Table 6.3-1) is not adequate to compensate for
this deficiency.

Q. The SPMC states that no prerequisite experience
is required for the position of Traffic Guide. Traffic
Guides will be dispatched to key intersections to set up
traffic cones and barricades and direct traffic in a manner
that produces the most efficient evacuation possible. They
may be required to direct extremely congested traffic under
adverse weather conditions and deal with thousands of
disorderly, frustrated, and frightened drivers, many of whom
may have been in traffic queues for six or more hours seeking
to distance themselves from Seabrook Station. Many of the
drivers will recognize that these Traffic Guides are not
State / local police, but agents of the owners of Seabrook. It
is inconceivable that Traffic Guides would not be required to
have some substantial prior experience directing congested
traffic. The training provided by the SPMC (Ett Plan, Table
6.3-1) is not adequate to compensate for this deficiency.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

MAG Contention No. 80

The SPMC provides inadequate training to members of ORO,
and the State and local governments (sic) employees and other
organizations who may have to respond in an ad has fashion to
an emergency are not receiving any training at all on SPMC
procedures. The SPMC therefore violates 10 FR 50.47 (a) (1) ,
50. 4 7 (b) (15) , and NUREG 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.O.

Dases

A review of the ORO training modules and information
received from those who have received ORO training indicate
(sic) that the training is entirely too general in nature, is
much too brief, is not well done, and does not qualify ORO
staffers to perform their jobs under the difficult and
confusing circumstances that will prevail in the event of a
serious radiological emergency at seabrook Ststion. State
and local officials, and other organizations, who may have to
respond to an emergency at Seabrook have not reviewed the
SPMC, do not have copies of it, and have no specific
knowledge of its plans and procedures. They have received no
training on the SPMC and will receive none in the future.
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Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

H&g Contention No. 81

Provisions in the SPMC for radiological monitoring are
inadequate. As a result, the SPMC fails to meet the planning
standards set forth at 50.47((b)(9); NUREG 0654 II. I and
Appendix E, IV, E, 2.

A. The SPMC does not indicate that any planning
for the locations of effective radiological monitoring in
light of the specific local conditions that exist in the
Massachusetts EPZ has been done. Maps referenced at Plan
3.3-4 are not adequately explained.

B. No criteria have been established for the
decision to implement radiological monitoring and no
information indicating the time-frame in which such
monitoring could or should be implemented is established.
Egg Pro-2.2, page 3, ("actual measurements as time permits").

C. Federal radiological monitoring program will
not be available to ORO because the FRERP and the relevant
Federal agencies will not respond to a request to enter a
state when the State and local governments have not requested
that aid. The circumstances under which "outside assistance"
is to be sought are left unspecified in the SPMC and the
actual integration and deployment of such outside assistance
is left to ad has decision.

D. The ORO personnel to be used for radiological
monitoring and dose assessment are inexperienced in the field
of radiation and inadequately trained. The Dose Assessment
Technician ("DAT") is not sufficiently experienced in
computer-baced dose projections. The prerequisite experience
required for the DAT is simply that of "worker in radiation
protection", however, the actions expected of this individual
involve extremely complicated manual and computer based
calculations. Egg Pro-2.2, Attachment 1, Attachment 2.
There is no indication that the training developed for this
position could "qualify" an inexperienced computer user for
this position. Moreover, the SPMC does not indicate what
level of proficiency is required before one is so qualified.
Similarly the Accident Assessment Coordinator Nho directs
dose assessment and field radiological monitoring has neither
sufficient experience in the field nor adequate training.
Plan 2.1-6,-7.
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E. The SPMC ignores the impact of mobilizing and
evacuating traffic on the timely availability of field team
members at the dispatch location as well as the further delay
in arriving at a monitoring location. The SPMC does not rely
on on-shift personnel for this function. For these reasons,
there is no possibility of timely radiological monitoring in
the Massachusetts portion of the Seabrook EPZ.

Bases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation. However, any order admitting

such a contention should make clear that evidence relevant to

Basis C will not be received as it would contravene the

presumptions that (a) states will act to protect their

citizens and (b) they will generally follow SPMC.

MAG Contention No. 82

The SPMC fails to provide reasonable assurance that
adequate methods, systems and equipment for assessing and
monitoring actual or potential offsite consequences of a
radiological emergency are in use or could be used and,
therefore, does not comply with 10 CFR 55 50.47(b)(2), (4),
(8), (9) and (10), and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, IV, B.

A. Emergency action levels set forth in the SPMC
do not appear to include any references to offsite
radiological monitoring data as required by 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix E, IV, C.

B. Dose calculation methodologies in the SPMC
reference field sample data at Pro-2.2 at 5 but no provision
is made for the timely acquisition and communication of this
data to the necessary personnel.

C. The number of monitoring teams (two 2-person
field teams) and the training and experience of the personnel
is inadequate to adequately monitor radiation levels in the
Massachusetts portion of the EPZ. Further, the procedures
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developed to direct and control these field monitoring teams
are inadequate.

1. No direct communication between EOC dose
assessment personnel and these field teams exist either at
the time they are dispatched or later when they are in the
field. Plan 2.1-7. But 21. Plan 3.3-7 with Pro-2.3 at
5.2.3.

2. No criteria exist in the SPMC on the basis i

of which the Accident Assessment Coordinator or the Field
Team Dispatcher could decide to assign specific monitoring
locations to the Field Team (s).

3. The absence of any back-up personnel to
support the 2 field teams could result in no available teams
in the time period during which actual dose monitoring is
critical to effective and accurate PARS.

4. Field Monitors are to report to the
Staging Area in Haverhill upon notification Pro-2.5 at 6.
The Jocations of work and residen:e for these personnel are I

such that timely mobilization is not possible. No back-up
personnel are provided for these field teams. Appendix H at
H-45.

E. The SPMC provides no assurance that adequate
coordination of dose assessment activities taking place at
the EOC and the EOF based on a variety of different field
monitoring teams will exist. Plan 3.3-2.

Bases

None separately stated.

App _1Jeants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation. However, any order admitting the

contention should make clear that evidence will not be

received which is relevant to Basis A inasmuch as that basis

raises an onsite issue.

MAG Contention No. 83

The SPMC fails to recognize three distinct and unique
aspects of human behavior during a radiological emergency at
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,

Seabrook which will pervade the response to such an emergency
by ORO personnel and the public. As a result, the SPMC does
not meet the planning standards set forth at 50.47(b) and
does not support a predictive finding that adequate

,

protective measures can and will be taken pursuant to ;

50.47 (a) (1) .

Bases

A. 1. The ORO personnel who staff the utility
emergency response organization have committed themselves to
function in an emergency capacity even though many, if not
most, have no emergency worker experience. This commitment
even if genuine and sincere, is based on these utility
workers own belief-structure regarding the likelihood of a
radiological accident at Seabrook and on these individuals'
perceived and actual self-interest in standing behind
Seabrook now so that it might be licensed. Significantly,
these amateur emergency workers have not committed themselves
to report to duty and maintain their stations as would
experienced emergency workers based on their knowledge of and
experience with emergencies. In light of these facts, in the
event of an actual emergency at Seabrook, the very bases for
the amateur emergency workers commitment would fall away: an ,

accident severe enough to require mobilization of ORO has
occurred and the economic well-being of the utility has
already suffered no matter what the actual consequences.
Compared to the real emergency worker whose commitment is
based on the possibility and actuality of an emergency, the
commitment of the amateur emergency worker, even if genuine,
is based on the impossibility of such an emergency. As a
result, there can be no assurance that the ORO emergency
workers will respond.

2. ORO emergency workers will be liable for
damages resulting from their actions and the SPMC does not
discuss at all what, if any, provisions or agreements for
indemnification exist. Moreover, although state emergency
workers are indemnified by the Commonwealth pursuant to
statute, the SPMC is silent on the relationship, if any,
between authorization of police powers and indemnification
for ORO workers.

,

3. ORO workers before responding to an
emergency, like all emergency workers, will check on the -

safety of their own familie:3. No attempt has been made in f

the SPMC to staff the ORO with single individuals or to
provide married emergency workers with information about
their families. As a result, role conflict and abandonment
will occur.
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B. The SPMC totally ignores the social, political
and ideological effects of the lengthy struggle against
Seabrook on the populations in the Massachusetts EPZ. Those
populations form an anticipatory disaster subculture that has
its own indigenous understanding of the nature of the
radiation risk presented by Seabrook. As a result, even
before an emergency has actually occurred, social forces ,

influencing that subculture make it highly unlikely that any
form of "therapeutic community" would or could emerge.
Instead, an emergency would result in increased social
conflict making significantly more difficult any effective
emergency response.

C. .The SPMC totally ignores the behavioral aspects
of the situation that will result if a severe fast-paced
accident occurs during a crowded summer beach day. As the
Applicant has acknowledged, the protective measures available
to the beach population will not be effecting in preventing
severe and in some cases immediate health effects. Unlike
other emergency situations characterized by rational social
behavior, a situation in which large numbers of individuals
receiving doses of radiation are not able to shelter or
evacuate will result in severe, aberrant, and irrational
behavior. The SPMC ignores this likely phenomenon and as a
result provides no assurance that the emergency situation
will be adequately handled.

Aeolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. There is no basis

for saying that persons, be they emergency workers or the

public on the Massachusetts side of the border will behave
'

any differently than those on the New Hampshire side. That

being the case, there is no reason why human behavior, which

was thoroughly explored in the NHRERP hearings, should be

again gone over in this phase of the hearing.

Contentions of the City of Newburyport (CON)

CON Contention No2_1

TRAFFIC CONTROL POINTS (TCP's) - Several major
intersections that would be essential to a safe and
coordinated evacuation have been omitted from the plans.
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Additionally, modified TCP's (Blocking of street ends in
congested. areas to help direct the flow of traffic) are not
included at all. Some cf the potential trouble spots are as i

follows:
J

State and Hich Streets - This is a crucial and, |
perhaps, the busiest intersection in the City. It is also

'

the point of passage for four out of the five Bus Routes
cited in the plans.

,

Merrimac Street. Moslev Avenue and Sooffard Street
- This is another major intersection servicing the North End
of the City and Rt. 495. Its omission creates the
possibility of panic and confusion for almost half of the
City's population. It also creates a potential "choke-point"
as these three major thoroughfares merge into a narrow, two
lane road that spans a suspension bridge of questionable
integrity (the oldest such bridge in the United States).

Low _ Street. Route 1,and Pond Street - This is a
lighted intersection with several major routes converging at
this point. This intersection has the potential for major
traffic flow and thus creates the possibility of backing
traffic into designated TCP's.

soses

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

The position of the Applicants is that the contention as

worded is too broad for the bases contained within it. There

is insufficient specificity for a contention any broader than

the following, as to which the Applicants would not object:

Traffic control Points should be included in the
SPMC for the following intersections in
Newburyport: (1) State and High Streets, (2)
Merrimac Street, Mosley Avenue and Spoffard Street,
(3) Low Street, Route 1 and Pond Street.

_ CON _ Contention No. 2

INADEOUATE TCP PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT - All TCP's
listed in the plan do not account for impedance, traffic
volume, breakdowns, panic, speed of approaching vehicles nor
adjacent topography (Open parking lots, blind corners and
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v

i
i

i i

pass-thrcughs). There is no coordination of TCP's to major f7

institutional centers (Schools, hospitals, etc.) or
establishment of special TCP's in relationship to these
centers. This is particularly problematic to the City of
Newburyg ,rt as the High School, Nock Middle School, Anna '

Jacques Hospital as well as several elderly housing complexes :

are all located within a quarter mile of each other. Hence, i
; the required number of personnel to effectively monitor and

control these areas as well as the amount of the equipment [
(barricades, cones, etc.) that is necessary for securing such i

int.orsections is grossly inadequate. Additionally, there
needs to be perhaps as many as eight to ten new TCP's. This |
combined with the deficiencies at the present TCP's would i'

mean that perhaps as 1a *s ten times the number of
personnel and equipmei- uld be necessary to adequately-

cover the City of Now, ,Jrt.
*

heath

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Pos.ition

The Applicants have no objection to a c' ntion to the

effect that there are insufficient personnel and/or equipment

to man and operate the traffic control points listed in SPMC

for CON. However, there are no adequately specified reasons

given within the proffered contention for the assertions to
the effect that more (unidentified) TCPs are required or that

the specific variables listed in the first sentence be

considered for every TCP. Therefore the position of the

Applicants is that they would not object to a contention

reworded as follows:

There do not exist adequate personnel and equipment to
man the TCPs described in SPMC for the City of
Newburyport.

In the abbence of such rewording, the contention should be

rejected.
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CON Contention No. 3

TRANSIT DEPENDENT INDIVIDUALS - The five pre-designated
bus routes that have been included in the Plan for the City
of Newburyport are designed to expedite the retrieval of
transit dependent individuals as opposed to door to door
pick-up. How(t*tr, these bus routes will have, in fact, the
opposite effect actually prolonging the evacuation of'

1

transit depender. persons. This will occur because the bus
route assignment, follow along the heaviest traveled roads in
the City, which will already be congested with evacuees.
Five out of the six bus routes cross through a major
intersection with no TCP in place. And because the routes
are circuitous in design and by-pass all the major
concentrations of the population, it will then be necessary
for transit dependent persons, including the mobility-
impaired, to leave their homes and to locate the pre-
designated bus routes during a radiological emergency. This
will require those persons to remain outdoors and to be
subject to increased radiological exposure. Additionally,
this method of circulating buses significantly reduces the
reliability of actually accomplishing the retrieval of these
individuals and increases the potential for a broad spectrum
of the populace (elderly, non-ambulatory, etc.) to be left
behind.

Bases

None separately stated.

Acolicants' Position

Stripped of rhetoric, the above-quoted contention is a

contention that there exist better bus routes which could be

utilized than those set out in EMIC. Applicants suggest that

the contention be reworded to that effect or be rejected.

Applicants would have no objection to the following

contention being admitted for litigation:

The bus routes set forth for the City of Newburyport in
SPMC are not the most expeditious routes which can be

! reasonably devised and followed.

CON Contention No. 4

|
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BUS ROUTE CIRCULATION ERRORS - Pre-designated bus routes
#1 and #5 include in their route assignments, return trips
that go the wrong way down a major one way street (State
Street) in the plan. This is further complicated by the lack
of any TCP's at the intersection of State Street and High
Street and at the intersection of Water Street and State
Street. It is likely that because this thoroughfare is
utilized by area residents as a primary route out of the City
and that there are numerous in-feed streets from the Central
Business District, the North End and the South End, that
lower State Street will be extremely congested with evacuees
and returning buses could not be directed through the grain
of traffic under any circumstances.

Bases

None separately stated.

Apolicants' Position

This is merely a more particularized version of CON

Contention No. 3, and therefore should be deemed to be

included within that contention and should be excluded as a

separate contention.

CON Contention No. 5

COMMUNICATIONS - The plan refers to TCP personnel
(Traffic Guide Procedures J-2 #13) utilizing commercial
telephone for the reporting of dosimetry readings. In six
out of the seven TCP's identified in the report, there are no
public telephones available. Additionally, TCP personnel
leaving an assignment to make such a telephone call would
severely overtax the limited number of TCP personnel referred
to in the plan.

Bases

None separately stated.

Apolicants' Position

The above quoted contention is, in essence, a Jontention

that there are inadequate prr.cisions in the SPMC for

communication by TCP personnel of dosimetry readings. We
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suggest, therefore that the contention be reworded to read as !

follows:

There do not exist adequate means for ccmmunication of
dosimetry readings by personnel manning TCPs in the City
of Newburyport.

CON Contention No. 6

ROAD CREW PREPARATIONS - There are no provisions in the
plan for the storage and staging of TCP equipment (cones,
lights and barricades), so that they would be readily
available during the advent of a radiological emergency.
Furthermore, there are no provisions for the transportation
of TCP equipment to designated areas. There is no
identification of trucks or other transports to transfer such
equipment nor is there any idertification of procedures for
establishing TCP's during an evacuation that will most likely
already be in progress by the populace, 7nce notification has
been given.

Bases

None separately stated.

boolicants' Position

We suggest that the contention be reworded as follows:

SPMC does not contain adequate procedures for the
transportation of necessary equipment to the TCPs in the
City of Newburyport.

To the extent that the contention, as drafted, is intended to

raise issues of insufficient equipment to staff and operate

the TCPc properly, this contention would be subsumed in

reworded Contention No. 2 above.

CON Contention No. 7

TRANSFER POINT INADEOUACIES - There are several physical
inadequacies with the identified Transfer Point in the plan.
First and foremost, it is located in a floodplain along the
1 nks of the Merrimac River and as such is subject to
F criodic flooding and severe tidal conditions. Secondly, it
is primarily an electrical sub-station for the Massachusetts
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Electric Company and as such is not suitable for the safe
sheltering or even staging of large numbers of people. And
thirdly, it offers poor visibility and turning access for
buses coming into and out of the facility.

Bases
'

None separately stated.

Acolicants' Position

Applicants suggest a rewording of the contention as

follows:

The Newburyport Transfer Point described in SPMC is
inadequate for one or more of the following reasons: (1)
it is located in a floodplain; (2) it is an electrical
substation location; (3) it offers poor visibility and
turning access for buses.

CON Contention No. 8

NEWBURYPORT'S PLUM ISLAND POPULATION - Under the present
plan, the Newburyport end of. Plum Island (representing
between 5% to 15% of the City's population, depending on the
season) comes under the Newbury plan. This constitutes an
abrogation of the city's responsibility for its residents and
prevents-the City from assuring the safety and well being of
its populace. The City would want any plan to incorporate
all of its residents including, and particularly, those on
Plum Island. '?his would mean that the Newburyport plan must
be amended to trucommodate the Plum Island population (both
peak and non-peak periods) into its evacuation with all the
attendant resource adjustments - that is, additional TCP's,
bus routes, etc.

Bases

None separately stated.

Applicants' Position

This is a contention that the Newburyport section of

Plum Island should be included in the Newburyport part of the

SPMC rather than in the Town of Newbury section where it is.

, There is no requirement that a utility plan slavisnly follow
|
,
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local political boundaries in its format, particularly in the !
a

case of noncontiguous land areas. Had Newburyport been )
I

willing to put forth a plan of its own, the plan conceivably j

could have somehow followed political boundaries. Having

elected not to plan for its citizens, Newburyport cannot be

heard to complain about Applicants' format choice. The only

issue that is litigable is whether persons located in the

northern section of Plum Island are adequately planned for in

SPMC. The contention should be rejected.

CON Contention No. 9

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION DEVICES - The plan refers to the
emergency warning syster (sirens) that Newburyport has in
place. This is erroneous information, in that, the City
dismantled and removed four out of seven sirens, that are
referred to in the plan, last fall. None of the remaining
sirens are capable of voice activation and hence would not be
suitable for giving evacuation instructions. City ordinances
also prohibit the use af mobile sound trucks (See Section XI
- Performance Standards). Hence references in Appendix N of
plan as to the ongoing maintenance and testing of such
warning devices are erroneous as well.

Baseg

None separately stated.

Acolicants' Position

The issue of the siren prompt alert and notification

| system is not within the jurisdiction of this Board. It lies

I rather with the Onsite Board if it lies anywhere. The

contention should be rejected.

| CON Contention No. 10
| OVERALL COMMAND AND CONT 2QL - The plan inaccurately states'

the Board of Selectmen (SIC, City Council) have the Overall
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Command and Control in terms of jurisdiction during an
emergency. Under the present charter and form of government,

,

the Mayor has the overall Command and Control and may '

authorize Protective Response Procedures. The plan also
inaccurately lists the Mayor of Newburyport as Peter S.
Matthews.

Bases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention for litigation.

Contentions of New England Coalition
on Nuclear Pollution (NECNP)

NECNP Contention No. 1

Due to the unique features of the Seabrook Emergency
Planning Zone ("EPZ"), adequate emergency planning for the
Seabrook EPZ is inherently impossible. Therefore Applicants
cannot satisfy 10 CFR 5 50.47(a).

Bases

The Massachusetts sector of the EPZ includes resort
communities on a barrier beach that is populated by thousands
of people during the summer months. These beachgoers include
thousands of day-trippers as well as summar residents.
Because of the limited roadways exiting the beach, evacuation
during the summer could take many hours. In fact, Applicants
estimate that evacuation times during a rainstorm on a peak
summer weekend could take as much as 3 hours. Implementing
Procedure ("IP") 2.5, Attachment 4. Moreover, sheltering
facilities in these resort communities are fundamentally
inadequate. First, many people would have access only to
unainterized buildings, which provide little protection from
radiation. The protection afforded by sheltering in these
structures would be less than that afforded by a normal wood
frame house.1 Second, even if adequate shelters were
available, they would not be reasonably accessible in an
orderly, planned fashion to the thousands of transients who
may be unfamiliar with the area and not understand where they
should shelter. In addition, the SPMC contains no
description of shelters that would be available to the
transient population. Thus, in a fast-breaking release, the
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thousands of people would be unable to leave quickly or find
adequate shelter from the radioactive plume.

1 See FEMA Prefiled Testimony in hearings on New
Hampshire plan, dated September 11, 1987, at global 59-60.

Acolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. Although generally

framed as a contention that adequate emergency planning is

inherently impossible, the bases stated do not support the

contention. The facts that there are lots of people, that

the ETE is long, that shelter availability is minimal and of

a nature as to supply a low drf do not make adequate

emergency planning inherently impossible. Adequate emerge.ncy

planning, it must be remembered, is that which results in

dose savings which are reasonably achievable. All of the

factors mentioned by NECNP in the statement of basis are ones

that, if they did not exist might make more dose savings

achievab1.e, but no one or all of them mean that there cannot

be dose savings made by emergency planning. In fact what

this is is an attempt by NECNP, under another name, to argue

| the proposition that there exists some minimum dose savings

which must be achieved in order for a plan to pass muster.

There is no requirement that the Applicant demonstrate that

| any preset minimum dose savings can and will be achieved in

j all circumstances. Lona Island Lichtina Co. (Shoreham
|

Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-86-13, 24 NRC 22, 30

(1986); Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclear

Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI-83-10, 17 NRC 528,
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533 (1983); Notice of Rulemakina, Licensing of Nuclear Power

Plants Where State and/or Local Governments Decline to
Cooperate in offsite Emergency Planning, 52 Fed. Reg. 6980,

6982 (March 6, 1987); Notice of Promulaation of Rule

Evaluation of the Adequacy of Off-Site Emergency Planning for

Nuclear Power Plants at the Operating License Stage Where

State and/or Local Governments Decline To Participate in Off-

Site Emergency Planning, 52 Fed. Reg. 42078, 42084 - 85;

Ruling Precluding Admission of Sholly et al. Testimony, II.

5594 - 5609.

NECNP Contention No. %

Applicants have failed to identify those portions of the
SPMC for which they invoke the provisions of 10 CFR
S 50.47(c) (1) .

Bases

The regulations for review of utility-sponsored plans
require Applicants to show either that deficiencies resulting
from nonparticipation by the state and local governments of .

Massachusetts are not significant for Seabrook, that adequate
interim compensating actions have been or will be taken
promptly, or that there are other compelling reasons to
permit Seabrook to operate. 10 CFR S 50. 47 (c) (1) .
Applicants have apparently invoked only the second part of
this test, stating that the SPMC is intended to compensate
for the lack of State and local government participation in
emergency planning at Seabrook. SPMC at 1.1-1. However,
Applicants have failed to identify "those elements" of
regulatory compliance "for which state and local non-
participation makes compliance infeasible" and the specific
measures that are "designed to compensate for any
deficiencies resulting from state and/or local
nonparticipation." 10 CFR 5 50.47 (c) (1) (iii) ( A) , (B) .
Moreover, for those elements of 5 50.47(b) with which they do
not comply, Applicants must show that the noncompliance "is
wholly or substantially the result of the non-participation
of state and/or local governments." f 50.47 (c) (1) (ii) . In
short, it is impossible to determine the standard (s) which
Applicants seek to fulfill through submission of the SPMC.
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Absent a specific identification of what portions of the plan
are addressed to what standards, Applicants have not
satisfied the requirements for invoking the provisions of
5 50.47(c).

6policants' Position

The contention should be rejected. The Applicants are

under no duty to identify in advance those portions of the

plan for which they invoke the provisions of 10 CFR 5

50.47 (c) (1) . It is only after a finding, if one is ever

made, that SPMC is not in full compliance with planning

standards that any proof of the nature NECNP describes has to

be offered. It is the position of the Applicants that SPMC

fully complies with applicable planning standards and

regulations.

NECNP Contention No. 3

Applicants have not met the requirements of 10 CFR
S 50.47 (a) (1) to provide a "reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be taken in the
event of a Radiological emergency" at Seabrook because they
have failed to show what emergency response measures will be
taken by the Massachusetts state and local governments in the
event that Mode 1 of the SPMC is followed.

Bases

Section 50. 47 (c) (1) (iii) (B) contains the presumptions
that a) "state and local government officials will exercise
their best efforts to protect the health and safety of the
public", and b) where an applicant's inability to comply with
5 50.47(b) results wholly or partially from the
nonparticipation of state and local governments, that in the
event of an actual Radiological emergency state and local
officials would "generally follow" the utility plan. The
SPMC establishes two alternative "modes" for the
Massachusetts state and local governments to follow. Mode 1,
called the "Standby mode," contemplates that Applicants will
provide only resources -- i.e. equipment, buses, ambulances,
personnel, etc. -- to the state and/or local governments.2
SPMC at 3.1-2. Aside from broadly describing the emergency
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response functions of each state agency, however (SPMC,
9 2.2], the SPMC does not contain any blueprint for state and i

ilocal government agencies to follow in undertaking primary
responsibility for the emergency response. The plan
describes emergency response functions for the New Hampshire
Offsite Response Organization ("ORO") rather than state or
local governments. The means by which the state and local
governments are thus presumed co "follow" the SPMC in Mode 1
consists only of using Applicants' resources in carrying out
an ad has response. The mere provision of resources to
support an unplanned emergency response does not adequately
compensate for the state and local governments' lack of
preparedness to respond to an accident at Seabrook.

2 SPMC at 3.1-2. Mode 2, which contemplates that the
state will authorize Applicants to carry out all or part of
the emergency response, is discussed in Contention 4.

Aeolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. As NECNP notes, Mode

1 of SPMC assumes that Massachusetts takes over and the

resources of SPMC are utilized only to the extent that

Massachusetts requests them. In such a case the presumption

is that Massachusetts will follow SPMC. This presumption

disposes of this contention at least absent Massachusetts

making a timely offer of a plan of its own. Lona Island

Liahtina Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), LEP-

88-9, 27 NRC Docket No. 50-322-OL-3 (April 8, 1988), Slip

Op. at 21, 24.

NECNP Contention No. 4

To the extent that Mode 2 of the SPMC contemplates the
substitution of Applicants for state and local governments in
carrying out an emergency response, it violates the emergency
planning rule and Massachusetts state law. Moreover, to the
extent that it contemplates integration of the utility's
functions with state and local emergency response functions,
it does not compensate adequately for the lack of
preparedness of state and local officials to respond to a
Radiological emergency at Seabrook.
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Bases

The SPMC contemplates that under "Mode 2," Applicants
will "assume responsibility on behalf of the State / locals
(upon authorization by the State) for implementation of the
entire emergency response or integrating specific portions
thereof." SPMC at 3.1-2. To the extent that Mode 2
contemplates the substitution of Applicants for state and
local governments in carrying out an emergency response, it
violates the emergency planning rule and Massachusetts state
law. Mode 2 conflicts with the basic premise of the
amendments to 5 50.47 (c) (1) , which acknowledges that a
utility is without legal authority to exercise the police
powers that inhere in state governments. Indeed, as the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts points out in its Contention 6,
Applicants cannot lawfully be authorized to exercise the
state's police powers.3

Moreover, to the extent that it contemplates the
integration of state / local emergency response functions with
those of the ORO, the SPMC is hopelessly cumbersome and
confusing. The SPMC does not provide a mechanism by which
the state and local governments can swiftly and efficiently
interact with ORO officials to mount a timely and adequate
response to an accident. This results from the cumbersome
communication and coordination problems created by the
parallel existence of government and ORO emergency responsee

organizations. Each counterpart of the state and local
response organization must take the time-consuming steps of
communicating and coordinating its efforts with a counterpart
in the ORO organization. For each function, the parties must
take the time-consuming steps of agreeing on divisions of
responsibilities and all of the acconpanying logistics,
including communication and sharing of equipment and
personnel.

Finally, to the extent that the state and local
governments might assume responsibility for an accident
response under Mode 2, there are no guidelines in the SPMC
that are designed for state and local governments to follow.
The Implementj7g Procedures for the SPMC are addressed to the
management of the emergency response by the ORO, not state
and local governments. There is simply no plan for the
governments to follow. In fact, the only way that the state
and local governments could "follow" this plan would be to
transfer their authority for managing the emergency response
entirely to the ORO. This is not a viable option in light of
the state and local governments' responsibility to retain the
police power for the protection of their citizens.
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Thus, the result of any attempt by Massachusetts
governments to "follow" the SPMC would be utter confusion.
Given the high population density of the Seabrook EPZ and the
relatively long times required to evacuate the area, there is
no room for the confusion and delay that would arise if state
and local governments attempted to implement the SPMC during
a Radiological emergency.

J Massachusetts' Contention 6 is hereby adopted and
incorporate'd by reference into this contention.

Acolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. The recent decision

of the Licensing Board in the Shoreham proceeding is on

point, well reasoned and dispositive. Lono Island Lichtina

Co2 (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), LBP-88-9, 27

NRC Docket No. 50-322-OL-3 (April 8, 1988), Slip Op. at

21, 24. Therein it is stated:

The effcct of the new rule then is to
place a responsibility on state and local
governments to produce, in good faith,
some adequate and feasible response plan
that they will rely on in the event of an
emergency or it will be assumed in the
circumstances of this case that the LILCO
olan will be utilized by the Intervenors
here. In that event, the LILCO plan will
be evaluated for adequacy alone.

* **

Intervenors can no loncer raise the. . .

specter of leoal authority as a response
nor can simple protestations that they
will not use LILCO's plan suffice. The
Intervenors are required to come forward
with positive statements of their plans
and must specify the resources that are
available for a projected response and
the time factors that are involved in any
emergency activities proposed. (emphasis
added).
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Contentions of Seacoast Anti-Pollution League (SAPL)

SAPL Contention No. 1

Contrary to the requirenents of 10 CFR 550.47 (a) (1) , 10
CFR Part 50 Appendix E, Sections IV.A.8. and IV.D.3. and
NUREG - 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.A.2.a. and b., II.A.3,
II.E.1. and 3. and NUREG - 0654, Rev. 1 I.E., the
responsibilities, authorities and concept of operations
between the NHY-ORO, State of New Hampshire and the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts in ordering any protective
action have not been sufficiently defined nor set forth in
advance in any written agreement to ensure a prompt and
adequate emergency response. Further, the Implementing
Trocedures for coordination of response are inefficient and
leadequate.

Bases

There are two governors in the Seabrook EPZ in whom
reside the authority to order protective actions for their
respective states. There is no clearly established framework
in the SPMC whereby questions over the exercise of legal
authority can promptly be resolved. For example, should each
governor wish to retain that legal authority and should there
be a disagreement over the appropriate protective order to
issue in the circumstances of a Seabrook Station emergency,
there must be some clearly articulated prior arrangement for
promptly resolving such differences or there is the strong
likelihood of a delayed, uncoordinated, chaotic response with
confusing and inconsistent public information being issued
which would not serve reasonably to assure the health and
safety of the public in either state. A prompt coordinated
response is not just "desirable" as stated in the
introduction of the SPMC, it is required by regulation.

,

Further, the implementing procedures for notification (see IP|
2.14) contribute to delay since the first NHY-ORO contact is
with the Massachusetts Department of Public Health (MDPH)
rather than the Massachusetts Governor's office. (IP 2.14 at
4-6) This needlessly adds a layer of communication that will
serve only to add to the time necessary to assess the status
of the NHY-ORO's legal authority to carry cut certain actions
under the SPMC. There is no reasonable assurance that
governmental agencies will all be notified within the 15
minute interval required by regulation. 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix E at IV.D.3. Further, it is highly unlikely that
the public would be notified within about 15 minutes of the
time state and local governmental officials are notified.
Isb.
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Acolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. The first basis

given for the contention is an assertion that there needs to

be a resolution in the plan as to how differences of opinion

between the two governors would be resolved. No such

provisions are required by any regulation or guidance.

Indeed, it is unlikely that any governor would surrender

responsibility for his or her citizens to any other governor.

Thus to the extent this basis is relied upon, the contention

lacks regulatory basis.

Further, the issue of initial notification of offsite

authorities is under the jurisdiction of the Onsite Board.

SAPL Contention No. 2

The SPMC fails to provide reasonable assurance of an
,

adequate protective response because the staging area in
Haverhill (see Figure 5.2-3) for buses designated in the
plans will not be available for use. Therefore, there is no
available location designated in the SPMC at which buses can
be coordinated and staged to pick up transit dependent,
special needs and special facilities populations in the 6
Massachusetts communities. Effective use of assistance
resources is therefore not reasonably assured and the SPMC
therefore fails to meet the requirements of 10 CFR
5 50. 47 (a) (1) , 5 50. 47 (b) (3) , 5 50. 4 7 (b) (10) and NUREG - 0654,
Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.J.10.g and II.J.10.k.

Bases

The SPMC states that the NHY Offsite Response Staging
Area is located at 145 Water Street in Haverhill,
Massachusetts (see 5.2.2.). The city of Haverhill issued a
cease and desist order to Public Service Company of New
Hampshire and Mass Electric on February 26, 1988 to prevent
the use of the facility for an emergency drill. The
Assistant City Solicitor for the City of Haverhill stated
that a restraining order was obtained from Superior Court to
stop a subsequent drill that was to go forward on March 31,
1988. That drill was called off. The City of Haverhill has
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no intention of allowing that area to be used as a staging )
area for implementation of the SPMC.

ADDlicants' Position

The contention lacks any basis in fact. On April 7,

1988, the Temporary Restraining Order expired by its terms,

and the Superior Court Department of the Massachusetts Trial

Court denied a request by the Plaintiff for a Preliminary

Injunction. Thereafter, the suit was withdrawn by the

Plaintiff. There do exist, as of this writing, ongoing

proceedings before the Zoning Board of Appeals, which

proceedings could result in Haverhill again attempting to

preclude use of the contemplated staging area, but, as of

now, there is no basis for the contention and it should be

rejected.

SAPL Contention No. 3

The SPMC fails to provide reasonable assurance that
adequate personnel, equipment and facilities for radiological
monitoring and decontamination of general public evacuees,
emergency workers and special facility evacuees (e.g. nursing
home residents) have been established. Furthermore, the
definition of "contamination" is 600 cpm above normal
background radiat'.on in the SPMC, which allows a greater
level of contamination of Massachusetts residents to remain
unaddressed while New Hampshire residents are decontaminated
at 100 cpm under the NHRERP. Therefore, the requirements of
10 CFR 5 50.47 (a) (1) , 550.47(b)(8), 5 50. 47 (b) (10) ,
5 50. 4 7 (b) (11) and NUREG - 0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1 II.H.4,
II.J.10.d, II.J.12, II, K.5.a and K.5.b. have not been net.

Bases

The SPMC fails to provide even a reasonably complete
description of the facilities, personnel and equipment for

,

| monitoring and decontaminating general public evacuees,
emergency workers and special facility evacuees. Mention is'

made of two dedicated Monitoring Trailers for general public
evacuees which are to be positioned at or dispatched to
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Reception Centers in North Andover and in Beverly,
Massachusetts. The plan does not describe how the trailers
will be dispatched to those areas and from where they would
be dispatched should that be necessary. Though a diagram is
provided, the plan does not describe the total size of the
trailers, so it is impossible to get a true picture of the
practicability of monitoring a claimed 8,300 evacuees within
a 12-hour period at each trailer. There are 14 monitoring
stations and 2 showers in each trailer. That would work out
approximately 1.2 minutes to get each evacuee passed through
a monitoring station, which is not possible in the real
world. At 10 minutes per shower, (the time given by
Applicants for the NHRERP decontamination procedures), only 6
people could be decontaminated per shower per hour, which
would mean that there would only be the capability of
decontaminating 144 people in a 12-hour period in each of the
trailers, or a total of 288 people from the entire
Massachusetts portion of the EPZ (which is less than .4% of
the population). Even adding the capacity of the Emergency
Worker Facility (EWF) which is unlikely to be available for
use by anyone other than emergency workers, the
decontamination capability under the SPMC remains woefully
inadequate. Further, there is no description provided as to
how the decontamination personnel alleged to be available are
deployed. It js not clear in Appendix I that there are a
suf ficient quantity of survey meters available.

The plan for monitoring and decontamination of emergency
workers suffers the same deficiencies in regard to questions
about the size of the facility and the availability of survey
meters. Furthermore, the EWF trailer is supposed to be
located at the state staging area in Haverhill, Mass. which
is not going to be available for use (see Contention 2).
Therefore, there are no suitable facilities and no location
for emergency worker decontamination identified in the plans.

Finally, there is no specific provision in the letters
of agreement with receiving hospitals [ protected information)
for the monitoring and decontamination of special facility
populations from nursing homes, hospitals and other
facilities or for monitoring and decontaminating special
needs residents who are evacuated from out in the
communities. It is likely that many of these individuals
could not be handled in the trailers at the reception
centers. There are no leters [ sic) of agreement of any
description in the SPMC for [ protected information] and the
LOA's with [ protected information) make no explicit mention
of receiving and treating special facility evacuees.

The definition of contamination which is to be addressed
by decontamination procedures under the SPMC is 600 cpm above
normal background radiation, while in New Hampshire the level
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of contamination requiring action under the NHRERP is 100
cpm. This provides an inequitable level of protection for
Massachusetts residents as compared to New Hampshire
residents.

Acolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of a

contention in the words of the first sentence of the

contention as worded presently. The balance of the

contention, which is based upon the theory that there is some

requirement that the allowable contamination for

Massachusetts must be the same _s New Hampshire has no

regulatory basis and should be rejected.1 In addition, any

order admitting the first sentence of the contention should

note that there is no regulatory time requirement for

decontamination of evacuees.

SAPL Contention Fo. 4

The SPMC fails to provide adequate means for the
handling and disposal of contaminated waste water and
contaminated materials, contrary to the requirements of 10
CFR 5 50. 47 (a) (1) , 550.47(b)(9) 5 50. 47 (b) (11) and NUREG - 0654
II.I.8. and k.5.b.

Bases

Implementing Procedure 2.9 states at 5.2.10 that a
storage area outside the trailer for monitoring and
decontamination is to be identified for contaminated articles
belonging to evacuees and one person is to be designated to
guard the articles. The waste is supposed to be double
bagged, labeled and set aside in this area. (1P 2.9 at
5.8.4) Adequate personnel to perform this task are not

lIn fact there is no difference. The 600 cpm reading
required in Massachusetts is the same level of contamination
as is involved with the 100 cpm reading in New Hampshire.
The difference in allowable counts per minute is because of
the differences in the equipment used in the two states.
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designated. What then happens to the waste material is not
described. A radwaste disposal letter of agreement with
[ protected information], provided in Appendix C, was only a 2
year contract which began on July 1, 1986 and will expire in
July of this year. No other waste disposal agreements exist
in the SPMC. Therefore, there are no adequate procedures and
personnel yet identified for handling waste materials.

The trailers used for decontamination at the reception
centers and EWF trailer each only have 1200 gallon collection
tanks for contaminated waste water. The average 10-minute
shower uses 3-5 gallons per minute and results in 30-50
gallons of waste water. Therefore, the impoundment
capability of the storage tanks will only be good for
approximately 40 shawers at best. Unless procedures are made
for pumping out or replacing storage tanks and and [ sic]
adequate personnel are assigned to those duties, contaminated
water will be released to the environment whether it is
diluted to acceptable levels or not.

Apolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

SAPL Contention No. 5

The SPMC fails to meet the requirements of 10 CFR
5 50. 47 (a) (1) , 5 50. 4 7 (b) (12 ) and NUREG - 0654, Rev. 1,
Supp. 1, II L.1, 3 and 4 because the hospitals identified in
the SPMC are not sufficient to evaluate radiation exposure
and uptake, are not adequately prepared to handle
contaminated individuals and are not adequately prepared to
handle contaminated injured persons. Further, there are not
adequate arrangements in the SPMC for transporting victims of
radiological accidents to medical support facilities.

Bases

There are only 4 hospitals identified in the SPMC from
which letters have been obtained having anything to do with a
radiological emergency at Seabrook Station. The letter from
[ protected information) states that the hospital has agreed
to work with New Hampshire Yankee only to the extent "to
assess feasibility and appropriateness" of the hospital
providing services as a host facility. There is no agreement
or even mention that (protected information] might provide
any monitoring or decontamination services for evacuees from
hospitals in the EPZ. The letter of agreement with
(protected information] commits that facility only to the
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provision of acute care beds for nursing home patients and
states specifically that [ protected information] "would not
be utilized for evaluation and treatment of ' contaminated
injured' members of the public." The letter of agreement
with [ protected information) requires only that the hospital
have a minimum of one physician and one nurse on call within
2 hours capable of supervising, evaluating and treating
radiologically contaminated injured members of the general
public. No estimate of the number of evacuees [ protected
information] could treat is provided. The letter of
agreement with (protected information] has only to do with
the hospital's acceptance of hospital patients. No mention
whatsoever is made of monitoring or decontamination
capaoility. The letter of agreement with [ protected
information] does not specify the extent of services to be
provided. Further, the arrangements for transporting victims
or (sic] radiological accidents to medical facilities are
inadequate. The SPMC states at 2.4-3 that the NHY-ORO
maintains letters of agreement and/or contracts with
ambulance companies capable of transporting non-ambulatory
and contaminated and/or injured individuals as listed in
Appendix M. However, the Ambulance letters of Agreement in
Appendix C only support a total of 42 ambulances, at least 4
of which will not be available since [ protected information]
has gone out of business. Furthermore, these same ambulances
are to be drawn upon to transport special facilities
populations to host facilities. According to Appendix M, all
42 of the ambulances from Appendix C are needed for
evacuation of the listed special facilities, leaving none for
the functions stated at 2.4-3.

Applicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this
!

contention into litigation.

I

SAPL Contention No. 6

The SPMC fails to meet the requirements of 10 CFR
5 50. 4 7 (a) (1) , 5 50. 47 (b) (3) , 5 50. 4 7 (b) (10) and NUREG - 0654

| Rev. 1 Supp. 1. II.J.10.C and J.10 g. because the method of
picking up evacuees along predesignated bus routes,'

transporting them to transfer points and then busing them to
reception centers as described in the SPMC is not a
practicable means of providing adequate public protection.

Bases

There are no time factors provided in the SPMC for the
traversing of the bus routes in the 6 Massachusetts
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communities. Amendment 3 of the SPMC no longer includes even
any route maps for the 6 Massachusetts communities. People I

who are older and young children cannot be expected to stand
along the side of the road awaiting buses, especially in
inclement weather and at night. There is further the
potential for plume passage overhead which would directly
contaminate these transport dependent people. Further, the
use of Transfer Points adds to the total evacuation time.
Additionally, use of some of the Transport Points is contrary
to local ordinances. For example, the use of a Transfer
Point on Hillside Avenue in Amesbury violates the Town of
Amesbury's zoning by-laws and the Transfer Point at Higaland
Road in Newbury is not permitted by applicable zoning laws.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation. However, any order admitting the

contention should make clear that evidence will not be

received on the issue of whether the transfer points are in

violation of zoning ordinances. Prescinding from the issue

of whether the activities contemplated at a transfer point

could lawfully be limited by zoning laws because they do not

involve a structure or extension of use of property, the

governing presumption is that the government officials will

act to protect their citizens, and this presumption is not

rebuttable. 10 CFR S 50.47 (c) (1) (iii) (B) . This being the

case it is not conceivable under such a presumption, that

anyone would issue a cease and desist order to persons

dispatching cuses to rescue persons during an emergency.

Unless and until the courts of The Commonwealth of

Massachusetts rule that zoning properly prohibits the

designation of the TPs involved, there is no issue to be

considered by this Board.
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SAPL Contention No. 7

The SPMC fails to provide reasonable assurance of
adequate public protection because there are no plans and no
specific designations of host facilities to which each
special facility is to evacuate and no personnel specified to
effect the appropriate protective actions for those
facilities. Further, the lack of plans for the Amesbury
schools affects students from So. Hampton, N.H. who attend
Amesbury High School. Therefore, the requirements of 10 CFR
5 50.47 (a) {l) , 5 50.47 (b) (10) and NUREG - 0654 II J.10 d and
Article [ sic] XIV of the U.S. Constitution are not met.

Bases

There are no plans of any description and no
specifically designated host facilities for the hospitals,
nursing homes, day care centers, schools or other special
facilities listed in Appendix M of the plan, though there is
now reference to "generic" plans for these facilities in
Amendment 3 to Appendix F. Appendix M's Index identifies
[ protected information) as the sole listing under "Host
School Facilities" and under "Host Special Facilities." The
description of the facility in the letter of agreement is
that it consists of an auditorium and wings totalling
approximately 125,000 sq. ft. This does not assure an
adequate facility for receipt of special facility residents
or clients. Further, [ protected information] is used for
circuses, rodeos and the like and may not be available should
such an event be in progress at the time of an emergency.
The [ protected information) is to take some nursing home
residents, though there is no specification of the number
that can be taken. The same is true of the letters of
agreements with [ protected information) regarding the number
of hospital patients that can be received and cared for.
There is therefore no reasonable assurance of adequate host
facility services being provided under the SPMC.

Furthermore, there are no teachers or health care
facility workers designated in the SPMC to provide services
such as supervising children and assisting the elderly and

j infirm to board evacuation vehicles. Neither are there any
NHY-ORO personnel designated to provide such services.'

Therefore, there is no reasonable assurance of adequate
personnel to carry out the protective action responses for
special facilities. The lack of plan protection for South

! Hampton students who attend school in Amesbury, MA results in
those students not having equal protection under the law,l

contrary to the requirements of Article [ sic) XIV of the U.S.
'

| Constitution.
|

t
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Acolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of the

first sentence of this contention into litigation. As to the

second sentence and the reference to the Fourteenth Amendment

to the Constitution of the United States we would note the

following: The equal protection clause of the U.S.

Constitution applies to state action, not private action.

Massachusetts by definition is not authoring SPMC so it is

difficult to see how the Equal Protection Clause could come

into play. Prescinding from this, there simply is no unequal

protection. All students who attend Amesbury High, whether

they be citizens of Massachusetts or citizens of New

Hampshire are being treated the same. If the New Hampshire

students are unhappy about going to school in a State where

the government has declared an intention not to protect the

inhabitants of the state, their solution is to go to school

somewhere in New Hampshire where the government does not see

any advantage to refusing to provide state-planned protection

to its citizens. The second sentence and the reference to

"Article [ sic] XIV of the U.S. Constitution" should be

stricken from the contention.

SAPL Contention No. 8

The area of planning of the plume exposure Emergency
Planning Zone (EPZ) under the SPMC is not of sufficient
extent to provide reasonable assurance of adequate public
protection because it excludes the City of Haverhill,
Massachusetts which is a significant population center
through which a major evacuation route I 495, traverses.
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Therefore, the requirements of 10 CFR 550.47 (a) (1) and
5 50. 47 (c) (2) have not been met.

Bases

The City of Haverhill, MA is a major urban population
center c roughly 50,000 people. The 10-mile radial circle
around Seabrook Station cuts through the City of Haverhill at
its northeastern boundary. A major evacuation route, I 495,
cuts across the City of Haverhill and, as a result, Haverhill
is going to have a major involvement in controlling
evacuating traffic and controlling access to the EPZ.
Evacuees from Amesbury, Merrimac and West Newbury will
progress on I 495 through the City of Haverhill enroute to
the reception center in North Andover, MA. The situation of
the City of Haverhill is analogous to the situation of a
smaller city, the City of Portsmouth, N.H. Like Haverhill, a
major evacuation route, I-95 cuts through Portsmouth and the
city is a population center. Though only a small portion of
Portsmouth is cut through by the 10-mile EPZ radial boundary,
it is included in the EPZ.

The City of Haverhill has numerous schools, nursing
homes, a hospital and other special facilities. The
residents of the city could not receive adequate protection
on an ad hgg basis. There was no reasoned basis for the
exclusion of Haverhill from the group of municipalities
included in the EPZ.

Acolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. We are unadvised how

"such conditions as demography, topography, land

characteristics, access routes, and jurisdictional

boundaries," 10 CFR 5 50. 47 (c) (2) , dictate an enlargement of

the Seabrook EPZ at this late date. The only reasons given

for doing so are safety reasons i.e., the fact that a major

evacuation route goes through Haverhill and the existence o'.

"schools, nursing homes, a hospital and other special

facilities." It is to be noted that any municipality ir.

Massachusetts through which I-495 runs fits this same

description. It is settled that contentions seeking
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adjustment of an EPZ "about 10 miles in radius" for safety

reasons constitute impermissible challenges to the

Commission's regulations. Lona Island Lichtina Co. (Shoreham

Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-87-12, 26 NRC 383, 395

(1987).

SAPL Contention No. 9

The SPMC fails to provide reasonable assurance of
adequate public alerting and notification because there are
no longer fixed sirens in the Massachusetts portion of the
EPZ, the Vehicular Alert and Notification Syntem (VANS) for
the Massachusetts portion of the EPZ is impractical in
certain weather and accident scenarios, and it will not
provide the required public alerting within a 15 minute time
span. Further, the means by which transients in the Parker
River National Wildlife Refuge on Plum Island are to be
notified by the U.S. Dept. of Interior are not specified.
Therefore, the requirements of 10 CFR 5 50.47 (a) (1) , 5
50. 47 (b) (5) and 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix E, Section IV D.3 and
NUREG - 0654 Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II, E.6 have not been met.

Bases

Amendment 3 of the SPMC references a Vehicular Alert and
Notification System (VANS) for the Massachusetts portion of
the EPZ which consists of truck borne Whelen sirens which are
to be raised with some sort of lifting device. (SPMC at 3.2-
13) These trucks are supposed to be located throughout or
near the Massachusetts Plume Exposure EPZ at staging areas,
which are as of yet unspecified. Further, they are to be
manned on a 24 hour (continuous) basis by personnel who have
not been identified. The VANS are to be dispatched to
certain locations which have not been identified in the plan
(SPMC at Table 3.2-3). There were 43 sirens listed for the
Massachusetts portion of the EPZ but there is no indication
that there will be an equal number of VANS trucks. There is
supposed to be the back up of a helicopter mounted PA system,
but the plan fails to specify how many helicopters are
available and where they are to be staged from. Though there
is a LOA with Wiggin Airways in Norwood for up to 5
helicopters, it simply expresses an intent to enter into a
contract for provision of the helicopters. That contract has
not yet been provided.

There is no reasonable assurance that the VANS system
provides adequate public alerting and notification capability
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because the continuous manning of the VANS has not been
documented, the time to get the VANS to proper locations has
not been demonstrated to be within or even near 15 minutes.
The appropriate sound coverage of the Massachusetts portion
of the EPZ by the VANS has not been shown and the total
reliability of the system in times of adverse weather with

,

the potential for icy and/or flooded roadways is not likely.
Adverse weather conditions could also impair or obviate the
use of the back up helicopter mounted PA system. Even in
good weather, the proper coordination of the siren system in
New Hampshire with that in Massachusetts is very unlikely.
Getting the legal authorization to sound the sirens will take
up time in Massachusetts and the time for the VANS to get to
their proper locations will also take time. Undue delay and
lack of coordinated siren sounding is almost certain.

The specifics by which personnel from the Dept. of
Interior are to get to the Parker River Wildlife Refuge on
Plum Island are not set forth in the plan and are not,
therefore, shown to be within the reasonable time
requirements.

Aeolicants' Position

This contention is not within the jurisdiction of th2s

Board. It is under the jurisdiction of the Onsite Licensing

Board and, therefore, should be rejected.

SAPL Contention No. 10

The SPMC fails to provide reasonable assurance of
adequate public protection because the SPMC does not address
the situation where evacuees in the beach areas will be
trapped in traffic for hours without an option to take
shelter or implement any other realistic measures to protect
themselves. The SPMC therefore does not meet the
requirements of 10 CFR 5 50.47 (a) (1) , 5 50.47 (b) (10) and
NUREG - 0654 Rev. 1 Supp. 1 at J.9 and II J. 10 d., g, k and
m.

Bases

Under the SPMC, the NHY-ORO will not recommend any
precautionary actions until a Site Area Emergency or General
Emergency is declared. The traffic in the beach areas is
sufficiently heavy that there may be passage of a plume
overhead while evacuees are confined (entrapped) in traffic
for hours. The SPMC makes no specific mention of and
includes no implementing procedures for a sheltering option
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for beachgoers. The plan does not, therefore, make any :

provision for those evacuees whose mobility is impaired due '

to confinement as a result of heavy traffic, as NUREG - 0654
Rev. 1 Supp. 1 requires at II.J.10.d.

Acolicants' Position

A reading of the contention and the basis together

leaves the reader in a quandary as to what is being

contended. The language of the contention itself seems to

indicate that the thrust of the contention is that because
,

there will be traffic congestion and there is no shelter,

some minimum required dose savings requirement will not be

met. If that is the thrust of this contention it should be

rejected. There is no requirement that the Applicant

demonstrate that any preset minimum dose savings can and will

be achieved in all circumstances. Lona Island Lichtina Co.

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-86-13, 24 NRC

22, 30 (1986); Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre

Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI-83-10, 17 NRC
,

528, 533 (1983) ; Notice of Rulemakina, Licensing of Nuclear

Power Plants Where State and/or Local Governments Decline to

Cooperate in Offsite Emergency Planning, 52 Fed. Reg. 6980,

6982 (March 6, 1987); Notice of Promulaation of Rule

Evaluation of the Adequacy of off-Site Emergency Planning for

Nuclear Power Plants at the Operating License Stage Where

State and/or Local Governments Decline To Participate in Off-

Site Emergency Planning, 52 Fed. Reg. 42078, 42084 - 85;

Ruling Precluding Admission of Sholly et al. Testimony, II.

5594 - 5609..
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The statement of basis may be read as asserting that

there must exist a shelter option for all beachgoers. If

this is the thrust of the contention, it too should be

rejected. There is no requirement in the regulations or

applicable law that sheltering be available as an option to

evacuation for all persons in a nuclear power plant EPZ.

ASLB MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Rulina on Contentions and

Establishina Date and Location for a Hearina) (Aoril 29,

1986) at 43 - 45

Finally, the first sentence of the basis makes reference

to the concept that SPMC does not call for early beach 1

closure or other precautionary action to be taken prior to

the Site Area Emergency stage of an event. Applicants would

have no objection to the admission of a contention to the ,

effect that:

SPMC should be modified to recommend beach closure or
other precautionary action at the alert level.

Contentions of the Town of Amesbury (TOA)

TOA Contention No. 1

The SPMC fails to demonstrate that each principal
response organization has staff to respond and to augment its
initial response on a continuous basis, fails to provide for
an adequate number of available manned emergency vehicles,
and otherwise fails to provide reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be taken in the '

event of a radiological emergency, in violation of 10 CFR 5
50.47 (a) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (1) , 50.47 (b) (3) , 50. 47 (b) (6) ,
50. 4 5 (b) (8) , NUREG-0654-FEMA-REP-1, REV. 1 (hereinafter
"NUREG-0654") II.A.1.e, II.A.3, II.A.4, II.C.4, and II.F.1.a.

;
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A. Contrary to Applicants' assertions of "formalized
agreements" demonctrating a commitment to provide certain
emergency response resources, s2g SPMC Plan, p. 1.1-2, many
Letters of Agreement (LOAs) with service providers are
specifically identified only as a "proposed contract," rather
than a binding agreement. See, e.g., [ protected information)
See also, "Letter of Intent to Negotiate" with [ protected
information] The Letter of Agreement with the [ protected.

information], presenting a purported commitment of rprotected
information] vehicles, specifically states the LOA will be
"null and void" if certain issues concerning the Letter of
Agreement are not resolved. Additional Letters of Agreement
are due to expire, by their express terms, on or before
September 1, 1988, or even before completion of litigation on
the SPMC before the Licensing Board. gen, e.g., [ protected

information]. There are no Letters of Agreement with certain
service providers, including (protected information].

,
' Accordingly, there is no reasonable assurance that the

Letters of Agreement proffered by New Hampshire Yankee (NHY)
represent binding commitments by the purported service
providers or that the personnel relied upon in the SPMC will
in fact be available in the event of an actual emergency at
Seabrook Station.

B. Even assuming these Letters of Agreement, on their
face, purported to create a binding commitment to provide
emergency resources, the SPMC fails to demonstrate that those
individuals deemed "available" to perform emergency services
have in fact been asked, and agreed, to provide these
services in an actual emergency, or that these individuals,
many employed far from the EPZ, could promptly be located,
notified, and deployed to respond to a nuclear accident.
Traffic accidents or additional delay will occur as emergency
personnel, business operators, or commuters returning for
family members, must maneuver through outgoing evacuation
traffic, or queue at the perimeter of the EPZ, awaiting
identification checks. SPMC Plan, p. 3.6-14.

ADolicants' Position

TOA 1 should be rejected. Letters of agreement do not,

and are not required to constitute contracts; rather, they

serve "as a statement of interest of the parties entering the

agreement to provide assurance that a support organization

has been notified and has agreed in principle to provide a
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support function." Philadelchia Electric Co. (Limerick
Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-85-14, 21 NRC 1219,

1367 (1985). Furthermore, "(s]eparate (letters of agreement)

are not required for the recipients of services (as opposed

to providers) nor for individuals who collectively provide a

labor force or activity. Nor are separate LOAs required for

response organizations where response functions are covered

by laws, regulations or executive orders. Principal response

organizations are in this latter category." Mencrandum and

Order (Providing Basis for and Revision to Board's Rulings on

Contentions on Revision 2 of NHRERP), May 18, 1987, at 37.

The issue of traffic delays has been litigated in the NHRERP

phase of the hearings and should not be permitted to be

relitigated in this phase of the hearings. Applicants do not

object to the following portion of the basis of the reworded

contention:

There are no Letters of Agreement with certain
service providers, i.e., [ protected information).

The hopelessly general phrase "and otherwise fails to

provide reasonable assurance that adequate protective

measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological

emergency, in violation of [550.47 and NUREG-0654]" that TOA

attached to each one of their contentions should be rejected.

TOA Contention No. 2

The SPMC fails to establish a system for disseminating
to the public appropriate information to respond to an
emergency, fails to establish the administrative and physical
means for providing prompt instructions to the public, fails
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to demonstrate that there is an adequate legal basic for the
actions to be taken by emergency response personnel and
otherwise fails to provide reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a
radiological emergency, in violation of 10 CFR S 50.47 (a) (1) ,
50. 4 7 (b) (1) , 50. 4 7 (b) (5) , NUREG-0654 II.A.2.b, II.E.5 and
II.E.6.

Basis

A. Assuming the Commonwealth and EPZ municipalities
would delegate authority te NHY to perform governmental
emergency respcnse functior.9, gag, SPMC Plan, p. 3.1-2, an
assumption the Town of Amesbury denies, the anticipated
protracted delay in obtaining this authority under emergency
conditions would preclude prompt public notification or a
timely public emergency response. Sag, NUREG-0654 II.E.6 and
NUREG-0654 Appendix 3 (b) (2) (a) . For example, following NHY
notification to *.he Commonwealth of an emergency, NHY must
explain its own capabilities, and brief the Commonwealth on
the emergency. 'ROCEDURES 2.14, p. 5. The Commonwealth,
under the SPMC, then is required to assess its protective
action response (PAR) capabilities and, if inadequate,
purportedly may authorize NHY to implement police powers to
provide assistance. Id; SPMC Plan, p. 3.1-2. The
cumulative effect of these delays, briefings, multiple
notifications, and communications through numerous lines of
authority, will result in substantial delay in public
notification and in timely PARS by the public, even if it is
assumed that police power authority ultimately may be
delegated by the Commonwealth and EPZ towns.

B. Even assuming prompt authorization by the
Commonwealth for NHY to direct all PARS, the SPMC indicates
that additional time will be required for coordination of EBS
messages and PARS between the Commonwealth and the State of
New Hampshire. SPMC Plan, p.3.2-16. There has not been, nor
is there anticipated, however, any joint training or
emergency exercises between government officials from New
Hampshire and Massachusetts. Many governmental officials in
both states are unfamiliar with the planning documents.
Public notification, and coordinated PARS between the states,
will at a minimum, be unreasonably delayed under actual
emergency conditions.

C. Applicants, in substance, have characterized the
content of EBS ressages as critical determinants of human
behavior response to a radiological emergency at Seabrook
Station. Assuming that EBS messages have this impact on
human behavior, as alleged, it is irrational for the SPMC to
permit, indeed to rely upon, ad hoc preparation of EBS
messages while an actual emergency is in progress.
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PROCEDURES 2.13, p. 7. This ad hoc preparation, under the
stresses of an actual emergency, will generate inadequate,
ill-prepared, or conflicting emergency information for the
public. Shadow evacuation, aberrant driver behavior, role
conflict among emergency response personnel, or other human
behaviors which contravene the SPMC, will occur with
substantially increased frequency, and the public safety will
be unduly compromised.

Anolicants' Position

Much of TOA 2 should be rejected because: 1) it assumes

non-cocperation by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, in

violation of 10 CFR S 50.47 (c) (1) (iii) ; 2) it raises the

Commonwealth's failure to participate in planning as a fault

of the SPMC when the fault is only attributable to the

current Executive; and 3) insofar as the Commonwealth's

refusal to plan may necessarily result in more time spent on

coordinating EBS messages or protective action

recommendations, the SPMC is accarded due allowance under 10

CFR 5 50.47 (c) (1) (iii) . To the extent that TOA 2 raises

issues of human behavior in response to EBS messages, these

have been fully litigated in the NHRERF phase of the hearings

and should not be permitted to be relitigated in this phase

of the hearings. ToA 2 faults the SPMC for relying upon "ad

hoc preparation of EBS messages." To the extent that SPMC

calls for any "ad hoc preparation", it does so to reflect the

realities of a given scenario, as some blanks can be filled

in only when the specific information is available. If the

Board deems this argument to go more to the merits of the

contention than its admissibility, the Applicants suggest the

following rewording:
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The SPMC is deficient in permitting and relying on
ad han preparation of EBS messages.

TOA Contention No. 3

The SPMC fails to make adequate provisions for prompt
communications among principle response organizations,
emergency personnel and the public, fails to specifically
establish the emergency responsibilities of the various
supporting crganizations, and otherwise fails to provide
reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can
and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency at
Seabrook Station in violation of 10 CFR S 50.47 (a) (1) ,
50. 47 (b) (1) , 50. 47 (b) ( 6) , NUREG-0654 II.A and II.F.

Basis

The SPMC itself acknowledges the obvious of "the
potential for delay from the lack of governmental
preplanning." SPMC Plan, p. 1.1-1. Many Commonwealth
officials with responsibilities for emergency planning, both
state and local, have never reviewed or trained in the SPMC,
have not conducted any drills or exercises in the SPMC, and
have never attempted to coordinate an emergency response,
either by drill or exercise, with NHY officials, or with the
State of New Hampshire. State and local response to an
actual emergency would be both ad hoc and substantially
delayed as liaisons attempt to brief government officials on
the intricacies of the SPMC. Een, e.g., SPMC Plan, pp. 2.1-
21, 2.1-22. Significant delay and confusion will occur from
the interface between NHY officials, who lack practical
experience or familiarity with local conditions, and
experienced state and local government officials, who lack
any familiarity with the SPMC. Similarly, contrary to the
dictates of NUREG-0654 (see, NUREG-0654 SF Intearated
Guidance and Criteria, p. 23), planning for the Seabrook EPZ
lacks an integrated and coordinated focus. The NHRERP has
been developed in isolation from the SPMC, with both plans
prepared without the cooperation or participation of many
state and/or local government officials. Regardless of
whether government officials attempt to rely upon the SPMC,
this lack of coordination in emergency planning necessarily
will be reflected as an uncoordinated and disjointed
emergency response during an actual emergency. The prompt
coordination between New Hampshire and Massachusetts,
therefore, which is one of the "fundamental functions" of the
SPMC, is illusory. Sag, SPMC Plan, p. 1.1-3. Among the
conflicts to be anticipated from a lack of coordinated
planning or emergency response training are:
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a. There is an acoustical overlap of the siren systems
for Massachusetts and New Hampshire and sirens in New
Hampshire are relied upon, in part, for acoustical coverage
in the Massachusetts EPZ. When, for example, an ALERT is
declared, the NHRERP relies upon beach closure, utilizing
public address systems on the beaches to announce closings.
122, e.g., NHRERP, Volume 18A, Appendix G, p. G-2, 3. The
SPMC, however, apparently excludes early beach closure as a
protective action response. See, SPMC Plan, p. 3.6-9.
Accordingly, those individuals located in the EPZ, near the
area of the Massachusetts /New Hampshire border, may be
subjected to conflicting or inaccurate PARS.

b. The NHRERP apparently relies upon shelter as a
potential PAR for the beach population, while the SPMC may
rely exclusively upon evacuation during the summer months.
Sag, SPMC Plan, p. .6-9 (sic). Therefore, it is likely that
conflicting recommendations for protective actions will be
disseminated to beach populations immediately adjacent one to
another, with consequent confusion, delay, and undue risk to
the public safety.

c. Given the divergent views of the governors of the
States of New Hampshire and Massachusetts, with respect to
the efficacy of the evacuation plans, and even assuming the
Governor of Massachusetts was inclined to attempt to
implement the SPMC, a hypothesis the Town of Amesbury denies,
it is likely that the two governors, or emergency response
personnel within the two states, may order conflicting
recommendations for protective action to the public. These
conflicting recommendations may have the practical effect of
making implementation of the emergency plans increase
radiation dosage to the public, over an ad hoc response.

ADolicants' Position

In part, the basis of TOA 3 duplicates that of TOA 2 and

should be rejected for the same reason, namely, that the

Commonwealth's failure to plan is a fault of the current

Executive and not an inadequacy of the SPMC. TOA alleges the

likelihood of conflicting protective action recommendations

for New Hampshire and Massachusetts residents, which

apparently would result from the "divergent views of the

governors" of the two states. The contention is without
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basis. Divergent views need not be in conflict. While the

protective action recommended might differ in the two

jurisdictions, the differences are not in conflict with each

other. There is no suggestion that the governor of one state

will countermand the directive of the other with respect to

that governor's citizenry._ TOA presents no support for its

bare allegation that "inaccurate" protective action

recommendations would be given by either Governor. The

speculation that persons at or near the Massachusetts - New

Hampshire border may be advised of the recommendations of

each state does not make out any deficiency in the SPMC. The

particularity requirement requires that a contention both

identify a regulation that is supposedly being violated and

contain sufficient detail as to the nature of the supposed

violation as to permit the Board to determine how it is

supposedly being violated. Public Service Comoany of New

Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-82-106, 16

NRC 1649, 1656 n.7 (1982). See also Kansas Gas & Electric

Co. (Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit 1), LBP-84-1, 19 NRC

29, 33 (1984). TOA 3 should be rejected for failing to meet

the particularity requirement.

TOA Contention No. 4

The SPMC fails to provide for adequate personnel or
resources to implement the SPMC, including a comprehensive
traffic management plan, fails to provide for appropriate
means of relocation for the public, and otherwise fails to
provide reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological
emergency at Seabrook Station in violation of 10 CFR S
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50. 47 (a) (1) , 50. 4 7 (b) (1) , 50. 4 7 (b) (8) , 50.47 (b) (10) , NUREG-
0654 II.A and II.J.10.

1

Basis

A. Following declaration of an emergency, the SPMC
provides that bus companies should be contacted to "determine
the number of drivers and vehicles (buses and vans, if
applicable). which would be available and their mobilization
times bus company managers will call back with the. . .

number of vehicles and drivers which can be provided . "
. .

PROCEDURES 2.10, p. 5. This underscores two significant
inadequacies in the SPMC:

(1) On its face, the SPMC indicates that each Letter of
Agreement does ngt accurately state the number of manned
vehicles which a particular company can provide in an actual
emergency, and that this determination will only be made at
the time of an actual emergency.

(2) Substantial delay in deploying emergency
transportation will occur as each bus company attempts to
determine its availability of manned vehicles. For the SPMC
indicates that bus companies will be assigned'to a particular
need only after each bus company has assessed its available
resources, informed NHY, and the total resource pool is
known. Ega, PROCEDURES 2.10, p. 5 (B) and (F).

B. There is no reasonable assurance of adequate
personnel necessary to staff the traffic control points
(TCPs) since:

(1) The SPMC identifies 16 traffic guides for the
Town of Amesbury for implementation of the SPMC. Appendix J,
p. A-2. The Town, however, has substantially fewer police,
or other adequate available personnel, to staff these 16 TCPs
in the event of an actual emergency;

(2) The Town of Amesbury will in fact require
substantially more than 16 traffic guides to staff
anticipated and significant traffic choke points. The SPMC,
however, ignored the express recommendations of the police
chief for the Town of Amesbury, that the Town be provided
more than twice the number of traffic guides than the 16
presently allocated under the SPMC. Accordingly, there is no
showing of adequate available personnel to staff those TCPs
provided for in the SPMC and, even if the 16 traffic guides
are available, this number of traffic guides will be wnolly
inadequate to handle reasonably anticipated traffic
congestion within the Town in the event of an actual
emergency.
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(3) The Town's limited police personnel, even
assuming their availability, would confront substantial
additional duties, beyond staffing TCP's, including security,
crowd control, relocating prisoners, and staffing the police
station. The SPMC, however, makes no provision for, nor
allocates personnel, to perform these necessary functions.

C. The SPMC fails to demonstrate that those NHY
employees who are "added personnel to provide protective
action support," SPMC Plan, p. 1.1-2, have adequate training
or experience to perform their emergency response functions.
For example, under the SPMC, individuals may serve as traffic
guides, to maintain order and control of thousands of
evacuating vehicles, although these individuals have no prior
experience in performing these duties. SPMC Plan, p. 2.1-27.
Without practical experience, however, these proffered
"traffic guides" will be incompetent to perform their
emergency response duties under actual emergency conditions.
Additionally, the training provided to emergency response
workers, including traffic guides, under the SPMC is wholly
inadequate to simulate an emergency or to provide reasonable
assurance that personnel trained in conformance with the SPMC
in fact will be able to perform their functions under actual
emergency conditicns. For example, the SPMC relies heavily
upon classroom and table top instruction, as well as walk-
throughs. Appendix K, pp. K-2, 3. Apparently no experience
or prior employment is required for eligibility for many SPMC
positions or to satisfactorily complete SPMC training.
Appendix K, pp. K-3, 4. Instructors in the SPMC apparently
may qualify simply by providing an "applicable current'

resume." Appendix K, p. K-8. Even assuming the numbers of
utility personnel alleged to be available in the SPMC are
reasonably accurate, therefore, the SPMC fails to demonstrate
that these personnel, although qualifying under SPMC
requirements, will in fact be capable of performing their
emergency response functions.

D. The SPMC fails to provide an adequate protect'.ve
action plan, including necessary staffing, for schools,
nursing homes, and other special facilities. Een, e.g., SPMC
Plan, pp. 3.6-3 through 3.6-8.

(1) Although the SPMC claims to "fully compensate"
for lack of planning or participation by state and local
governments, the SPMC apparently does not allocate, with the
exception of drivers, any personnel to assemble, supe rvise ,
board or evacuate students, nursing home residents or other
special needs individuals. Egg, e.g., SPMC Plan, p. 1.4-1.
The SPMC, therefore, represents a non plan for Massachusetts'

special needs populations.
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(2) Whether or not the "assistance" to be offered
to schools and special needs facilities under the SPMC may be
intended to include emergency personnel to physically
assemble, evacuate, or shelter those in need, gas, PROCEDURES
1.9, pp. 9, 10, there are no specific personnel designated to
perform these functions. There are no specific procedures
detailing how particular PARS should be accomplished. There
is no plan in the SPMC as to how the PARS will be
implemented.

E. The SPMC identifies a number of generic "supporting
plans" which purportedly include PAR plans for a number of
special facilities, as well as plans for transportation
service providers. Appendix F. Many of these alleged plans
have not been provided to the parties and, necessarily, must
be deemed inadequate. To the extent "draft" generic plans
may have been provided, gas, Item 10, Status of the Level of
Participation of Support Organizations in Mass. Communities,
the "drafts" lack specificity and improperly assume special
facilities employees will carry out emergency response
functions.

F. To the extent the SPMC may assume the cooperation
and participation of teachers and health care workers to
implement protective action responses for students and
special needs populations, Eeg, PROCEDURES 1.9, p. 3 (NHY to
"support schools in their responses" to PARS) the Town of
Amesbury asserts that a substantial number of these teachers
and health care workers will experience role conflict and
will abandon their employment duties to ensure the safety of
their own families, friends and loved ones in the event of an
actual emergency. Accordingly, there will not be sufficient
personnel to implement the SPMC or to protect the special
needs populations.

G. To the extent the SPMC may rely upon, and assume
the participation or cooperation of local government
officials, the Town of Amesbury asserts that a substantial
number of these individuals will experience role conflict and
will, at a minimum, be substantially delayed in responding to
an actual emergency at Seabrook in order to first look to the
safety of their own families. Accordingly, there will not be

;

sufficient personnel to implement the SPMC or to protect the'

special needs populations.

H. There is no reasonable assurance that the bus
drivers who purportedly have agreed to respond to an
emergency at Seabrook in fact have sufficient experience or
training to perform this function. Under the SPMC, bus

i drivers of emergency vehicles are not required to have any
prior experience in emergency operations, no prior experience
with special needs populations, and no prior experience
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busing small children, including school children. SPMC Plan,
pp. 2.1-29, 30. Additionally, even assuming these
individuals have adequate training and experience, the SPMC
fails to demonstrate that the individual bus drivers, or
other private citizens with apparent emergency roles such as
teachers and health care staff, have in fact agreed to be
available to drive in an actual emergency.

I. The SPMC unreasonably assumes that "standard law
enforcement, fire and rescue needs, and snow removal agencies
are expected to be within local capabilities supported by
mutual aid agreements." SPMC Plan, pp. 2.4-3, 2.4-4. This
assumption is insupportable since:

(1) Those private individuals providing routine
services, such as snow removal, will likely abandon these
duties in the event of an actual emergency, and have
otherwise not committed, by LOA, to assume these functions;

(2) Mutual aid agreements necessarily assume a
limited and localized emergency where surrounding towns can
assist in a response. In an emergency at Seabrook Station,
however, each town will not have sufficient resources to deal
with its own emergency needs, let alone allocate additional
resources to surrounding communities under mutual aid
agreements.

(3) Massachusetts State Police lack adequate
personnel or resources to promptly compensate for
deficiencies in local government personnel or in NHY
employees.

J. The Traffic Management Plan for the Town of
Amesbury is inaccurate or incomplete and fails to depict
certain anticipated bottlenecks and choke points at key
intersections in the town. For example, the routing map at
Amesbury Center, Appendix J, p. A-3, TCP No. B-AM-01, omits
the intersection with Friend Street, although up to 1/6 of
Amesbury's resident population could be expected, during an
emergency, to access on to Friend Street, which is adjacent
to the Amesbury High School and Cashman Elementary School.
No traffic control is provided under the SPMC for these
likely congested areas, even though the SPMC itself
contemplates that parents will be returning to schools to'

pick up their children. SPMC Plan, p. 3.1-6. Similarly, the
Amesbury Transfer area, where evacuation buses will be
entering and exiting, is located approximately 1/4 mile from
Amesbury Center, The SPMC, however, provides only two
traffic guides to manage this entire area, which would be
wholly inadegaate given anticipated traffic volume, including
omergency venicles.
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K. TCP No. B-AM-06 presents a primary evacuation route
of the intersection of I-95 and Route 110. Notwithstanding i

'

repeated notification by the Town of Amesbury to NHY, the
SPMC still apparently provides for evacuation traffic to
scale a grassy median, bounded by granite curbing, as the
recommended evacuation route. Egg, Appendix J, p. A-2. This
traffic management plan is impractical, dangerous, and will
result in numerous accidents and disabled vehicles. Although
this TCP represents a key choke point in delaying or impeding
evacuating traffic, this TCP is staffed by an inadequate
number of traffic control guides.

L. Many maps of traffic control posts have been
omitted from the SPMC. Egg, e.g., Appendix J, pp. A-6 to A-
11. The traffic management plan is therefore incomplete,
unintelligible, and provides inadequate direction for
managing an evacuation.

M. Many maps of evacuation bus routes have been
omitted from the SPMC. Egg, e.g., Appendix J, pp. A-12 to A-
19. The traffic management plan is therefore incomplete,
unintelligible, and provides inadequate direction for
managing an evacuation.

N. Route 110, running from the Town of Salisbury west
to Amesbury, is a principal evacuation route under the SPMC.
This route, however, has no medians or shoulders, lanes
frequently change from 4 to 3 down to even 2 lanes, yet the
SPMC provides no traffic control to restrict lane access or
avoid potential head-on collisions between evacuating traffic
and incoming emergency vehicles.

O. The SPMC provides that alternate evacuation routes
may be utilized to expedite traffic flow. SPMC Plan, p. 3.6-
14. The SPMC, however, fails to demonstrate that NHY traffic
guides will be familiar with local areas, or will have
adequate training to shift locations of TCPs to expedite
traffic flow under emergency conditions. Alteration of TCPs
and traffic control devices, in heavy traffic, will present
dangerous conditions beyond the capabilities of NHY
employees.

P. The SPMC violates certain provisions of the TOA
zoning ordinance, including planned use of sirens which
exceed established noise levels and apparent establishment of
an evacuation vehicle transfer area for the Town of Merrimac
within an Amesbury residential zone.

Q. Due to the lack of trairing, coordination,
specificity, or other inadequacies in the SPMC, as set forth
above, the public may receive radiation doses at least as
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great as if the SPMC were ignored entirely, or if emergency
response was solely ad hoc.

ADolicants' Position

The general contention of TOA 4 should be rejected as

too broad for the few admissible specific contentions which

lie within the statement of supporting bases.

Basis A describes a process of contacting service

providers and deternining specific resources in the event of

an emergency. This process is certainly not unique to the

SPMC, but is used routinely in radiological emergency

planning. TOA's description of the process does not identify

an inadequacy in the SPMC. The charge is spurious that

because one checks specific resources at the time of an

emergency one's letters of agreement are inaccurate; this

charge should be rejected.

Basis B's complaint that more traffic guides are needed

"to staff anticipated and significant traffic choke points"

should be rejected as lacking specificity. The purpose of

the specificity requirement is, inter alia, to put the Staff
,

and the Applicants on notice as to what they must defend

against or oppose. PhiladelDhia Electric Co. (Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13, 20

(1974); Florida Power & Licht Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear

Generating Station, Units 3 and 4), LBP-81-14, 13 NRC 677,

686-87 (1981). TOA's generalized complaint about the number

of traffic guides assigned to ToA does not give proper notice

of what the Applicants must defend against.
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As TOA is wrong in its premise that TOA personnel are

the only available traffic guidos, the Applicants object to

the portion of Basis B(3) that seeks to litigate "additional

duties." The SPMC is structured on the theory that

governmental agencies only are called upon to do what they

would be required to do every day in the absence of an

emergency at Seabrook. SPMC 5 2.2.1 That is to say, it is

assumed that police are responsible for catching bank robbers

and firefighters will put out fires just as they usually

would. The SPMC assumes that the ORO will supply all the

personnel necessary to implement the SPMC. Obviously any and

all help which the government elects to provide will be

utilized, and should the government elect to take over

implementation of the SPMC, the ORO will make its resources

available.

Basis C alleges generally that NHY employees are not

adequately trained or experienced, but it only specifically

takes issue with the training or experience of traffic guides

and SPMC Instructors, and the contentior, should therefore be

limited to those two positions.

Basis D alleges that the SPMC does not allocate

additional staff to special facilities other than ambulance

and bus drivers, but, as there is no requirement for any

automatic provision of such additional staff, this provides

no basis for litigation. TOA has given no indication that
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any additional staff is desired, let alone necessary, at any

particular special facility.

Basis E complains that TOA has not been provided with

supporting plans listed in SPMC Appendix F and that such

plans are therefore inadequate. TOA cannot demonstrate a

basis for a contention by reference to documents it says it

does not have, has not described, and fails to criticize. Egg

Philadelchia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station, Units

1 and 2), ALAB-804, 21 NRC 587, 590-94 (1985). It is

inadequate to request a hearing in order to explore the

possibility of discovering a basis. "The commission's

regulations require such basis to be supplied in the

contention -- not developed at a hearing." Philadelchia

Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2),

ALAB-845, 24 NRC 220, 235 (1986) (emphasis original).

Basis E also alleges that if TOA has been provided with

supporting plans, they are not specific and they improperly

assume that special facility employees will do their

emergency jobs. TOA does not tie these allegations (lack of

specificity in generic plans and human behavior assumption)

to any supposed violation of a regulation. As noted above,

the particularity requirement is that a contention both

identify a regulation that is supposedly being violated and

contain sufficient detail as to the nature of the supposed

violation as to permit the Board to determine how it is

supposedly being violated. Public Service Comoany of New
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Hamoshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-82-106, 16

NRC 1649, 1656 n.7 (1982). See also Kansas Gas & E.lectric

C22 (Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit 1), LBP-84-1, 19 NRC

29, 33 (1984). The human behavior assumption that TOA claims

is improper has already been fully litigated in the NHRERP

phase of these hearings and its relitigation should not be

permitted.

Bases F and G also attempt to litigate an issue of human

behavior, role conflict, which has been fully litigated in

the NHRERP phase of the hearings. Basis G is also

inadmissible as it contravenes 5 50.47(c) (1) (lii) in assuming
,

that local officials would not generally follow the SPMC.

'

Basis H should be rejected since it is axiomatic that

bus drivers can drive buses and no reason is given why that

would not remain true in an emergency or with special

facilities passengers. As noted above regarding TOA 1,

agreements with individuals such as teachers and health care

staff are not required.

Basis I should be rejected. It complains that the SPMC

should not assume that standard law enforcement, fire and

rescue needs, and snow removal are within local capabilities

supported by mutual aid agreements. As noted above

regarding Basis B, the SPMC is structured on the theory that

governmental agencies only are required to do what they would

be called upon to do every day in the absence of an emergency

at Seabrook. That is to say, it is assumed that police are
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responsible for catching bank robbers and firefighters will

put out fires just as they usually would. The SPMC assumes

that the ORO will supply all the personnel necessary to i

implement the SP.MC. Obviously any and all help which the

government elects to provide will be utilized, and should the

government elect to take over implementation of the SPMC, the

ORO will make its resources available. TOA has no basis for

its statement in paragraph 3 that the Massachusetts State

Police cannot adequately compensate for local deficiencies;

regardless, they are not relied upon in the SPMC for that

function.

The general statements in Basis J fail for the same

reason as the general statements in Basis B, lack of

requisite specificity. Applicants would not object to the 1

admission of the specific contentions in the paragraph, if it

be reworded as follows:

The TOA Traffic Management Plan is deficient in not
providing traffic control for the Friend Street
intersection at TCP No. B-AM-01 and not providing
more than two traffic guides at the Amesbury
Transfer Area.

The general statement in Basis K, sentence 3, should be

rejected as lacking basis. Applicants would not object to

the admission of the specific contention in the paragraph, if

it be reworded as follows:

TCP No. B-AM-06 is deficient in that it calls for
traffic to cross a median and the number of ,

assigned traffic guides is inadequate. |
|

!
i

|
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Applicants would not object to a reworded contention

dealing with the subject of Bases L and M, without the

generalization attached to each, and suggest the following

rewording:

The Traffic Management Plan is deficient in that
many maps of traffic control posts and evacuation
bus routes have been omitted.

Basis N should be rejected as it attempts to relitigate

the lack of additional traffic control measures along routes,

an issue which was fully litigated in the NHRERP phase of

these hearings.

Applicants have no objection to the admission of a

contention worded as is Basis O.

Basis P should be rejected. Issues regarding the siren

prompt notification system are not within the jurisdiction of

this Board; jurisdiction lies with the onsite Board, if it

lies anywhere. This Board also does not have jurisdiction to

entertain zoning ordinance complaints. Even if jurisdiction

were not lacking, however, the basis should be rejected

because it defies common sense to suppose that ToA officials

would outlaw a vehicle transfer area in an emergency on the

ground that it may not pass muster under a residential zoning

ordinance. Such an assumption contravenes 5 50.47 (c) (1) (iii)

in any event.

Basis Q should be rejected. Where it is not utterly

unsupported, it is redundant with preceding paragraphs under

ToA 4.
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TOA Contention No. 5

The SPMC fails to provide reasonably adequate methods -

for assessing and monitoring actual or potential offsite
consequences of a radiological emergency, fails to establish
adequate guidelines for the choice of protective actions
during an emergency, fails to ,nrovide adequate bases for the
choice of recommended protective actions and otherw'.se fails
to provide reasonable assurance that adequate protr.ctive
measures can and will be taken in the event of a cadiological
emergency, in violation of 10 CFR 5 50.47 (a) (1) , 50. 47 (b) (9) ,
50. 4 7 (b) (10) , and NUREG-0654 II.I., II.J.9 and II.J.10.

Basis

Accident assessment by NHY will be conducted throughout
! an emergency "to protect and confirm the offsite consequences

of a radiological emergency." SPMC Plan, p. 3.3-1. Accident
assessment includes dose projections, including examination
of projected first year integrated dose, and formulation of
protective action recommendations. SPMC Plan, pp. 3.3-4,
3.3-7. Initially, projected doses will be used to determine
the most appropriate PAR, since field measurements will not
yet be available. Egg, SPMC Plan, p. 3.4-3. Field
measurements subsequently will be utilized "to refine PARS,"
and the SPMC cautions that dose projections should be
verified by actual measurements "as time permits. ". . .

SPMC Plan, p. 3.4-4, PROCEDURES 2.2, p. 3. The SPMC thereby
acknowledges that initial protective action recommendations
must be provided to the public at a time when there likely
will not be adequate information to determine which PAR,
shelter or evacuation, will provide the public with the
greatest dose savings. For dose projections, based upon
actual environmental data, may be "significantly different"

i from projections determined merely from in-plant parameters,
based upon inaccuracies in meteorological modeling and/or
release rate estimates. PROCEDURES 2.2, p. 3. Inaccuracies
in dose projection will require "probable recomputation of
the dose projections" which could necessitate a change in
PARS to the public to maximize dose savings. 14 Once
committed to evacuation, however, a change in PAR will not

j represent a meaningful option for thousands of evacuees who
; may be unable, or unwilling, to reroute their vehicles

through evacuation traffic to reach designated shelters.'

Additionally, given the already extremely low credibility of
the utility among the members of the public, recommendations
for a change in PAR will likely only further undercut the
public confidence in the utility's directives. It is
reasonable to expect the public, once committed to
evacuation, will continue to follow this PAR, even if this
would result in higher radiation dose levels. Without
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adequate time or information to obtain field measurements,
and given the likely inability or unwillingness of the public
to change to an alternative PAR, the SPMC provides no
reasonable assurance that the plan will maximize dose savings
to the public or that the utility supervisors will "formulate
a PAR based upon actions which provide the greatest dose
savings". ERA, PROCEDURES 2.5, P. 6. In addition, even
assuming that field measurements could timely confirm that
evacuation is the preferred PAR, the SPMC acknowledges that
certain "constraints" such as adverse weather, time of day,
population density in the affected area, road conditions,
access control, and the status of emergency worker
mobilization, could all impact in a manner apparently to
render evacuation the less desirable PAR. Egg, SPMC Plan, p.
3.6-2. Much of this information will likely not be known at
the time the initial PAR is provided to the public. The
SPMC's preferred PAR, evacuation, based upon inadequate
information, therefore would irretrievably commit the public
to a protective response, whether or not that PAR presents
the public with the maximum achievable dose savings under the
circumstances.

ADolicants' Position

TOA 5 should be rejected as without basis. The stated

"Basis" under TOA 5 does not allege any deficiency in the

SPMC. TOA appears to complain that dose projections which

are not based on environmental data may differ from dose >

projections which are based on environmental data and it is

therefore conceivable that a later assessment may suggest a

different protective action recommendation than the one

already recommended to the public. TOA does not appear to

charge that the SPMC should not allow any recommendations to

be made until environmental data is gathered, or indeed that

the SPMC contains any deficiency. TOA certainly does not tie

its speculation about dose projections to any possible

violation of a regulation, as required by the rules governing

the admission of contentions. See Public Service Company of
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New Hamnshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-82-106,

16 NRC 1649, 1656 n.7 (1982).

TOA Contention No. 6

The SPMC fails to provide for a range of protective
actions for the public, including the beach population, and
otherwise fails to provide reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken in the event of an
actual emergency in violation of 10 CFR 5 50.47 (a) (1) ,
50. 4 7 (b) (10) , and NUREG-0654 II.J.9, II.J.10.

Basis

To the extent the SPMC relies upon sheltering as a
protective action response for the public, including the
beach population, the plan is inadequate because there are
not shelters available which will provide meaningful dose
savings. To the extent the SPMC relies upon evacuation, the
plan is inadequate since thousands of people could be unable
to leave during an accident at Seabrook, involving a major
release of radioactivity, and would be without adequato
shelter for as much as the entire duration of that release.
The SPMC is otherwise inadequate for failure to provide dose
savings for the beach population.

Aeolicants' Position

To the extent that TOA 6 is a legal argument that the
,

SPMC must provide more or different public shelter and that a

minimum ETE must be achieved under all conceivable

circumstances, it must fail. All this is is a rerun of the

proposition that there exists a requirement that there is>

some minimum dose savings that an emergency plan must

achieve. There is no requirement that the Applicant

demonstrate that any preset minimum dose savings cati and will
:

be achieved in all circumstances. Lona Island Lichtina Co.
;

j (Shoreham Nuclear Pow r Station, Unit 1), CLI-86-13, 24 NRC

22, 30 (1986) ; Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre
!
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Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI-83-10, 17 NRC

528, 533 (1983); Notice of Rulemakina, Licensing of Nuclear

Power Plants Where State and/or Local Governments Decline to

Cooperate in Offsite Emergency Planning, 52 Fed. Reg. 6980,

6982 (March 6, 1987); Notice of Promulaation of Rule
,

Evaluation of the Adequacy of Off-Sito Emergency Planning for

Nuclear Power Plants at the Operating License Stage Where

State and/or Local Governments Decline To Participato in Off-

Site Emergency Planning, 52 Fed. Reg. 42078, 42084 - 85;

Ruling Precluding Admission of Sholly et al. Testimony, II.

5594 - 5609. The final statement in the "Basis" section that

the SPMC is "otherwise inadequate" is inadmissibly general.

i

Contentions of Town of Newbury (TON) '

.

TON Contention No. 1

The Seabrook Plan for Massachusetts Communities ("SPMC")
does not meet the requirement that there must be a reasonable
means of evacuation and relocation as required by NUREG-0654,
Rev. 1, Supp. 1, J.10.g and J.10.i. Therefore, there is no
reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can
and will be taken pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 50.47 (a) (1) and4

(a) (2) , (b) (1) , (b) (2) and (b) (10) . !

Bases

a. The SPMC, Appendix D-5, relies on the Seabrook
Station Evacuation Time Estimate Study in projecting the {capability of evacuation routes. The time study recognizes
that control at critical intersections, to a large extent, i

determines the capacity of a roadway (Time Study, 3-1). The
SPMC provides for the control of one intersection on Plum
Island, i.e., Plum Island Turnpike and Sunset Drive. A
second major intersection, Plum Island Boulevard and Northern |
Boulevard, is uncontrolled. Approximately 60% of the traffic
evacuating Plum Island would converge at the second
intersection and would result in a significant bottleneck and j
impediment to timely evacuation. The SPMC accordingly does j
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not provide a reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures regarding relocating and traffic capabilities exist.

b. The SPMC does not adequately address the seasonal
impassability of roads as required by NUREG-0654, Rev. 1,

Supp. 1, J.10.k. The time study (3-1, 3-11) states that rain
will reduce flow speeds on evacuation routes by 20% and
without adequate bases claims that snowfall will restrict
flow speeds by a mere additional 5%. While the time study
(4-20) discusses snow removal, it, and the SPMC, fails to
provide a reasonable assurance that adequate means exist to
deal with seasonal impassability of roads and to identify a
contingency measure to deal which such impediments.
Moreover, the SPMC fails to identify an adequate means of
dealing with disabled vehicles or those which are inoperable
due to fuel exhaustion, mechanical difficulties or accidents
or access to tow vehicles thereto.

|
c. The SPMC unrealistically assumes that vehicles |

evacuating Plum Island will utilize only one lane of the two-
lane roadway which provides the sole means of ingress to and
egress from Plum Island. The other lane is assumed by the

i SPMC (Appendix J. N-6), to be open for evacuation buses or
emergency vehicles to travel onto Plum Island to pick up
evacuees and for residents to return home for their families.
Similarly, the SPMC (id.) unrealistically asserts that one
lane of Old Point Road and of Northern Boulevard (evacuation
routes) will likewise be available for ingress to Plum Island
evacuation routes. During an emergency evacuation of the
island, it is manifestly unrealistic to assume that drivers
will utilize only their normal travel lane and such
assumptions are based on no empirical or objective studies.
The evacuation routes and SPMC identify no means of dealing
with outbound traffic flows which utilize inbound lanes even
if such use is necessary due to fuel exhaustion, breakdowns
or accidents.

d. I. Appendix J, p. N-6 depicts Newbury Bus Route #1,
That route provides for buses to travel onto Plum Island via
the Plum Island Turnpike and then turn left (north) on Old
Point Road. Following that road to its end, the bus is then
to turn 360 degrees and return via Old Point Road.

A. Old Point Road is narrow. It actually is
approximately 1-1/2 lanes in width with narrow or no
shoulders. The SPMC unrealistically assumes that outflowing
traffic will not impede the ingress of vehicles into the
evacuation zone. At the terminus of Old Point Road there is
insufficient room for the bus to turn around as is provided
in the route map.
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d. II. The SPMC provides that the evacuation bus, after
traveling the length of Old Point Road and returning, will
turn left (east) onto Plum Island Turnpike / Boulevard and then
left (north) onto Northern Boulevard, following that latter
road for approximately one mile.

A. While Northern Blvd. is approximately two lanes in
width, it has no shoulders. It is unrealistic to assume, as
the SPMC does, that traffic attempting to exit the northern
end of Plum Island will merely utilize the southbound lane
and permit the northbound lane to open for travel by a bus.
The SPMC further fails to address how impediments to';

southbound travel will be cleared in a timely fashion so that '

southbound traffic will not utilize the northbound lane.

d. III. The SPMC calls for the bus to turn right (east)4

| from Northern Boulevard onto 58th Street, follow that street
to its end, turn left (north) onto Reservation Terrace and
follow that road to its end. There, the bus is to turn
around and follow these same roads back to Northern

iBoulevard.

A. Reservation Terrace is only slightly more than one
lane in width and has no shoulder. Any impediment to travel,

,

e.g. disabled vehicles or heavy snowfall, would render this :

portion of Bus Route #1 impassable. There is no area at the
end of Reservation Terrace which would permit a bus to turn
around and reverse its direction.

W i

! d. IV. The SPMC provides that the bus, upon returning
| to Northern Blvd. will turn right (north) and follow that

road to its end, turn around and reverse its course back to
Plum Island Turnpike / Boulevard and off Plum Island. ;

A. The SPMC fails to provide for bus evacuatio.1 of any
portion of Plum Island south of Plum Island
Turnpike / Boulevard despite the location of numerous streets
and dwellings south of that street. The SPMC wholly fails to
provide for the evacuation of those residents or transients .

without transportation on that portion of Plum Island. !
r

d. V. Once the bus is on Plum Island Turnpike, it
follows that road to Rolfe's Lane (aka Ocean Ave.) where it
turns left (southeasterly). Rolfe's Lane intersects Route 1A

j when one has traveled about 3/4 mile.
'

i

A. Route 1A is a major traffic artery for traffic
,

! traveling soutn from Newburyport and a significant traffic
'

problem at that intersection will occur. The SPMC L

(Appendix J, p. N-4) provides that southbound traffic from
Newburyport will be routed onto Green Street and then Hanover,

Street where it will merge with traffic following Bus Route
t

:
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#1. The SPMC fails to address how traffic on Route 1A which
does not heed the directions of the route guides, and instead
continues south on Route 1A, will impact the intersection of
that street with Rolfe's Lane.

B. While traf fic on Rolfe's Lane apparently has the
option of turning left (south) onto Route 1A or of proceeding
straight to Hanover Street, the SPMC fails to provide any
information as to which route will be chosen by most drivers
or what criteria, if any, the drivers simuld consider in
making that choice. Drivers familiar with the area will
probably proceed straight to Hanover Street as that road
provides relatively straight access to Route 1 and brings one
closer to I-95.

C. At the three-way intersection of Route 1A, Parker
Street and Green Street (providing egress from Newburyport),
traffic is discouraged from turning right onto Parker Street
from Route 1A. One traffic guide is located in that area but
is sited at Route 1A and Green Street, apparently to
encourage drivers to turn onto Green Street instead of
continuing south on Route 1A. Thus, no guide will discourage
drivers from turning right from Route 1A onto Parker Street.
As Parker Street provides relatively straight and easy access
to Route 1, many drivers can be expected to disregard the
traffic cones and travel onto Parker Street. The SPMC fails
to address this likelihood and its impact on timely
evacuation.

D. At the intersection of Rolfe's Lane, Green Street 1

and Hanover Street (Appendix J., p. N-4), traffic from three
directions will merge and flow onto Hanover Street. One
traffic guide is located at that intersection. As this
intersection vill be handling evacuation traffic from Plum
Island and Newburyport, it is unrealistic to assume that one
guide will be able to adequately direct the traffic flow and
ensure that opposite travel for emergency vehicles will be
possible. Moreover, the merging of these traffic flows will
create a significant bottleneck and vast reductions in or the
cessation of travel speed,

d. VI. Once on Hanover Street, the evacuation bus is to
cross Route 1, travel onto Middle Street, turn right onto
Highfield Road and end the route at the Newbury transfer
point.

A. At the intersection of Hanover Street and Route 1,
cones are placed so as to discourage travel in any direction
except south on Route 1. The SPMC, if followed, would
require the cones to be temporarily moved or for the bus to
drive over them. The bus also will have to cross southbound
traffic on Route 1. Route 1 is a major couthbound evacuation
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route and the SPMC fails to address the problem the Route 1
southbound drivers who will not permit the bus to cross, an |

eventuality patently possible in the event of an emergency-

evacuation. If the bus does somehow cross Route 1, it is, ,

i likely that automobiles will follow it as their drivers may L

| realistically conclude that the bus is following a preferred i

or less congested route.

B. Highfield Road is unmarked and not readily visible.
'

C. It is likely that vehicles exiting Newburyport on
Scotland Road will, due to traffic congestion, turn onto
Highfield Road in the opposite direction to that taken by the

,

evacuation buses in order to gain access to Route 1 south.'

Highfield Road is merely 1-1/2 lanes in width and drivers4 -

attempting to gain access to Route 1 will render opposing
travel impossible. Moreover, traffic impediments will result
in the event of breakdowns or accidents.

;
'

D. The transfer point is a narrow (approximately 15'
wide) driveway which leads from Highfield Road to a

#

Massachusetts Electric transformer which is in a fenced
enclosure at the end of the approximately 100' drive. No,

3 area is provided for buses to be able to turn around or for
, vehicles to park. The area around the transfer point is
! heavily wooded and overgrown with brush. No area is <

'
l available for use of those evacuees who are dropped off at

the transfer point.

: e. I. Newbury Bus Route #2 (Appendix J, p. N-7)
commences at the Highfield Road transfer point and follows

,

! that road to Middle Road where the driver turns left (north). ,

| The bus then follows Middle Road to Route 1 where it turns ,

right (south). The bus follows Route 1 to Elm Street where !s

j the driver is to turn right (westerly).

6

j A. The SPMC is defective in that the intersection of
Route 1 and Elm Street is marked by no sign indicating the'

name of latter street. A driver unfamiliar with the area :
3

i will be unable to identify the road he/she is expected to !

8 follow when exiting Route 1. ;

J -

.

e. II. The bus continues on Elm Street until it reaches

] School Street where it turns right (northwest). School
Street is followed to what is depicted on the SPMC as Orchard .

4 *

! Street where tha bus turns left (south). The route follows
Orchard Street to Elm Street where it turns left (east) until |

; Elm Street intersects again with School Street where the bur, ;

turns left (northwesterly). The route again follows School'

] Street to what appears on the SPMC to be Orchard Street where :
the bus turns right (northerly). (4
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t

A. The intersection of School Street and Elm Street is
unmarked by any signs identifying either road for drivers
traveling in any direction. The SPMC thus fails to provide a
reasonable assurance that the bus driver will be able to
correctly follow Route #2,

B. No signs identify Orchard Street where the bus is to
turn left (south) from School Street. Indeed, what appears
to be Orchard Street at that intersection in fact is Central
Street. The SPMC fails to demonstrate that the driver will
correctly follow Route #2.

C. Central Street is narrow, approximately 1-1/2 lanes
in width without shoulders. The SPMC fails to provide an
adequate assurance that this portion of Route #2 will remain
passable in the event of vehicle breakdowns, accidents or
opposing traffic.

e. III. After the bus turns from School Street onto
what is correctly Central Street, it follows that latter road
north to Orchard Street where it turns right (northeast).
Orchard Street is taken to Boston Road where the route turns
right (east). The route follows Boston Road across Route 1
to Green Street where it turns left (northerly).

A. Orchard Street is two lanes in width with no
shoulders. Drivers familiar with the Newbury area can be
expected to utilize Orchard Street to escape the EPZ in the
likely event of vehicle congestion on Route 1. No route
guides are posted along Orchard Street and it is likely that
vehicles exiting the EPZ on that street will use both lanes
of Orchard Street, rendering northbound travel impossible.

B. Boston Road intersects with Route 1, a major
southbound evacuation route from the entire EPZ south of
Seabrook Station. Route 1 will thus be heavily congested.
The SPMC calls for no traffic control points at that
intersection and it is unlikely that the bus will be able to
cross Route 1, particularly in light of the fact that two
lanes of southbound traffic will be encouraged only one mile,
more or less, north of that intersection. Moreover,
southbound traffic will impede northbound vehicles.

C. The map of Route #2 (Appendix 7, p. N-7) indicates ;

that Boston Road intersects at a right angle an unidentified
road aboct 1/4 mile cast of Route 1 but that the rcute
continues straight on Boston Road. In actuality, that
intersection is a "Y" intersection, or fork in the road, with
Boston Road bearing to the left and the other road bearing to
the right. No sign identifies which of the roads is Boston :

Road. The SPMC lacks reasonable assurance that the bus '
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i

I

drivers will be able to accurately follow Route #2 at this !
intersection. t

i

D, Boston Road, particularly after the fork, is about 1-
,

1/2 lanes in width without shoulders. Persons familiar with
Newbury can be expected to evacuate the EPZ to the south via
Boston Road to Route 1, especially if travel on Hanover
Street (see Newbury Bus Route 81, App. J, p. N-6) becomes i

,
congasted. This portion of Route #2 will accordingly become

'

impassable for northeast bound traffic and wholly impassable"

in either direction in the event of breakdowns or accidents. |

! E. The intersection of Boston Road and Green Street is I

unmarked. Bus drivers thus will be unable to follow Route #2
in the absence of route guides and/or directional signs.

,

'

e. IV. The bus is to follow Green Street to Hanover
Street where evacuation Route #2 merges with traffic
evacuating Newburyport and Plum Island via Hanover Street to
Route 1 (see Traffic Control Post No. E-NB-02, Appendix J, p.

,

i N-4). ;

t A. As the Hanover Street intersection area is likely to
be a significant bottleneck (see Contention 1.d, V. D., '

sunra), cars leaving the EPZ can be expected to disregard the
traffic cones which are intended to discourage travel south
on Green Street past Hanover Street. Green Street
(southbound) will in all likelihood be recognized by drivers
as an alternative route to Route 1 or Route 1A, both of which
are major southbound routes. As Green Street is !

approximately 1-1/2 lanes in width, southbound traffic will
render travel to the north on that street impossible,

,

B. Green Street, as well as other roads on all Newbury
bus routes, is subject to flooding and becoming impassable.
The SPMC makes no provision for such an eventuality. ;

e. V. After merging with Hanover Street evacuation ;

traffic, the bus follows Newbury Bus Rou'.n 1 to the transfer i

point. The bases for the preceding contention regarding the i

adequacy of this portion of the route are incorporated herein
by reference. |

f. I. Newbury Bus Route #3 (Appendix J, p. N-8) |

commences at the Highfield Road transfer point where the bus .

turns right (southeast) from the transfer point driveway onto I

Highfield Road. The inadequacies of the transfer point set
,

forth supra are incorporated herein by reference. The bus |
follows Highfield Road to Middle Road which it follows south

funtil turning left (east) onto Boston Road, Bus Route #3
indicates that the bus then makes a 90 degree turn right !

(southeasterly) onto Hay Street.
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A. The inadequacy of Boston Road for eastbound traffic
1 noted supra is incorporated herein by reference.

B. The intersection of Boston Road and Hay Street is
not a right angle as Route #3 depicts. Rather, it is a "Y"
intersection or fork which will cause the driver, if
unfamiliar with the area, to become disoriented or lost.

C. Hay Street is inadequately marked for vehicles
traveling northeast on Boston Road.

D. Hay Street is about 1-1/2 lanes in width and has no
shoulders. Opposing traffic to Route 1 via Boston Road,
which is called for in Newbury Bus Route #3, will render
travel in both directions impossible.

E. Portions of Hay Street are within a flood plain and
are subject to flooding, but the SPMC identifies no means of
dealing with the impassability of Hay Stre9t due to flood
waters,

f. II. From Hay Street, the route turns right
(easterly) onto Newman Road. The route follows that road to
Route 1A where the bus is to merge with southbound evacuees,
cross Parker River and turn right (southeasterly) onto old
Rowley Road.

A. Newman Road is not identified by any sign.

B. Newman Road is approximately 1-1/2 lanes in width,
has no shoulders and crosses about 1/2 mile of marsh.
Opposing traffic will render southeasterly travel impossible.

C. Newman Road is extremely low and, for approximately
1/2 mile, is within a flood plain area. The road is subject
to flooding and becoming impassable.

D. No intersection control is provided by the SPMC to
enable the bus to merge onto Route 1A southbound. As that
road is one of few southerly evacuation routes, it will be
necessary to provide some form of control if the bus will
realistically be able to join the Route 1A traffic.

E. Old Rowley Road is 1-1/2 lanes in width and has no
shoulders. It is unpaved, crosses a flood plain area and is
subject to flooding and becoming impassable due to flood
waters, snow and inoperable vehicles,

f. III. The bus continues on Old Rowley Road to its
intersection with Route 1A. There the bus is to turn left
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(north) and follow Route 1A to Hay Street where it is to turn
left (west).

A. To travel north on Route 1A from Old Rowley Road
will require southbound evacuees on Route 1A to permit the
bus to gain access to a northbound lane. Yet no traffic
control or route guide is provided at that intersection. It
is thus unlikely that access to a northbound lane will be
achieved.

B. Route 1A is a major southbound evacuation route. It
is likely that no northbound travel will be possible.

C. Route 1A crosses the Parker River by means of a two-
lane bridge which is about 1/4 mile in length. While Route
1A is a wide two-lane road in relation to virtually every
other road in Newbury, utilization of its entire width by
southbound evacuees is likely for the entire Mass. EPZ. The
bridge will plainly accommodate southbound traffic only and
northbound travel will be impossible.

D. Hay Street is inadequately marked.

f. IV. The bus, after turning onto Hay Street, travels
southerly past the intersection with Newman Road. Hay Street
then curves to the right (easterly then northeasterly) until
it intersects Boston Road where the route turns left
(southeasterly).

A. Defore arriving at its intersection with Newman
Road, Hay Street is very low and, indeed, is in a flood plain
area. Hay Street is subject to ficoding and beconing
impassable.

B. After passing Newman Road, ovacuation buses on Hay
Street will be traveling in opposite directions. The road is
of insufficient width to readily permit two-way bus traffic.
Moreover, southbound evacuees who have discovered that Boston
Road and Route 1 are congested and are familiar with the area
or have observed bus use of Hay Street will likely attempt to
gain access to Route 1A via Hay Street and/or Newman Road.
Opposing traffic will accordingly foreclose travel to Boston
Road via Hay Street,

f. V. After turning onto Boston Road, Newbury Bus Route
#3 crosses Route 1 and continues to Middle Road where the bus
is to turn right (north), following that latter road to
Highfield Road and, from there, gaining access to the
transfer point.

A. The impracticability of crossing Route 1, as noted
suora, is incorporated herein by reference.
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B. Highfield Road is marked by no sign and drivers will
likely miss the turn onto this portion of the route.

g. I. Newbury Bus Route #4 (Appendix J, p. N-9)
commences at the Highfield transfer point and turns left onto
Highfield Road. The bus then turns left (southwesterly) onto
Scotland Road and follows that road for approximately four
miles to Moody Street where the route turns left (southeast).
Scotland Road, before reaching Moody Street is renamed South
Street after passing I95 and again renamed Spring Hill Road
about one mile further on.

A. In the likely event that traffic is congested on
Scotland Road, drivers will realistically attempt to >se
Highfield Road to gain access to alternate southbound
evacuation routes. As Highfield Road is merely 1-1/2 lanes
in width with no shoulders, cars traveling to those alternate
routes via Highfield Road Will render travel from the
transfer point to Scotland Road difficult er impossible.

B. South Street gradually narrows to two narrow lanes
with no shoulders. Vehicles attempting to flee the EPZ from
the west of I95 will likely uses this road to gain access to
that major highway and thus will impede or render impossible
westerly travel on South Street. Moreover, vehicles on I95
will likely exit onto South Street if the former is congested
while the latter is lightly traveled. Yet no traffic control
at the intersection (I95 and Scotland Road / South Street)
exists.

C. The turn the bus driver is to make from Spring Hill
to the left (southeast) onto Moody Street is poorly marked
and would easily be missed. Indeed, South Street intersects
Main Stract before intersecting Moody Street and it is likely
that incorrect turns onto Main Street will be made as the
roads are inadequately marked.

g. II. From Moody Street, the route turns left (east)
onto what appears on the Route #4 :aap to be Lunt Street which

! takes the bus to the left (east) to Church Street. There,

! the route turns right (southeasterly) and crosses I95 where

| it is renamed Central Street. The route turns left
(northeast) onto Orchard Street approximately one mile after
crossing 195.

A. These series of turns are poorly marked and it is
likely that drivers will become disoriented or lost in this
area.

B. Vehicles traveling south on I95 will likely exit to
Church Street /Contral Street in the likely event of
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congestion on I95 and travel West, thereby impeding eastbound
travel.

C. The turn onto Orchard Street is unmarked.

D. Vehicles traveling west on Central Street.in order
to gain access to 195 will likely utilize the entire width of
Central Street, rendering westerly travel impossible.

g. III. Orchard Street is renamed Middle Road
approximately two miles northeast of Central Street. The
route follows Middle Road past Highfield Road and across
Route 1 where it becomes Hanover Street. Hanover Street is
followed to Green Street where the route turns left (north).

A. Orchard Street and Middle Road consist of two narrow
lanes and have no, or very narrow, shoulders. Vehicles
evacuating via Route 1 will likely attempt to utilize Middle
Road as an alternate southbound route in order to bypass
congestion on Route 1 and either rejoin Route 1 further south
or gain access to 195. Traffic south on Middle Road will
likely use all portions of that road, thereby rendering this
portion of the route impassable.

B. Buses will likely not be able to cross Route 1
without control of evacuees utilizing that major southbound
route.

C. Hanover Street, esat of Route 1, is a primary route
for traffic from N2wburyport to Newbury attempting to gain
access to Route 1. Taose evacuees will likely utilize all
travel portions of Hanover Ctreet, rendering eastbound travel
impossible,

g. IV. Evacuatien Route #4 follows Green Street to
Parker Street where it turns left (westerly), crosses State
Street in the City of Newburyport and continues east to cross
Route 1. After crossing Route 1 in Newburyport, the bus
route turns left (southerly) at the intersection of Graf
Road. The route follows that road to Highfield Street and
the Newbury transfer point.

A. Evacuees from Newburyport and Plum Island will
likely impede or obstruct the Green Street portion of the bus
route, especially in the event of congestion on Hanover
Street.

B. Left (easterly) turns from Green Street to Parker
Street are discouraged (see Traffic Control Post No. E-NB-02,
Appendix J, p. N-4). The bus driver would thus be required
to disregard traffic cones located at the turn or be
obstructed by inbound traffic on Parker Street. In the
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improbable event that Parker Street permits freedom of
movement by the bus, evacuees who otherwise might observe the
traffic guide's activity to discourage entry onto Parker
Street will likely disregard the cones and guide's direction.

C. It is unrealistic to expect that evacuation buses
will be permitted by traffic flows to cross State Street and
Route 1 in Newburyport as provided by the bus route. State
Street will be congested and Route 1 will contain heavy
numbers of southbound evacuees. To cross Route 1, the bus
will need to cross two northbound and two southbound lanes.
In the probable event that southbound evacuees will utilize
all four lanes cf Route 1, crossing Route 1 will be difficult
or impossible. Inadequate traffic control exists at these
crossings.

D. Congestion of Route 1 will result in evacuees turning
from that road onto Parker Street and the eventual congestion
of traffic there. The bus route will thus likely be
impassable.

E. Graf Road / Scotland Road will in all likelihood be
jammed with evacuees attempting to gain access to I95.
Timely travel on this portion of the bus route is accordingly
unlikely.

F. Entry onto Highfield Road from Scotland Road will be
impeded or blocked by evacuees and buses attempting to reach
195 via Scotland Road from Plum Island, Newbury and
Newburyport.

h. Appendix J., p. N-10, of the SPMC includes a map
showing a proposed bus evacuation route. The route depicted
in that map includes Downfall Road as one of the streets the
evacuation bus is to travel upon. Downfall Road is a "paper"
street only and, in actuality, is nonexistent and impassable.

i. Many of the roads, e.g. Boston Road, Hay Street, Old
Rowley Road, constituting bus routes and potential evacuation
toutes lie in whole or in part within flood plain areas and
are subject to periodic flooding. The SPMC fails to provide
a reasonable assurance that these routes will be passable
during flooding periods. The SPMC fails to identify
alternate bus routes in the event that those which have been
identified become impassable due to flooding, other
seasonable impediments, vehicle breakdowns or accidents.

j. The SPMC fails to provide a reasonable assurance
that the Newbury evacuation routes (Appendix J, p. N-ll) will
permit timely evacuation of persons within Newbury and Plum
Island.
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j. I. All traffic evacuating Plum Island is expected to
follow Rolfe's Lane to Route 1A or continue onto Hanover
Street to Route 1. Evacuees from Newburyport are likely to
also attempt to gain access to Rolfe's Lane and inadequate
controls exist to halt these attempts. Rolfe's Lane will
likely become congested and impassable but alternatives for
Plum Island evacuees are not identified. Evacuees may
accordingly choose to continue on Plum Island Turnpike into '

Newburyport and contribute to congestion on that
municipality's inadequate roadways. Inadequate controls
(cones, barricades and route guides) are present at the
intersection of Rolfe's Lane and Route 1A and evacuees will
likely disregard the controls provided in the SPMC.

j. II. The SPMC provides that all "inland" evacuees
should take the "most convenient road" to Route 1 or I95
south. No routes or alternative routes are identified or
suggested. Traffic on any route will be likely to be
congested so that no convenient route will exist. Drivers
are expected to choose the best route for them without being
provided with any information as to anticipated traffic flows
on the possible routes. Inland transients will be unfamiliar
with possible routes and may add impediments to traffic by
others by traveling in directions which oppose traffic flows.

j. III. Travel to any of the southbound lanes will
create congestion which will result in the utilization of
inbound travel lanes. Necessary access to evacuated areas
will accordingly be restricted 'r impeded,o

j. IV. The SPMC fails to provide traffic control at any
location except for three sites. Traffic control will be
necessary at other critical areas (e.g. Parker Street at the
Newbury Elementary School) within Newbury and along bus and
evacuation routes to ensure that roadways remain passable and
to prcvide access by nectstary traffic to evacuated areas.

j. V. The SPMC fails to provide for adequate and timely
removal of impedjments to travel, e.g. disable vehicles,
along bus and evacuation routes.

j. VI. The SPMC fails to state whether evacuation buses
will drive their routes on an adequate basis or that the
number of buses provided will be sufficient. Evacuees will
be unable to determine when the buses will arrive at
locations where the evacuees are waiting.

Applicants' Position

This prolix contention must be completely rewritten or

rejected. The contention itself is so broad as to provide no
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meaningful bounds to the issues being raised. The various

bases are in fact contentions, some of which are a&nissible

and some of which are not. The Applicants deal with the

contention and bases in that manner below.

What is basis a. should be rewritten as a contention and

admitted for litigation as follows:

The SPMC is deficient in that it does not call for a TCP
at the intersection of Plum Island Boulevard and
Northern Boulevard.

Basis b. presents no contention which should be admitted

for litigation in this phase of the hearings. The first two

sentences attempt to raise for litigation the propriety of

the assumptions that rain will reduce road capacity by 20%

and snow will reduce road capacity by 25%. The issue of what

reduction factors to utilize for inclement types of weather
'

was fully litigated in the NHRERP phase of the hearings.

This is a generic matter; there is no basis for saying that

roads in Massachusetts will be reduced in capacity by rain

more than roads in New Hampshire. There is no need to

relitigate this issue as to which the record has closed in

the NHRERP phase.

The third sentence seeks to raise the issue of pre-

selecting alternate routes to be used in the event that

certain routes become impassible in certain weather

conditions. There is no regulatory requirement that an

emergency plan contain more than one set of routes which

should be the most efficacious possible. Emergency planning
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assumes that appropriately trained personnel will devise

-alternate routes as dictated by conditions such as weather or

blockage.

The issue of what to do with disabled vehicles (raised
in the last sentence of basis b.) also was fully litigated in

the NHRERP phase of the hearings on a generic basis. If TON

wishes to assert a contention that insufficient tow vehicles

have been arranged for to handle the Massachusetts portion of

the EPZ, Applicants would have no objection to this narrow

contention.

Basis c. raises only issues of human behavior which have

also been fully litigated in the NHRERP phase of the

hearings. The issue of whether persons would simply ignore

the concept of two way operation of a road was gone into

thoroughly.

Bases d., o., f., and g. are sll, for the most part,

ausertions to the effect that either human behavior problems
,

(refusal to observe the two way nature of the road, refusal

to obey traffic cones) or accident or weather impediments

will result in bus routes becoming unusable. They present no

Jitigable issue in this phase of the hearings for the same

reasons as discussed above with respect to basis b. and c.

To the extent that TON is asserting that the bus routes are

simply too narrow to support two way traffic at all (even

though they do normally), Applicants would have no objection

to that narrow contention.
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Basis h. may be admitted for litigation as a contention;

Applicants would suggest it be reworded thus:

Utilization of Downfall Road as an evacuation route in
the manner depicted on p. N-10 of Appendix J of SPMC is
inappropriate, because the portion of that Road so
utilized does not exist as depicted upon the map.

Basis i. does not present matter which constitutes an

admissible contention. This again raises the question of

whether alternate routes have to be pre-designated for

situations where there is road blockage by reason of flooding

or accidents. There is no regulatory basis for such a

requirement.

Basis j. is a general contention in itself followed by

particularized bases therefor. We address each below:

Basis j.I. Stripped of argument and other rhetoric,

basis j.I. presents two contentions which would be

admissible:

(1) Inadequate controls are provided to preclude
Newburyport evacuees from entering Rolfe's Lana,<

which preclusion is required in order to m.i..timize
the evacuation time.

(2) Inadequate controls in the form of cones,
barricades and route guides are provided for the
intersection of Rolfe's Lane and Route 1A.

The balance of Basis j.I. presents human behavior questions

which have been litigated in the NHRERP phase of the

hearings.

Basis j.II. does not raise a litigable contention.

There is no requirement that an emergency plan contain
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specific evacuation routes for all members of the general

public from their homes to trunk roads.

Basis j.III. raises an issue of human behavior, l

maintaining two-way travel, which has been litigated in the

NHRERP phase of the hearings.

Basis j.IV, may be rewritten into an admissible

contention as follows:

SPMC should provide for a TCP on Parker Street at
the Newbury Elementary School.

The balance of this basis lacks sufficient specificity

inasmuch as "within Newbury and along bus and evacuation

routes" is not specific enough to delineate where the

allegedly necessary additional traffic control is to occur.

Basis j.V. as stated raises an issue already litigated

generically to a large extent in the NHRERP phase of the

hearings. As indicated earlier, the Applicants have no'

.

objection to a contention to the offect that an inadequate

number of tow trucks are under LOAs to cover the

Massachusetts portion of the EPZ.

Basis j.VI. raise 3 two contenciens which, if rewritten

as follows, would be admissible:

(1) An insufficient number of buses have been put
under LOAs to carry out the SPMC.

,

(2) SPMC has insufficient procedures for the
notification of the transient dependent as to the
arrival times of the buses.
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TON Contention No. 2

The SPMC fails to adequately identify the emergency
equipment available for use in implementing the plan. The
SPMC thus fails to provide a reasonable assurance that
adequate equipment is provided atid maintained as required by
NUREG-0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.H.

Bases

a. The SPMC provides that nine buses will be available
to evacuate Newbury residents and transients. The SPMC-fails
to provide any empirical data to support the conclusion that
this number of buses is sufficient to provide adequate
evacuation of transportation dependent persons.

b. The SPMC fails to identify the equipment available
for use in discouraging or encouraging direction of traffic
flows. The number and location of cones, barricades and
other control devices are not adequately set forth in the
SrMC. Their availability for timely use is not described.
In the event that devices are to be brought into Newbury,
this will be difficult or impossible if an emergency is
rapidly developing and evacuation has commenced without
traffic controls in place. Thereafter, gaining timely access
to control points will be unlikely.

c. The Town of Newbury lacks adequate personnel and
equipnent to meet the traffic control requirements of the
SPMC or to provide adequate control at critical areas which
are unidentified in the plan.

boolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this
|

[ contention into litigation provided, as indicated in the

bases, it is confined to TON. The contention should be
,

reworded to so reflect or be otherwise rejected. In

addition, the order admitting the contention should

specifically note that bases c. under this contention does

not raise any cognizable issue. SPMC, by its terms, does not

I rely upon TON personnel for traffic control. SPMC f 2.2.1
l
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The traffic control personnel to execute the plan are all

provided by the ORO.

TON Contention No. 3

The SPMC does not meet the requirement that there must
be a means of protecting those persons whose mobility may be
impaired as required by NUREG-0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1,

II.J.10.d.

Bases

The SPMC (I.P. 2.10, p. 19) identifies five schools
within Newbury and five special facilities. The SPMC fails
to identify what special transportation requirements those
facilities may have or provide any reasonable assurance that
such requirements can effectively be met. The SPMC fails to
identify reasonable routes of access to and departure from
the facilities.

Applicants' Position

The contention should be rewritten to reflect the narrow

basis which underlies it. Applicants would have no objection

to a contention as follows:

The SPMC is deficient in that it does not set out
adequate provisions for the protectica of morility
impaired persons located at the schcols And five
identified special facilities located in the Town
of Newbury.

TON Contenti,on,No. 4
,

The SPMC fails to adequately project traffic
capabilities of evacuation routes under emergency conditions.
The SPMC accordingly fails to conform to the requirements of
NUREG-0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.J.10.i.

Ha.ses

The SPMC fails to identify evacuation routes from inland
Newbury except in the vaguest of terms. The SPMC thus wholly
fails to project the routes' traffic capabilities as the
routes themselves are not identified.
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Applicants' Position

The contention should be excluded. The contention is

based upon the failure of the SPMC to spell out specific

routes for each evacuee whose evacuation commences from an

inland location to reach the main evacuation routes I-95 and

Route 1. As discussed earlier with respect to basis j.II.

for TON Contention No. 1, there is no requirement that such

routes be delineated. In addition, it is not clear what is

meant by "traffic capabilities." If what is meant is the

capacities of roadways, this is a matter litigated in

connection with the ETE in the NHRERP phase of the hearings.

TON Contention No. 5

The SPMC fails to adequately identify the means of
dealing with potential impediments to the use of evacuation
routes and thus fails to conform to the requirements of
NUREG-0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, 11.J.10.k.

pases

The SPMC fails to adequately identify how impediments to
the use of evacuation routes will realistically be corrected
or addressed. Snowfall will cause major disruptions to the
use of evacuation routes but snow removal is inadequately
addressed. The SPMC does not identify the location or
availability of adequate snow removal equipment or personnel
to maintain the routes in a passable state. Nor does the
SPMC identify adequate contingent measures to be employed in
the event of the impassability of evacuation routes due to
snow, flooding or other potential impediments to travel.
Inadequate snow removal equipment exists within Newbury to
maintain the roadways in a passable condition. Persons
dependent upon others for snow removal will in all likelihood
lack their services due to the unwillingness or inability of
those providers to gain access to evacuated areas. Disable
vehicles will likewise constitute continuing impediments as
tow vehicles, if available for entry into evacuated areas,
will be unable to gain access because of outbound traffic
and/or seasonal impediments.
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Apolicants' Position

Given the basis asserted, the contention should be

rejected. The plowing of snow is a governmental function and

if a snow storm occurs coincidentally with an evacuation, the

presumption is that the governmental entity responsible for

seeing to it that roads are plowed will do so. ~10 CFR S

50. 47 (c) (1) (iii) (B) . With respect to accident impediments,

that issue was litigated generically in the NHRERP phase of

the hearings. As indicated earlier, if a narrow contention

to the effect that there are insufficient towing vehicles

under LOAs which can respond in TON, such a contention would

be litigable.

TON Contention No. 6
>

The SPMC does not meet the requirement that there be'

maps showing the population distribution around the facility
as required by NUREG-0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.J.10.b.
Therefore, there is no reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken pursuant to 10
C.F.R. 50. 47 (a) (1) and (b) (10) .

Bases

The SPMC contains no map showing population distribution,

within the EPZ area of Massachusetts. The only population
distribution references contained within the SPMC are Table
1.2-1 and 3.6-1. Those tables merely assert the total
population of the effected municipalities. Moreover, the
tables are inadequate in that they are not based on adequate
empirical data and appear to exclude the transient population
of the Parker River National Wildlife Refuge ("Refuge")
portion of Plum Island, which is part of no Massachusetts

,

municipality.

Apolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this
3

contention into litigation.
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TON Contention No. 7

The SPMC fails to provide a means of notifying all
segments of the transient and resident population of Newbury
and the Refuge as required by NUREG-0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1,
J.10.c and 10 C.F.R. 50. 4 7 (b) ( 5) and (7).

Bases

a. The SPMC is virtually devoid of any detailed
information concerning how the siren-bearing trucks (VANS)
will be used in the event of an emergency. While the SPMC
asserts that the trucks will be available on a continuously
manned basis, the truck parking sites are not identified.
Nor does the SPMC provide any reasonable basis by which to
conclude that the truck's sirens will be audible throughout
the Massachusetts EPZ. In the event that the trucks are
stored at a site other than the sirens' activation site, the
SPMC wholly fails to describe how the trucks would travel to
the siren activation sites, the time required to travel to
those sites after the onset of an emergency or how seasonable
or other impediments to travel (e.g. outbound vehicles) will
be cleared to permit access.

b. The SPMC (Sec. 3.2.5, p. 3.2-12) unrealistically and
without adequate bases provides that the transient population
within the Parker River National Wildlife Refuge will be
notified of an emergency and receive instructions "through
the U.S. Department of the Interior" (hereinafter referred to
as "DOI"). The SPMC fails to suggest how the DOI will notify
that population. The Refuge contains multiple vehicle
parking areas, miles of beach and countless miles >f
footpaths. Presumably, the SPMC counts on DOI personnel tc
provide personal notice of an emergency to Refuge transients
but wholly fails to state the number of personnel available
to accomplish that, the manner of notification, the training
to be provided to the personnel, the time required to
complete the notificatien process after the onset of the
emergency or the number of transients and their likely
dispersement (sic) throughout the Refuge.

Applicants' Position

This is a contention with respect to the prompt

notification system, and this matter is not within the

jurisdiction of this Board, but rather lies within the

jurisdic'. ion of the Onsite Board. It should be rejected.
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TON Contention No. 8

The SPMC's Newbury evacuation bus transfer point is not
permitted under applicable zoning laws. Accordingly, the
SPMC fails to adequately provide a means of relocation as
required by NUREG-0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, J.10.g.

Bases

The SPMC provides that nine buses will provide
evacuation services for Newbury (I.P. 2.10, p. 16). The
evacuation route maps (App. J., N-6, N-7, N-8 and N-9)
provide that the Newbury bus transfer point is located at
Highland Road which is in the agricultural-residential zone
of Newbury. At the transfer point, the transfer point
dispatcher is to brief drivers and route guides, dispatch
buses, deploy road crews to any identified road impediments
and related duties (I.P. 2.10, Sec. 5.4). Such activities,
i.e., transportation services, are permissible only in the
industrial district of Newbury. Such a use is not permitted
in the zoning district in which the transfer point is located
in Newbury.

Aonlicants' Position

Prescinding from the issue of whether the activities

contemplated at a transfer point could lawfully be limited by

zoning laws because they do not involve a structure or

extension of use of property, the governing preuumption is

that the governmental officials will act to protect their

citizens, and this presumption is not rebuttable. 10 CFR S

50. 47 (c) (1) (111) (B) . This being the case, it is not

conceivable under such a presumption that anyone would issue

a cease and desist order to persons dispatching buses to

rescue persons during an emergency. The contention should be

rejected. Unless and until the courts of The Commonwealth of

Massachusetts rule that zoning properly prohibits the
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designation of the TP involved, there is no issue to be

considered by this Board.

.

TON Contention No. 9

The SPMC fails to provide a reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be taken in the
event of an emergency in that it does not provide reasonable
assurance that sheltering is an adequate protective measure
for Seabrook or provide adequate criteria for the choice
between sheltering, evacuation or other protective measures,
as required by C.F.R. 50. 4 7 (b) (10) and NUREG-0654, Rev. 1,
Supp. 1, J.10.b. Nor does the SPMC include expected total
protection afforded in residences or other shelters as
required by NUREG-0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, J.10.m.

Bases

The SPMC relies on two protective actions for the
public, sheltering and evacuation, but fails to provide
anything other than the vaguest of criteria for determining
which protective action should be undertaken in a given
emergency. It provides no evaluation of the r,heltering
capacity of Newbury or the number of public baildings
available for such use. Particularly with regard to Plum
Island, where thousands of transient people Lay be situated
at the time of an emergency, the SPMC is devoid of any data
which provides a reasonable assurance that sheltering is
realistic. Moreover, the SPMC provides no means of dealing
with the realistic pos.eibility that the owners of buildings
normally open to the public will not allow their buildings to
be used e.s shelters or that such potential shelters are
constructed of materials which provide a sufficient level of
protection.

Anolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected as being without

sufficient bases. The first and third sentences of the basis

are simply conclusory argumentative statements containing no

specifics. The second sentence asserts a requirement for

which there is no Icgilatory basis. There is no requirement

that a shelter study of the nature contemplated by the

statement of basis be included in an emergency plan;
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certainly no such requirement appears in NUREG-0654, Rev.1,

Supp. 1, J.10.m. The fourth sentence raises an entirely

generic human behavior issue which has been fully litigated

in the NHRERP phase of the hearing.

TON Contention No. 10

The SPMC fails to adequately provide a means of
protecting persons whose mobility may be impaired and,
accordingly, does not provide a reasonable assurance that a
range of protective actions have been developed for the
public as required by 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(10).

Bases

The SPMC (Appendix J, p. 1) identifies day care / nursery
schools in each municipality within the EPZ but omits from
that listing the operating Tay care facilities in the Town of
Newbury. The SPMC fails to identify the locations of such
facilities, the number of infants and other children
enrolled, the number of staff personnel or how any special
transportation requirements of the facilities will be met.

Acolicants' Position

The contention has not stated any basis with sufficient

specificity. We are unadvised of what day care centers TON

claims in fact exist in TON. In the absence of such

specificity the contention should be rejected.

TON Contention No. El

The SPMC fails to provide that adequate measures can and
will taken to protect the public in the Town of Newbury as
the SPMC relies upon the erroneous assumption that the Town
of Newbury will, and has adequate sources to, implement the
SPMC. The SPMC thus fails to conform to the requirements of
NUREG-0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.J.9 and 10.a.c.d.e.g.i.j.

(sic) and k. There is accordingly no basis by which to
conclude that adequ6te protective measures can and will be
taken as required by 10 C.F.R. 50.47(a) and the SPMC fails to
meet the planning standards of 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b).
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Bases

a. The assumption that the SPMC will be implemented by
the Town of Newbury is rebutted by the fact that equipment
and personnel resources available to the town are inadequate
to effectively or reasonably enable it to do so. The Town of
Newbury does not have and is unlikely to acquire sufficient
equipment or personnel to effectively or reasonably provide
for or maintain passable evacuation routes, sheltering areas,
a means of population notification or relocation,
transportation for mobility impaired persons, evacuated area
access control or methods of dealing with evacuation
impediments.

b. Newbury officials will not implement or follow the
SPMC in the event of an emergency as they have concluded that
no plan can be developed which adequately will protect the
health and safety of people within Newbury. Newbury
officials in command and control of emergency functions are
unfamiliar with the contents of the SPMC and have no
intention of acquiring sufficient knowledge to enable them to
implement or follow it. While the town will exert its best
efforts to protect people within it, any response by the Town
of Newbury will accordingly be developed as the need arises
on and ad hoc basis without prior planning, practice or
adequate resources.

Apolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. The contention

erroneously assumes that SPMC relies upon TON personnel to

implement the SPMC. This simply is not so. SPMC 5 2.2.1

The SPMC is structured on the theory that governmental

agencies only are called upon to do what they would be

required to do every day in the absence of an emergency at

Seabrook. That is to say, it is assumed that police are

responsible for catching bank robbers and firemen will put

out fires just as they usually would. The SPMC assumes that

the ORO will supply all the personnel necessary to implement

l
the SPMC. Obviously any and all help which the government

elects to provide will be utilized, and should the government
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elect to take over implementation of the SPMC, ORO will make

its resources available.

The second point made in the basis'is that liewbury

officials have declared that they will not implement or

follow SPMC and therefore it is argued this rebuts the

presumption that government officials will generally follow

the utility plan. Such evidence, if offered would not rebut

the presumption. The regulation gives as an example of what

will rebut the presumption, the "timely proffer of an

adequate and feasible state and/or local radiological

emergency response plan that would in fact be relied upon in

a radiological emergency." The Commission has made

abundantly clear that the more declaration by state or local

officials that they will not follow the plan does not serve

to rebut the presumption. Lona Island Lichtina Co. (Shoreham
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-86-13, 24 NRC 22, 29 n.9, '

31 (1986) ; Lona . Island Lichtina Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power

Station, unit 1), CLI-86-14, 24 NRC 36, 40 N.1 (1986);

Evaluation of the Adequacy of Off-Site Emergency Planning

etc., Final Rule, 52 Fed. Reg. 42078, 42982 (Nov. 3, 1987).

The recent decision of the Licensing Board in the Shorehan

proceeding is on point, well reasoned and dispositive. Long

Island Lichtina Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1),

LBP-88-9, 27 NRC Docket No. 50-322-OL-3 (April 8, 1988),

Slip Op. at 21, 24. Therein it is stated:

The effect of the new rule then is to
place a responsibility on state and local
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governments to produce, in good faith,
some adequate and feasible response plan
that they will rely on in the event of an-

emergency or it will be assumed in the
circumstances of this case that the LILCO
plan will be utilized by'the Intervenors
here. In that event, the LILCO plan will
be evaluated for adequacy alone.

***
.

Intervenors can no lonaer raise the. . .

specter of lecal authority as a resconse
nor can simole protestations that thev

'

will not use LILCO's clan suffice. The
Intervenors are required to come forward
with positive statements of their plans
and must specify the resources that are
available for a projected response and
the time factors that are involved in any
emergency activities proposed. (emphasis
added).

In short, the second basis stated wholly fails to support the

contention.

TON Contention No. 12

The SPMC fails to adequately meet the requirement of 10
C.F.R. 50. 4 7 (b) (5) in that it does not provide adequate
procedures for notifying local response organizations. The
SPMC also fails to conform to the requirements of NUREG-0654,
Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.E.8 and II.F.1 which, respectively,
require provisions for coordinating response messages with
local governments and for communicating with local
governments within the emergency planning zone.

Bases

The SPMC (Table 2.2-2) provides that the Newbury
selectmen are in overall command and control of response
functions. While the SPMC requires NHY personnel to
communicate and coordinate with the Newbury selectmen, it
fails to provide reasonable assurances that the selectmen
will be able to be contacted or communicated with. The SPMC
erroneously, and without adequate basis, assumes that the
selectmen will be available for these functions within the
time required for an adequate response to an emergency. The
SPMC thus fails to provide that timely notification and local
response can be made in the event of an emergency.
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ADolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. The table referred

to is a table in which the equivalent positions of

governmental entities and ORO positions are equated. As

noted earlier SPMC does not contemplate the need for any

personnel other than ORO personnel to implement SPMC. SPMC

5 2.2.1. If the selectmen are all out of town this will

affect nothing in terms of SPMC implementation. All that

governmental officials are presumed to do is carry out the

same activities they would in normal circumstances.

Apparently TON functions perfectly well with all of the

selectmen out of town.

Contentions of the Town of Salisbury (TOS)

TOS Contention No. 1

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can be taken to protect the public in the Town of
Salisbury as it fails to provide any reasonable assurance
that timely notice will be received by any member of the
executive board of the Town of Salisbury, in the event of an
incident requiring local response, and failing such timely
notice the plan sets forth no assurance that local resources
will be mobilized or timely authority will be given for the
applicants implementation of the plan.

Bases

None separately stated.

Applicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. No regulatory basis

is given for the assertion that there has to be notice given

to some member of the "executive board" as opposed to the
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notification to Salisbury contemplated under SPMC's present

provisions.

TOS Contention No. 2

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury as it fails to provide for a local E.O.C.
in the Town of Salisbury for coordination and dispatch of
Salisbury O.R.O. personnel, thus enhancing the likelihood of
an uncoordinated and ineffective response in the critical
high traffic areas of the town.

Bases

None separately stated.

Applicants' Position

There is set forth neither a regulatory nor factual

basis for why there should be a local EOC in TOS. The

contention should be rejected for this reason.

TOS Contention No. 3

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury as it fails to establish any reasonable
basis from which it may be assumed that the offsite response
organization will be sufficiently equipped and replenished to
continue 24 hour operations for a protracted period within
the Town of Salisbury.

Bases

None separately stated.

Applicants' Position

TOS has supplied no basis of any kind for the assumption

implicit in its contention that the ORO will have any tasks

that have to be performed within TOS for a period of twenty-

four hours or longer. ORO personnel will be going into
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Salisbury in the event of an evacuation. There ir no basis

for saying that the carrying out of an evacuation will take

longer than twenty-four hours. The contention should be

rejected.

TOS Contention No. 4

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan fails to conform
to NUREG 0654 11.J.10.a. as it depicts non-existent roads in
the Town of Salisbury as evacuation routes which routing
would in numerous instances strand motorists and complicate
the overall traffic flow from the area in the event of an
evacuation.

Bases

None separately stated.

Applicants' Position

As stated, the contention lacks specificity inasmuch as

uo are uninformed as to which roads depicted are nonextant.

In the event the contention is amended to advise the

Applicants as to which roads are "non-existent" then the

Applicants would have no objection.
,

TOS Contention No. 5

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan relies upon
seasonally unpassable, one lane, dirt roads as evacuation
routes and alternative routes, for which roads the plan does
not provide traffic guides or tow crews or any other
mechanism for the control of traffic along such roads in the
event of evacuation.

Bases

None separately stated.
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Acolicants' Position

As in the case of Contention No. 4 we are unadvised as

to which roads are being complained of. Thus, as it

currently stands, the contention should be rejected for lack

of specificity.

TOS Contention No. 6

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan fails to provide
for the dispatch of sufficient numbers of traffic guides and
supplies along major evacuation routes and at major
intersections in the Town of Salisbury particularly at the
Salisbury Transfer Point and at points on Beach road where
traffic becomes restricted to fewer travel lanes, which
failure would promote disorder and delay in evacuation of the
beach areas of the town.

Bases

None separately stated.

Applicants' Position

As drafted, the contention lacks reasonable specificity,

lt is imporsible to defend against an allegation of this

nature where it is alleged that the inadequacy of personnel

and equipment complained of is "along" major evacuation

routes and at "major intersections" without further

definition of which and how many points "along" the routes

are being included and which "major intersections" are

involved. There is reasonable specificity with respect to

the transfer point and the reference to the points on Beach

Road where there are "fewer traffic lanes." Thus, the
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contention, as worded, should be rejected. If the contention

were reworded as follows, Applicants would have no objection.

SPMC assigns too few traffic guides and insufficient
equipment to the Salisbury transfer point and to those
points along Beach Road where travel lane reductions
occur.

TOS Contention No. 7

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan fails to
compensate for emergency personnel vehicle parking at
transfer points and other traffic sensitive areas in the town
where any parked vehicles would impede evacuating traffic and
cause critical delay in evacuating populated areas of the
town.

Bases

None separately stated.

Aonlicants' Position

The pcrtion of the contention that reads:

and other traffic sensitive areas in the town where
any parked vehicles would impede evacuating traffic
and cause critical delay in evacuating populated
areas of the town

lacks the necessary specificity absent a spelling out of

which points are being placed in contention. Thus, as worded

the contention should be rejected. Applicants would have no

objection if the contention were restricted to the following:

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the
public in the Town of Salisbury because the plan
fails to provide for emergency personnel vehicle
parking at transfer points.
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TOS Contention No. 8
,

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the plan provides for bus turn
around locations at transfer points and other locations
within the town where there is insufficient width of roadway
to turn a bus and where no traffic guides have been assigned
to assist bus turn arounds thus enhancing the possibility
that the populations to be served by buses may not in fact be

,

removed in the event of an evacuation as well as adding to
traffic difficulties and evacuation times within the town.

Bases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

Again, the contention lacks the requisite degree of

specificity, in part. If the phrase "transfer points" were

made singular ("transfer point") and the words "and other

locations within the town" were deleted from the contention,

the Applicants would have no objection. However, as worded

the contention should be rejected for lack of specificity.

TOS J ntention No. 9

The SPMC fails to provida assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan fails to provide'

any ccmpensatory measures for south bound evacuating traffic
on U.S. Route 1 which may be substantially impeded by closure
of the Gillis Bridge for the passage of boats, and as U.S.
Route 1 is the major south bound evacuation route from the
most populated area of the town and delay on this route is
likely to have a severe ripple effect alcng major routes to
the north and each of the bridge.

1

Bases

None separately stated.
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Acolicants' Position
L'

Applicants suggest that the contention be reworded as
.

follows:
,

SPMC has not adequately address the problems that will
occur during an evacuation in the event that Gillis
Bridge is closed to traffic in order to facilitate the
passage of boats.

TOS Cor.tention No. 10

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan fails to provide
traffic control at critical points on Route 110 in Salisbury

- where eastbound emergency traffic is likely to be obstructed
by westbound traffic entering from side streets and
attempting to travel against the planned flow of traffic.

'

Bases

None separately stated.

Applicants' Position

This contention should be rejected for lack of '

,

specificity in the absence of a further delineation of the
,

alleged "critical points." In addition, to the extent that

this contention is pracupposing that the traffic obstruction

alleged will ce the result of the refusal of drivers to obey

instructions, the contention raises a human ~ehavior issue !o

which is generic in nature and has been fully litigated in j

the NHRERP phase of the hearings and should not be permitted

to be relitigated in this phase of the hearings.

TOS Contention No. 11

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the plan fails to provide any
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reasonable basis from which the assumption may be safely
drawn that contracted support organizations will be able, at
any time of day and at any time of year, to provide the
contracted resources in sufficient quantity and in time to'

carry out the plan in a fashion that provides a dequate
protection to the public.

Bases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

This contention should be rejected for three separate

and valid reasons. First, there is no statement of basis for

the belief that the contracted response personnel will be

unable to provide the contracted for resources. Second, to

the extent that the assertion is that the plan is supposed to

spell out a "basis" for the contrary belief, no such

statement of "basis" is required to be included in an i

emergency plan by any regulation or guidance beyond the
4

letters of agreement included. Third, to the extent the

i contention is based upon the concept that the contracted for

personnel will f9.il to report because of role conflict or

fear for their own safety, the contention raises a human

behavior issue which is generic in nature and has been fully'

litigated in the NdR2RP phase of the hearings and should not

'
be permitted to be relitigated in this phase of the hearings.

6

I' 9S Contention No. 121

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan fails to provide
for reasonable primary and backup communication to transfer
point dispatchers from Special Vehicle dispatchers and in
certain locations there exists no reasonable back up
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telephone communication to transfer point dispatchers who
according to the plan direct buses to continue routes in the
area or_ travel to a reception area, and without such backup
communication critical information regarding bus dependent
local populations may never be received by transfer point
dispatheers [ sic). Bus dependent persons left behind would
require additional compensatory resources which are not
provided for in the plan.

Bases

None separately stated.

Anolicants' Position

j Insofar as this contention seeks to litigate the

"backup" communications, it should be rejected for lack of

regulatory basic. Lona Island Lichtino Co. (Shoreham Nuclear,

Power Station, Unit 1), LBP-85-12, 21 NRC 644, 739 (1985).

The Applicants have no objection to the balance of the

first independent clause of this contention, viz.:

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that
adequate measures can and will be taken
to protect the public in the Town of
Salisbury because the Utility's plan
fails to provide for reasonable primary
communication to transfer point
dispatchers from Special Vehicle
dispatchers.

The balance of the contention which raises backup
.

communication problems "in certain locations" lacks the

requisite degree of specificity absent a delineation of the

"other locations" being referenced. If the contention is

modified to read as above, the Applicants have no objection;
,

if the original wording is insisted upon, the contention

should be rejected.
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I

TOS Contention No. 13

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan fails to provide
for protective measures for possibly hundreds of commercial
and pleas'are boaters on the Merrimac River all or great -,

Inumbers or whom may be confined to the river basin by
frequently occurring conditions of wind and tide, without
adequate dockage and transportation ashore.

Bases

3 None separately stated.
s

Applicants' Position

The Applicants have no substantive objection to the:

contention, but suggest that it be reworded as follows:

The SPMC has not adequately addressed the question of
protective actions for boaters on the Merrimac River.

TOS Contention No. 14

; The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the

3

Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan fails to conform
to NUREG 0654 11.J in that it depicts bus routes through a
flooding marsh in the Town of Salisbury that is impassible
depending upon weather and tide.,

Bases

None separately stated.

|
Apolicants' Position

The contention, as drafted, lacks requisite specificity
j

in the absence of a delineation of which bus routes are;

addressed in the contention and the portions thereof which:

!

| are in the "flooding marsh." Even assuming this defect were

cured, the fact is that the goal of the emergency plan is to

pick out the most efficacious bus routes. There is no

!
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requirement that alternate routes be delineated to be

utilized in the event that the need for evacuation is

coincident with a flood.

TOS Contention No. 15

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility plan fails to provide
for an adequate equipment inventory, in particular blinking
light cones, to be maintained at the staging area, and
therefore, fails to provide for adequate measures to protect
the public.

Bases

None separately stated.

Apolicants' Position

As worded the contention is lacking in specificity

insofar as it seeks to litigate undelineated "equipment

inventory." Applicants would have no objection to a

contention worded as follows:

The SPMC does not provide for an adequate number of
blinking light cones to be maintained at the staging
area.

TOS Contention No. 16

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's Plan provides that
special populations evacuated via buses are to be instructed
to bring sufficient belongings for several days, yet the
delays occasioned by this instruction and the space consumed
on each bus for such belongings has not been compensated for
in the Utility's Plan.

Bases

None separately stated.
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Apolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

TOS Contention No. 17

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan fails to provide
for traffic congestion caused by tractor trailers stuck at
the B & M Railroad Bridge over Lafayette Road in Salisbury
where trucks diverted along this road will find the clearance
too low for passage and cause north-south traffic
obstruction.

Bases

None separately stated.
.

Aeolicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

TOS Contention No. 18*

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect. the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan Transfer Point
Summary table provides an unrealistically low estimated
passenger demand for all bus routes in Salisbut .bolly
failing to accommodate transient and seasonal populations of
the Town of Salisbury and thus fails to provide for adequate
measures to protect such populations.

Bases.

None separately stated.

Applicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

:
3
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TOS Contention No. 19

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan fails to provide
for notification to bus dependent populations as to the
arrival times of buses in different areas of the town and
thus creates the potential for elevated radiological exposure
to persons walking and waiting for buses at out of doors
locations within the town.

Bases
None separately stated.

Aonlicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

TOS Contention No. 20

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan fails to conform *

to NUREG 0654 11.J as it fails to accurately depict the width
(in lanes) available for inbound and outbound traffic on the
entire length of Beach Road in Salisbury and thus fails to
compensate for the inadequate space for emergency
transportation eastbound on Beach Road.

Bases

None separately stated.

Applicants' Position

Applicants have no objection to the admission of this

contention into litigation.

TOS Contention No. 21

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan fails to provide
adequate measures to protect the public in the event of a
snow storm emergency as it fails to identify necessary
resources for expedited snow removal and additional buses
necessary to compensate for snow bound passenger cars.
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Bases

None separately stated.

Aeolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. The plowing of snow

is a governmental function and if a snow storm occurs
,

coincidentally with an evacuation, the presumption is that

the governmental entity responsible for seeing to it that the

roads are plowed will do so. 10 CFR S 50.47 (c) (1) (iii) (B) .

TOS Contention No. 22

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan fails to provide
adequate and reliable means to acquire up to date local
weather conditions and wind information at various altitudes
immediately above the E.P.Z. from which evacuation priorities
are presumably to be determined. {

Bases

None separately stated.

Acolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. There is no i

.

regulatory basis for requiring means to acquire up to date

local weather conditions and wind information at various

altitudes above the EPZ. Indeed the contention itself makes

no attempt to state a basis for why such information would be

necessary,,

l TOS Contention No. 23

The SPMC fails to provide assurances that adequate
measures can and will be taken to protect the public in the
Town of Salisbury because the Utility's plan relies upon the
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assumption that local governments have the adequate resources
to implement the Utility's Plan, which assumption is rebutted
and fails as a matter of fact in the case of the manpower and
equipment resources available to the Town of Salisbury,
because Salisbury does not now have nor is it likely to
acquire sufficient policemen, firemen, public works
employees, or civil defense employees to effectively
implement, oversee, or participate in a safe evacuation of
the entire town.

Bases

None separately stated.

Applicants' Position

The contention as worded should be rejected. The

contention states no basis for the underlying assumption that

SPMC assumes that Salisbury will have to supply resources

which it does not have in order that the plan be implemented.

Contentions of Town of West Newbury (TOWN)

TOWN Contention No. 1

The plan fails to provide a reasonable basis for a
finding of reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken as required by 10 C.F.R. sec.
50.47(a) and fails to meet the planning standards of 10
C.F.R. sec. 50.47(b) and NUREG-0654 FEMA REP-1 Rev. 1 Supp. 1
(hereinafter referred to as "NUREG-0654").

Bases
,

Local officials in overall command and control of
emergency response functions in West Newbury have no
intention of implementing or following the plan in the event

| of a radiological emergency at Seabrook Station, a plan which
they believe to be inadequate to protect the health and'

safety of the people of West Newbury. While these officials
! will respond to any such emergency with their best efforts at

the time, in light of then available resources, personnel and
. expertise, any response will be on an ad hoc basis; no prior

planning for such a radiological emergency will be'

undertaken.
|
;

i
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Acolicants' Position

The contention should be rejected. It lacks the

necessary specificity. Moreover, the basis for the

contention is that the so-called rebuttable presumption set

forth in 10 CFR 5 50.47 (c) (1) (iii) (B) can be rebutted by

assertions by TOWN officials that they will not follow SPMC.

This is not the law. The regulation gives as an example of

what will rebut the presumption, the "timely proffer of an

adequate and feasible state and/or local radiological

emergency response plan that would in fact be relied upon in

a radiological emergency." The Commission has made

abundantly clear that the mere declaration by state or local

officials that they will not follow the plan does not serve

to rebut the presumption. Lona Island Liahtino Co. (shoreham
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-86-13, 24 NRC 22, 29 n.9,

31 (1986); Lona Island Lichtina Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power

Station, unit 1), CLI-86-14, 24 NRC 36, 40 N.1 (1986);

Evaluation of the Adequacy of Off-Site Emergency Planning

etc., Final Rule, 52 Fed. Reg. 42078, 42982 (Nov. 3, 1987).

The recent decision of the Licensing Board in the Shorehan

proceeding is on point, well reasoned and dispositive. Lona'

Island Lichtina Co (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1),x

LBP-88-9, 27 NRC Docket No. 50-322-OL-3 (April 8, 1988),
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k

Slip Op. at 21, 24. Therein it is stated:

;' The effect of the new rule then is to
place a responsibility en state and local
governments to produce, in good faith,
some adequate and feasible response plan
that they will rely on in the event of an
emergency or it will be assumed in the
circumstances of this case that the LILCO
plan will be utilized by the Intervenors
here. In that event, the LILCO plan will
be evaluated for adequacy alone.

***

Intervenors can no lonaer raise the. . .

specter of leoal authority as a response
nor can simple orotestations that they

will not use LILCO's clan suffice. The
Intervenors are required to come forward
with positive statements of their plans
and must specify the resources that are
available for a projected response and
the time factors that are involved in any
emergency activities proposed. (emphasis
added).

In short, even assuming that TOWN is prepared to offer

evidence to the effect that the town's officials have "no

intention of following the plan," this evidence cannot. . .

serve to rebut the presumption.

TOWN Contention No. 2

The permissive presumption of 10 C.F.R. sec.
50. 4 7 (c) (iii) , providing that "it may be presumed that in the
event of an actual radiological emergency state and local
officials would generally follow the utility plan" should not
be applied to the plan submitted by the applicant.
Accordingly, there is no support for the findings of adequacy
required by 10 C.F.R. sec. 50.47(a), (b), or (c) (1) .

Bases

There is no rational basis for applying this
presumption. As set forth above, contention 1, local
officials will not implement or follow the plan, a plan which
they believe to be inadequate. Moreover, West Newbury has
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inadequate resources, personnel and equipment to implement
the plan, even if officials wished to do so. Officials have
not participated in any training for the execution of the
plan, nor will they participate in any such training.

ADolicants' Position

The contention, first of all, is an-improper challenge

to the Commission's regulations. Moreover, as set forth in

the Applicants'' discussion of TOWN Contention No. 1, the fact

that TOWN officials state that they will not follow the plan

cannot serve to rebut the presumption.

With respect to the assertions that TOWN does not have

sufficient personnel to implement the plan, that is equally

unavailing to save the contention. The argument erroneously

assumes that SPMC relies upon TOWN personnel to implement the

SPMC. This simply is not so. The SPMC is structured on the

theory that governmental agencies only are required to do

what they would be called upon to do every day in the absence

of an emergency at Seabrook. That is to say, it is assumed
,

that police are responsible for catching bank robbers and

firemen will put out fires just as they usually would. The

SPMC assumes that the ORO will supply all the personnel

necessary to implement the SPMC. Obviously any and all help
,

which the government elects to provide will be utilized, and
|

!

should the government elect to take over implementation of
!

the SPMC, ORO will make its resources available. But the

feasibility of implementing SPMC does not hinge on the

availability of town resources and personnel to assume

'
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positions in the ORO or to act, in fact, in the equivalent

capacities.

TOWN Contention No. 3

The plan fails to adequately meet the requirements of 10
CFR sec. 50. 47 (b) (5) requiring procedures for notification of
local response organizations, NUREG-0654 II.E.8 requiring
provisions for coordinating emergency response messages with
participating and non-participating local governments, and
NUREG-0654-II.F.1.b requiring provisions for communications
with local governments within the Emergency Planning Zone.

Bases

According to Table 2.2-2 of the Plan, the Board of
Selectmen are in overall command and control of emergency
response functions in West Newbury. Section 2.1.1 of the
plan requires that the NHY Offsite Response Director
communicate with local municipal authorities regarding the
recommended precautionary actions and protective actions.
The Board of Selectmen in West Newbury consists of part time
officials who are not necessarily in West Newbury during the
day and who may not be physically availablo to receive
communications, coordinate messages or assume the necessary
command and control within the time parameters necessitated I

by an emergency at Seabrook Station. Moreover,
communications with local governments rely essentially on the
use of commercial telephone service and do not provide for -

adequate backup in the event of the failure of commercial
telephone service. Accordingly there is no reasonable
assurance that timely notification and local response can be
made in the event of an emergency at Seabrook Station.

Applicants' Position

As framed, the contention should be rejected. Insofar

as the contention seeks to raise and litigate the issue of

whether the selectmen will be available to receive

communications, it should be rejected because, as noted

earlier, neither the selectmen nor any other officials are

necessary to implement the SPMC. All personnel necessary to

implement the SPMC will be supplied from the ORO. Town
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officials are only contemplated to perform the same functions

as they would absent a radiological emergency. To the extent

that, as indicated in the basis statement, the attempt is to

raise the issue of whether there is adequate backup

communication with town officials, this is a litigable issue.

Therefore the Applicants would have no objection to a

contention worded as follows:

SPMC is deficient in that it has not provided for a
backup communication system to telephone
communications with the town officials as required
by NUREG-0654, Rev. 1, Supp. 1, II.F.1.

TOWN Contention No d

The assumption of NUREG-0654 I.D.1.c. is erroneous as
applied to the Town of West Newbury. Accordingly, there is
no support for the findings of adequacy required by 10 C.F.R.
sec. 50.47(a), (b), or (c) (1) .

Bases

NUREG-0654 I.D.1.c. assumes that local officials will
"have the resources sufficient to implement those portions of
the utility offsite plan where local response is. . .

necessary." That assumption is erroneous as applied to the
Town of West Newbury.

The plan makes no provision for New Hampshire Yankee
Offsite Response Organization involvement in snow removal
from roads should such action be necessary to effectuate an
evacuation during or after a snow storm. Accordingly, snow
removal is left to the local authorities. The Town of West
Newbury does not have adequate resources, equipment or
personnel to clear the roadways in a timely fashion in the
event that immediate evacuation during or after a major snow
storm becomes necessary. Nor is there any reasonable
assurance that all of the Town equipment would be operable at
the time of an emergency. At present the Town relies on
private contractors to provide equipment and personnel to
assist Town personnel in snow removal on a regular basis.
Such additional private equipment and personnel cannot be
required to participate, or be assumed to be available to
participate, in snow removal during a radiological emergency.
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j-

The plan assumes that emergency response vehicles and
equipment resources such as police and fire department
vehicles and traffic and access control equipment are

i available in each of the local EPZ communities (plan, section
2.2.6). The Town of West Newbury has inadequate resources to
effectively implement, oversee, or adequately participate in
a cafe and effective evacuation of the town pursuant to the'

plan.

ADolicants' Position

As noted earlier, SPMC does not require local

governmental support in order to implement SPMC. SPMC 6
,

2.2.1. It does assume that the local government will carry

out those functions which it normally would carry out absent

an emergency. This includes the plowing of roads. If, in

fact, TOVN is in the position that in a nonradiological

emergenc/, it does not have the ability to plow the roads to

effect ar. evacuation, then TOWN has a problem of its own

making which a utility plan is not required to solve. The

contention should be rejected.

l

TOWN Contention No. 5
:

The plan fails to adequately comply with the
requirements of NUREG-0654 FEMA-REP-1 Rev. 1, II.J.8. and

;

NUREG-0654 II.J.10.1.'

Bases

NUREG-0654 FEMA-REP-1 Rev.1, II.J.8 requires that "each
licensee's plan shall contain time estimates for evacuation
within the plume exposure EPZ". NUREG-0654 II.j.10.1 [ sic)
provides that the offsite response organization's plans to
implement protective measures for the plume exposure pathway
shall include "(t)ime estimates for evacuation of various
sectors and distances based on a dynamic analysis for. . .

the plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone." The
! evacuation time estimates (ETEs) are based on inaccurate data

concerning the population and automobile figures for West
Newbury. Table 2-1 (p.2-9 of the Seabrook Station Evacuation
Time Study) estimates the projected population of West

.,

| ,

!
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Newbury for 1986 as 3,296. The population is 3,485. The
same table estimates the number of vehicles in West Newbury
for 1986 to be 1,268. At present, there are 2,844 vehicles
in West Newbury according to current partial figures.

The Seabrook Station Evacuation Time Study contains no
analysis of the ETE for Transit-Dependent Persons within West
Newbury (Table 11-8A, p.11-23).

ADolicants' Position

The Seabrook ETE has been fully litigated in the NHRERP

phase of the hearings. The detailed alleged input errors

described in the statement of basis are, on their face, not

of sufficient magnitude, if indeed they are accurate, to

cause any meaningful alteration in ETEs. The failure to

include West Newbury in Table 11-8A, p.11-23, is a detail not

required to be resolved before this Board and is properly
left for Staff resolution.

TOWN Contention No. 6

The plan fails to provide a reasonable basis for a
finding of reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken as required by 10 C.F.R. acc.
50.47(a) and fails to meet the planning standards of 10
C.F.R. sec. 50. 4 7 (b) (5) and (6) in that procedures to provide
early notification and clear instruction to the populace
within the plume exposure pathway EPZ, and provisions for
prompt communications among principle response organizations
to the public, as required by 10 CFR sec. 50. 47 (b) (5) and
(6), the NUREG-0654 II.E.6 and II.J.9 and 10 are inadequate.

Bases

The warning sirens previously erected in West Newbury to
provide early notification have been totally dismantled and
removed. There are no alternative methods for early
notification and clear instruction to the people in West
Newbury currently in place. The plan fails to identify the
location of the VANS staging area (plan, sec. 5.2.5) to
permit a determination that the VANS could assume positions
to provide early notification. The plan fails to provide the
locations, numbers or sound ratings of the VANS for the
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broadcast of early notification and clear instruction to the
population of West Newbury (see, Table 3.2-3), or any
evidence that any locations, numbers or sound ratings will be
available, feasible and adequate to provide the required
notification to the population of West Newbury. The plan
further fails to provide any evidence that the VANS have the ,

technical capability to provide the required notification or
adequate evidence of sufficient personnel to implement
notification via the VANS system. There are no provisions
for additional or alternative measures to compensate for
inclement weather or road conditions that would preclude the
placement of VANS in the necessary locations, even assuming
that such locations were otherwise available, feasible and
adequate. There are no additional or alternative measures to
compensate for inclement weather conditions that might
adversely affect the technical ability of the system to
provide the required notification.

Applicants' Position

The prompt notification system is not within the

jurisdiction of this Board. It is in the jurisdiction of the

Onsite Board.
.

|

TOWN Contention No. 7

The plan fails to provide a reasonable basis for a
finding of reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken as required by 10 C.F.R. sec.
50.47(a) and fails to meet the planning standards of 10

,

C.F.R. sec. 50.47(b)(8) and (10) and NUREG-0654 II.J.10.d and
II.J.10.g in that the plan does not provide for an adequate
range of protective actions and contains inadequate means of
relocation or means for protecting those with special needs,f

those without private transportation, schoolchildren, or ;

persons confined to institutions or elsewhere for health or
'

;

! other reasons. Moreover, the resources available to the
; towns for those purposes are inadequate to provide a

reasonable assurance that the public will be protected in the'

event of an accident.

Bases

1. Appendix J, Amendment 3, NHY Offsite Response

| Traffic Management Manual, is "specifically designed for use ;

by New Hampshire Yankee Offsite Response Traffic Guides and
Traffic Control and Access Control Points in and around the ;.

Massachusetts plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning
i

Zone", and purportedly contains, inter alia, a "[t)own map -
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showing the location of all Traffic Control or Access Control
Points . (d]etailed sketch map of each Traffic Control or. .

Access Control Point within the community . . and (m]aps.

showing individual bus evacuation routes in the,

municipality." (App, J,p.iv). The section for the Town of
West Newbury contains none of these items. However, section
3.6.5 of the plan provides that traffic guides will be issued
copies of Appendix J "for directions on setting up cones for
traffic direction at specific locations and for performing,

access control procedures." The plan, as presently"

constituted, is patently and facially inadequate to comply
with the planning standards or to provide reasonable
assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be
taken in the event evacuation is necessary.

2. Appendix J, Amendment 2, the prior version now
replaced by the applicant, did contain the town map, sketch
maps and bus evacuation routes described above. That version
was also inadequate to comply with the planning standards or
to provide reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken in the event evacuation is
necessary for the following reasons:

,

.

A. Appendix J, Amendment 2, p.WN 9-11 consisted of
evacuation bus routes in West Newbury. There are no street
signs at a number of the intersections at which bus drivers
were required to turn in order to follow the routes. Parts
of River Road (Route #1) are subject to flooding, rendering
segments of the road impassable at certain times of the year.
A part of Ash Street (Route #2) is a dirt road which is
regularly underwater during portions of the year and is

j closed to traffic during portions of the year.

B. The transfer site for the bus routes, located at
Stewart Street, is inadequate. It consists of a 26 foot by
29 foot paved area which is inadequate for a bus turn around.
Nor is there any area for people to congregate in the area
while awaiting transfer or for emergency personnel vehicle
parking. There are no sidewalks in that area of Stewart
Street, and the sides of the road fall off into gullies which

3

i are often wet. There was no provision for traffic guides to
assist and facilitate bus movement at the transfer site.

C. Appendix J, Amendment 2, p.WN-1 consisted of a map
delineating traffic control points in West Newbury. There

| were no provisions for traffic controls at critical
intersections at which significant traffic congestion can
reasonably be assumed should evacuation be required,
including intersections along the main evacuation route for
the northern part of the Town of West Newbury.
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D. Appendix J, Amendment 2, p.WN-3-8 consisted of
sketch maps of traffic control points in West Newbury. The
:ontrol point at Crane Neck Street and Georgetown Road
provided for traffic cones blocking the turn north on to
Georgetown Road -- a turn used on prior bus route #2. The
control point at Church Street and Main Street provided for
cones blocking the turn from Main Street to Church Street --
a turn used on prior bus route #1.

3. Appendix M, Amendment 3 fails to accurately reflect
the number of day care providers and children being cared for
by these providers in West Newbury. Appendix M, Amendment 3
also fails to accurately reflect the number of students and
staff at the schools in West Newbury.

Aeolicants' Position

The last sentence of the contention should be deleted.

SPMC does not depend upon the personnel and resources of

governmental entities for implementation. SPMC 5 2.2.1.

Applicants do not object to the admission of the balance of

the contention provided it is reworded to make clear that it

applies only to TOWN inasmuch as the bases relied upon are so

confined.

TOWN Contention No. 8

The plan fails to provide a reasonable basis for a
finding of reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken as required by 10 C.F.R. sec.
50.47(a) and fails to meet the planning standards of 10
C.F.R. sec. 50. 4 7 (b) (1) (8) and (10) and NUREG-0654 II.J.10.g
and II.J.10.k in that the plan does not provide for an
adequate range of protective actions and contains inadequate
means of relocation and identification of and means for
dealing with potential impediments to use of evacuation
routes and contingency measures.

pases

1. Parts of various streets in West Newbury are
subject to flooding and may be closed during part of the
year. Snow and ice may render use of regular vehicles
inadequate on certain streets at certain times of the year.
The plan does not adequately address the seasonable
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impassability of the roads as required by NUREG-0654 J.10.k
or provide a reasonable assurance that adequate means exist
to deal with seasonal impassability of roads due to flooding
or snow and ice. Nor does it identify contingency measures
to deal with such impediments.

2. The plan fails to identify an adequate means of
dealing with disabled vehicles or those which are inoperable
due to fuel exhaustion or accidents. It simply provides for
tow facilities at some unidentified site in Groveland with
access to Route 113.

3. The plan fails to provide for coordinated and
effective response in critical traffic areas of West Newbury.

4. The plan fails to provide for sufficient traffic
guides, tow crews, equipment or other mechanisms for adequate
traffic control and management along roads in West Newbury in
the event evacuation is required.

5. The plan fails to provide for traffic control at
critical points and intersections in West Newbury.

6. The plan fails to provide for emergency personnel
vehicle parking at traffic sensitive areas where parked cars
would impede traffic and cause unacceptable delay in an
evacuation process.

'

7. The plan fails t, provide for traffic g
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I

D. Appendix J, Amendment 2, p.WN-3-8 consisted of
sketch maps of traffic control points in West Newbury. The
control point at Crane Neck Street and Georgetown Road
provided for traffic cones blocking the turn north on to '

Georgetowa Road -- a turn used on prior bus route #2. The
control point at Church Street and Main Street provided for
cones blocking the turn from Main Street to Church Street --
a turn used on prior bus route #1. i

3. Appendix M, Amendment 3 fails to accurately reflect
the number of day care providers and children being cared for
by these providers in West Newbury. Appendix M, Amendment 3
also fails to accurately reflect the number of students and
staff at the schools in West Newbury.

Apolicants' Position

The last sentence of the contention should be deleted.

SPMC does not depend upon the personnel and resources of
'

governmental entities for implementation. SPMC $ 2.2.1.
i

Applicants do not object to the admission of the balance of

the contention provided it is reworded to make clear that it

applies only to TOWN inasmuch cs the bases relied upon are so

confined.

e

TOWN Contention No. 8

The plan fails to provide a reasonable basis for a |
finding of reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken as required by 10 C.F.R. sec.

'

50.47(a) and fails to meet the planning standards of 10
.

C.F.R. sec. 50. 47 (b) (1) (8) and (10) and NUREG-0654 II.J.10.g ;
and II.J.10.k in that the plan does not provide for an
adequate range of protective actions and contains inadequate
means of relocation and identification of and means for
dealing with potential impediments to use of evacuation
routes and contingency measures.

Bases

1. Parts of various streets in West Newbury are
subject to flooding and may be closed during part of the
year. Snow and ice may render use of regular vehicles
inadequate on certain strcets at certain times of the year. .

!The plan does not adequately address the seasonable
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impassability of the roads as required by NUREG-0654 J.10.k
or provide a reasonable assurance that adequate means exist
to deal with seasonal impassability of roads due to flooding
or snow and ice. Nor does it identify contingency measures

,

to_ deal.with such impediments.
,

2. The plan fails to identify an adequate means of
dealing with disabled vehicles or those which are inoperable
due to fuel exhaustion or accidents. It simply provides for
tow facilities at some unidentified site in Groveland with
access to Route 113.

3. The plan fails to provide for coordinated and
effective response in critical traffic areas of West Newbury.

4. The plan fails to provide for sufficient traffic
guides, tow crews, equipment or other mechanisms for adequate
traffic control and management along roads in West Newbury in
the event evacuation is required.

5. The plan fails to provide for traffic control at
critical points and intersections in West Newbury.

,

4

6. The plan fails to provide for emergency personnel
vehicle parking at traffic sensitive areas where parked cars
would impede traffic and cause unacceptable delay in an
evacuation process.

7. The plan fails to provide for traffic guides to
assist in the management of evacuation bus routes.,

8. The plan fails to provide a reasonable basis from
,

which it can reasonably be assumed that support organizations
under agreement with NHY ORO will be able to provide the
contracted for resources in sufficient quantity and in
adequate time to effectuate the plan in a manner that1

provides adequate protection to the public.

9. The plan fails to provide adequate measures to
protect the public in the event of a snowstorm during or

'

shortly before an evacuation. It fails to identify or make
i provisions for the resources necessary for expedited snow
; removal or for additional buses to compensate for snow bound
i passenger cars. Nor does the Town of West Newbury have the

equipment or personnel to adequately deal with such snow
,

|
removal,

t

'
10. The plan fails to provide for notification of tho

time of arrival of buses along any bus routes to bus
i

i dependent persons, thereby providing the potential for
increased exposure to radiation for people waiting outside ori

! walking to bus routes. Table 11-7 of the Seabrook Station
|
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Evacuation Time Study provides for three bus routes in West
Newbury with one bus trip per route. However, the calendar
which the applicant proposes distributing to the public
advises that if a bus is full, people should simply wait
because another bus will be along. This conflicting
information -- which suggests that bus routes will be
maintained until all persons requiring cuch transportation
have been picked up -- not only provides the potential for
increased exposure to radiation for people who may be waiting
for a bus that is not, in fact, scheduled to arrive, but also
increases the possibility that people will not be left behind
without means to evacuate. The plan contains no compensatory
measures or resources to adequately address this problem.

11. The plan assumes that emergency response vehicles
and equipment resources such as police and fire department
vehicles and traffic and access control equipment are
available in each of the local EPZ communities (plan, section
2.2.6). The Town of West Newbury has inadequate resources to
effectively implement, oversee, or adequately participate in
a safe and effective evacuation of the town pursuant to the
plan.

12. The plan fails to provide for adequate equipment
inventory at the staging area, particularly blinking light
cones.

Aeolicants' Position

This very general contention is followed by statements

of bases which in and of themselves are contentions. It is

the Applicants' position that the general contention should

be excluded as being without bases in whole or in part, and

that the contentions set forth in the statement of bases

should be dealt with as follows.

A viable contention arises out of basis 1. which should

be worded as follows:

Insofar as TOWN is concerned, SPMC fails to comply
with NUREG-0654 II.J.10.k.

To the extent basis 2. is intended to raise the generic

issue of how broken down cars will be dealt with, that issue
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has been fully litigated in the NHRERP phase of the

proceeding. Applicants have no objection to a contention

confined to the assertion that insufficient towing vehicles
~

"

are under LOAs.

i Bases 3 through 7 do not contain sufficient specificity

to support an admissible contention. Phrases such as

"critical traffic areas," "along roads in West Newbury,"

"critical. points and intersections," "traffic sensitive
,

areas," and "evacuation bus routes" do not provide sufficient
i

specificity to give fair notice as to what is being
.

litigated.
i

! To the extent basis 8. is raising the issue of whether

| the SPMC has to spell out the "reasonable basis" referred to,
4

it raises no litigable contention. An emergency plan need<

not spell out such matters. To the extent the statement

seeks to raise the issue of whether there are sufficient
i resources under LOAs to carry out the portions of SPMC

applicable to TOWN, this would be a proper contention.

However, TOWN should be required to specify which resources'

exactly it claims are lacking.
a

{ Basis 9. raises no litigable contention. Snow removal

! is a governmental function carried out by TOWN in normal
1

times as well as emergencies. If TOWN is truly in the
i

position that it could not remove snow in a nonradiological

emergency, that is its choice and a utility has no obligation

to provide such resources in a radiological emergency.
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If we understand basis 10. correctly, it is the basis

for the following contention, as to which the Applicants

would have no objection:

Insufficient buses have been assigned under SPMC
for transportation of the transportation dependent
in TOWN.

Basis 11, raises no litigable issue because

implementation of SPMC does not depend upon the use of

governmental personnel or resources. EIHC 5 2.2.1.

With respect to basis 12., Applicants would not object

to a contention worded as follows:

The staging area is not provided sufficient blinking
light cones for TOWN under SPMC.

TOWN Contention No. 9

The plan fails to provide reasonable assurance of
adequate public protection because an adequate number of
emergency vehicles are not provided for in the plans. Nor is
there any assurance that effective use of these vehicles will
be possible in view of a potential outgoing flow of
evacuating traffic and a significant lack of drivers.
Therefore, these plans do not meet the requirements of 10 CFR
sec. 50. 47 (a) (1) , 50. 4 7 (b) (3) , (8) and (10) and NUREG-0654
II.J.10.d, II.J.10.g, and II.J.10.k.

Bases

1. The plan provides for tow trucks to be located at a
staging area somewhere in Groveland. The plan does not
specify the number of tow trucks or provide any basis for a
finding that the number will be adequate to respond to
disabled vehicles. Nor is there any reasonable assurance
that the trucks would be able to effectively reach disabled
vehicles in West Newbury in a timely manner since they would
be entoring West Newbury against the flow of outgoing
evacuating traffic.

2. The plan assumes that emergency response vehicles
such as police and fire department vehicles are available in
each of the local EPZ communities (plan, section 2.2.6). The
Town of West Newbury has inadequate resources to effectively
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;

,

implement, oversee, or adequately participate in a safe and
effective evacuation of the town pursuant to the plan.

3. The plan fails to provide an adequate basis for a
finding that the number of ambulances and other emergency
vehicles for the transportation of persons with special

i needs, or personnel to man those vehicles, are sufficient to
reasonably assure the safety of persons in West Newbury
requiring such transportation. Nor does the plan provide an
adequate basis for a finding that such vehicles would be able
to reach persons in West Newbury requiring such assistance in
a timely manner.

Applicants' Position

'

The Applicants would have no objection to the contention

if the words "a potential outgoing flow of evacuating traffic

and" were deleted therefrom and the contention were reworded I

to make clear that it applies only to so much of SPMC as

pertains to TOWN. The deletion is required because

,. interference with incoming emergency vehicles is a human

behavior problem which is generic in nature and has been
t

fully litigated in the NHRERP phase of the case. In
'

addition, the order admitting the contention as reworded

should make clear that evidence of the nature described in

basis 2, will not be received. SPMC does not depend for

implementation upon any resources of TOWN. SPMC 5 2.2.1. j

IOWN Contention No. 10

The plan fails to provide for adequate dissemination of
information to the public regarding how they will be notified
and what their actions should be in an emergency as required
by 10 CFR sec. 50.47(b)(7) and NUREG-0654 FEMA REP 1, Rev. 1,

II.G.1 and 2.

Bases :

t

The Plan provides that "(c]alendars will be mailed to ;

households and commercial establishments in the Plume
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Exposure EPZ using billing lists from the Utility." Plan,
sec. 7.5.1.A. However, use of such billing lists will not
ensure that residents of tne Town of West Newbury will
receive such information since they do not rcceive bills from ,

"the Utility". i

Aeolicants' Position

The contention as worded is adequately supported by the

basis as worded. TOWN may not wish to press this contention

to admission based upon the following: the utility

contemplated to provide the mailing list is whatever utility

is serving the municipality in question.

Respectfully submitted,

/>

%

Thoma's d. DignsT7Jr.
George H. Lewald
Kathryn A. Selleck

Ropes & Gray
225 Franklin Street
Boston, MA 02110
(617) 423-6100
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April 26, 1988

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

before the
,

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARO

)
In the Matter of )

)
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF ) Docket Nos. 50-443-OL

NEW HAMPSHIRE, et al. ) 50-444-OL
) (Off-site Emergency

(Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2) ) Planning Issues)
)
)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Thomas G. Dignan, Jr., one of the attorneys for the
Applicants herein, hereby certify that on April 26, 1988, I
made service of the within document by depositing copies
thereof with Federal Express, prepaid, for delivery to (or,
where indicated, by depositing in the United States mail,
first class postage paid, addressed to):

Administrative Judge Ivan W. Smith Robert Carrigg, Chairman
Chairman., Atomic Safety and Board of Selectmen

Licensing Board Panel Town Office
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Atlantic Avenue ;

Commission North Hampton, NH 03862
East West Towers Building
4350 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814

|
Judge Gustave A. Linenberger Diane Curran, Esquire
Atomic Safety and Licensing Andrea C. Ferster, Esquire i

Board Pana.', Harmon & Weiss '

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Suite 430i

Commission 2001 S Street, N.W.'

East West Towers Building Washington, DC 20009
,

4350 East West HighwayI

Bethesda, MD 20814

|
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Dr. Jerry Harbour Stephen E. Merrill
Atomic Safety and Licensing Attorney General

Board Panel George Dana Bisbee
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Assistant Attorney General

Commission Office of the Attorney General
East West Towers Building 25 Capitol Street
4350 East West Highway Concord, NH 03301-6397
Bethesda, MD 20814

Adjudicatory File Sherwin E. Turk, Esquire
Atomic Safety and Licensing Office of the General Counsel

Board Panel Docket (2 copies) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Commission
East West Towers Building One White Flint North, 15th Fl.
4350 East West Highway 11555 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20814 Rockville, MD 20852

* Atomic Safety and Licensing Robert A. Backus, Esquire
Appeal Board Panel 116 Lowell Street

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory P. O. Box 516
Commission Manchester, NH 03105

Washington, DC 20555

Philip Ahrens, Esquire Mr. J. P. Nadeau
Assistant Attorney General Selectmen's Office
Department of the Attorney 10 Central Road
General Rye, NH 03870

Augusta, ME 04333

Paul McEachern, Esquire Carol S. Sneider, Esquire
Matthew T. Brock, Esquire Assistant Attorney General
Shaines & McEachern Department of the Attorney

25 Maplewood Avenue General
P.O. Box 360 One Ashburton Place, 19th Fir.
Portsmouth, NH 03801 Boston, MA 02108

Mrs. Sandra Gavutis Mr. Calvin A. Canney
Chairman, Board of Selectmen City Manager
RFD 1 - Box 1154 City Hall
Route 107 126 Daniel Street
Kensington, NH 03827 Portsmouth, NH 03801

* Senator Gordon J. Humphrey R. Scott Hill-Whilton, Esquire
U.S. Senate Lagoulis, Clark, Hill-
Washington, DC 20510 Whilton & McGuire
(Attn: Tom Burack) 79 State Street

Newburyport, MA 01950
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* Senator Gordon J. Humphrey Mr. Peter J. Matthews
One Eagle Square, Suito 507 Mayor
Concord, NH 03301 City Hall
(Attn: Herb Boynton) Newburyport, MA 01950

Mr. Thomas F. Powers, III Mr. William S. Lord
Town Manager Board of Selectman
Town of Exeter Town Hall - Friend Street
10 Front Street Amesbury, MA 01913
Exeter, NH 03833

H. Joseph Flynn, Esquire Brentwood Board of Selectmen
Office of General Counsel RFD Dalton Road

'

Federal Emergency Management Brentwood, NH 03833
Agency

500 C Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20472

Gary W. Holmes, Esquire Richard A. Hampe, Esquire
Holmes & Ells Hampe and McNicholas
47 Winnacunnet Road 35 Pleasant Street
Hampton, NH 03841 Concord, NH 03301

Mr. Ed Thomas Judith H. Mizner, Esquire
FEMA, Region I 79 State Street, 2nd Floor
442 John W. McCormack Post Newburyport, MA 01950
Office and Court House

Post Office Square
Boston, MA 02109

Charles P. Graham, Esquire Leonard Kopelman, Esquire
Murphy and Graham Kopelman & Paige, P.C.
33 Low Street 77 Franklin Street
Newburyport, MA 01950 Boston, MA 02110

Ashod N. Amirian, Esquire
376 Main Street
Haverhill, MA 01830
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